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Wars and illicit economies make strange bedfellows. War’s shadows cast
widely; and in the areas of poor illumination lives and fortunes are forged
and lost. As nations grow and crumble under the banners of progress and
the weight of violence, each citizen tells or paints or dances or bleeds his
or her story of survival. The sum total of these stories tells us the nature
of war and the prospects for peace. Few reach the light of international
recognition, most are lost in the shadows.

Ethnography is a discipline sophisticated in its simplicity: it travels with
the anthropologist to the front lines and across lights and shadows to col-
lect these stories; to illuminate strange bedfellows, and, if one were to
put it bluntly, to care.

This book is dedicated to collecting stories of war, peace, and illicit
economies across people’s lives, and across zones of war and peace in dif-
ferent countries and on different continents. Neither the stories nor the
ethnographies of the twenty-first century are bound to single locales: what
patterns ripple across cultural landscapes, sovereign borders, and theo-
retical domains? As an arms merchant steps on an airplane to fly from one
warzone to another, he or she hears a gunshot, a victim falls, a story
unfolds. As the merchant steps off the plane a continent away, he or she
notices another gunshot. What patterns of politics, of economics, and of
personal heroism and tragedy define our world in the intersections of
power, profit, survival, and humanity—in the shot of a gun? What expe-
riences from the front lines of wars and the back lines of profiteering bring
these understandings to life?
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CHAPTER 1

PROLOGUE

These people say that war is a crocodile which is always
hungry. It has dishonest eyes and a thrashing tail. It creeps
up quietly while you wash at the river, while you pound your
corn, while you rock your old mother in her time of dying.

It is with you always, war, waiting to explode your life
and throw you down beside a river to die. War wants death,
always; war wants to quiet your mother’s songs. War wants
your sorrow.1

5

War is one of those impossible words: it refers to war as a soldier in Sudan
lives it, as a child in Sri Lanka experiences it, as a torture victim in
Argentina’s dirty war felt it, as a Greek in Troy died it. A mere three let-
ters covers a sweep of hundreds of thousands of events across several mil-
lennia. How do we understand so vast a phenomenon while retaining the
vibrancy of the lives that constitute it?

There is an image of war that has stuck in my mind for nearly two
decades. It seems to point toward some deep understanding, something
that stands just outside of conscious grasp, or maybe beyond intellectual
thought to a more profound conception of . . . what? Not just war, but
something that tugs at the heart of what it means to be human. And in
the curious combination that links devastating disasters with the pro-
foundly mundane, this image involves a watermelon amid some of the
worst violence marking recent decades. A Sri Lankan acquaintance and I
had traveled to the July 1983 Kataragama religious festival in southeast-
ern Sri Lanka. She is a middle-aged woman from the capital city of
Colombo, a mother with a ready laugh and a maternal charm that holds



a bit of impishness. We had shared a room, and I remember her unpack-
ing her travel bag the first day; she had a towel, food, and other useful
items I had not thought to pack. She laughingly lectured me: “Carry what
you will need.”

The 1983 riots in which thousands were killed in seven days broke out
the last night of the festival.2 No one knew the violence was about to erupt
as they said goodbye to one another and began their journeys home.
Almost no one: curiously, the last two evenings of the festival several of
the homeless “mentally ill” people spoke at length and with great emo-
tion about the impending violence. One directed his agitated monologue
at me, perhaps because I was a foreigner. As a large crowd gathered around
us, he launched into an aggressive explanation of the cataclysmic violence
that was soon to erupt, the blood that would stain the streets and homes
of the country, the screams of pain and anger he could hear, and the ways
in which the responsibility for this violence went all the way to my coun-
try in cycles of global inequality. The audience around us sought to brush
off his belligerent words with a reference to his madness, but a troubling
clarity in his speech unsettled all of us.

Just before my traveling companion and I left Kataragama, she found
a large watermelon, and bought it to take home to her family. She tried
to give me a hug as we parted company to travel to our respective homes
and broke out laughing as she juggled her suitcase in one hand and the
watermelon in the other.

The bus she took to Colombo arrived at a city overtaken by flames and
overrun by mobs. The next time I saw her, she told me of that night:

We left the Kataragama festival that is meant to put the world together and
arrived home to find the world being taken apart. We arrived to a nightmare
worse than any the mind could conceive in dream. As we took the bus out
of Kataragama, night began to fall, and we were lulled to sleep by the rock-
ing of the bus, the camaraderie of sharing food, and warm memories of the
festival. Sometime after midnight as we began to near Colombo, we opened
our eyes to a world gone mad. Entire blocks of buildings were in flames,
and people broke out of these buildings aflame themselves. Buses and cars
burned in the roads, some with the occupants locked inside. Crowds of
people ran in the streets, some shouting and beating people, overturning
cars and setting them on fire, attacking homes and businesses . . . others
running for safety and for their lives. Nothing made sense. As buses were
being stopped, passengers being hauled out and killed, and the vehicles
firebombed, our bus driver stopped suddenly and turned all of us passen-
gers out onto the street, and drove away. It was nowhere near the bus ter-
minal, and none of us knew where we were.
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This fact startles me to this day: I grew up in this city, I know it as home;
I know its streets and alleys, its shops and landmarks. I know my way around
by a lifetime of knowledge—the pretty wall Mr. Wickramasingham built on
this corner, the funny shaped tree in the open field by Mrs. Dharmaratna’s
shop, the temple my friend took her child to when he fell ill, the movie the-
atre painted bright blue. But that night, I didn’t know where I was, or how to
get home. I didn’t recognize the city I spent my whole life in. Even that isn’t
really true: it tore such a cruel wound because I recognized it and I didn’t,
all at once. Amid the familiar was such horror. Those pretty walls and funny
trees, the shops and temples, were in flames or destroyed, the dead and
wounded lay there now, and mobs seemed to appear from empty space,
overpower all reason, and disappear again, only to be replaced by another
just down the road. The police did nothing, or maybe they did too much.

I had all my belongings from my trip with me, my handbag, my wrap, my
suitcase, and that large watermelon. I just set my feet moving and tried to
find my way home. Every street I turned down seemed as unfamiliar as the
last. The horror never stopped. Fires, mobs, beatings, murder. I was ex-
hausted, and my mind could not grasp what it saw. Nothing was clear: not
who was killing whom, nor why. Not where it might be safe nor how to get
there. Not how to respond nor whom to turn to, and no way of finding out.

I walked for hours. I grew painfully tired, and the things I was carrying
seemed to weigh more and more. At some point, I stopped and set my hand-
bag down on the sidewalk and left it there. It just seemed too much to carry.
A while later I took my wrap and wiped the sweat and soot off my face, and
left the wrap there on someone’s fence as I picked up my suitcase and that
watermelon and trudged off again in search of my home. Somehow in my
mind I thought I’d go back and collect my handbag the next day—I really
thought it would just be sitting there where I left it. That’s how hard it is to
think realistically when everything around you is unrealistic. I left all my iden-
tification, my money, everything sitting there on the road while I carried off
that heavy unwieldy watermelon with me. Sometime later, it might have been
hours or days to my mind, the suitcase became unbearably heavy, and I set
that down too and left it. But I never let go of that watermelon. To this day,
I can’t explain it. But I carried that watermelon all night long through all the
chaos and horror, and finally arrived home clutching that darned thing, hav-
ing left everything else on the road.

You know, my handbag had all my necessities in it: my identification, my
money and bank cards, my glasses and licenses. My suitcase had my favorite
saris, my daily necessities and medicines, and presents and blessed reli-
gious relics for my family. I have always been considered the organized and
responsible one of the family. And yet I left all these beside the road and
carried home a heavy watermelon through some of the worst rioting imag-
inable. I will always wonder at that, at the will I had to get home, to keep
walking through hell, and to carry a watermelon. How it is we all survive the
unbearable.
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This is the image that sticks with me: what made my friend drop her
bags, with their familial associations and useful documents, in fatigue
and terror, but hold on to a watermelon? “Carry what you need,” she
had said in Kataragama. In the seven days of the rioting, I watched thou-
sands of people act and react to the events at hand, each in his or her
own unique way; and hundreds of these people’s responses made a strong
impression on me. Each story, each behavior I observed during the riots,
was a piece of the puzzle, a call to follow the question. But what was the
puzzle, what was the question? Perhaps this watermelon is why I study
war.

. . .

I doubt she would want me to use her real name. I was speaking with her
half a world away, and nearly two decades after the Sri Lankan riots. But
she would understand the story of the watermelon: she lives in a warzone
where one-third of the entire population has been forced to flee their
homes, and one-twelfth of the population have lost their lives to war in
the last ten years. She had made time in a very busy day to sit and talk
with me about the impact of the war on daily life. As the conversation
came to an end, I thanked her for her time and asked her if there was any-
thing I could do for her, to reciprocate her kindness.

Yes, she said, there is. We have tens of thousands of internally displaced
people in this area who have lost everything to the war. They do any kind of
work to try to make enough to buy food and keep their families alive. This
often falls on the women’s shoulders: do you know, in most of the camps
for the displaced here, the majority of households are headed by a woman?
Women and girls scrape together just enough to get some food or goods to
sell to make some money to feed their families.

And then you see the police and the military, taking what little these girls
and women have. They feel entitled. You see it all the time: a woman will be
walking down the street with goods to sell, and the police or the soldiers
will just go up and take it.

They have the power, she has nothing now. And she may not make it
without that bit to sell—how is she to survive?

What can you do for me? Tell this story. Write about it. Tell the truth of
war and what happens to people like these women who stand on the thin
line of survival.

For the people standing on that thin line of survival between living
and becoming a casualty of war, the impact of these actions is of existential
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proportions. They may even be cataclysmic. But for most people in the
world, these brushes with life, death, and profiteering are largely invisi-
ble. They are invisible because militarily, much of war violates human sen-
sibilities; because logistically, the front lines are difficult to document with
neutrality; because economically, fortunes are made and lost in less than
ethical ways; because politically, power covers its tracks.

The story doesn’t end with the women giving up their goods to the
police and military. This is just ground zero of the front-line intersections
of war and invisible economies that ultimately extend worldwide. Just as
these troops demand payment from poor women, so must they pay up
the ladder, compensating their commanding officers. And their com-
manding officers are able to demand far greater goods in their own sphere
of work: at the highest levels of power, they may control national con-
cessions over valuable resources, as well as the companies that work the
concessions, transport the goods, and oversee the profits. This might be
called corruption if it stopped at the national level, but these systems of
profit are international. In the shadows, beyond public scrutiny, com-
manders may partner with international wildcatters who move consumer
items, from weapons to cigarettes, into a warzone while moving valuable
resources, from diamonds to timber, out to the cosmopolitan centers of
the world in less than legal ways.3 More visibly, they may partner with
international state-sponsored vendors to procure expensive weapons and
goods—exports that peacetime countries are eager to sell for their own
profits, but which rarely match the actual needs of the purchasing coun-
try and its war.

Systems of partnership, alliance, coercion, dependency, and outright
violation variously mark these transactions, from the poor woman who
gives up her only food to the foot soldier all the way to the vast global
flows of weapons or resources for hard currency. It is in these intersec-
tions that power in its most fundamental sense is forged. In the midst of
vast political systems in which riots and wars scar human landscapes and
mold global economies, a woman discards her handbags and clutches a
watermelon in trying to get home in a city besieged by mobs. This, in
total, is the body of war and the hope for peace.

How do we understand, not abstract text-bound definitions of war’s
violence, but what it lives like, experiences like, tastes, feels, looks, and
moves like? Many of the truths of war disappear in unsung deeds and
unrecorded acts.4 “The war tells us: nothing is what it seems. But the war
also says: I am the reality, I am the ground under your feet, the certainty
that lies beneath all uncertainties.”5 What place do we give to the pro-
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found good that beats in the hearts of so many I meet on the front lines
that “conventional wisdom” tells us are populated with Hobbesian
brutes? At the broadest level these inquiries merge into the question:
“What is war?” Or perhaps more accurately, “Why would humans engage
in one of the most profoundly unpleasant activities imaginable—one
capable of extinguishing humans themselves?”

I soon found that there are no theories of war or—depending on what you are
willing to accept as a “theory”—far too many of them. Ask a scholar for an expla-
nation of war, and he or she will most likely snicker at your naiveté in expecting
that something so large and poorly defined could even be explained. Ask a non-
specialist, however, and you will get any of a dozen explanations, each proffered
with utter confidence: it is because of our innate aggressiveness . . . or because of
innate male aggressiveness . . . or because of imperialism and greed . . . or over-
population and a shortage of resources . . . or it is simply a manifestation of
unknowable evil . . . Our understanding of war, it occurred to me, is about as
confused and uninformed as theories of disease were roughly 200 years ago.6

These questions have led me along a continually unfolding set of inquiries,
across several continents, and through two decades of research. After the
1983 Sri Lankan riots I began to study riot phenomena; as the war in Sri
Lanka escalated, I went on to research paramilitary, military, and guer-
rilla warfare. Each inquiry prompted further questions. What happens to
women, female guerrillas, children, and healers treating not only war
wounds but also entire societies bleeding from assaults on their core insti-
tutions and values? How do civilians live their lives on the front lines?
Who are the true brokers of war? Of peace? After conducting research in
Sri Lanka for a decade, I began comparative work in Southern Africa in
1988, focusing on Mozambique at the height of its war. When Mozam-
bique moved from one of the most destructive wars of the time to a suc-
cessfully brokered peace, my research explored the “good,” as well as the
violence, that exists on the front lines and ultimately makes peace possi-
ble. In 1996 I began work in Angola, a country in many ways similar to
Mozambique, but itself unable to maintain a peace accord until 2002. Vio-
lence is defined both by local realities and histories and by internation-
ally forged norms of militarization: a large and well-developed set of net-
works stretch across the globe and into the most remote battlefield
localities to provide everything required by militaries, from weapons to
training manuals, food, medicines, tools, and state-of-the-art computers.
If war is powerfully shaped by the intersections of individual acts, national
histories, and transnational cultures of militarization and economic gain,
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so too are the more profound questions that attach to studies of war: What
is power? Violence? In/humanity? Resolution?

These observations set in motion a new set of research issues: much
of this trade passes across boundaries of il/legality. In doing the research
for this book, I found these “extra-state” exchange systems—what I here
call “shadow” networks—are fundamental to war, and in a profound
irony, are central to processes of development, for good or bad. Simul-
taneously, my research showed that their centrality in world economic
and power systems is accompanied by an almost inverse proportion of
information on them. As this book will explore, a startlingly large por-
tion of the entire global economy passes through the shadows: 90 per-
cent of Angola’s economy; 50 percent of Kenya’s, Italy’s, and Peru’s
economies; 40 to 60 percent of Russia’s economy; and between 10 and
30 percent of the United States economy enters into extra-state transac-
tions.7 But a comparable percentage of research and publication does not
take place on the non-legal. This of course prompts the question, “Why?”

The repercussions of leaving extra-state realities in the analytical shad-
ows are extensive. Today, trillions of dollars and millions of people cir-
culate around the globe outside of formal legal reckoning. This set of eco-
nomic and personnel flows ranges from the mundane (the trade in
cigarettes and pirated software), through the illicit (gems and timber),
to the dangerous (weapons and illegal narcotics).

The trillions generated in these extra-legal financial empires must be
laundered to legitimacy, and thus enter global financial markets in
uncharted ways. The relative freedom from controls found in warzones
and the financial powerhouses found in the cosmopolitan centers of the
world combine in ways that tend to merge war and global profiteering.

Complex production, transport, distribution, and consumption sys-
tems have emerged to move goods and services through the shadows.
Sophisticated banking systems exist to transfer unregulated monies.
Highly developed regulatory mechanisms are in place to oversee extra-
state trade—from lawyers to conflict resolution specialists. The profits
have a substantial impact on the economies of all of the world’s coun-
tries. And much of this remains invisible to formal state-based account-
ing systems and theories. We can’t, with any accuracy, tell what impact
hundreds of billions of dollars worth of illicit weapons gains has on Euro-
pean stock markets; how laundered drug proceeds affect the financial via-
bility of smaller states; how market manipulation of unregulated goods
affects interest rates and currency valuations internationally.

Nor, without studying the shadows, can we predict crises such as the
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Asian market crash in the late 1990s or the September 11, 2001, attack on
the USA. The shadows permeate these realms. Extra-state economies are
central to the world’s power grids.

We have grown used to a world where formal texts on military and
economic matters deal only tangentially, if at all, with the extra-state. But
this is a dangerous habit: what professional discipline can condone under-
standing only a part of the scope of its field of inquiry? The consequences
of this practice are visible in myriad ways, which the chapters of this book
will explore. An example suffices here: the United States intelligence serv-
ices have taken considerable criticism for not predicting and averting the
September 11 attack. But much of what undergirded the assaults took place
along shadow channels. The intelligence services, for all their purported
interest in the invisible world, function in an epistemological universe that
still relies heavily on the classical economic, political, and military texts—
texts that take their definitions from the realm of the formal and the state
based. If a more developed knowledge of extra-state and extra-legal net-
works existed, the impending attack—and the activities of those who
orchestrated it—would have been more visible. Solutions are predicated
on knowing the whole of the problem, not merely the classically visible
parts.

. . .

This book follows a very straightforward organizational format: war,
extra-state realities, and (the problems of) peace—beginning to end. Each
chapter is devoted to a stage along this continuum: the beginnings of polit-
ical violence; the heights of war and the experiences of violence; the nature
of power; the shadowy il/legalities that sustain war; the move toward
peace; the impediments to resolution; and the reemergence of shadow
powers as a central influence in in/stability, peace, and development on
a global scale.

It may be that in the past we could understand a locale solely by focus-
ing our gaze on it. Perhaps not. But today, clearly, locales are not islands
surrounded by the vast and churning waters of fluid geographical space.
Today humans feel the tug and pull of societal waves generated in regions
far afield; they share the currents, even the riptides, that move across vast
global stretches. For example, my experiences in Sri Lanka took on greater
meaning when I began to do research in Mozambique. When I saw the
same cast of characters selling arms, profiteering, and brokering peace in
Mozambique as I had in Sri Lanka, I realized that these international play-
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ers were not necessarily ideologically linked to the causes defining either
South Asia or Southern Africa, nor were they necessarily drawn into a
national drama for a specific set of reasons unique to this “locale.” They
were international players. In following the networks brokering war and
peace across all distinctions of legal and illegal, I realized that these rep-
resent anthropological flows that span the globe both physically and epis-
temologically—at once dependent on locales and local cultural knowl-
edges but also linking across them.

What, then, is ethnography?
The answer is not the same for everyone. But for me, and for this par-

ticular research, ethnography must be able to follow the question. It must be
able to capture not only the site, but also the smell, feel, taste, and motion
of a locale, of a people that share a common space and intertwined lives.
It must be able to grasp at least a fleeting glimpse of the dreams that people
carry with them and that carry people to distant places of world and mind;
of the creative imaginary through which people give substance to their
thoughts and lives. And quite pragmatically, it must be able to delve into
why a soldier pulls the trigger against one human and not another; to
illuminate how people suffer the ravages of violence and grieving and still
craft humanitarian resistance; to chart the realities of how weapons are
traded for diamonds and power, and the lives of those who trade them.

Today, such questions can’t be encompassed by studying a single site.8

The gun that fires the bullet in Mozambique was made in the USA, or
Bulgaria, or Brazil, or China. It was traded through a vast network of
agents, “advisors,” and alliances—all of whom have a say in how the
weapon should be used: who can legitimately be killed (and who cannot,
starting with the arms vendors), and how this is all to be justified. Per-
haps the weapon was smuggled through the legal world into the shad-
ows, entering another global set of alliances. The soldier who aims the
gun aims along years of training, not only on how to kill, but how to draw
divisions, hatred, fears, and justifications—a mix of cultural and military
lore that has been fed by everything from local grievances through for-
eign military advisors to global media and music.9 All of this intersects
to shape the lives of everyone involved in war, from the elite decision mak-
ers to the youth-soldiers fighting on shifting and hazy front lines.

. . .

“We just got a dead Irish Protestant mercenary, you want to see his body?”
the fifteen-year-old said as he propped his AK-47 against a tree trunk, sat
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down next to me, and asked for a cigarette. It was at the height of the war
in Mozambique, itself a long way from Europe and the conflicts in North-
ern Ireland. The boy and I sat in a bombed-out town in the middle of
Mozambique, many hundreds of kilometers from the country’s capital
and cosmopolitan centers. We were, as traditional scholarship would say,
in a profoundly “local” setting. “No thanks,” I replied, “but how do you
know he’s a Protestant from Northern Ireland?”

“We looked at his identity papers,” the boy said, looking at me as if I
were a half-wit. The boy was thin, and dressed only in a pair of tattered
shorts and a T-shirt. His gun was strung on an old piece of cloth. He had
been press-ganged into joining the military, and had never left his home
village region until he walked out as a “soldier” about the time he hit
puberty. The boy settled in the sun, and began to talk:

You know, these white guys are often a whole lot meaner than we are. I
mean, we fight and we kill and all, but it’s like these white guys think killing
is the answer to everything. We have so many white guys, so many foreigners,
around; training us, getting mad at us, fighting us, making money from us.
Some are OK, I got sent to this training camp far away, and there were some
who were friendly, tried to make sure we got enough to eat, and worked to
teach us. People from all over. Got a whole lot of strange ideas, stuff that
sometimes’ useful, but a lot of times just didn’t make a lot of sense, like it
was a lot of trouble to do things that way, and dangerous too. I think fight-
ing like that gives them weird ideas about fighting. Bruce Lee, he laughs,
now that’s who they should send out to train us. That’s where it’s at. But
who knows, it’s all beyond trying to guess. Truth is, I don’t think a lot of these
guys care if we win or lose. We all see them moving on the mines, doing
“business.” Someone’s making a whole lot in this war, and I can tell you, it
sure isn’t me.

If I were going to understand this war, and this youth’s experiences in
it, what story would I best follow? I could follow his movements; those
of his compatriots and the foreigners he interacted with; the media and
movies that shaped his ideas; the war merchants and profiteers from
around the world that passed through his life, his country, and its war;
the various cultures of militarization that move from warzone to warzone
around the world; the vast international systems of economic gain that
shape political violence. This “local” youth-soldier was far from “local.”
The Mozambican war was deeply internationalized. Where does war begin
and end?

Ethnography must be able to bring a people and a place to life in the
eyes and hearts of those who have not been there. But it must also be able
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to follow not a place, but “place-less-ness,” the flows of a good, an idea,
an international military culture, a shadow; of the way these place-less
realities intersect and are shaped by associations with other places and
other place-less forces. And, as this book will explore in discussing
shadow powers, ethnography must be able to illuminate not only a non-
place, but also the invisible—that which is rendered non-visible for rea-
sons of power and profit. Power circulates in the corridors of institutions
and in the shadows. I will in fact argue that ethnography is an excellent
way to study the invisibilities of power—invisibility that is in part con-
structed by convincing people not to study the shadows, convincing them
that the place-less is impossible to situate in study, that it is “out of site.”
Ethnography gives substance and site to all human endeavor, merely by
caring about the day to day of human existence.

In a study such as this, some things must remain in the shadows,
unseen. And this in turn requires new considerations of what constitutes
ethnography. Anthropology developed as a discipline rooted in fieldwork,
and as such it named names and mapped places. In the localized settings
in which anthropologists worked, every quote was enmeshed in a web of
social relations such that everyone knew who spoke, to whom, and why.
It was this “factuality” that lent anthropology an aura of objectivity; and
alternatively, the respect of the subject.

But war and the shadows change this equation. Local knowledge is
crucial to understanding, yet quoting local informants can mean a death
sentence for them. When it comes to massacres, human rights violations,
massive corruption, and global profiteering, even situating one’s quotes
and data in a “locatable” place and person can be dangerous. Academic
responsibility here rests in protecting one’s sources, not in revealing them.

Traditional scholarship might say that leaving out the names and the
places behind the quotes waters down the impact of the research. Hav-
ing struggled with this question for years now, I have come to disagree.
Part of the reason so many aspects of war and extra-state behavior are
“invisible” to formal accounting is precisely the problems and dangers of
the research: people elect not to publish at all in lieu of endangering their
work by asking, and then repeating, the “unspeakable.” Perhaps even more
important than “naming names and mapping places” at this stage of
research into the intersections of war, peace, and shadows is understanding
how these systems of human interaction unfold across people’s lives and
global transactions. The systems of knowledge and action that undergird
these realities resonate around the world. Exposing the name of the poor
peasant who saw his family murdered will not shed light on the circum-
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stances surrounding that murder—it will merely endanger his life; and
exposing the name of the general who is profiteering from war will not
illuminate the international networks of extra-legal economies and
power—it will merely endanger my ability to return to this field site.

This is not to leave a study hanging in mid-air. The field data presented
in my work is all firsthand. In lieu of naming specific names, it sheds light
on roles found from one conflict to the next; it maps the flux and flow of
violence, shadow powers, and peace-building along connected sites to
larger transnational patterns. The quotes throughout this work are from
people who populate the immediacy of these realities. In protecting these
people and their larger stories, I have given considerable thought as to
how to present each story: in some cases I situate it in a locale; in others
a region, and in those most sensitive I leave the story sans-locale altogether.
When asked to provide more concrete and situated data—the names and
places of traditional scholarship—I must respond that endangering those
with whom we work endangers the very integrity of our discipline. Weav-
ing together these layers and levels is the best way I know at present to
explore, and begin to expose, the visible and invisible realities that attend
to war, peace, and shadow powers that are shaping the course of the
twenty-first century.

. . .

I’ll never know why my friend in Sri Lanka left her handbag, wrap, and
suitcase in the roadway, yet carried a watermelon as she struggled to get
home through the rioting. She says she doubts she will ever figure it out
herself. But we speculated about this for months:

You know, she said, it seems illogical to leave what I might most need in the
midst of a life-threatening night. But, when you think of it, it seems illogical
to kill people for an identity: are you Tamil, Sinhalese, Hindu, Muslim, Bud-
dhist? It seems illogical to target people on their jobs and associations, voter
registration designations, and location of their homes. My handbag was filled
with such “identity”: my registrations and designations, licenses and
addresses. It just occurred to me: these are like licenses to kill. Leaving my
glasses, my keys? Perhaps I just didn’t want to see what was going on; and
what are keys but an illusion of safety shattered by mobs who just break
windows and enter houses? What did I care that night if I broke my window
to get into my home? If I had to break in, that would be wonderful, it would
mean my house had not been attacked. My suitcase? It was heavy, and when
your life is on the line, all those pretty saris and comfortable shoes don’t
mean a whole lot. But I think it was more: all around me people were loot-
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ing the goods of the maimed and the murdered, of the burning shops and
the deserted houses. What have we humans become, I believe I worried that
night, that we will feast on the dead for a television or a trinket? When did
we begin to value goods above good? My suitcase, filled with my goods,
became heavy in more ways than one. I left those behind. I left behind the
presents I bought for my family. Somehow I think they seemed to embody
the religious strife that was tearing my country to shreds that night. But that
watermelon. It was heavy, and unwieldy, and I can’t imagine what I looked
like, an old mother struggling down burning streets covered in dirt and ash
carrying a large watermelon in her arms. But it was something pure of vio-
lence; a present for my family that cost no one their life; something that
seemed to represent sanity and succor in a world gone mad. A watermelon
carries its own seeds for the future. Perhaps that is what I was trying to do.
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CHAPTER 2

A CONVERSATION IN A BAR AT THE FRONT

I had gotten a ride on an unexpected cargo flight to a province on a dis-
tant Mozambican battlefront. It was 1990, and the war was so serious at
this time people were calling the country the killing fields of Africa. I had
been trying to get to this location for weeks. It was a land of contradic-
tions. It was considered a backwater by African standards: the place where
people were sent when they really messed up either by breaking the law
or running afoul of the government. Yet it had a strong frontier ethos
and a set of vibrant cultures. The province had little governmental sup-
port, and perhaps because of this, strong cross-border extra-state linkages
with larger regional networks. Given the unpredictabilities of the war,
and the frequent attacks on trade routes, combined with the government’s
lack of interest in the region, you never knew if the markets would have
three potatoes to feed an entire town, or be brimming with unusual items
from a recent successful cross-border run. The only item in town that was
in abundance—given its centrality to survival—was information.

Just arrived, I was walking down the street when a woman called across
the street to me, “Are you the anthropologist or the public health per-
son?” Long since past wondering how people got information that to me
seemed inaccessible, I replied, “the anthropologist.” “Well,” she said, “I’m
the town’s only surgeon, but more importantly, a shipment of beer from
the next country over has just arrived in town. Let’s go.” “Go where?” I
asked. “For a beer. We haven’t seen beer here in ages. Everyone will be
going. We can talk there.” She and I converged on the local bar—a sim-
ple cane and wood construction with a few plastic tables and benches,
along with an assortment of the town’s denizens. Over warm flat beer—
some of the worst I have ever tasted—stories flowed around the table.
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Doctor: What a week! I’ve been operating day and night. War’s
heated up this week. Carolyn, I’ll run you by the hospi-
tal soon enough, but it’s rough: virtually no electricity in
town, and we often can’t get enough fuel for the gen-
erator. No running water. Almost no medicines; this
month, no surgical sutures: I’ve been sewing people up
with my own stock of sewing thread. Don’t know what
I’ll do when that runs out.

Journalist: Yeah, the war has been bad these days. I just got back
from a week-long trip up north with some of the sol-
diers. Christ, we walked forever. Not enough food, too
much sickness . . . But these guys are OK. They told sto-
ries from their home villages, and about what they would
do when the war ended. One of the guys stepped on a
land mine and blew his foot pretty badly. We carried him
back to town—it took days, seemed to take forever, him
trying to be strong and then screaming when he couldn’t
take it anymore.

Doctor: What a case he was. By the time you all got him to me,
he was days past wounded. You had that great bloody
bandage on his foot. He’s wide awake when he arrives,
I don’t have even a little anesthetic to put him out with.
So I unwrap this bandage, and he and I both look at
what’s left of his foot and leg, and it’s crawling with mag-
gots. He takes one look at this leg of his, and without
uttering a word, tries to crawl backward away from it,
like it’s not his, like he can get away from it. You could
see it in his face: he knew his body, it didn’t look like
this, this horrible thing at the end of his leg must belong
to someone, something, else. But as he backs up on
the operating table, his leg follows him, and he keeps
trying to get away from it. It was pretty awful: I had to
pick the maggots out one by one with tweezers. Took
hours. But I got him patched up, and he’s going to be
OK. Well, as OK as you can be after having parts of your
body blown off.

Journalist: I have a good story from the trip. Way up north, up by
the border, there’s this region where the people live
pretty much by themselves. A world away. But it’s a great
place. And it has managed this peace in the middle of
the war. Seems the chief holds all the power there—
never mind the government or the rebels. He’s a decent
kind of guy, cares about his community. And he has
power. He’s done ceremonies to protect his entire
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region—protect it from war and soldiers, from their vio-
lence. Troops don’t enter, they don’t kidnap people, they
don’t come and harass the women. Place is nice to get
to—you can feel it when you arrive, people don’t have
that hunted, that haunted, look in their eyes. No one
doubts this chief has powers—but his canniness in
cross-border trade is a nice piece of the story. A whole
little economy up there. But the place was attacked
recently. No one could figure out why, after such a long
time of peace and protection.

Then the story comes out—seems the chief is hav-
ing love problems. You know, the protective ceremonies
only work if the chief upholds key moral values. He can’t
abuse anyone in the community, he can’t break sexual
restrictions, he can’t overindulge in pleasures and lazi-
ness, he can’t take what is not his. So he’s distraught
over this love affair, and he loses his perspective. Mopes,
drinks too much, tries to have sex when he shouldn’t.
Generally makes a mess of it all. A chief isn’t supposed
to be reduced to this by a woman. He’s supposed to be
in complete control, in charge . . . If he can’t control his
love life, how can he take care of the entire populace
under his protection? So anyway, the community begins
to get nervous, and with good reason. One night, the
place is overrun with rebel soldiers. They shoot the place
up, kill some people, loot the towns, kidnap people to
porter what they have looted. The soldiers stay in the
area, and come by daily demanding food, medicines,
livestock, clothing, money, goods, women, whatever
takes their fancy.

The townspeople are frantic, and decide to go to
their chief and tell him that the reason they have been
attacked is clear: would he please clean up his female
troubles and act like a chief again? The chief took their
words to heart. He sorted out his woman problems, and
then began to perform the protective ceremonies to rid
his region of war and the soldiers occupying them. The
townspeople say the troops just left. Perhaps they did.
But I suspect the chief regained his will to fight, and
with this, the townspeople rallied too. I suspect too the
chief began to call on his cross-border alliances, and
on the neighboring regions. The soldiers probably saw
resistance and fighting coming, and decided to leave
before they found themselves ambushed one day. But
perhaps not. Perhaps it’s as the townspeople say, that
the chief solved his love problems and his protective



ceremonies regained their full force. Whatever the
explanation, the region has returned to a calm and
peaceful footing in a country of war.

Merchant: Of course it was his protective powers. That and his con-
nections . . . How do you think we get this beer?

NGO staffperson: Shit!

[Everyone follows the NGO staffperson’s glance and sees that a group of
air force officers have entered the bar.]

Doctor: [leaning over and whispering to me] He was in a re-
education camp and still fears anything in uniform.

NGO staffperson: [overhearing] What, like everyone doesn’t know my
story? OK, OK, so I was in a reeducation camp. [Turn-
ing to me] My father was with the colonial police . . .

Merchant: Secret police.

NGO staffperson: . . . and when the country gained independence, some
of us found ourselves on the outside, without much
means. I didn’t do anything wrong, I just made the oppor-
tunities I could, but it wasn’t patriotic enough. Especially
given my family’s history. So I was sent to a “reeduca-
tion” camp. What a joke that word is, reeducation. More
like concentration camps.

Merchant: Opportunities, huh? You better be careful now, you and
your opportunities . . . Those little rocks of opportunity
[gems] you keep moving will land you back in the shit
if you get caught.

NGO staffperson: What nonsense are you talking? Anyway, those officers
are pure danger. Your life is worth nothing if they look
your way. They control this country, and they will do
whatever it takes to keep it that way. There are rules,
unwritten rules, things you do and don’t do, you just
know it. You just do it, or your life is dust.

CN: In my experience, air force officers all over the world
have this “right stuff” attitude: professional, but with that
touch of wild—that military pilot pride in being beholden
to no one. Do people really have to fear them that much?

NGO staffperson: If you don’t believe it, you are a fool. You understand
nothing if you don’t understand this.

[Everyone falls silent for a moment, but I can’t tell if it’s in agreement or in
discomfort with the topic.]

Doctor: Well, I do know one thing. They shouldn’t let the secu-
rity guys get drunk and carry their weapons at the same
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time. Every time a shipment of booze hits town and the
soldiers party, it seems some guy shoots off his gun.
Military decided the guy that guards my place needed
an assault rifle, and gave him one this month. I woke
up the other night and heard gunfire coming from the
next neighborhood over, where the guard lives. I just put
my feet in my shoes and pulled on my surgicals and
walked over to the hospital to wait for the casualties to
come it: I knew my guard had his nose in the drink and
then pulled out his gun. What a crazy war.

The conversation continued for hours. It wound through the common
conversation topics that marked these war years: the casualties these
people had suffered in their families and communities, the ever-present
search for food, medicines, and essentials; the stories of hope and humor
that keep them going. If the war was about soldiers stepping on land
mines, gem smuggling, and the fear of getting caught on the wrong side,
it was also about conversations in bars and quiet acts of individual hero-
ism. Every one of the people at the table that day, with the exception of
the NGO staffperson who had his salary and also smuggled gems, made
a pittance of a salary, one they couldn’t easily sustain their families on.
And all of them devoted most of their days, year in and year out, to help-
ing their communities during the war as best they could. All had skills
that could have taken them to safer and richer locales, but they lived in a
town where war had taken away the basic comforts of life, and they worked
in difficult and sometimes life-threatening situations. They do not stay
and help for financial gain, or power, or prestige. They live and work in
these conditions because they believe in their communities. This, too, is
the face of war.
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CHAPTER 3

MAKING THINGS INVISIBLE

The Mozambican soldier leaned back again the tree trunk, lit a cigarette,
and opened a warm beer smuggled in from Malawi. It was 1990, the war
in Mozambique was at its height, and we were talking in an embattled
zone in the center of the country.

Shape-shifters; people who walk among us we can’t see—people say only
we Africans practice such things. But don’t believe it, there are plenty of
shape-shifters in your country, throughout the world. The Europeans say this
is witchcraft, but what nonsense. It is power, pure and simple.

You know, some call me hero, and I’ve been recognized for my bravery
in battles. But I suppose some call me a scoundrel. Yeah, I do some deals,
I do some “business.” But you know how this is possible? While I’m out here
in the middle of the shooting, the big guys are doing even bigger business.
Look at the South African Defense Force walking in talking war and walk-
ing out clutching bags of gems. And those guys who fly in those cargo planes
from all over the world trading out everything from guns to laptops in the
name of supporting us, or them, or someone. Yeah, I do some deals, but it’s
possible only because the world has set up a bazaar at my campsite. Now
tell me these people aren’t shape-shifters: these guys travel around from
all over the world, working the night. And they say only Africans believe in
this ability to turn invisible.

WARS AND INV ISIB ILITI ES

There are layers and layers of invisibility surrounding war, and sur-
rounding the extra-legal. How are these complex relationships of truth,
untruth, and silencing produced—and perhaps more importantly, why?
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The soldier quoted above may be right; webs of invisibility permeate many
aspects of war economies and transnational profits. But the lives of the
people populating the front lines, from the impoverished to the power-
ful, are equally subject to erasure—deleted because the truths of war lit-
tle match the myths that sustain war. Before returning to the soldier’s story
of front-line “business,” this section will explore the political acts of era-
sure, of “editing out” significant aspects of violence. To begin, I return
to the 1983 riots in Sri Lanka.

“The world’s gone crazy,” my friend said, visibly shaken. It was one
of the first conversations I had after the rioting began, and I remember
well this man’s words as they painted a strong image of the riots. It was
only over days that I realized everyone had a different experience, a dif-
ferent set of images, defining the violence and devastation.

I was trying to get across the street on Galle Road, the violence, you know,
it was everywhere. These kids, they were young teenagers, they started beat-
ing this old lady right in front of me. She fell down and they kept on kick-
ing her, shouting some goddamned thing or another, none of it made any
sense. But they thought it did. It was ugly, them beating her like that, like
they had this right. All over town, it’s just crazy like this.

For him, the violence of the youth and the helplessness of the old
woman stood out. We all carried different images of shock. I have sev-
eral. I think the first for me was finding a bullock cart set aflame in the
middle of Galle Road south of Colombo city. All over the major thor-
oughfares, buses and cars had been stopped, and the drivers and passen-
gers were either hauled out and variously let loose, beaten, or killed, or
they were forced to remain inside and burn as the vehicle was set aflame.
These were scenes beyond horror. But somehow that burned bullock
cart—a poor man’s simple wooden cart, the goods he was taking to mar-
ket blazing, the man dead, and the bullock struggling to free itself from
the ropes that tied it to certain death—symbolized the extremes of vio-
lence to me.

The second strong image for me was watching the mob coalesce that
killed seven Tamils in the Colombo train station. The rioters were the
denizens of downtown: men in sarongs; youths in trousers; women in
skirts, saris, or traditional wraps; bureaucrats in office clothes; some white-
haired elders. I remember being surprised at how quickly the mob
formed, and with how little verbal communication. The mob was fueled
by a nebulous rallying cry that “terrorists were entering into the city by
train” and that “everyone’s life was in danger unless they were stopped.”
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I noticed the eclectic nature of the mob, that they came from all walks of
life, and that they emerged to join the group from stores and shops and
sites along the road—but I didn’t find this unusual until in the months
following the riots the violence was attributed to “organized men with
voter lists systematically attacking Tamils.”

A neighbor of mine, a teenage male, saw a different riot. He came over to
my house in agitated excitement:

“We got one,” he said.
“One what?” I asked.
“A Tamil. A guy from our school. Me and my friends, about five of us, and

this guy, we were walking along the road toward home talking. When we
got to this place with a bunch of trees and no houses, we started shouting
at him about how Tamils are ruining our country, about how they want to
take over, that they want to see the Sinhalese finished. We began to beat
him up. Then one of the lads stabbed him with this knife he had. And we
pulled him into the bushes and trees and left him there.”

“But he was a school friend,” I said, feeling sick, “a boy you know had
nothing to do with politics or violence; you know he’s no threat.”

“Yeah, but he’s Tamil, and now there’s one less to try and take over Sri
Lanka.”

In the days and months that followed the riots, I was taken aback at
how inaccurate the reports were on what had taken place. The youth, the
women, the elders, the children disappeared from accounts, to be replaced
by various explanations that focused on adult men. The government
harped on the “unseen hand”; the intellectuals focused on “men in
trousers with voter lists identifying Tamils versus Sinhalese households”;
those critical of the role of the government decried the participation of
troops and government officials’ “private armies of hired thugs.” None
of these explanations is wrong (with the exception of the “unseen hand”),
but they are partial at best. “The Sinhalese rioted against the Tamils,” head-
lines shouted. The impression given was that all Sinhalese participated.
My experiences paint a far different picture.

In avoiding several mobs in Colombo city one day, I had walked quite
a distance from where I was staying. The brutal groups had passed for
the moment, a few firemen were battling blazes, and I was trying to wend
my way home when I saw a three-wheeler drive by and signal that he was
open for business. It reminded me of a Fellini movie. Grateful for the
ride, I jumped in the cab and asked the man why on earth he was out ply-
ing his trade amid the burning husks of cars that had lost in their encoun-
ters with politics gone bad.
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“Aren’t you scared?” I asked.
“Naw,” he said. “Life is risky business always, and besides, my kids got to

eat. What do the bigwigs think, that we poor folk got money put aside for
riot days? I don’t work, my family doesn’t eat.”

When he dropped me off, I asked him how much money I owed him,
wondering about hazard pay in riots. He waved his hand, saying he didn’t
want any money. I reminded him about feeding his kids.

“I got out here,” he waved at the burned-out buildings and broken cityscape,
“and found a whole lot of people worse off than me. People who have lost
everything, who maybe don’t even have family members to find food for any-
more. I decided to do what I could to help.”

I looked at the man: by every stereotype a rough-looking “street tough,”
the kind of face the media uses to represent aggressive thugs; the kind of
clothes that signal a man not overly concerned with fastidiousness. “The
Sinhalese are rioting against the Tamils,” proclaimed the radios. Not all
of them, not even most of them, I thought. I had to reach over and put
some money in the man’s shirt pocket as he drove off.

The 1983 communal violence in Sri Lanka stands as a graphic example
not only of the way many of the front-line actors and actions are deleted
from formal narratives and “official accounts,” but also of the way daily
realities of life under extreme violence are erased in “accepted” war stories.
About five days into the rioting, I was walking along a major street in
Colombo and stopped at a corner to rest and to try and grapple with what
I was seeing. In a short space of time, I was in several conversations, which
I repeat here. These, to me, represent a real core of people’s experiences of
violence—multiplied across all the street corners in all the towns in Sri Lanka.

A long line of people stretched down the block, all queued up at a shop
door that was closed and barred. Most of them were women. They ran
the gamut of ages and backgrounds, but virtually all seemed to share the
same expression: a powerful combination of fear, exhaustion, pain, res-
ignation, yet some will to carry on. “What is it?” I asked.

We heard this shop might open today, and that it still has some food left.
We’ve all been scouring the city, looking for food. There’s just nothing around.
A lot of shops have been burned out. Not a stick of food left. Many more
have been gutted by looting. People have been looting shops down to the
last grain of rice. The shop owners whose shops have not been hit yet have
locked and barred them, not daring to open for fear of another mob attack
or a band of looters. The markets are bare. Who in their right mind would
take goods to sell in the market today?



No one is eating, our children are hungry, we can’t see a solution. It’s not
just the shops; the warehouses have been burned, storage containers bro-
ken into and emptied. No flights are coming in with food to the airport, the
trucks that haven’t been burned out are parked and hidden, no one is driv-
ing supplies to town, and even if they were, crops have been burned out
and gardens stripped bare.

As we were talking, a man with a bloody leg stumbled in the street. Sev-
eral of us went over to assist him. He began to wipe tears from his face:
“My child is sick, so sick, I have to find a pharmacy that is open, that still
has medicines to fill this prescription for my child. Nothing is open, noth-
ing is available, no one is working.”

One of the women from the line commiserated:

It’s not just the food. There are no medicines to be found. The pharmacies
are all burned up or looted out or shut and barred. My little girl has been
wounded. We took her to the hospital, but no one was available—hardly any
medical staff were there, and those that were had hundreds vying for their
attention. There were no supplies at the hospital, anyway. We went to another
hospital south of town, and it was filled to bursting with people seeking
refuge. There was no medical attention, but hundreds of people who had
been attacked, who had lost their homes, or who had been threatened with
death gathered there in some hope of finding safety. So we returned home
again, and my husband is out now walking all over town trying to find any-
one that is selling medicines, while I look for food.

At this point a youth came up and stopped at the street corner, and, stand-
ing in one place, began a repetitive series of actions: lifting one foot, start-
ing to walk, sagging down, stopping, reaching up, and repeating the ges-
tures again.

Poor child, one of the women said. I’ve seen him before. He lost his family
in the attacks. He somehow escaped and got away with his life, but it broke
his mind. We see him wandering the streets day and night, just like this now;
unaware of the violence around him. If you try and talk to him, he just says,
“I can’t find my home.”

Before I was caught in these riots, media and literary accounts had
taught me to think of communal violence as consisting only of “riot-
ers” and “victims,” and of riots as being explosive one-day events. These
accounts did not convey the fact that there is no escaping the riots—
for anyone. It never occurred to me before this time that riots involved
looking for nonexistent food and medicines long since burned and
looted; that people “of the rioters’ side” risked their lives to protect
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people “on the other side”; that young children were caught in the
violence, standing with eyes open too wide, wondering what to do and
what was happening to their world—and that all these experiences were
as much the meat of political violence as the rioters attacking the
victims.

There are some 15 million people in Sri Lanka, and there were 15 million
stories of political violence, all equally central. Most were never heard. Some
were actively silenced. The reporting on the riots in Sri Lanka improved
little over time, and the stereotypes continued: rioters (adult males) and
victims (variously, terrorists or entire innocent families identified as mass
casualties, generally nameless)—“the Sinhalese rioting against the Tamils.”
Worse, attitudes and policies were formed on this misinformation that
tended to foment ongoing cycles of violence. I first thought that the erro-
neous views commonly propagated were a result of a lack of information:
how many impartial researchers conduct viable research in the midst of a
firefight? During the time I was in the midst of this communal violence
that took thousands of lives, few people were taking notes and most people
were taking sides. Many “official” political versions of the riots were based
on vested interests. Most researchers who wrote on the violence did so by
flying in and conducting interviews after the aggression had abated and
relative order was restored. It is a cliché to note that people involved in
aggression clean up their stories of violence after the fact. Few admit they
firebombed a neighbor’s house or stabbed an unarmed person. The vic-
tims themselves often hide the truth for fear of retaliation.

It was this difficulty of studying violence firsthand that I initially
assumed underlay the misinformation that I saw published on the events
I had witnessed. I further assumed that the policies based on this erro-
neous information—policies doomed to fail because they were based on
fictions and not facts—would change to embrace more accurate infor-
mation should it become available. But the first time I publicly presented
my research on the political violence I had seen, I began to form another
view. People from the audience stood up, incensed, to challenge my data.
“How can you say that priests were involved in violence?” For others, I
was being offensive by saying some youths participated in the violence,
or that trusted members of the community harmed children. “Women
don’t join mobs, they are only assaulted by them!” And for still others I
violated sensibilities by saying troops condoned, even assisted, massacres
of civilians. The list of offenses went on. It did not matter that I had wit-
nessed these events personally, talked to the people involved. The offense
was speaking of these things.



Most people spoke, not from a position of knowledge, but from posi-
tions of privilege and passion. Militaries didn’t want to be tainted with
the accusations of killing civilians. The religious didn’t want to face the
fact that some priests fomented communal aggression. Professionals far
removed from the political conflicts didn’t want to believe that others like
them, perhaps they themselves at some future time, could target the inno-
cent and become pawns in ugly political power struggles. For many, the
sheer barbarity of the violence was unsettling, and needed to be brack-
eted in comfortable myths. People did not want to hear stories like that
of my young neighbor, who along with his schoolmates killed another
schoolmate because he was Tamil. Senseless violence is generally associ-
ated with rioting: Freud’s mob theory of the eternal child—humans
reduced to their lowest common denominator, willing to do anything,
however irrational, for a father-like figure—is widely accepted in general
society. The problem with the story of my neighbor is that reasonable,
economically comfortable, schooled people are not supposed to give in
to these primal emotions: it is the poor and uneducated, the marginal,
and the criminal who are blamed for irrational violence. It is the poor
three-wheeler driver street tough who is supposed to fuel the flames of
mob violence, not the nice schoolboy or the respected doctor.

Amid all this, another set of dirty secrets was kept. Under cover of the
“truth” shouted from media headlines that “the Sinhalese were rioting
against the Tamils,” businesspeople burned out competitors’ stores, neigh-
bors set fire to the house of a person against whom they held a grudge,
and countless thousands of people looted goods anywhere they found the
chance. These were acts of acquisition and antipathy that had little, if any-
thing, to do with ethnicity. Old scores were revisited and settled, and con-
siderable fortunes were lost and made under cover of rioting.

By the time everyone had their say, I began to understand the images
of war conveyed in the media and literature. They were variously devoid
of priests and women, children and rogue troops, low-class altruists and
high-class profiteers. Political violence is corralled as the province of
rational militaries and mostly rational soldiers controlling the dangerous
elements and explosive fissures inherent in human society. A comfortable
picture, but a mythological one. As the chapters of this book will illus-
trate, this same pattern of deleting significant aspects of political violence
from public accounts occurs from riots to full-scale wars, from Asia
through Europe and the Americas to Africa. Most of the people I meet
at the epicenters of wars, and most of the events I see take place, are never
represented in public accounts of political violence. Serious and repre-
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sentative stories of front-line realities do circulate in the media and liter-
ature worldwide. But in all too many, the central actors and the central
victims fall out of the telling.

Why is so much invested in erasing the truths of war?
I have no simple answers. On the one hand, I am forced to ask

whether we, the general public, simply don’t want to know the full extent
of the suffering in people’s lives. In writing on the war in Yugoslavia, Mat-
tijs van de Port asks: “Isn’t it utter nonsense to suppose that you may
bridge the gap between the world of the academy and war?”1 He then
challenges the academy’s most cherished claim to the pursuit of knowl-
edge in noting that he is forced to wonder whether we truly

want to understand how “the beast in man” is mysteriously connected with the
urges and motives that derive from social reality, whether such research does not
run up against strongest inhibitions in its path. Are we prepared to give up our
neat picture of the world? (I am only too aware of my own reluctance to do so.)
Do we really want an academic text that is disturbing? (I have read very few
myself).2

This is a question van de Port returns to time and again in his ethnog-
raphy of war in former Yugoslavia, deciding, in the course of his explo-
rations, that “experiences obtained in the terrible reality of the war, in
which these confrontations with the most brutal violations of the integrity
of the human body—violations of what is perhaps the ultimate story we
have to tell about ourselves: the story that says that we are more than just
skin, bones, blood and brains—seem to bring about an utter alienation.”3

This is a theme taken up as well by Arthur Redding in Raids on Human
Consciousness: Writing, Anarchism, and Violence: “Violence bespeaks a per-
petually elusive, abstract, yet paradoxically germane horror, a shifting grav-
itational field tugging at the tides of our collective dread.”4 And he con-
cludes that “violence will always be situated as extratextual.”5

This certainly fits my observation in discussing the riots in Sri Lanka:
the offense rests not in the realities of violence, but in speaking of them.
In fact, violence is often rendered as “unspeakable.” But why should we
be trained to believe that the horrors of war are too horrible to speak,
indeed to contemplate—that hearing the story we tell ourselves about
ourselves, in Geertzian terms, is too awful to tell? Why do we omit the
telling and in so doing allow the acts behind the telling to continue?

What is it that we are not supposed to know? Several considerations
come to mind:
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In the wars of the world today most casualties are civilian. This fact has
become fairly obvious in recent years, though it has become no less
palatable, and perhaps for this reason it is often overpowered by the
myth that war equals soldier equals male. Despite the fact that some
90 percent of all casualties today are civilians, that more children die
in war than soldiers, and that the front lines run through average cit-
izens’ homes and livelihoods, texts on war, museums, military novels,
art, and statues all help reinforce the idea and the ideal that war is about
male soldiering.

People who are harmed and killed in war often die unnecessarily gruesome
deaths, often at the hands of those in uniforms. This plays hell with the
notions of integrity and honor that underscore the key justifications
of militaries worldwide. At the same time, many soldiers and civilians
act honorably in the midst of violence, but when the realities of the
front lines are deleted, these acts too become invisible. There is a sec-
ond layer to this: perhaps in recognizing that civilians die because they
are in the wrong place at the wrong time, and not because they do any-
thing to violate the rules of war, people face the unsettling proposi-
tion that no matter how they live their lives, they too may fall victim
to violence. Chaos—the unpredictable and uncontrollable—is deeply
disturbing to most. The myth of an orderly war is more bearable.

No matter who shoots whom, certain power elites make a profit. There is
more to this than meets the eye. The man who was burned to death
in his bullock cart—nameless and long forgotten for most in a roster
of war dead that in Sri Lanka alone totals thousands, and in the world
totals hundreds of millions in the last century alone—seems a long way
from explaining war and its erasures. But this man lies within a web
of connections that, followed out to their global connections, is a story
that is as indicative of war, and as nameless, as he is. Upcoming chap-
ters will consider where exactly we look for war, and what acts define
the “everyday” of war. These acts take us through soldiers and civil-
ians alike who run arms and run orphanages, who sell drugs or take
them to forget the horrors of war, who black-market antibiotics and
textbooks in acts that are simultaneously profiteering and altruistic.

Somewhere, in all of this, the lines between war and peace break down.
Not only in the midst of people’s lives, but in the trillions of dollars a
year that war industries generate for people working in peacetime
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locales; for people shipping goods across various lines of political alliance
and antipathy; and for people who walk the front lines more interested
in making a buck than in making an enemy. These systems of trade and
profit are far larger than any one warzone, and are in fact larger than any
single era of war. To put this in perspective: in the mid-1990s govern-
ments spent 700 billion legal dollars on their militaries. This doesn’t
include the vast sums spent along extra-state, gray, and black-market
channels. The illicit weapons trade alone is estimated at half a trillion
dollars a year.6 I have spoken so far only of weapons profits. Add in all
the vehicles and gasoline, uniforms and food, medicines and tools, engi-
neering equipment, communications systems, and computers, ad infini-
tum, necessary to war. From the legal arms sales through the negotiated
oil futures to the illegal diamond trade, war is good for business in the
cosmopolitan production centers of the world. The diamonds, oil, tim-
ber, seafood, and human labor that come from warzones from Angola
to Burma, and the weapons, supplies, and services these valuable
resources buy from cosmopolitan industries add up to considerable
perquisites. As Karl Meier observes: “The international community is
not in the mood to finance the Angolan peace process any longer than
need be, in contrast with its eagerness to finance and profit from the civil
war.”7

In considering the staggering profits that accrue to war, I suggest that
the “politics of invisibility” is not an accident: it is created, and it is cre-
ated for a reason.8 The casualties of war would find a tragic truth in Charles
Tilly’s characterization of “war making and state making as organized
crime.”9 The modern state is as dependent on warzone profits as it is on
keeping these dependencies invisible to formal reckoning. Part of its power
rests on the optics of deception: focusing attention on the need for vio-
lence while drawing attention away from both the war-economy foun-
dations of sovereign power and the price in human life this economy of
power entails. This is the magician’s trick: the production of invisible
visibility.

SHADOWS AND INV ISIB ILITI ES

The Mozambican soldier continued his conversation:

Invisibility: it seems you all from the North are pretty good at it too. You ask
how it runs so smoothly. It works because people share a goal: to some-
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how prosper. It works because doing business is human nature. It works
because that’s how we make it. People may call me a scoundrel for doing
some deals, but in truth, I’d rather be doing deals that help people than
killing some poor sod and leaving behind a widow and his children who
may starve.

You know those guys who take payment from families for getting back
their loved ones who have been press-ganged into military service—the ones
we call “jackals”? OK, they are profiting from people’s suffering. But you
know, they are the only way people have of getting family members back
who might be killed. They give people hope who are desperate—often the
only hope they have of getting their family back. People despise the jack-
als, having to sell off their goods to pay these guys to find their loved ones,
but they like them, too. You should see the families’ faces when their father
or sister comes stumbling out of the bush looking like the living dead from
their experiences, and finally realize they are home. Yeah, it’s business. But
would it be any better if that jackal were taking up arms, killing? How does
this stack up against the guys flying in arms from all over the world? Even
here, nothing is straightforward. Some say they are flying in food and Bibles
and they are flying in arms, and some say they are flying in arms and they’re
bringing in food and Bibles. But a whole lot of them are flying in arms and
flying out with war booty.

You can buy anything out here if you know what you are doing: from the
latest videos and the equipment to watch them, the generators to run them,
and the petrol for the generators to a Mercedes Benz and the mechanic to
fix it. Thing is, you can usually get cadonga [unregulated goods] easier than
you can get things on the legal markets. African, European, American, Asian,
everyone’s in this business—they’re all here.

Illegal. Informal. Illicit. Gray-market. Brown-market. Extra-state. Extra-
legal. Underground. Unregulated. Subterranean. Clandestine. Shadows.
These words tend to conjure up images apart from day-to-day life. We
don’t tend to juxtapose them with images of supermarket shopping,
attending school, buying appliances, picking a stock, watching our con-
gressperson speak on labor law, checking currency exchange rates, buy-
ing the latest DVD hit.

Just as there is a popular image of “war,” so too is there an image of
“the clandestine”; a young adult male dressed in dark colors and a leather
jacket—someone apart from the normal workaday world, not someone
who holds a regular nine-to-five job and wears a dress or a suit. One of
the most pervasive of myths is that two things can’t exist in one place at
the same time. This myth confounds understandings of war, and it helps
to keep the shadows invisible. There is the legal world, and then there is



the non-legal subworld. Two realms, distinct. A clean portrait, but inac-
curate. The shadows exist in the midst of formal state society and the minu-
tia of day-to-day living. The shadows are an integral part of everyday life
and global politics, and they represent a power grid as substantial as that
of many of the world’s states.

Michel de Certeau captures the complex interactions of non/state and
extra/legal that I will develop in this book. De Certeau asks that we give
up a singular attachment to abstract domains of epistemology to explore
substance in action:

The wordless histories of walking, dress, housing, or cooking shape neighbor-
hoods on behalf of absences; they trace out memories that no longer have a
place. . . . They insinuate different spaces into cafes, offices, and buildings. To
the visible city they add those “invisible cities” about which Calvino wrote. With
the vocabulary of objects and well-known words, they create another dimension,
in turn fantastical and delinquent, fearful and legitimating.10

If approximately half of the economies of countries like Italy, Peru,
Kenya, and Russia run through the shadows, if half of all revenues for
such diverse commodities as weapons, software, and cigarettes run
through extra-legal channels, then even determining where the “extra” in
extra-legal is may be empirically impossible. But the dividing line is not
that which is normal life and that which is apart. Instead, like de Certeau’s
cities, the visible and the invisible intertwine throughout the walkways
and cafes, the department stores and governing offices, the objects we love
and the people we fear.

In making these inquiries, it helps to understand what Marc Augé calls
“non-places.” Augé is interested in supermodernity and the vast spheres
of transit it generates: superhighways and communications systems, air-
ports and fast-food chains—the nondiscriminate, indiscriminate spaces
that define the cosmopolitan present. He doesn’t deal with the illicit, but
his theories apply well to these realms: “The world of supermodernity
does not exactly match the one in which we believe we live, for we live
in a world that we have not yet learned to look at.”11

The world is most often presented, in academic text, popular media,
and fiction, as a world of places. We are animate beings in a world of
objects arranged in a locale. Our geographies have mountains and rivers
and landmarks; our civilizations have capitals and governing offices and
schools marked on maps; our businesses have buildings with addresses
on named streets.

Place is not given, but made. People make place for various reasons:
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of belonging; of politics; of power and control; of meaning. But people
move, thoughts progress, goods flow: we live in a world of refined move-
ment. In studying war, and especially in studying the shadows, I direct
my research not at a set place, but at fluid targets. The shadows as I define
them in this book are, at core, about movement, not merely place. They
comprise, in Augé’s words, non-places. This is part of the way in which
they are rendered invisible. It is place that is given meaning and substance,
it is locale that is populated, it is site that is “seen.”

We can say of these universes, which are themselves broadly fictional, that they
are essentially universes of recognition. The property of symbolic universes is that
they constitute a means of recognition rather than knowledge, for those who have
inherited them: closed universes where everything is a sign; collections of codes
to which only some hold the key but whose existence everyone accepts; totalities
which are partially fictional but effective; cosmologies one might think had been
invented for the benefit of ethnologists.12

The recognition of place often hinges on the non-recognition of non-
place.13 Non-place is the elsewhere that is populated by shadowy figures
in dark coats: the realms constructed in popular thought as the province
of misery and danger . . . the homeless, the criminal, the illicit, the mar-
ginal. Battlefields are immortalized as short-term places/non-places, ide-
alized as distinct from everyday life and the “safe” world. The illicit is ban-
ished to realms outside of known place, outside of locales on a map or
sites we can survey.

Of use here is Stanley Cohen’s studies on “states of denial,” where he
seeks to understand how people and states can elect to “not-know” about
atrocities, suffering, and dangerous politics. Of course, Cohen writes,
there are systems of denial that operate on both the personal and the offi-
cial levels when governments seek to sustain the massive resources of the
state. But in addition, there are systems of cultural denial, which are “nei-
ther wholly private nor officially organized by the state. Whole societies
may slip into collective modes of denial not dependent on a fully-fledged
Stalinist or Orwellian form of thought control. Without being told what
to think about (or not to think about) and without being punished for
‘knowing’ the wrong things, societies arrive at unwritten agreements
about what can be publicly remembered and acknowledged.”14

Like Augé, Cohen draws a distinction between knowledge and
acknowledgment. People can “know and not-know” simultaneously.
Information can be available—stories of wartime atrocities, suffering, and
the impact of extra-state markets in our lives all circulate in modern media,
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myth, and conversation—but people may not fully acknowledge or act
on them. Profound complexities mark this process: Cohen documents
how Jewish people in World War II avoided “recognizing” the mortal
danger they were in even though the facts of genocide were visible; they
thus failed to escape to safety. Denial, then, isn’t a simple process of dis-
affirming the problems of “others,” but may well include denying those
that threaten our own lives. Cohen discusses Primo Levi’s explorations
of why German Jews failed to see the dangers they were in despite so many
warning signals, quoting the old German adage Things whose existence is
not morally possible cannot exist.15

Linked with these beliefs that the morally dangerous or reprehensible
should be—and therefore is—impossible is a concept Cohen calls denial
magic: “The violation is prohibited by the government, so it could not
have happened.”16 It links with denials that blame the victim for being
politically partial, blame the reporter for being biased, and blame witnesses
for having an agenda. “Magical realism” thus emerges as “a method to
‘prove’ that an allegation could not possibly be correct because the action
is illegal.”17

De Certeau’s invisible cities are of course clearly, and visibly, situated
in the midst of our everyday lives: deals made in coffee shops for both
noble and ignoble ends; goods both legal and illegal moving innocuously
down city streets; warehouses and stores doing layers of business along
the un/regulated spectrum; illicit monies laundered through respectable
practices.

In their 1994 book Invisible Governance, David Hecht and Maliqalim
Simone describe the overlap between legality, illegality, and magic in a
world where “place” is an especially shadowy notion:

Although the bulk of this border economy is illegal, it is policed sporadically. . . .
The murkiness and uncertainty of the border provides a text for magicians to deci-
pher—is it a propitious time to buy, and if so, what items?

Due to the important role these magicians play in the border economy, many
people come to see them even though they have no intention of buying anything
or going anywhere. Both sides of the border are often crowded with people who
briefly step out of one nation with no intention of entering any other. People
come to settle disputes, seek cures for fevers, put curses on villages, or regain lost
virginity. With the acquired wealth, magicians frequently become traders, and
many traders become magicians.

Magicians foster disparate allegiances among the border police, often leaving
national designations irrelevant. The resulting disarray is the only protection avail-
able to both buyer and seller. . . . Although both governments repeatedly try to



bring order and normalcy to the border, they find it difficult to change a situa-
tion where everyone can win some of the time.18

The state and the extra-state, the legal and the illicit, the violent and the
peaceful intertwine along the streets and the cafes, the offices and the
shops, the politics and the profits shaping the world as it unfolds into the
third millennium.
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WAR





Sun-tzu, the famous Chinese military expert, began his book The Art of
War with the words “Warfare is the greatest affair of state, the basis of
life and death, the Way (Tao) to survival or extinction. It must be thor-
oughly pondered and analyzed.” Centuries later, we have come little closer
to understanding why humans will or will not point a weapon at another
and pull the trigger in the pursuit of politics.

In the twentieth century alone, over 250 formally declared wars took
over 100 million lives. Undeclared wars—political repression, commu-
nal violence, and tribal genocide—took millions more; for example,
between 50 and 100 million tribal people have been killed by forces and
citizens of states in the last century. As we enter the third millennium,
one-third of the world’s countries are engaged in some form of political
violence. In addition, approximately two-thirds of the world’s security
forces routinely violate human rights. Wars today are longer in duration,
deadlier, and kill higher percentages of civilians than wars of preceding
centuries.

Yet such numbers tell us little about how war is lived, felt, and died.
What words carry a soldier into battle; sustain a fourteen-year-old bear-
ing an assault rifle; evaporate as a mother falls dead at the front; are cried
by her family in watching her die? War is defined differently by the win-
ners and the losers; by historical perspective; by soldiers and pacifists—
and in each case the definitions are more politically charged than factu-
ally correct. War is felt differently by those doing the killing, those being
attacked, and those observing. The five-year-old, the adult schoolteacher,
the soldier: all see a unique war unfold as they watch a gun fire and wait
for the bullet to hit.

If we are to follow Sun-tzu in the pursuit of knowing war, we must
pursue it to the front lines, where survival and extinction are inescapable
truths.
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“REMEMBER TO HAVE SOME HEART,” SHE SAID, REFERRING TO THE
IMPACT OF THE WAR. ANGOLAN GIRL IN HOMELESS CAMP.



CHAPTER 4

FINDING THE FRONT LINES

The “real” business of politics is taking place where 
analysts are often not looking.1

There are essentially two types of armed conflicts in
contemporary Africa: the political and the criminal. 
They are in effect nothing but the continuation by 
other means of the violence of everyday life.2

I made my first trip to Mozambique in 1988. The country was embroiled
in a war that had taken nearly a million lives, most of them civilians. I
can’t say what images of war I thought I would first encounter, but I can
say that my first encounter with violence wasn’t at all what I expected. I
flew into Maputo, the capital, from Harare, and checked into my hotel
after evening had fallen. Settling into my room, I heard pounding at what
I thought was my door. The hotel had hallways that led to short corri-
dors with doors to two rooms side by side, and a shared bathroom. I
opened my door and saw that a man was knocking on the door next to
mine. He turned to me abruptly and told me to go back inside my room
and shut my door. I did. A bit later I went out to wash up in the shared
bathroom. I found a man lying in the bathtub, bleeding and clutching
the remains of the shower curtain. Kneeling next to him, I saw he had
been stabbed a number of times. I told him to hold on, that I would go
find medical help. I went down to the front desk and told them there was
a man in my bathtub who urgently needed medical help. When I returned
to my room, he was gone.

At breakfast the next morning I asked the hotel staff who the man was
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who had been stabbed the night before and how he was. They looked at
me blankly and said, “No one has been stabbed here.” I replied that I had
seen the man, that in fact I had found him in my bathtub.

They responded with the same closed expressions: “Really, no one was
stabbed here.” I rephrased my question: “OK, no one was stabbed here
last night. But if someone had been stabbed here, who would they have
been and how are they?” “Ahh!” The men relaxed and smiled, “That guy
would have been the Angolan. Another Angolan came through and car-
ried out their war here, the one guy stabbed the other—different sides of
politics, you know. The guy, we don’t know how he is, he disappeared,
maybe he ran off, scared; or maybe he was carted off—he just disappeared.”

In the middle of the war in Mozambique, the war in Angola intrudes.
It intrudes not on some distant battlefield, not in the bush savanna, not
on streets cordoned off, but in a hotel room, and in my bathtub. And
each act of violence, even if it involves Angolans, affects the war in
Mozambique, with reverberations that can travel across borders and polit-
ical causes as easy as sound waves do. I was left wondering: where, exactly,
are the battlefields, and who are the players in any war?

I was tempted to subtitle this chapter “Looking for War in All the
Wrong Places.” Before beginning a study of war, a researcher must decide
where to look for it. In much of academe, I have been encouraged to find
war in libraries amid tomes of second- and third-hand accounts of “pol-
itics by other means.” These tomes themselves (mis)locate war in a pow-
erful way. Military science locates it in the acts of rational soldiering and
political science locates it in the acts of mostly rational political elites—
and both do it in a largely irrational world. If there is even an iota of truth
in Alfred Vagts’s claim that military history is consistently written with
“polemic purpose for the justification of individuals or armies and with
small regard for socially relevant facts,”3 then an analysis restricted solely
to the institutions of war and politics will not provide a comprehensive
understanding of the realities of war and peace.

Of course even an institution-based analysis of political violence raises
the question: which institutions, which leaders and supporters, whose
ideas and policies? The men and women in the military I have met who
are dedicated professionals seeking to protect their homelands from vio-
lence? The troops who are engaged in drug running, weapons black mar-
keteering, even cattle poaching? The soldiers who are torturers, who burn
entire villages, who drink themselves into oblivion after raping women
in front of their children? The child soldiers carrying guns bigger than



they are? The kindly veterans who set up orphanages for war orphans?
The troops who secretly warn villagers that an attack against them is pend-
ing so they can flee to safety? The generals who grow rich on war while
others go broke? Those who go insane, or those looking for a brighter
dawn?

While military power is instrumental in crafting national security ide-
ology and action, a caveat attaches to this. The idea circulates in popular
culture that interviewing political and military representatives in their
offices (that is, away from the front lines) represents an accurate portrayal
of the events taking place. There is often an implicit assumption that mil-
itary and political leaders may not admit to certain forms of warfare tak-
ing place under their jurisdiction, but that they do know of it. This may
be crediting people with more knowledge than they in fact have. Few
people pass easily between the borders of power politics and front-line
realities. Most grunt soldiers and civilians do not have free access to the
corridors of power; if they do, many are loath to talk openly of battle-
front truths that give lie to the carefully crafted belief systems about “the
war” that circulate in society. And at the higher levels, people begin to
believe their own propaganda.

The Mozambican photojournalist Joel Chiziane brought this fact
home to me. In 1988, Maputo, the capital city of Mozambique, was largely
devoid of consumer goods and public services; but there was an exhibit
open to the public. It contained Chiziane’s photos documenting the war
in his country. The photos were riveting.4 What struck me the most was
how Chiziane had humanized the face of war. It had something to do
with the way he captured eyes, and the human spirit:

–– A hungry child sitting on the dirt floor of a mud hut war-emptied of
all possessions except for an empty cooking pot over an unlit fire. The
child has found a single grain of rice, and as he picks it up to eat, he
stops and looks up at the camera, his eyes reflecting his knowledge of
the depths of suffering and the size of hope that can fit into a grain of
rice.

–– A refugee mother who has set up a “home” under a parked train car
between the tracks trying to coax a fire to warm her two young chil-
dren while reaching out to caress her youngest, who has burst into
tears. In mid-gesture, she looks up to give Joel a poignant smile; a
mother, somehow any mother, who continues to cherish the idea of
family love and a better day in the midst of a bad one.
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–– Burned-out cars reduced to pieces of twisted metal lining what was
once a major national highway, now unsettlingly devoid of life and
movement, like a scene from a post-apocalypse movie.

–– A young girl lying on a hospital cot who has been burned over her
entire body in the last attack on her village looking at the camera with
the eyes of an adult and the humanity of childhood.

–– A man gunned down in the doorway of a train car: all the photo shows
is the view of the entrance taken from outside that shows the dead
man’s foot in the doorway as he collapsed back into the train, and his
briefcase fallen open at his feet—the personalized generic death—any
one of us.

–– A soldier walking down the road with his assault rifle over his shoul-
der and his cooking pot dangling from it, who somehow reminds you
of your brother or your neighbor.

Chiziane didn’t glorify war; he didn’t preach against it: he simply showed
the realities of war on the front lines in a way that no one could dismiss
or propagandize. He showed not generic images of casualties or perpe-
trators, but living, breathing people and the tragedies of death. It was a
powerful indictment of war. I asked Chiziane how he had come to do
this show. He was one of a handful of journalists who traveled out to the
front lines at considerable risk, for this was at a time the rebel forces were
targeting professionals, especially those exposing the war’s severe human
rights abuses. He replied: “The government and the people here in the
capital don’t really know what the war is like for the people in this coun-
try. They need to see it, to understand what it is really like out there, before
they can broker a real peace accord. This is the best way I know to bring
the truth of war home to them.”

Chiziane challenges us to question what is taken to be the objective
work of war: Where, exactly, do we get our statistics on war-related poli-
cies and casualties? On human rights and their violations? No researcher
I know walks battlefield after battlefield counting casualties. No grunt sol-
dier I know who does walk on battlefields walks through firefights,
napalmed towns, and military prisons documenting casualties, or has the
power to oversee what officers do with the reports he or she turns in. Polit-
ical and military leaders do not want to advertise their own vulnerabili-
ties in battle or the ways they ignore the Geneva Convention.

One of Chiziane’s pictures portrays a woman in a tattered wrap stand-
ing in a recently dug hole several meters deep, trying to scoop up a bit of
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water collected at the bottom. This makeshift well commands the center
of the image, and reaching out into the horizon in all directions from the
well is a parched and barren landscape, broken only in isolated places by
single shriveled stalks of corn, unable to bear food.

Wars don’t occur in isolation from other tragedies of human existence.
Indeed, they often provoke them. Under normal circumstances, the
impact of a drought can be lethal to humans and livestock alike. But in
war, resources are often channeled away from civilian support and into
the war effort. In Mozambique, untold numbers of people perished from
the drought, deaths that might well have been prevented in peacetime
with adequately functioning infrastructure and resources. Deaths were
further provoked by “the other side” disrupting emergency aid supplies
to the drought victims—a military tactic to undermine “the enemy’s” abil-
ity to support its own population. Drought deaths/war deaths—the divid-
ing lines are indistinct and politically blurred. Where do these people,
Chiziane would like us to ask, fit into the larger picture of war’s impact
and its reporting? These people, he fears, are left uncounted—their lives
unrecorded, their deaths invisible in formal reckoning.

Many, perhaps even most, of the war-related casualties I have seen will
never be recorded as such. Yet all represent the nucleus of war. The day
after I first met Joel Chiziane, I had an experience that widened these con-
siderations. I had met a group of people working in the Ministry of
Tourism—a ministry that had little work during the war. They declared
that since I was the closest thing to a tourist they had seen in years, I
should accompany them on a multi-day trip to inspect a crumbling and
largely unoccupied “tourist resort” on an island. About eight of us made
the trip. At lunch, we were eating alone in a cavernous empty restaurant
built to feed hundreds. A man who I had never seen before and who
wasn’t traveling with us came up during the meal, leaned over a woman
in our group, and whispered something in her ear. There was a strange
combination of friendly camaraderie and menace in his behavior, and
Gella, the woman, seemed to shrink into herself, terrified. He briefly
showed a knife, and I heard him say, “I can cut you, I can do the same
to you.” What was perhaps most disconcerting was that in complete con-
trast to his words, he leaned over her as a friend would when talking to
a good acquaintance. He smiled and clapped her on the back, she turned
gray, and he sauntered off. Everyone gathered around Gella to support
her; everyone except me clearly knew what was going on. As she calmed
down, one of the men looked at her, she gave him a nod of approval, and
he began to explain:
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That man killed Gella’s brother recently. He killed him with a knife and threw
his body in the street. He threatens Gella now, perhaps to keep her quiet,
perhaps just to show his power, perhaps because he moves in a world of
violence.

He is not a soldier, but he is not really not a soldier either. He’s not in
government, but in a way he is. You see, while he isn’t in uniform—maybe
he once was, or maybe he still is, it really doesn’t matter—the point is, he
has strong friends and contacts in the military, and they back him. He really
doesn’t hold a government job, but he has very strong alliances there too.
He does “business” here. People in the government, in the military, they ben-
efit from his work, his “business” associates, his ability to get things done.
He’s one of those people who has access to both daytime hallways and
nighttime paths. He’s a petty thug, he works the war.

Gella’s brother knew him, they were friends. He’s dead now maybe
because of this man’s jealousy over Gella’s brother, maybe because of some
business gone bad, maybe because Gella’s brother found himself on the
wrong side of a political argument, or the wrong side of a military line, maybe
all of this.

The worst thing is, Gella can’t get away from him. Every time she sees him
her brother’s death and her own fear become like a raw wound. Gella’s war.

For this group the death of Gella’s brother, and the threat to Gella her-
self, all existed within the framework of war. It was war that made such
deaths and threats possible, and if the threat wore a uniform or medal of
office, it mattered little to the victims. Such deaths as these are the un-
charted casualties of war.

At the time Gella was threatened I thought the island was largely
deserted; it had always been presented to me that way. I couldn’t figure out
how the knife-wielding killer came to be on the island at all. That night,
when I took a walk along a “deserted” island path and inadvertently ran
into a refugee camp arms bazaar, I discovered yet another example of the
“strategically unmentioned” in war: the island was home to thousands of
refugees, soldiers—or what seemed more like quasi-soldiers—bootleggers,
smugglers, various quasi-military factions linked with quasi-business rack-
eteers, and a host of other survivors washed up on the shores of war. Gun-
fire erupted throughout the night on the island, and we heard about the
casualties the next day. No one in the group found this unusual. They had
long since figured out the answer to the question as to where the front lines
are—the next day, the man who had explained Gella’s story continued:

They extend out, from Gella and her brother, from the pain in her family, out
to the military, and all the troops, militias, renegade bands of troops and
armed troop bandits, out across the political fighting, and all the foreigners
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who come in supplying and fighting the war, out across the “business” of
war with its thugs and big leaders, out across the deals cut with different
countries, out across the killing and chaos and right back inescapably into
our homes and lives.

ZENO’S PARADOX: HOME FRONT AND BACK

I wish I could write something about the way the full moon
rises, yellow, over the high buildings; how it glides up silently
from behind the forlorn office blocks, but I can’t.

Instead I feel the hot breath of war puff into my face and
make my eyes sting with the ash of burning villages; ash from
the burning of thatched roofs; ash from the torched corn
stores. War has crept in on its belly through the long grasses of
the dry season and crossed the dry riverbeds to come close,
close to me here in the city where bush war should not reach.
War wants me to see that it is more powerful that anything
good, that it cannot be held at bay by non-war. Non-war is just
a butterfly or soft petals. Strong wind or beating sun shrivels it.

But war, war howls with the taka-taka-taka of machine-gun
fire tearing up the edges where sunset meets night; tearing up
the curtain behind which life is supposed to be safe. It is the
numberless refugees marching down like a column of ants to
reach Skyline and safety. It is Bernard’s untold nightmare. It is
the terrible stories unfolding next to a steaming enamel teapot
and baked maize bread in Princess’s flat.5

When researchers conduct studies of war in its midst, where, exactly, is
that? Is war situated with the power brokers and the state; or alternatively,
with multinational hegemonies and global politico-economics? With the
front-line actors of all kinds, from troops to transnational actors? The
maimed bodies of the persecuted, whether in torture chambers or barren
backstreets? The militarization of the mind and the suffering of the spirit?
The profound creativity average people employ in surviving war and forg-
ing peace? Do we consider the actions of the arms shippers who craft tran-
sit paths designed to avoid sanctions; the beliefs of skinhead mercenar-
ies from Germany and Serbia found on the battlefields of Sudan and
Rwanda? Do we follow the plight of war orphans forced into illegal under-
age labor by international war profiteers? Do we investigate generals’ pri-
vate lives to see if they maintain profitable connections to arms manu-
facturers, secretly authorize torture, or engage in racist or misogynist
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violence? Do we study the efforts to stop bloodshed that civilians with
no political voice have instituted on the front lines? And, if so, how do
we find these people and gain access to their stories? How do we give
them human depth and empirical relevance at one and the same time?
How do we ourselves stay safe in the process of doing front-line research?

Even if we begin situating the “Where is war?” question with the stereo-
typical (male) soldier, the realities of such a person’s life carry the defini-
tion of war to greater complexities. This is guaranteed to play havoc with
traditional military science and conflict resolution. For example, if a sol-
dier fights in a battle, that is definitely war. But if a soldier goes home and
interacts with family and friends, business partners and enemies, this must
also be recognized as constituting part of war’s reality. If he loots civil-
ian goods because he has a gun, or donates books and help to war orphans,
it is part of the war. If he sells pilfered weapons for money, if his brother-
in-law sells drugs for arms, or if his wife is kidnapped and tortured by
another army, this is part of the war. If his sister’s ex-husband’s cousin, a
seamstress, lives in a town a thousand kilometers away that is bombed,
that is part of the war story, as are all the stories of the civilians maimed
and killed in the attack, the pilots who flew the bombing run, the indus-
tries that supplied the planes and the fuel and the maps, the command-
ers who chose this town to bomb, the propagandists who hid the num-
ber of civilian casualties, the refugees who escape, and even the
anthropologists who document these realities. If that town is bombed
because it holds profitable resources worth millions, perhaps billions, of
dollars of profits, that too is part of the war story.

Looking for a line that distinguishes war from not-war is like seeking
the line that divides zero from one in Zeno’s paradox.6 As John Keane
notes:

For citizens living in the so-called democratic zone of peace, alas, the world is not
so neatly subdivided into peaceful and violent zones. Nor can it become so, thanks
in part to the links between the two worlds forged by global arms production
and the violence-ridden drug trades. Mass migrations, pauperization and preju-
dice also ensure that rootlessness, ethnic tensions, and violent lawlessness are fea-
tures of nearly every city of the developed democratic world.7

Looking for such lines of war and peace, of barbarity and civilization, is
as much a battle over ethical claims as it is a pretext to theory, a fact Valen-
tine Daniel grapples with in his writings on the violence in Sri Lanka:

I have called this an anthropography of violence rather than an ethnography of
violence because to have called it the latter would have been to parochialize vio-
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lence, to attribute and limit violence to a particular people and place. Granted,
the events described and discussed in the body of this work pertain to a particu-
lar people: Sri Lankans, Sinhalas, and Tamils. But to see the ultimate significant
effects of this work as ethnographic would exculpate other peoples in other places
whose participation in collective violence is of the same sort; even more danger-
ously, it could tranquilize those of us who live self-congratulatory lives in times
and countries apparently free of the kind of violence than has seized Sri Lanka
recently, could lull us into believing that we or our country or our people were
above such brutalities.8

Daniel’s words call to mind a conversation I had with a Mozambican at
the end of the war in his country. He was explaining why many Mozam-
bicans thought state-led truth and reconciliation commissions (which they
subsequently declined to hold) raised thorny issues:

So who all do we try? How far along the chain of associations that made
war possible and atrocities a reality do we go? To the military soldiers? Of
course. But also to the leading commanders? To the politicians who forged
war policy? To Chissano, our president? To the military and political leaders
in other countries who lent aid, advice, weapons, and manpower to the war?
All the way to George Bush and Bill Clinton, your presidents? Where does
the chain of responsibility end?

Where then, do we locate the study of war? The military, yes—but
which aspect of it? Civilians, yes—but who? The businesspeople who burn
out a competitor and blame it on the rebels, and the criminals who ply
their trade across peace and war, are as likely to assist the military or their
fellow citizens as to exploit them, depending on the “fortunes” of war.
The traders who black-market in arms, food, medicines? And how far do
we follow these traders? Do we follow the chain of procurements all the
way to the cosmopolitan centers, continents away, that host munitions
plants? Do we ultimately interview the CEOs of these industries? The
transporters who bridge the borders between legal, gray, and black-mar-
ket transfers? The professional consultants who actually make a business
of telling people how to smuggle illicit goods? The weapons scientists
who fashion these instruments, and the public/governmental debates
about the legality and morality of using these weapons? Or, as Cynthia
Enloe asks, in the can of Campbell’s “Star Wars” soup, with its little patri-
otic missile defense weapons made of noodles?9

The answer to all this should be yes, and more.
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CHAPTER 5

VIOLENCE

Among the paradoxes of this long century of violence is the
paucity of reflections within contemporary political theory,
including democratic theory, on the causes, effects and ethico-
political implications of violence. . . . While there are certainly
plenty of case studies of wars, civil wars and other violent
conflicts, political reflection has lagged far behind empirical
events. Of course, the sheer quantity of violence heaped by
the twentieth century upon itself is enough to make even the
most cheerful philosopher pessimistic, and since “optimists
write badly” (Valéry) and pessimists tend not to write, the
silence of those parts of the political theory profession which
have been shocked by this century’s cruelty is understandable.
Elsewhere in the profession, the silence is simply inexcusable,
for it is as if professional political theory is incapable of
learning to think in pain or even that it has forgotten the
experience of pain, that it has succeeded in doing what people
normally cannot bring themselves to do: to overcome the
animal pity that grips those who witness or hear about the
physical suffering of others.1

In 1990, at the height of the war in Mozambique, I visited a town in the
middle of the country. It was remote, but of strategic importance: the
area contained not only the rich farmlands of a strong and independent
group of Mozambicans, but also gem mines. The war had rolled over the
area a number of times, and a sea of tiny hastily constructed mud huts
housing the bombed out and the displaced spread from the unoccupied
center of town. The center, which been reduced to ruins, apparently had
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been home and staging-ground to each set of occupying troops. The bar-
ren walls poking up from the bombed-out buildings were all covered in
charcoal graffiti that told the story of war from the young bush soldier’s
perspective. There were pictures of battle plans; of helicopters strafing
villages and villagers; of soldiers proudly holding the latest in automatic
weapons. There were pictures of the human tragedies of war: soldiers rap-
ing women and grandmothers carrying the wounded on their backs. 2

Perhaps figures etched onto broken walls in some distant Mozambi-
can town don’t fully convey the complexities of the inter/national and
extra/state powers that define war. Looking into the reason why this town
was so heavily targeted may tell us more. The paths that led out of the
town center passed graveyards of heavy equipment bomb-twisted into
useless scrap. Mining equipment. The pictures and the stories of the dis-
placed contained numerous references to foreigners who passed through
to collect large quantities of precious gems. When one military’s control
of the region was threatened, they sought to destroy the conquering side’s
ability to mine the region. And when they lost control, they sought to
regain it. This remote spot had seen one side and then another take, lose,
and retake the area in ongoing cycles, always hosting an international cast
of actors. No locals were ignorant of the vast networks that kept the war
afloat and the profits that accrued to this.

. . .

They arrive without money but with stories written on the parchment of their
hearts which they don’t recite easily. They are stories which have crept out of the
edges of civil wars and scattered into the fleeing wind. You can read the words
in their eyes, stained by despair; in their mouths, silenced and tightened by hor-
ror. You can even read the words in their torn and weary clothes.3

It isn’t a simple task to figure out how to write about the front lines. Each
story is woven in unending layers of obligations. Obligations to protect
those who have given us their confidences, obligations to readers not to
shock and betray, obligations to ourselves to stay safe, obligations to tell
the story without telling so much we’ll cause trouble. And the conundrum
remains: how do we write an honest war story? One of my favorite
answers comes from the American Vietnam veteran Tim O’Brien:

In many cases a true war story cannot be believed. If you believe it, be skeptical.
Often the crazy stuff is true and the normal stuff isn’t, because the normal stuff
is necessary to make you believe the truly incredible craziness. In other cases you
can’t even tell a true war story. Sometimes it is just beyond telling.4
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And O’Brien concludes:

And in the end, of course, a true war story is never about war. It’s about sunlight.
It’s about the special way that dawn spreads out on a river when you know you
must cross the river and march into the mountains and do things you are afraid
to do. It’s about love and memory. It’s about sorrow. It’s about sisters who never
write back and people who never listen.5

Those ideas are closely echoed by O’Brien’s erstwhile enemy, North Viet-
namese soldier-turned-author Bao Ninh. In The Sorrow of War, Bao Ninh
describes his alter ego, Kien:

Every evening, before sitting at his desk and opening his manuscript, he tries to
generate the appropriate atmosphere, the right feelings. He tries to separate each
problem, the problem of paragraphs and pages. . . . He plans sequences in his mind.
What his heroes will do and what they will say in particular circumstances . . .

But the act of writing blurs his neat designs, finally washing them away alto-
gether, or blurs them so the lines become intermixed and sequences lose their order.

Upon rereading the manuscript he is astounded, then terrified, to read that
his hero from a previous page has, on this page, disintegrated. Worse, that his
heroes are inconsistent and contradictory, and make him uneasy . . .

He dares not abandon himself to emotions, yet in each chapter Kien writes of
the war in a deeply personal way. . . . Kien refights all his battles, relives the times
where his life was bitter, lonely, surreal, and full of obstacles and horrendous mis-
takes. There is a force at work in him that he cannot resist, as though it opposes
every orthodox attitude taught him and it is now his task to expose the realities
of war and to tear aside conventional images.

It is a dangerous spin he is in, flying off at a tangent, away from the traditional
descriptive writing styles, where everything is orderly. Kien’s heroes are not the
usual predictable, stiff figures but real people whose lives take diverse and unex-
pected directions.6

Most people think that violence simply “is”—enduring, unchanging,
eternal. We talk about different wars, we don’t speak of different violences.
We distinguish between the Russian and American revolutions, but we
don’t talk of Russian and American violences. We differentiate the Thirty
Years’ War and World War II, but we don’t differentiate the experience
of violence in the seventeenth century and the twentieth century. Vio-
lence is categorized along a continuum: from necessary to extreme, from
civilized to inhumane—but in each manifestation, it is recognized as shar-
ing the same fundamental character.

But does it?
There was a time when people used to study war, up front and close.

Journalists, poets, and researchers used to go to the front lines of wars like
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the American Civil War to document the battles. They set up chairs and sat
with paper and pen to record the volleys that were unleashed and the bod-
ies that fell. This wasn’t an act of life-threatening heroism: in these histor-
ical periods, battles were circumscribed. Or at least some were.

But the dynamic of war has changed. Today, only the foolhardy few
go out to the front lines to record battles with pen and paper in hand.
Camera crews give us glimpses of life and death at the front lines, and
journalists, poets and researchers still try to capture some essence of polit-
ical aggression, but these acts of observation are as circumscribed as war
once was. War itself now spills across the landscapes and cityscapes of pro-
saic life. The image of the complete battle, separate from the civilian life
around it, is antiquated, unreal.

The images that we carry about any given topic shape our approach
to that topic. War is no different. And the images of war, so carefully
handed down through the decades and centuries—outdated as they may
be—still shape our theories. The words that spectators wrote as they sat
in chairs at battles’ edges may be lost to time, but their approach remains.
What are these legacies?

First, the very place researchers choose for studying war is shaped by their
notions of what constitutes, and does not constitute, political violence. The
people who documented war from its sidelines, pen and paper in hand, went
to the sites of military battles. They watched immediate and sometimes
immense physical carnage. They were far less likely to trace all the circum-
stances that led each and every actor to converge on the battlefield; to fol-
low these soldiers as they pursued their lives after the battle. They seldom
passed the sites of physical fighting by to document less honorable activi-
ties—the profiteering among commanders, the lies and deceits among sol-
diers, the torture behind closed doors. They documented the heroic and
tragic. Nor did they find the lives of the soldiers’ wives, sisters, and daugh-
ters as interesting as the lives of the soldiers themselves. And even if they
wanted to, in the act of observing alone, they could not document the hopes
and fears, the complexities of emotions, that animated the soldiers.

Today, even though 90 percent of war’s casualties across the world are
civilians and battles rage across people’s hometowns,7 the practice of study-
ing soldiers and the immediate carnage of battles continues. And this
shapes our understanding of violence. There remains a tendency to see a
soldier shooting at another soldier as constituting war’s violence, while
the shooting of a civilian, or the rape of a woman as a soldier returns to
the barracks, is seen as peripheral—an accident, an anomaly. The civilian
casualty and the rape are understood as different orders of violence situ-
ated along a continuum that demarcates both severity and im/morality.
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It would seem as if a hierarchy of violence is invoked in war, with harm
against soldiers and the actions of those in uniform seen as greater acts of
war than harm against civilians.

But there are aspects of these centuries-old models of war that are more
difficult to challenge. Actions such as violating civilians’ human rights in
torture, looting, or rape still constitute the realm of immediate and phys-
ical carnage. This is the same genre of violence “witnessed” by the spec-
tators of bygone centuries. Their academic gaze rested on the letting of
blood and the dismemberment of the human body, and its relationship
to political conquest among contending political parties.

Certainly, war at its most basic entails pain, dismemberment, death,
and the politics of force. But people don’t engage in or avoid war because
of the sheer fact of death, dismemberment, and the politics of force. The
mere fact of death is largely meaningless in and of itself. It takes on mean-
ing because of its emotional content. We feel death as meaningful.

“If I were to ask you what the single most important thing to know is to best
understand this country, what would you say?” I asked Mia, a nurse in Kuito,
Angola, in November 2001.

“You need to understand death,” she said. “Everyone here is on intimate
terms with death, everyone has lost someone they love to the war—death
walks everywhere with people.”

People don’t kill soldiers and civilians in war to reduce population num-
bers; wars aren’t won that way. Wars are lost and won because people
fear death, because they have a horror of dismemberment, because they
feel the burdens of oppression so strongly they are willing to risk life and
limb. People don’t fight or flee war because of the sheer fact of violence.
They fight or flee war because of what violence “feels” like.

And how does violence feel? As we will see, it feels like existential cri-
sis, like hopelessness, like the loss of the future. It feels like impossible
contradictions of resistance within oppression, like the struggle of human-
ity within terror. Violence is about im/possibility, about the human con-
dition and the meaning of survival. This is why wars are fought with
bloodletting, why torture takes place, and why neither violence nor war
is limited to the physical carnage of the battlefield.

The researchers who sat at the sides of battlefields taking notes tended
to see the end of the battle as the end of their observation. When the imme-
diate carnage ceased, so too did war. But people on the front lines them-
selves tell a different story. Violence is set in motion with physical car-
nage, but it doesn’t stop there. Violence reconfigures its victims and the
social milieu that hosts them.8 It isn’t a passing phenomenon that momen-
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tarily challenges a stable system, leaving a scar but no lasting effects. Vio-
lence becomes a determining fact in shaping reality as people will know
it, in the future. So while a study of violence may begin with direct and
immediate carnage, it shouldn’t end there.

If violence has enduring effects on the whole of a society, effects that
will shape postwar as well as wartime life, then we must rethink the whole
issue of who are winners and losers, and even what the terms winners and
losers mean. We have long had the image in popular culture of military
leaders presiding over a desolate pile of rubble—the kingdom they have
decimated in order to wrest control of. This is perhaps nowhere as devel-
oped as in the case of nuclear war.

But there is another reality less easily captured in popular image or aca-
demic proof, and that is the leader presiding over a broken and maimed
society, a decimated cultural stability, a tortured and traumatized daily
reality. Researchers are still in scientific infancy in charting the progress
of cultural trauma on the body politic. We are far from knowing if cul-
tural wounds lead to ongoing cycles of social instability and violence.

One thing is certain: the most common definition of being human is
being culture producing. Culture not merely in the sense of the products
like systems of justice and the arts, but in the more profound sense of that
which animates our life-world, and ourselves in it—the very knowledge
by which we know ourselves and the world, and recognize both as mean-
ingful. If our cultural foundations are undermined, what happens to our
very sense of humanity?

What, then, is violence?
The rending of flesh with the intention to harm has become the foun-

dational definition of violence. But this is misleading. As a person living
on the front lines of a devastating war explained to me:

I can’t say it is the physical carnage that is the horrible thing about war, the
worst thing about being subjected to violence. People see physical carnage
all the time in life: we see accidents, accidents that can tear up the body
horribly; we see illnesses and misfortune that leave bodies disfigured and
broken. No, violence is something more than this, we fear what the war has
made us become, we fear losing our humanity, we fear what people can
become in war.

If someone is hurt in an accident, we don’t tend to describe the accident
as violence. Violence comes with intent, the willful decision to harm
another. And if accidents that mangle the body don’t involve political will,
the purely physical act of harming another doesn’t in itself constitute a
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struggle over political will. It is the intent, and thus the emotive context
of the act, that defines violence and its relationship to political will.

Violence isn’t intended to stop with the crippling of physical bodies.
Violence is employed to create political acquiescence; it is intended to cre-
ate terror, and thus political inertia; it is intended to create hierarchies of
domination and submission based on the control of force. As Elaine Scarry
writes, it “unmakes the world.”9

An example of the social and emotive context of violence occurred just
before I sat down to write these pages. I was walking back to my apart-
ment in Angola before the war ended when a man came up to me and
wanted to know if I could give him anything. He looked like a street per-
son: shabby, unkempt, and psychologically scarred. I was surprised, how-
ever, when he spoke English to me, even though I had responded to him
in the national language. As I listened to him speak English, I realized he
spoke with a soft and formal correctness that didn’t seem to fit with his
street person appearance. During the conversation, I noticed that his
hands were horrifically disfigured and deformed. At first I though it was
leprosy. I realized, as I looked more closely at his hands, that it was not
leprosy, but I was at a loss to explain the shape and location of fingers
and knobs that almost defied the bounds of the normal human form. He
noticed my questioning glance and said, simply, “I used to be with X”
[naming one of the militaries]. Encouraged by my listening, he contin-
ued. “I used to stay in that hotel over there. It started in the hotel over
there. They [the forces of the other side] tortured me. That’s what hap-
pened to my hands.”

I continued listening, and he stopped momentarily to look me in the
eyes. I saw a clear mind there, as if it were peering out at me from shutters
momentarily opened and ready to slam shut should the pain of reality
became too severe. Torture creates such shutters. It seemed almost incon-
ceivable how hands could be so deformed, or how someone could continue
to walk and talk in life after undergoing such trauma. The man finished the
story of his hands and shyly explained they tortured him all over, opening
his shirt to show massive scars on his chest and then pulling his trousers up
above his thigh to show extensive scars on his legs. We finished our con-
versation, I helped him purchase some food, and then I walked off.

As soon as I was out of the man’s sight, out of the arena of hurting
him with my reaction to his story, I felt the world turn on its axis, so to
speak. For a moment, I couldn’t conceive of living in the world with such
horror perpetrated by humans, nor did I want to. This wasn’t a fleeting
feeling, it was profoundly existential—the world was simply too ugly to
be in, and I felt it in the core of my being. Then, as I continued walking
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down the street, I felt that shadow of fear: what if this happens to me, to
people I know and love, to the place I call home?

I knew this feeling, I have written on it extensively: it is the reason
people employ violence—it is used to terrify populations into with-
drawing from the world, or at least the political and military part of it,
the part that effects power. I want to underscore that in the last sentence
I chose the word feeling—for it is not the “logic” that torture is a possi-
bility that shapes our actions. Logic tells me that I face a far greater chance
of dying of malaria or a land mine than of torture. Logic tells me this man’s
story isn’t my own. In many ways, logic is a protective garb in which we
cloak ourselves. Torture and violence carry the impact they do because
feeling weds with logic to produce the fear and the resistance seen on the
front lines of harm anywhere. This was a stranger in a country not my
own in a war affecting none of my own personal family, and violence could
elicit this response from me. How much more would it affect this man’s
countrypeople, his acquaintances, his family? His torture is an enduring
reality that lasts a lifetime and crosses vast social spaces. It is intended to
stop people anywhere anytime from challenging the political and mili-
tary authorities: if war were to break out in my country and in my life-
time, this man’s ordeal would be in my political consciousness. The real-
ity of his torture would challenge me to consider my own political
involvement: what if this happens to me, to my loved ones? One unknown
man’s pain from another war, another time, and another continent sur-
vives to influence other people, other wars, other political outcomes.

Looking at the extent of this man’s deformities, it is hard to conceive
how harmful torture can be. And herein lies the crux of my point. As a
medical anthropologist, I have worked in hospitals from America to Asia,
and have seen bodies severely deformed by accidents, illness, and
microbes. And in these cases I feel compassion, sympathy, and sadness
that people have to suffer so. But I don’t feel the world tilt on its axis. I
don’t want to escape from a world too ugly to contemplate living in. I
don’t suffer a crisis of existential proportions. It is the violence one indi-
vidual willfully does to another that causes this powerful reaction. This is
the emotional content of violence.

Though this chapter is concerned with the many manifestations of vio-
lence—physical violence being only one of many—it’s important to rec-
ognize that physical violence itself carries complex sociopolitical messages.
I have documented elsewhere the tactic in Mozambique of cutting off
ears, noses, and lips, but, curiously, never blinding a person.10 The mes-
sage isn’t subtle: “You will not hear what we don’t want you to hear, you
will not speak out against us, you will not have sense—but you must see
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this terror to know it.” Of course, the attack against human senses is an
attack against sense in the larger, intellectual, meaning. People with sense
are political actors, and agency depends on sense-fullness. The senseless,
torturers postulate (however incorrectly), are as domesticated as herd
stock. This is an analogy I heard many times on the front lines: “They are
trying to turn us into animals.”

In Sierra Leone, troops cut off voters’ hands and arms in attempting
to impose an election boycott.11 The political message is equally painfully
obvious: the voters are “dis-armed.” This is also true of the technologi-
cal violence of land mines. Beyond the fact that civilians—especially chil-
dren and women—are the most common casualties, many “anti-per-
sonnel” mines are constructed to blow off limbs, not kill people. Even in
the bush, far from medical attention, many land-mine victims survive to
crawl or hobble on crutches through the rest of their lives. Another com-
mon tactic is the mutilation of genitals, in part, as Suàrez-Orozco notes,
to act as a symbolic assault on the reproduction of political resistance.12

Rape stands as a powerful example of physical assaults that are intended
to carry deeper, supraphysical, impacts. I have listened to hundreds of
accounts of rape, and few focus primarily on the physical pain. It is the
emotional trauma, the social shame, and the violation of humanity that
is conveyed most strongly in these accounts. What makes rape so griev-
ous an act isn’t just the assault against the body, but the attack against
family, dignity, self-worth, and future. I have seen women suffer tremen-
dously, even die, in difficult childbirths. I have seen devastating vaginal
infections women have carried for months, even years, on front lines
devoid of medicines. The physical pain involved in these is often as severe
as that suffered in rape, and the grief over the deceased and the infirm as
great as any war casualty. But these don’t invoke the horror of rape and
the intent that underlies such aggression.

Solutions to violence must address its myriad manifestations. Common
wisdom has long recognized that psychological violence can be as devas-
tating as physical violence. But the impact of violence extends beyond both
the physical and psychological. I have found that people working directly
with the victims of war tend to be fluent in the complexities of violence.
In one example among many: I stopped by the UNICEF office in Angola
one day to ask about their programs for war-afflicted and homeless chil-
dren. Two Angolan women, Casimira Benge and Lidia Borba, head the
Program for the Protection of Children (also labeled Children in Difficult
Conditions). Shortly into the conversation, Casimira made the comment
that there are many different kinds of violence. I asked her to explain. She
and Lidia spoke without pause, each adding to the other’s thoughts:
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Well, obviously, the war is violence. It really is many violences. Physical aggres-
sions, well, these are more obvious. But lack of assistance from the govern-
ment is also a kind of violence, and this can be as important as physical aggres-
sion. Being sick or hurt or wounded and not having medical assistance is
violence; as is not being able to get the vaccinations that will prevent com-
mon illnesses. To have to pay for your education is a kind of violence: these
poor women in the barrios, they go to take their children for “free” education
and are told they have to pay for this entrance exam and that text, for this
thing and that service. Even to have to pay for your identity card is a kind of
violence. You are stateless, you are completely vulnerable without your papers.

Violence, it goes on. Sexual exploitation is a kind of violence. Child labor.
Street children. The war-dislocated and orphaned who have to go live with
foster families, some no better than slaves.

And there is a kind of trauma with each of these kinds of violence. If a
person is raped, it is violence, but it is not the only violence. This woman may
live in a context where she has no water, no electricity, no food, no resources.
She is raped and she has to return home to a place where she can’t meet
the minimum for talking care of herself. This is violence.

And you know, it is violence when society doesn’t teach ways to live other
than violence. When people live thinking violence is normal, well, this is one
of the worst kinds of violence.

One might expect the war-afflicted to focus on the physical toll of vio-
lence, because this group more than any suffers wounding, maiming, tor-
ture, and murder. But their stories of violence plumb the depths of human
experience. Their stories, whether from unschooled farmers or noted
poets, are explorations of the philosophy of the human condition. Con-
sider the words of author Bao Ninh:

Yet only a few of his heroes would live from the opening scenes through to the
final pages, for he witnesses and then descried them trapped in murderous fire-
fights, in fighting so horrible that everyone involved prays to heaven they’ll never
have to experience any such terror again. Where death lay in wait, then hunted
and ambushed them. Dying and surviving were separated by a thin line; they were
killed one at a time, or all together; they were killed instantly, or were wounded
and bled to death in agony; they could live but suffer the nightmares of white
blasts which destroyed their souls and stripped their personalities bare.13

Through his protagonist, Kien, Bao captures the thin line between sur-
vival and death, between war and peace, between today and tomorrow:

Seeing how sluggishly Kien ate, the driver sighed and says, “It’s because you slept
back there, with nearly fifty bodies [on military duty to collect slain soldiers]. You’ll
have had nightmares. Right?”

“Yes. Unbelievably horrible . . .”
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“No doubt,” the driver said, waving his hand in a wide arc. “This is the Jun-
gle of Screaming Souls. It looks empty but in fact it’s crowded. There are so many
ghosts and devils all over this battleground! I’ve been driving for this corpse-
collecting team since early ’73 but still I can’t get used to the passengers who come
out of their graves to talk to me. Not a night goes by without them waking me
to have a chat. It terrifies me. All kinds of ghosts, new soldiers, old soldiers, sol-
diers from Division 10, Division 2, soldiers from the provincial armed forces, the
Mobile Forces 320, Corps 559, sometimes women, and every now and again, some
southern souls, from Saigon.” The driver spoke as if it were common knowledge.

“Met any old friends?” asked Kien.
“Sure! Even some from my own village. Blokes from my first unit. Once I met

a cousin who died way back in ’65.”
“Do you speak to them?”
“Yes, but . . . well, differently. The way you speak in hell. There are no sounds,

no words. It’s hard to describe. It’s like when you’re dreaming—you know what
I mean . . .”

“If we found a way to tell the news of a victory, would they be happier?” Kien
asked.

“Come on! Even if we could, what would be the point? People in hell don’t
give a damn about wars. They don’t remember killing. Killing is a career for the
living, not the dead.”14

Bao carries us into a world where violence disrupts the taken-for-granted;
the timelines between yesterday and today, the immediate and the eter-
nal. Time itself becomes a casualty of war, one that has serious repercus-
sions. Bao captures a further truth of people’s lives in battlezones that I
have heard people speak of in every war I have worked in. That concerns
the ability of violence to destroy the future.

Todo o angolano sente, no corpo e na alma, os efeitos directos e indirectos da
guerra. Na verdade, a guerra mata, mutila, empobrece, destrói e avilta, transfor-
mando os angolanos em Homens sem amanhã.

(Every Angolan feels, in body and soul, the direct and indirect effects of war. In truth,
war kills, mutilates, impoverishes, destroys and debases, transforming Angolans into
Humans without tomorrow.)15

The present has meaning because it is embedded in a matrix of past
realities and future possibilities. Our sense of self comes from memories
(history) projected onto the (future) horizons of our lives. To choose one
action (over another) is to choose a goal (over another); and that is to
craft a future. Life takes meaning through these choices—through the
directions chosen and the reasons for the choice; through linking the here-
and-now and the imminent. We plant crops to harvest them, get preg-
nant to enrich our families, tell stories to pass on cultural wisdom, laugh
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to forge camaraderie. But in war, in the face of ongoing violence, the
future itself becomes a casualty. Crops are destroyed, children killed, sto-
ries rendered meaningless, laughter silenced by grief and terror. Planting
crops, making families, telling stories all give life its measure of certainty.
War disrupts this certainty. And this lack of certainty disrupts a sense of
future. Planting crops may not produce food, getting pregnant may not
produce a family, stories may not produce useful wisdom. Violence
changes the very sense of a meaningful outcome of life’s plans. And it is
in our sense of the future, people frequently told me, that our morals
reside. In the words of an Angolan who had suffered the war firsthand:

Do you think these soldiers would commit these atrocities if they had any
sense of a tomorrow? No. The war works to kill this very notion of a tomor-
row in soldiers. If they thought about the fact that one day the war would
end, that they would have to face the families of the people they harmed—
or worse, that they would have to face their consciences, account for their
deeds, build lives in peacetime in the recognition of all they had done, would
they do these things? No. But war, very precisely, kills their sense of the
future. It is a kind of living death.

And their victims? It is as bad, this death of the future. How can they run
from war if war lies in every direction? Whatever choice they make they run
into war, and then they take that responsibility on themselves: I made this
decision that got my family killed, or harmed, or starved, or whatever. Noth-
ing a person can plan has any meaning, for the war can come and take it
all, obliterate the best plans and intentions. There is no future. The truth of
it is that this very lack of future can kill.

The obliteration of the future affects not only the battlefield soldiers
and civil society caught on the front lines but also the very organizations
set up to bring humanitarian relief. In 1996 I visited a country (unnamed,
as I discuss specific people and programs) suffering ongoing cycles of polit-
ical violence. I was impressed by the vision of the head of the United
Nations humanitarian wing. The policy of this country-wide effort was
to rebuild society. As the person in charge said to me:

If people have no confidence in a future, they will not work to create any-
thing. We can’t just feed the starving, we can’t just sink wells, we have to
work with people to improve their confidence that the war can end, that
things can get better, that their acts can make a difference. If you merely
provide infrastructure for a traumatized community, you have a community
using structures in traumatized ways.

Two years and many re-eruptions of political violence later, I returned to
find a disheartened United Nations humanitarian community. The work
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to rebuild society had given way to a focus on providing basic humani-
tarian relief. “Why?” I asked. “What happened?” The program director
responded:

Because it looks like everything we said was a lie. We said we would help,
and no matter what we did, the political violence continued, the suffering
continued. All this talk about constructing a culture of peace, it looks like a
big scam, a big lie. I guess we’ve become disheartened ourselves, we’ve given
up on believing we can change these things. People are habituated to think-
ing in terms of war; there are so few resources to change this. We believed,
but it didn’t work. We’ve gone back to basics.

It does little good to point out that two years is a short time to solve
the problems put into place by decades of political hostilities, that a re-
eruption of war doesn’t mean that humanitarian plans have not worked,
or that such goals were far from misguided lies. It does equally little to
point out that maybe the original humanitarian vision is the only way to
finally solve the horrors of the war, and that giving in to hopelessness and
discouragement plays into war’s very hands. The sense of a viable future
had become a casualty of war for the humanitarian INGOs (international
nongovernmental organizations) as certainly as it had for the civilians on
the front lines the INGOs were working to help. As one of the UN staff
summed up to me: “It’s hard to make any plans when you don’t know
what the future will bring.”

The death of hope is an equally traumatic war casualty. Unbearable
circumstances become bearable only if there is some belief that they will
come to an end. How do people bear up under the unendingly unbear-
able? How do people project themselves into a future that holds only more
of a present defined by threat, deprivation, starvation, brutality, and vio-
lence? In the words of a man caught in an embattled zone:

To hope for a military solution, and to have war cut across your life time and
again, you begin to fear to hope for a solution, for each time war comes
again, the pain of crushed hopes is devastating. You hope the violence will
calm down a bit so you can have time to harvest your crops, so your chil-
dren can eat; but after a momentary lull, a lull where you got your hopes up,
the violence erupts again, and you can’t harvest your crops, feed your chil-
dren, stave off that sad and hungry look in their eyes.

So you begin to fear hope, because it hurts so much. You begin to stop
hoping. But this is a kind of death. People just give up, that’s the giving up
of hope. Some people just wither up, like walking dead.

Aggression comes from a lack of hope too. People give up hoping and
begin raging against it all—like the violence and the hopelessness is all there
is, all there will be. People can’t see a way out, and they become like it, fight-
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ing against hoping as a kind of broken response to having your hopes ruined
again and again.

Hopelessness also serves to cripple political will—making it militar-
ily strategic. A population divested of hope is likely to be a politically acqui-
escent population—or so dirty-war theorists posit. The ramifications are
extensive. The man continued:

Someone without hope for a better future, will they plant their fields? Will they
work to develop industry? Will they devote time to helping others, work to
resolve conflicts, work to repair damaged towns, and build up their societies?
Will they work to staff hospitals, build new schools, open new trade routes?
No. All that depends on a sense that things can be better, that these actions
will have some benefit in the future. People have to have confidence, a sense
of hope, in their future. Without this, people don’t build up something so it will
be destroyed. So people stop working, and society stops progressing.

This man’s words, and the larger recognition that violence undermines
core foundations of a society, harken back to the point that while much
of western theory is conversant in the physical ramifications of violence,
we know far less about the wounding of culture, social dislocation, and
the destruction of the very epistemological and ontological tools by which
we construct our world and ourselves in it.

A final observation on violence concerns its ability to escalate and to
insinuate itself into the fabric of everyday life. The idea that battlefields
are self-contained zones of violence and that life proceeds normally out-
side these circumscribed areas is a powerful myth, but a myth nonethe-
less. From average people caught in life-threatening situations of war to
theoreticians like Michael Taussig, we are cautioned about the ability of
violence to reproduce itself.16 Relatives of torture and murder victims
don’t necessarily become paralyzed by fear; they often join in the fight
against those who have perpetrated these horrors on their loved ones,
sometime reproducing the same violence against the families of those who
harmed their relatives. I have witnessed this many times.

One evening in the mid-1980s in Sri Lanka, I was invited to have din-
ner with a family I knew. Several other people from the town were there
as well. As we sat down to the meal, a man came in to join us. He was
highly distraught. I had not met the man and did not know his circum-
stances; everyone else seemed to. Listening, I began to piece together that
this man’s family had just been massacred by “the other side.” The mur-
ders were intended to both kill and horrify: the wife had been stabbed
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been thrown on the burning mattress. The rest of the family in the house
had met equally brutal deaths. As the story came out around the table,
everyone became more and more agitated, an agitation that turned into
a desire for revenge. At first, profoundly moved by what this man had
suffered, I responded with sympathy, and was rebuffed by all the men.
In the spirit of revenge, it seemed, people did not want to lose their anger
to pain. Perhaps the pain was too great to bear at the moment, and the
fury of revenge offered a more bearable response.

By the end of the meal, the anger had turned to action: the men at the
table decided to leave immediately to exact revenge with the same kind
of violence as had befallen the man’s family. The men began drawing and
inspecting weapons. As the only woman at the table, I assumed the role
of noncombatant, and tried to raise the point that this action would set
in motion further cycles of retaliation that might end in the deaths of more
of these men’s families. It had come out that the killing of this man’s fam-
ily was a revenge killing for a previous murder of a family on “the other
side” by “this man’s side.” My words fell on deaf ears. The men, guns
drawn, left to exact revenge. These events brought the contradictions of
war home to me: I felt powerfully for the man who had lost his family to
such violence, and I felt equally powerfully a horror that he was to do the
same to another. I saw him simultaneously as deeply wronged and
wrong. I saw clearly the onerous difficulties of stopping entrenched cul-
tures of violent revenge. And I saw the ridiculousness of dirty-war strate-
gies that assume terror-warfare will cow a population into acquiescence.

From this vantage point on violence, the entire concept of winners and
losers takes on a new hue and tone. In some ways it becomes moot. Vic-
tor and victim alike stand not only on a charred battleground, but upon
charred hopes and dreams. If “future” becomes a war casualty, it comes
not of “losing” or “winning,” but in the sheer fact of violence. Societies,
as well as individuals, can become “dis-abled.” Of course, as the follow-
ing chapters will show, societies, through the individuals who comprise
them, heal as well as crumble. But neither the impact nor the ameliora-
tion of violence will make sense if violence is configured only as a physi-
cal act. It is in the more intangible realms of the “existential”—the mean-
ing of existence—that violence takes its definition and its toll. It is here
that resolving violence must begin.
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“TAKE MY PICTURE,” HE COMMANDED, POINTING HIS GUN AT ME.
MALANGE, ANGOLA, 1999.



CHAPTER 6

POWER

It was a sprawling party in a town in southern Sri Lanka, the kind where
everyone from the political and economic movers and shakers to starv-
ing artists looking for a decent meal congregated. The year was 1985, the
war between the government and the Tamil separatist forces was full
blown, and Amnesty International was preparing a report that would cite
the Sri Lankan government as one of the worst human rights violators in
the world. I was surprised when a high-ranking military officer attached
himself to me; I hadn’t cultivated relations with the state’s forces, focus-
ing instead on the daily life of war: the tortured, the fearful, the rebels,
the refugees, the people caught in more cross-fires than seemed humanly
possible. The commander talked banalities with me, but with an inten-
sity and seriousness that belied something else. I couldn’t shake him. He
was nervous, full of energy—could we take a bit of a walk, he asked me?
As we moved out of earshot of the partiers, he began to tell me about the
war up north against the Tamils:

It’s crazy, it’s completely crazy. I can’t control my troops. It’s awful up there.
One of the soldiers [government, largely Sinhalese] is hit by a guerrilla [Tamil],
or they run over a land mine, or a bomb explodes, and they go nuts. It’s been
building up and building up, and they just go wild. The guerrillas have long
since melted away, and the soldiers turn their fury on the first available tar-
get. Of course, the only people around are civilians. They open fire on every-
one, they destroy everything in sight, they rape and torture people they catch
on the streets or in their homes, they lob bombs into homes and schools,
markets and city streets. I’ve tried to stop them, I try to control the situation.
I can’t. None of us commanders can—though god knows some don’t try.
The troops just take off like this and there’s no stopping them. We can’t dis-
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cipline them. We can’t prosecute them. We can’t dismiss them—we’d have
no army left if we did. The situation up north is completely out of control,
and there isn’t a damn thing we can do about it.

The commander wasn’t looking for a response from me: this was deliv-
ered as a monologue, delivered with a specific purpose. I understood his
words, but I was less clear on what his purpose was in telling me. It didn’t
seem appropriate to ask.

I have met any number of soldiers who were disingenuous and given
to Machiavellian motives. This man appeared genuine in his words and
preoccupations. At the time I thought that he really did want to stop
the appalling human rights violations taking place in the Tamil regions.
He explained that he knew every time his soldiers harmed innocent
people they were creating new enemies, new battles down the road, new
impossible antagonisms. Militarily, it was bad strategy. But there was
something more. My take on it was that the man found maiming and
killing the innocent offensive. Struggling to make sense of why he was
telling me this—this definitely wasn’t something openly talked about,
quite the opposite—I remember wondering if he just needed to express
himself, and for some reason a foreign woman provided a relatively safe
outlet.

It was only later I thought his words might be connected to the fact
that I had traveled by myself up to the north and seen the human rights
violations firsthand. Maybe he anticipated or feared some question, or
more likely some accusation, from me—from all of the people he thought
were judging him—and needed to answer it. Maybe he thought the whole
thing would blow up internationally with the release of the reports of
atrocities, and he wanted to distance himself from responsibility for them.
I was left with the impression that he just didn’t want people to think he
was like that, that he authorized this kind of warfare. But beyond all this,
I began to realize, and to study, the ironies of power. Power, it would
seem, isn’t at all what we generally take it to be.

Writ large, the story of war is the story of power. Power, in its most
basic terms, is the ability to exercise one’s will over others. Of course, exer-
cising one’s will involves controlling the very definitions of power. For
the most part, the privileged and the elites of the world control the means
to disseminate the definitions of power; few peasants, cab drivers, or grunt
soldiers craft legal policy, publish their definitions of power in academic
presses, or write interviews for the general media. Steven Lukes’s classic
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statement that power is essentially contested is now generally accepted.1

But my research suggests it is far more contested than even Lukes
acknowledges. In fact, if the distance between the institutions and the
manifestations of power is as great as I will suggest in this chapter, Lukes’s
assertion that power is essentially contested takes on a fundamental inter-
nal irony.

Power isn’t a monolithic construct. Like all human endeavor, it emerges
from complex human relations: continuously challenged, subverted;
negotiated and renegotiated over time, space, and interaction. Definitions
do not come easily. Following the now-classic works of Michel Foucault
and Antonio Gramsci, most scholars accept the theorem that power is
decentered in and through society.2 Simply said, no single or supreme font
of power exists in the social or political world, and no single top-down
power rules lives and politics. In this view, power is exercised not only
through societies’ formal institutions, but through communication and
action, and the cultural knowledge that grounds them.3 The dynamic
nature of power is highlighted with Nietzsche’s call to focus on the per-
formance, and not merely the sponsorship, of power.4 For Nietzsche, it
wasn’t the institution but the actor who was relevant, and no simple lines
of authority align the two. In his words, “the doing is everything.”5

Power comes in many guises and is expressed in a multitude of ways.
Because power is reproduced not only in the institutional centers of power
brokers but also in the many social and ideological relations that make
up daily life for a population at large, the processes constituting power
are full of competing and conflicting forces. Power, then, can’t be accu-
rately thought of as a fully rational process, nor can it be conceived of as
an irrational one. For power is a cultural product—embedded in cultural
convictions, sociopolitical relationships, and interpersonal actions pro-
pelling societies whether at war or at peace. These relations of power are
in large part subjectively enacted and are at best only partially recognized.6

Power relations become part and parcel of the taken-for-granted world.
What happens when these philosophies of power are uprooted from their aca-

demic homes and situated on the front lines?
I pondered the words of the military commander at the party in light

of a visit to Jaffna I had made earlier that year. Though not sure who I
was or why I had traveled to the Tamil north, the Tamil leaders of the
main military forces wanted to show me what their life was like in the
besieged Jaffna Peninsula and along the route to the town of Trincoma-
lee in the east—I think to help counteract government-dominated media.
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They told me at the time that in two years only one BBC correspondent
and I had visited Jaffna, and that because of this, government reporting
predominated in national and international presses. As we toured the envi-
rons of Jaffna, I remember inventing the word rubble-ized to describe a
number of communities I saw where shelling and mortars had reduced
everything, absolutely everything, to pieces of rubble no bigger than
stones you could hold in your hand. Houses, schools, clinics, trees, bicy-
cles, books, TVs—everything.

As we returned to the town center, a government army patrol unex-
pectedly opened fire at a bus stop; we saw a number of civilians wounded
or killed. The people accompanying me wanted to follow the victims to
the hospital to verify what had taken place. While it seems unusual that a
stranger would be asked to go into a personal scene of tragedy and politi-
cal tension, there are times when people want the truth of their stories told
to the outside world. When no one but troops visit a warzone, atrocities
are whitewashed, and suffering silenced. Veena Das writes about a war-
impoverished man who offered to pay her to tell the truth about what hap-
pened in the riots against the Sikhs after the assassination of Indira Gandhi
in India.7 In this case, I spent the morning being shown the bodies of the
dead, listening to the next of kin, and speaking with the wounded and their
families. None were members of any military or political group. All were
involved in distinctly nonpolitical activities at the time of the attack:

My husband was at the bus stop waiting to ride to work this morning. He is
a simple man, he works in a bakery. He has never fought with anyone, he
has never taken up with politics. He was killed for trying to feed his family.

My sister was waiting for the bus to take her to the market so she could get
household supplies. She wanted to do a good cleaning of the house
because we have a birthday to celebrate in the family, and she wanted to
get a few nice things to eat. She had put on a nice sari today. She is like
our grandmother that way: if you are going out you should look nice. She
was just a kid, she was in her teens.

My daughter was going across town to visit some family members. She had
taken along some of the food she had made, knowing that it was one of
the favorite dishes of her cousin. She wanted to help out a bit; she knew
one of their children hadn’t been feeling too well.

My mom was waiting to come home after going to a market on the outskirts
of town to get some food.

My son was going to town.
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and so on . . .
There was no discernible provocation.
The sole possible explanation I could uncover for this attack was that

someone mentioned hearing a car backfire before the troops opened fire.
Or perhaps, some suggested, it was a distorted notion of power.

The classic theorem of a direct link between the source and the imple-
mentation of power would have us believe that political leaders forge ide-
ology to determine action, that military commanders forge strategy to
carry out this political vision, and troops act to accomplish these ends. A
neat but quixotic scenario. Analyses based on such heuristic constructs
are divorced from the proclivities and the complexities of human action,
social interaction, individual will, personal foibles, competitive vested in-
terests, and the constantly negotiated tension between the intended and
the wildly unexpected.

Once we put human actors into the power equation, we find that power
is constantly being reformulated as it moves from command to action.
Where, then, does the power of war lie? On the larger level, military com-
manders act according to national tactical and ideological paradigms, and
according to the transnational politico-military and economic alliances
supporting them. Battlegrounds are international, and notions of power
are transported along manifold lines of alliance and aggression.8 National
need, necessity, history, and mythology join with internationally forged
dogmas in the creation of any given military’s ideology for action.

And what motivates the actions of ground soldiers? Personal ideas of
violence, interpersonal loyalties and antipathies, individual gain, and re-
sponses (often spontaneous and unreasoned) to immediate threats more
than generalized conceptions of political conviction. Military “tactics” thus
become infused with the particular life histories and personalities of the
soldiers themselves and the local sociocultural traditions in which they
operate.

The logic of power is turned upside down. Perhaps my favorite exam-
ple of this is the response of an underage soldier on a battlefield when I
asked him why he was fighting. With a profound seriousness, he looked
at me and replied: “I forgot.”

All the political warmongering, the nationalism, the treaties and
alliances, the military ideologies and training so carefully forged, all the
saber rattling of the power elites don’t make war. This young soldier who
pulls the trigger—who enacts violence—makes war a reality. His power
is predicated not on political rationale, not on fervent nationalistic belief,
not on military dogma, nor even on a basic defense reaction to threat: “I
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forgot.” What does this say about the logic of power? About the ration-
ale of command? About war? I had the following discussion with a sol-
dier I met on the front lines:

Soldier: I’m with the troops.

CN: Why? [Meaning, did he join or was he conscripted?]

Soldier: I wanted to come join up with them; I want to protect my people.

CN: Are you fighting with the others? [A battle had recently taken
place in the area.]

Soldier: Yeah, the fighting’s been going on all around us here, and I’m fight-
ing too.

CN: [I nodded at his gun, an eyebrow raised in question.]

Soldier: [Holding up his assault weapon] I carry it all the time, it’s mine.

CN: Where’d you get it?

Soldier: Commander gave it to me, told me to learn to shoot.

CN: Do you mind not having much in the way of clothing? [The sol-
dier was dressed in a tattered shirt and baggy shorts much too
big for him.]

Soldier: No, I’m a soldier, what do I need with fancy things? I’m here to
fight for my people.

CN: Do you like the life of a soldier?

Soldier: No.

CN: You scared of the war?

Soldier: No. [Said quietly and hesitantly, with large eyes that conveyed
otherwise]

CN: How old are you?

Soldier: Eleven.

If, in Clausewitzian terms, war is the extension of politics, can we speak
of politics being extended through the arms of an eleven-year-old? The
question isn’t rhetorical: What, exactly, does this say about the nature of
power? Of force? And of political participation? No state code in the world
today recognizes a child as an adult political actor. So what politics are
forged in the conveyance of war through nonpolitical actors, through
underage soldiers? The United Nations estimates there are some 300,000
child soldiers under arms today.9

War is not a paragon of Camus’s absurd, comprised of children and
soldiers who fight long after the reason for doing so has escaped them.
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But this is far more common than traditional political and military sci-
ences and nationalistic philosophies recognize. The following quote
expresses a fairly common sentiment, articulated in different words but
with similar sentiments in many warzones of the world. The speaker and
I were traveling in an area undergoing heavy fighting. We were both hitch-
ing a ride on an NGO pickup, sitting and talking in the back of the truck.
He was saying:

You want to know why people join in this war? Look around you. A guy is
walking down the dusty road and a nice big car flashes by him, leaving him
eating dust, and he thinks, “Why him and not me?” And he knows the answer
is that the guy in the car is on the right side of politics—the side that con-
trols the goods. He knows he is on the wrong side. No matter how smart
he is, no matter what a good worker he is, no matter what his ambitions,
he won’t get where he wants to go. The other guy, the guy with connec-
tions to the politicos in power, not him, will get the job; the other guy, not
him, will get the chance to go for advanced education; the other guy, not
him, will get the good piece of land to farm. No matter how much he wants
or deserves it, it won’t be him that gets the scholarship to study abroad.
And that reality stretches out in front of him to cover his whole life: there’s
no changing the politics of it. It won’t be him riding in that car; he’ll be walk-
ing the rest of his life. So he eats that other guy’s dust and he thinks, “Why
not join the opposition and fight, that’s the only way I can improve my lot
in life.”

The complexities of power extend to another level. This level revolves
around the inescapable fact that people occupy many roles in life. No sol-
dier is only a soldier. He or she is entangled in scores of interpersonal
relationships with other people, each with a set of norms and rules,
demands and possibilities shaping action. A soldier is a family member,
with parents, siblings, and children. A soldier has friends and enemies far
from the scope of war as well as within it. A soldier has school and busi-
ness partnerships, age group associations, drinking pals, and dangerous
rivals.

All this plays out on the front lines of wars. The front lines are a veri-
table cornucopia of human endeavor. Many activities other than warring
occupy a soldier’s time. Stand in any battlezone: you are as likely to see
soldiers selling military stores out of their tanks like convenience stores;
as likely to see soldiers turn their guns on civilians to extract food,
money, goods, labor, or compliance as to see them turn them against other
armed forces; as likely to see soldiers help rebuild damaged homes and
schools and read to sick children; as likely to see a good deal of war-related
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damage has been done, not by the military, but by one business competitor
burning out another in the midst of firefights. Commanders—and
humanitarian aid organizations—variously run everything from strate-
gic planning sessions to international arms sales, gem dealing, and cattle-
rustling. Family matters are settled on the front lines; class, clan, and tribal
loyalties are upheld in battle; profiteers band together to form predatory
groups within troops. And the kindhearted carry orphans to new homes,
assist at hospitals, aid the needy and traumatized.

These complexities extend worldwide. It is only convenient lore that
a set of troops and a nation’s military are comprised of members of that
nation. This myth is satirized in a joke:

There was a joke going around Angola a time back. “Our Cubans are beat-
ing their South Africans”—or vice versa. We talk about a civil war here,
about the MPLA [government] and UNITA [rebels] . . . but for a while the
[apartheid-era] South Africa Defense Force troops fighting for UNITA and
the Cuban troops fighting for the MPLA were doing a lot more fighting
between themselves than actual Angolan nationals were. There was a time
when they were the war. Then Executive Outcomes [former South African
Defense Force troops privatized for hire after the end of apartheid]—who
used to fight for UNITA against the government—are hired by the gov-
ernment to fight against UNITA. In the meantime, we send troops to
DRCongo to help them in their war. Oh, I won’t even mention all the oth-
ers who have stopped to pick up arms here in Angola, from the Russians
to the Americans.

Let’s return to Nietzsche’s point that “the doing is everything.” This
means that war only comes into being when an act of aggression occurs,
and that act of aggression takes place, not in the offices of military com-
manders or political leaders, but on the front lines, usually by the lowest
echelon of grunt soldier. Power manifests itself in “the doing” of war.
What, then, is war as a soldier shoots out of a scientifically unfathomable
combination of personal convictions, historical circumstances, interper-
sonal loyalties, and emotional needs?

And herein lies the fundamental irony of power.
The soldier clearly gains the legitimization (power) to act and continue

acting by his or her association within a recognized set of political and
military institutions. Without this legitimization a person’s aggressive
actions would be decried as individual banditry or crime. Yet if the sol-
diers bring their own ideals, ignorances, and interests to the fore of their
actions, and if these play out in the actual context of the war among oth-
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ers with their own personalities, traditions, and vested interests—they
are essentially constructing the reality of power’s expression and the enact-
ment of war.

“The doing is everything.” If you take the bullet from the gun and the
soldier from the front, the power elite loses their means of control and
power becomes an empty exercise. At the ground level, power is constantly
negotiated—by the interrelationships among soldiers, political officials,
civilians, rogue troops, paramilitary, international associates, profiteers,
family, friends, and personal foes. Military force, sadism, charity, greed,
bribery, clan loyalties, family ties, friendships, sexual liaisons, business
transactions, illegal trade, envy, love, anger, compassion, confusion—
these are the forces that define the realities of war, the ebb and flow of
conflict and survival, of barter and control, of terror and negotiation, of
peace, possibility, and power.

There is one final aspect of the irony of power, one most clearly visi-
ble in the way leaders respond to individual will on the battlefield. The
unusual nature of the military commander’s words that began this chap-
ter illustrates this. Few of this man’s colleagues spoke in the same way.
Most echoed the words of another commander I spoke with who ran both
overt and covert “cleansing operations.” At this time, some videos were
circulating among commanders and were being shown to create support
for their military missions. These videos showed gruesome carnage, both
on battlefields, and, perhaps more commonly, in terror assaults on civil-
ians and civilian centers—committed by both the government troops and
the Tamil separatist militaries.

The Sri Lankan commander swung his arm out to encompass the
videos, and by extension, the entire war effort facing him. We were sit-
ting in his living room, and the video was showing on his TV. The real
atrocities, he implied, were done by “the other side.”

How can you fight against this? This kind of fighting, this kind of barbarity
of these terrorists [referring to the Tamil militaries] will threaten the very foun-
dations of our Sinhala nation. And how can you defeat this? How can we
defend our nation? By standing by and watching them maim and kill, our arms
tied by policies and conventions and diplomats that have no idea what is really
going on here? Standing by and letting them kill our soldiers and then dis-
appear into the houses and schools where they put on an innocent face?
Our troops are here to control. We don’t kill indiscriminately; we are not here
to harm civilians. But when those supposed civilians kill, or harbor killers, what
choice do we have if we are to protect our nation? Our soldiers get a bit hot-
headed sometimes, but they know how to handle it. Those videos of some
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of the Tamils killed—they were involved, and this stands as a warning to all
the others. It’s not a pretty fight, but they started it, and we’ll finish it.

The irony of power, then, resides in the fact that power brokers, politi-
cal and military alike, have the option of accepting responsibility for
ground-level actions or of risking the appearance that they aren’t in com-
plete control, that they don’t represent the font of power.

The latter, in the context of the state and the military, is unthinkable.
It violates the most basic premises upon which the state and the military
function: that governing structures operate top-down, and that elites tame
the Hobbesian beast of the masses. To avoid giving the appearance that
they don’t have power, leaders often prefer to act as if they intended
ground-level actions, even, “offensive” ones. This means they would pre-
fer to take responsibility for objectionable military violence than to admit
they do not control their troops—that they do not wield ultimate power.
To do this, leaders invoke a (mythologized) time sequence whereby they
take sponsorship for the actions after the fact “as if ” the action had actu-
ally derived from their institutional authority.10 To play on Kipling, these
are “as if ” stories.

Curiously, little discussion takes place regarding acts of heroism that
don’t fall within the ken of military control (saving a fellow soldier is part
of the formal ethics of war, saving a town from military targeting isn’t;
carrying civilians to safety is part of the military ethos, setting up social
services outside of the purview of the state isn’t). Altruism, it would seem,
is also carefully controlled: to act in ways that undermine state authority,
no matter how positive, is suspect. The state, not the private individual,
provides “social good” through social services—this too is part of the
power equation. As South African advocate Justin Wylie said to me:

What is the difference between a barroom brawl and a boxing match? Noth-
ing, save that the one is recognized as legitimate based on certain fictions
(no one will get hurt, etc.).

What is the difference between the Cosa Nostra and state sovereignty?
Nothing, save that the one is recognized as legitimate, but based equally on
a series of fictions.

This is why violence is kept at arm’s length—the carefully crafted notions
that war takes place on “battlefields” and that criminal violence is consti-
tuted of marginal elements that can be contained . . . the illusion that vio-
lence is “outside society,” and that the state keeps society, keeps us, safe.

The entire fabric of state and military leadership is rooted in the belief in
top-down governing power structures. The state’s raison d’être ceases to
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exist if war and peace are authored in any sense from the ground up, if
power is wielded in action, if the state can’t act except through the acts
of those outside of the purview of direct control. And in all of this, in the
grand narratives of state and nation, power can be forged by a young man
who forgot why he was fighting a war.
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Legality at first glance appears a straightforward concept. There is a line
dividing what is legal and what is illegal; rules define those lines, judicial
codes institutionalize these rules, and enforcement agencies guard justice.

Yet there is no biological imperative marking crime from legitimacy;
borders between the world of the licit and the illicit are conceptual. As
concepts change, so too do borders. And as cultural categories, borders
are fraught with ethical implications. Are running weapons across sanc-
tions to the military your country supports as serious a crime as running
nuclear components? Human trafficking? How do we compare smuggling
illegal narcotics to smuggling antibiotics for desperate people in warzones?
What relationships hold between the informal trade that sustains a coun-
try’s population during war and the massive profits that transnational cor-
porations and business kingpins ultimately make from the ashes of polit-
ical violence?

Answers are not easy: they are obscured in the shadows; hidden by the
power of profit, blurred by shifting borders of il/legality. But they are not
impossible. Fieldwork along the borders of il/legality is not common to
economics nor to studies of power. But it uncovers a simple truth: every
action is enacted by a person; a person who moves according to a com-
plex set of values and orientations. People walk the shadows, and they
tell their stories.

There are many stories to convey: trillions of dollars move outside of
legal reckoning yearly; millions of people are involved. Most of the world’s
countries cannot boast a GNP that high.
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CHAPTER 7

ENTERING THE SHADOWS

Veteran military pilots from “the rebel side” flying emergency relief goods
for the government in their fight against the rebels. Emergency relief
planes paid for by international governmental and nongovernmental insti-
tutions that sometimes fly black-market goods for powerful business inter-
ests. Relief planes, funded and supported through the government, that
sometimes fly supplies to rebel bases . . . This isn’t the plot of a bad B-
grade novel, but the reality of everyday life in war.

At the epicenters of conflict, emergency relief cargo planes play a host
of roles. They are a lifeline of essential foods, services, and goods; they
afford the opportunity to travel free from political affiliations, and, as
will become clear, they may well straddle numerous extra/state divisions.
Often, outside of military transport, they are the only travel resource
available to the front lines of conflict, especially given the large-scale land
mining of roadways. These emergency airlifts are quintessentially inter-
national enterprises: they are generally run through international organ-
izations with goods and by personnel from around the world. They often
receive aid money, both from governments and from large international
nongovernmental organizations (INGOs) that require international
alliances—airlifts are very expensive, and cross a host of political, legal,
and technical jurisdictions. An old DC-3 airplane, the oldest and prob-
ably least expensive workhorse still flying, costs several thousand dollars
an hour in aviation fuel and service fees alone. Add institutional over-
head, pilots’ salaries, mechanics’ wages, parts, permits, communications
gear, and of course, the goods being transported.

In one country, I hitchhiked frequently on relief planes, and the pilots
would alert me to cargo planes going to destinations they knew I would
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be interested in visiting. One evening the pilots who had invited me on
a run the following day stopped by to tell me that the flights had been
canceled.

CN: What’s the problem? Is someone sick, was there a crash, were they
downed?

Pilots: Everyone is fine, thanks. No, the planes are not down. Yes, we are
flying tomorrow. No, we don’t know where to. No, you can’t come.

CN: How can you not know where you are flying to? You have to make
flight plans.

Pilots: We don’t know, it will be sorted out tomorrow.

CN: Maybe it will be a good research place for me to visit. Can I stop by
the airport tomorrow and see where you are going and maybe jump
a ride?

Pilots: Not possible. The plane has other requirements.

CN: Other requirements, what other requirements?

Pilots: Don’t know . . .

All of this, from the answers to the silence encoded in them, was out
of the ordinary. Flight plans may not exist, pilots may give anthropolo-
gists unauthorized rides, but information is a commodity that tends to
be freely exchanged. I became curious about these flight cancellations,
and searching for the facts turned out to be a study in power. After some
delicate digging, the story began to emerge. Chipping away at the walls
of silence my questions evoked, someone (after considerable whiskey)
finally explained:

A group of businessmen requisitioned the plane for this day. They do busi-
ness, big business. Big enough to be able to take this relief plane, cancel
five or six emergency relief runs, and use the plane for their own purposes.
This time, they are flying goods into the interior.

It may seem like the towns have been bombed and attacked to a stand-
still, that the entire population has been reduced to hungry refugees with-
out the means to buy even food. But big businessmen, big not just along
the lines of this province and this country, but big along international lines,
they live and work and run business all over the country. They fly goods
across the country; they do “business”: in shops, in black-market trade, in
the businesses they are developing.

Business goods, telecommunications equipment, war-related supplies,
[stolen] motor vehicles, VCRs, luxury items, precious resources, food, ciga-



rettes, liquor, petrol, you name it. They provide the latest movie releases not
even available on video in the regular stores yet, and they provide the sets
to play them, the generators to run them, the petrol to fuel them, and the
jobs to get the money to pay for all this. You can get a beautiful Mercedes
Benz, or perhaps you prefer a Land Rover, here in the middle of the bush
in the middle of this war. You can order the parts you need to repair it when
it hits a land mine. If you are one of this crowd.

These men have fortunes; they are powerful. Powerful enough to requi-
sition these planes when they need them, and to tell the pilots to fly them
where they want to go—with no questions asked.

These people not only had the money to “requisition” an airlift plane
for personal use, they had the power to make sure the entire machinery
that supported the airlift—from governmental to intergovernmental aid
organizations—was kept uninformed or beholden. In this case, USAID,
among others, was providing monetary support in the millions of dol-
lars, though I doubt it was aware of the non-aid uses the plane was being
put to. Not all such flights originated within the country, as this one did.
Some nights, under cover of dark, planes were “requisitioned” to fly over
the border, collect state-of-the art computers and weapons, and fly the
goods back into the country to a military base. And we aren’t talking about
pounds of cargo, but tons.

Such unregulated flights offer a view into the deeply international char-
acter of extra-state shadow activities and power systems. For example, in
one case I followed, a major emergency airlift was being run by an inter-
national organization, flight-licensed and aircraft-registered in an African
country outside the scope of the airlifts. It was paid for by superpower
governmental and nongovernmental donors (who, I am sure, were
unaware of any untoward activities), and was headed by a European man
through a European organizational base who was both a humanitarian
aid professional and an international smuggler. This airlift operation
grossed a lot of money, though few know the exact figures. The planes
actually did fly many tons of cargo to bombed-out townspeople for
months on end, but a number of other less altruistic activities were tak-
ing place as well.

These transport flights operate on commodity and service circuits, and
in the world of business, a weapon, a diamond, a Mercedes, and a bag of
rice are all valuable commodities. Drawing distinct lines between busi-
ness and war supplies becomes impossible. Distinguishing between “busi-
nesspeople,” “military,” and “political officials” is equally difficult: power
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often resides in the associations holding among these roles, positions, and
alliances.

Ethnography is a jigsaw puzzle researchers piece together, and in
today’s globalizing world, we do so across long distances and stretches
of time. Years after the fieldwork that took me on the flights I described
above, I was in Nairobi at a restaurant having lunch when I ran into “Joe,”
one of the pilots who had given me rides in the preceding war years as he
delivered humanitarian supplies. In the curious way of people who work
internationally, Joe picked up the conversation where it had stopped years
ago as if no time had intervened. Except for one difference. During the
time we knew each other in the war, Joe seldom explained anything. He
would only hint at shadow activities. If listeners were sufficiently informed
to pick up his lead, they could do with it what they chose, as long as they
didn’t ask him anything further.

I remember one day during the war when Joe dropped off his cargo
at a site recently beleaguered by attacks where I was working, and offered
me a ride back home. By happenstance, no one was in the empty plane
but the two of us, and Joe told me to ride co-pilot; he would give me
some flying lessons. I knew the flight should take about an hour, yet after
an hour we were nowhere near home base. I asked Joe about this and
he waved off my questions. Some time later, he told me he wanted me
to practice circling in downward spirals. I saw we were over a town that
had been completely wiped out; every building was burned to the
ground. It was a devastating massacre, and one far from the eyes of the
media and human rights observers. It had been a silent death, a death in
the shadows, committed by sanctioned weapons no one would admit
having.

Joe never made mention of what he had discovered and shown me.
Yet that day in Kenya, some years after the fact, he opened up and talked
for several hours:

We flew endless tons of food and medicines into those bombed-out towns.
Sometimes we’d fly in and the military would just show up with their guns
and take everything we had; sometimes we’d fly in and the local strongmen
would take everything we had. An entire economy from the aid. Yeah, and
then there were those flights we had to make for the businessmen. We’d
show up one day and be told our flights were being diverted. No one asks
questions, no one interferes. This goes a whole lot higher. Cars, electron-
ics, industrial equipment, computers, communications, appliances, big stuff,
small stuff—fortunes moving across these battlezones. Business. We’d be
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paid the same to fly emergency supplies to towns under attack and for fly-
ing hot cars and electronics on those unannounced routes.

That isn’t the whole of it. Remember some of those nights we’d just be
gone? [Night flights were not legal at the time.] Some nights the planes would
be loaded—computers, arms, you know, the lot—and we’d do an uncharted
run to a main “enemy” base camp and unload the stuff. These goods come
in from all over the world. All this stuff going around all the sanctions and
laws. You meet the whole world, see it all out there on some dark runway
off the map out in the middle of some war.

Here we are killing ourselves flying five or six runs from dawn to dark to
get essentials to starving bombed-out people under the good auspices of
one side, and then find ourselves flying weapons and supplies to the other
side that night. The guy—that European—who ran the company that char-
tered out to humanitarian aid . . . what an operator! He played all sides of it.
Aid by day, running goods for the businessmen at noon, flying for the other
side at night. And you know, thing is, he’s the one that got food and medi-
cines out there to those people on the front lines; he really did. No one else
was risking their ass to fly that stuff out.

As we were talking, Joe introduced me to several Executive Outcome
pilots who happened to be sauntering by. (Executive Outcome is the for-
mal mercenary organization founded and run by former apartheid South
African Defense Force soldiers.) Joe knew them—pilots working in war-
zones are a coterie, and they have to share information to maximize
safety—but he wasn’t overly comfortable with them; they had different
work philosophies. In their presence, Joe reverted to his previous taci-
turn style. He gave me a lead, and I could follow it where I chose, as long
as I didn’t ask him questions. War and the shadows were still hand-in-
hand partners: he, the Executive Outcome pilots, and all the rest of the
other private pilots in the restaurant that day were waiting for clearance
to fly into the Democratic Republic of Congo. This day’s hot spot, this
day’s fortunes of war.1

. . .

In late 2001, the news was running stories that two Mozambican priva-
tized state banks—the Banco Commercial de Moçambique and Banco Aus-
tral—“lost” $400 million. Two people were murdered who were work-
ing to uncover the truth behind this—Carlos Cardosa, a Mozambican
journalist investigating corruption, and António Siba-Siba Macuácua,
interim president of Banco Austral, who was just launching an audit. The
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story caught my attention for two reasons. The first was that Carlos Car-
dosa was one of the first people who befriended me when I arrived in
Mozambique in 1988. He told me he would help me understand the war
then raging in his country—that he would make sense of it; and that the
only way to do that was to make sure I understood that if I ever made
sense of the war, I would never understand it. He taught me how to melt
crayons in an oven to create art; and over Rice Krispies cereal (a rare com-
modity in warzones) he spoke for hours of the war. And corruption. It
was a conversation we continued whenever I saw him in subsequent years.
The last time I saw Carlos we were both writing on extra-legal profiteer-
ing, and he spoke of his research into the state banks and their relation-
ship with “big” interests. He spoke too of the threatening environment in
which he did his research.

The second reason the news story caught my eye was that it symbol-
ized something my research data continued to highlight: corruption is
often portrayed as a national problem, when in fact it is profoundly inter-
national. The $400 million “lost” from the Mozambican banks is of
course a key part in understanding the shadows, but this money does
not stand in isolation. Along with the many millions and billions
siphoned off in like manner from banks, industries, and political insti-
tutions worldwide, this money shapes both local possibilities and global
economies as funds flow back and forth across lines of legality. These
illicit dollars influence hegemonic relations as they are laundered into
legitimacy, brokered into power, and rendered variously visible and invis-
ible in political and economic accounting. Carlos was not killed merely
because of Mozambican motives—but because of the ways these motives
linked to much larger interests set in international contexts and profits.
It is too pat to say, “These countries/regimes/leaders are corrupt.” Such
a focus can obscure the larger linkages that give extra-state activities the
power they have. In speaking of the shadows, then, my interests rest more
with the international character of extra-state networks and the ways in
which these intersect with multiple governments, businesses, and devel-
opment interests.

My inquiry into these issues began with the basic question: How do
governments and rebel groups alike obtain extremely expensive
weapons, communications, and security systems and the entire range
of supplies necessary to wage war when they don’t have a sufficient tax
base to cover these purchases, many of which are sanctioned? Further-
more, how do these war-related systems move from the industries of
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the cosmopolitan centers of the world across all known forms of il/legal-
ity into the hands of soldiers, and how do the precious resources that
pay for these goods move back across all these equally complex lines of
il/licitness? How is business, both local and international, configured
in these equations? Why are illegal drugs, precious gems, weapons, and
basic foods simultaneously moving along entangled routes, and why
can one see the same international cast of businesspeople, profiteers,
and black-marketeers transporting these war-related supplies across the
warzones of the globe?

The answers to these questions lead to a series of powerful economic,
political, and social extra-state networks—networks that are non-state,
non-legal, and non-formal—that span the globe from cosmopolitan cen-
ters to rural outposts, across war and peace, and through key power, finan-
cial, and development grids of the world. In war the illicit trade in
weapons, the illegal trade in drugs, the extra-legal trade in luxury items
such as gems and seafood, and the informal trade in food and clothing
all become siblings. These arenas of shadow activity share the same prover-
bial house and family name. The name is profit and survival, and the house
in this case is war.

Armaments must be purchased with hard currency. Many wars are
fought in states whose currencies don’t trade on the world market, so lux-
ury items and key commodities become the equivalent of hard currency.
These goods may be tangential to the running of states, such as drugs, or
they may be central to the world’s monies, such as gold. They run the
gamut from the trade in key energy sources, such as petroleum, to the
trade in human flesh, as with forced prostitution and indentured servi-
tude. Even countries whose currencies trade on the international markets
face problems in acquiring what they need to conduct warfare. Quite sim-
ply, war’s goods are very expensive, and few countries’ tax bases and gov-
ernmental revenues are sufficient to pay for war’s outlays.

As we will see in a later chapter, the Truth and Reconciliation Commis-
sions hearings in South Africa showed the surprising amount of illicit and
illegal activities the apartheid government was involved in to procure mil-
itary finances, goods, and services. Consider also the case of Turkey: in
order to finance Turkey’s wars at home and abroad, especially the Kur-
dish war, which by the mid-1980s was costing Turkey $8 to $10 billion a
year, the Turkish state gave the green light to para-state organizations to
take over the billion-dollar drug and casino business in Turkey.2

Such examples show the intersections of non-state illicit international
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networks with formal state institutions and officials. At times, even a
straightforward demarcation of state and extra-state or legal and illegal
often proves impossible. Susan Strange writes:

The fact is that while financial crime has grown enormously . . . it remains, legally
and morally, an indeterminate gray area. The dividing line is seldom clear and is
nowhere the same between transactions which are widely practiced but ethically
questionable and those which are down right criminal. . . . The need to use such
secret or covert financial channels is not only a prerogative of organized and eco-
nomic criminal groups—but also of terrorist and revolutionary groups and indeed
of many individuals and economic operators engaged in activities which are not
necessarily illicit. Investigations into the biggest financial scandal of the last fif-
teen years, the bankruptcy of the Bank of Credit and Commerce International,
showed that BCCI was engaged in “reserved” or illicit financial services for a very
varied group of clients, including Colombian narco-traffickers, Middle-East ter-
rorists, and Latin American revolutionary groups, as well as tax evaders, corrupt
politicians and several multinational companies.3

These various spheres of legal and non-legal production and distribution
work together to create interlocking grids of exchange and control. Roles
themselves—the positions any given person holds in society—are often
complex and multifaceted: a state actor can also function as a non-state
actor, a sock manufacturer, a black-marketeer. A state actor can simulta-
neously vote sanctions into law and then ignore them for profit or power.
A businessperson can lament clandestine sales while profiting from them.

Manuel Castells emphasizes this point in his observation that there is
a “thin line between criminal traffic and government-inspired trade.”4 For
both Castells and Strange, this isn’t a product of happenstance or simple
convenience, nor is it relegated to non-cosmopolitan locales: “Complex
financial schemes and international trade networks link up criminal econ-
omy to the formal economy. . . . The flexible connection of these crimi-
nal networks in international networks constitutes an essential feature of
the new global economy.”5

Legal or illegal, the oil and gems (or timber, or minerals) smuggled
out of southern Africa to pay for military supplies boost the arms in-
dustries of the world’s industrial centers, the most successful of which
correspond to the major UN power blocks (for example, the nations
comprising the UN Security Council). A mercenary using an automatic
assault rifle or a torturer using a solar-generated laptop computer linked
to a satellite dish may well be decried by the governments of the world,
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and there may be sanctions in place to deny them straightforward weapons
purchases and high-technology supplies. But mercenaries and torturers
don’t lack for guns and computers, or the full range of war-related
supplies described throughout this chapter. Journalist Richard Norton-
Taylor reports that “the trade in torture devices such as electric shock
weapons, leg irons and serrated thumb cuffs is rising, according to
Amnesty International, which says that 130 countries are now making
them compared with 30 in the 1980s.”6 No matter how many layers of
sanctions-breakers and black-marketeers purchasers have gone through
to gain those weapons, the industries that made these supplies ultimately
profit. A gun sold is a gun sold.7

Should any quaint notions exist that mercenaries and human rights
violators only get weapons from “sources in non-democratic locations,”
anyone who has walked in warzones, myself included, can easily attest to
the wide range of supplies available from all the major sellers in the world.
In one square kilometer of land in central Angola I visited with Halo Trust
(the British de-mining NGO), they removed land mines manufactured
in thirty-one countries.

. . .

I asked a local entrepreneur from Southern Africa:

“Who sets the real currency exchange rates—the street rates that under-
pin the core economy?”

“Businessmen,” he said.
“The ones who use the relief planes?”
“What do you think?”

The businesspeople who diverted emergency flights for their own extra-
state purposes demonstrate another set of international power rela-
tions—those accruing to international currency markets. This is a form
of power of considerable proportions.

In warzones, currencies often collapse, and “street” currency exchanges
are the norm. Those who control the black-market money exchanges thus
control key exchange rates. These change daily, the product of complex
monetary calculations. “Street rates” are extra-state calculations. They
don’t run through the banks and the government institutions of the coun-
try, yet they are more powerful than formal institutions: they set the “true”



currency prices for an entire nation. These currency markets are very inter-
national. Businesspeople are calculating money indices based not only on
internal conditions but on a host of global market factors that range from
the accessibility of goods and their worth to international exchange rates
for hard currencies.

Mozambique provides an interesting but not unusual example of a
country where the “street exchange” was taken as a baseline for both for-
mal and non-formal economies. At the close of the war, a consortium
of international aid organizations and the World Bank counseled
Mozambique to take black-market rates—not the official bank rate—as
the true economic indicator. The health of the formal economy was
gauged on the relationship of the black-market to the bank rates: as the
formal bank rates approached those of the “street”—not vice versa—
the formal economy was deemed to be recovering. Formal exchange was
set at street-calculated rates. Mozambique agreed to this. What these
organizations didn’t discuss was the vast network of international, polit-
ical, and economic linkages, exchanges, and relationships that make
black-market currency exchanges possible at all. The capacity to forge
economic global currency indices constitutes significant power on the
international stage, and these vast “street systems” are constituent aspects
of shadow power.

These conditions can stimulate entire extra-state banking industries.
In Angola in 1998, I conducted interviews at several major banks. The
banking industry had largely collapsed: at that time the state banks were
open only to provide salaries and monies to the state sector and its employ-
ees. No loans were available to citizens. When I asked how average people
could borrow and bank the money they needed to build businesses and
industries, the bank staff I spoke with just shrugged their shoulders. “Not
with us.” The formal banking system had no answers.

Solutions rest with the “informal” economy, but “informal” is far from
the ILO’s definition of small scale and low income. A “businessman” I
spoke with explained:

It is impossible to get money through any formal bank system these days.
Even if money were available, which it is not, the restrictions would prevent
most people from even getting a foot in the door: the “in-group” get in, and
the rest are broken down with insurmountable restrictions, regulations, tar-
iffs, and rates. How do you do business in these conditions? Development
as a solution to war, everyone says—how do you develop without loans and
banks?

But systems emerge, people just take care of business. We take care of
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each other. I make loans. These are not small things. People need money
to run entire businesses. Some need buildings and machinery, vehicles, and
transport routes. There are sophisticated systems of development here, all
run this way. Most of this runs like any business, on negotiations and col-
lateral, on trust and associations. People just know: if they need money they
come to me, to those like me. There just aren’t possibilities in the formal
state sector.

For the most part, it runs smoothly, we all know how it works. And it works:
we’re holding the country up.

Worldwide, these unregulated financial systems can be found in
many guises. Take, for example, the extra-state “banking systems” in
Asia. People often think of offshore financial interests and their rela-
tionship to money laundering when discussing extra-state banking sys-
tems (though few recognize that some 20 percent of the world’s finan-
cial deposits flow offshore).8 But a far more mundane, yet powerful,
“informal” banking system is in place throughout the world. A cus-
tomer, for example, chooses an informal “bank” in one country in Asia
and can send any amount of money to a receiving “bank” in another
country to give to anyone the sender designates. This system may be
non-formal, and the “banks” little more than storefronts, but the sys-
tem is both vast and powerful, transmitting untold fortunes through
family and ethnic linkages, business partnerships, and unregulated
financial associations.

The informal banking system is centuries old and is found on every
continent. But this alternative (or parallel) remittance system has
recently come into the spotlight with the “war on terrorism.” The
hawala, as it is commonly referred to (called hundi in South Asia and
fei ch’ien, or flying money, in China), moves money for good and bad:
in the massive flow of hawala transfers for individuals (for example,
sending money home to families and businesses making payments
across borders), the funds of a terrorist group or the transfer of very
dirty monies leave few footprints. But, as noted in Time World, fund-
ing terrorism is not a priority for the hawala dealers. “The big money
comes from defrauding trade regulations.”9 In fact, according to an
Interpol report, “The delivery associated with a hawala transaction is
faster and more reliable than in bank transactions.”10 This report
explains that alternative remittance systems are successful because they
are cost-effective, efficient, reliable, nonbureaucratic, lacking in paper
trails, and useful for tax evasion.11 The “war on terrorism” is unlikely
to affect the many billions of dollars moving throughout the world along
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largely untraceable hawala channels. But economic markets are shaped
in this way.

. . .

The global nature of the shadows can be seen in the following quote from
a conversation I had with a pilot and a “businessman” in Southern Africa:

On one of the “uncharted” cargo runs you can find a veritable global super-
market. Look at a typical run for today: (German-made) cars and lorries
stolen in the capital city and neighboring countries, (French- and Japanese-
made) industrial equipment for their factories and (Russian-made) weapons
for the militias guarding their interests, some (United States–made) com-
puters and (Chinese-made) electronic equipment both for their own use
and to sell or barter, and luxury items like (European) alcohol, (American)
cigarettes, (western and Indian) videos, and (globally produced) clothing
and foodstuffs.

How many networks operate at any given time around the globe? Pat
answers are, obviously, impossible. But several key observations are pos-
sible. Small-scale subsistence markets (from food to fuel), informal
economies (from clothing to pirated software), large-scale gray and black
markets (from arms through luxury items to oil and freon gas), and state
industries and personnel (from sanction-breaking technology to corrupt
customs officials) are more interrelated than neoclassical theories suggest.

Profits are immense. Yet the largest profits often come from unexpected
arenas. We assume that high-profile goods like drugs, weapons, and gems
bring in the most money. But these often ride along with daily necessi-
ties, and the latter may well give the “sexy” commodities a run for their
money. In Angola today, a chicken and a bag of tomatoes are often more
scarce, and more precious, than automatic weapons. It isn’t unusual to
happen across a truck unloading bag-loads of potatoes and tomatoes on
the road in an impromptu market—a market that can fold up at the hint
of trouble. Truckers may also trade for assault weapons and other big
items, but the vegetables are the more valuable commodities.

There has been a tendency in both popular and academic analyses to
place the following extra-legal commodities and related services into sep-
arate conceptual arenas of investigation:

1. illegal luxury items such as drugs;

2. illegal military items such as weapons systems;
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3. sanction-breaking high-tech goods like state-of-the-art computers
and industrial equipment;

4. informal sector foods and goods like grains and clothes; and

5. the economic, political, and social associations that undergird these
systems of power and exchange.

Neoclassical economic theory tends to postulate non-state networks as
quite discrete: smugglers, official corruption, and informal subsistence
economies each occupy a separate and largely unrelated realm.

The difficulty of even finding a term to represent the full spectrum of
related “extra-state” exchanges demonstrates this tendency. Most texts
define informal markets as small-scale, rural, and low-tech; they rarely rec-
ognize that the transactions can be worth many billions of dollars a year.
When political actors engage in extra-state actions this is simply labeled
“corruption,” which misses entirely the complexities of power-defining
global systems, and the intermingling between legal and non-legal sys-
tems. While arms and luxury black-market items such as drugs and pre-
cious resources are the classic examples of extra-state exchanges, it’s
important to keep in mind that traders carrying rice or cigarettes outside
of state-licensed channels are as basic to, and can be as lucrative as, shadow
enterprises like battle-ready solar-generated laptop computers or chemi-
cal weapons.

The example of the businesspeople commandeering aid flights and
setting international currency exchange rates—I’ll discuss gem and
commodity running in countries like Angola later—shows how basic
goods and luxury items like gems link within larger international
exchange networks ranging from armaments through high-tech com-
puters and industrial equipment to core energy sources. The lines
between state and extra-state power can easily blur here. Smugglers com-
mandeering INGO relief planes may carry sanctioned telecommunica-
tion equipment, VCRs, and stolen cars, yet by day these marketeers are
often upstanding members and officials of the country. In fact, the
returns on such “enterprises” can supply the wealth, industrial base, and
influence to gain political office.

While extra-state networks aren’t all-inclusive—while no single over-
arching criminal or extra-legal network mentality exists—these networks
are more complex, interrelated, and governed by shared norms of con-
duct than traditional and neoclassical economic theory holds. Manuel
Castells writes : “Crime is as old as humankind. But global crime, the net-
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working of powerful criminal organizations, and their associates, in
shared activities throughout the planet, is a new phenomenon that pro-
foundly affects international and national economies, politics, security,
and, ultimately, societies at large.”12

The people involved seem to feel that creating associations among
extra-state networks internationally is desirable. For example, some drug-
smuggling networks based in Latin America and Southeast Asia send
drugs to Europe via Africa. Any number of ports, from remote Namibia
to urban Nigeria, broker these drugs on their way to western destinations.
Market logic and rational analysis suggests a route straight from Latin
America or Asia to Europe makes the best sense, instead of routing the
goods through so many transit points, with the associated higher risk.
No matter how easy it is to get illegal goods into an intermediate port,
in the end it’s just as hard getting them into Europe. So why route them
through Africa?

A part of the equation might be that the heavy flow of precious min-
erals and gems, ivory, weapons, mercenaries, food, and medicines in and
out of Africa provides more avenues for other types of goods to travel
along, which speaks to the interrelated nature of diverse networks. But
that’s only part of the answer. Another part is that associations of extra-
state networks (and their state linkages) are more productive and pow-
erful than smaller, isolated coalitions of people and profit. Routing drugs
through Africa links Africa with the goods and power politics of Latin
America and Asia, and provides the latter with the rich resources and
human power of Africa. Each country and continent gains more by its
association with others than it could hope to achieve alone. Much like
multinationals.

This phenomenon isn’t isolated to drug shipments. As Susan Strange
observes:

What is new and of importance in the international political economy is the net-
work of links being forged between organized crime in different parts of the world.
While the Sicilian and American Cosa Nostras were the growing point, as it were,
of this network, they no longer operate alone. There are half a dozen other major
transnational criminal organizations. . . . The expansion of illegal markets has fos-
tered a wider and more frequent interaction among the major organized gangs.
Drugs, arms or illegal immigrants often pass through the hands of up to ten or
twelve different operators attached to various national gangs. Inter-group bar-
tering of illegal commodities has also become very common since such deals help
conceal the origin of the profits for the state authorities. As various criminal groups
(like the multinationals) have expanded their activities outside their home terri-



tories, the illegal markets within state boundaries have joined together horizon-
tally to form a single world market.13

Strange goes on to discuss the institutions, logistics, and social norms
that have given rise to the “transnational diplomacy between national
mafias” that operates worldwide today. The people forging these non-
state networks set up the transport routes, communication linkages, and
banking systems to sustain their interactions.

Drugs are good illustrations of the complex interplay of legal, illicit,
and survival economies. The term “drugs” tends to elicit images of mar-
ijuana, cocaine, and heroin linked with callous trade practices and immense
profits. But along warzones, through collapsed economies, and on the
streets of daily life, a whole different economy of drugs exists. Here, it is
not the dreams of an addict that beckon, but the burdens of illness. Some
of the most important “drug dealers” today are flogging antibiotics, can-
cer drugs, AIDS treatments, birth control pills, dialysis machines, and sur-
gical equipment. It is here that the links between licit and illicit economies,
state and non-state practices, and local and multinational industries inter-
sect in the most fundamental ways.

Along the streets of most major cities, if you know where to look, most
people bypass the cannabis and cocaine dealers to buy pills marked with
the logos of major international pharmaceutical companies. Soni, who
runs an unregulated market for pharmaceuticals and medical equipment
in Southern Africa, explained:

Of course we get the stuff from all over the world.
We, well, most of us try to get the real thing. We study how the trade-

marks and production marks are made, and try to spot counterfeits. It’s best
to get them from the containers coming in. Or from out the back doors of
the hospitals and warehouses here. Or from dealers you know and trust.
We all have our favorites: the antibiotics from France, the Chinese treat-
ments for liver and kidney diseases, the new AIDS drugs from India. . . . We
know the industry worldwide.

‘Course, you know, there are factories all over the place putting out coun-
terfeit drugs. It’s a huge industry. We work with it. Hey, I have a reputation.
I have a family, I don’t want to be running and hiding and trying to figure out
how to set up a new shop somewhere else if I give people bad drugs and
they don’t get better. What does it do for me to sell crap to people? I’m just
out of a job. Oh sure, there are those who do, but the consequences can be
harsh. So some of these counterfeit factories put out decent stuff. It’s our
job to know. Hey, this is a huge business.

Me? I never went to school, but lots of people thank me for their health.
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Soni works at the level of the local market. He buys his goods from a much
larger “businessperson”—the kind of person who might be able to req-
uisition humanitarian cargo planes, help set currency exchange rates, and
run an “informal” banking network that crosses any number of interna-
tional borders and moves billions of dollars. A man like Leo.

Leo gave me a glimpse into his world one day when I bumped into
him buying a warm Fanta in a small, poor, neighborhood shop in
Mozambique. We sat outside on rickety plastic chairs that had seen much
better days drinking warm Fantas out of the bottles. Leo had on a sim-
ple pair of slacks and an open-neck shirt. Sitting there in front of a poor
street shop, he looked like the average anyman, not a person who com-
manded an economic empire:

I love this country; it’s suffered a terrible war, but it’s my home. So I’m try-
ing to start up this business. Do you have any idea what that means? I have
to get Chinese cables, European machinery, Indian software, a reliable
source of energy . . . just keep going. I need to cut deals all over the place
that don’t often match the letter of the law. Throughout all this friends say,
“Hey, we need some X, Y, or Z from [another country], can you bring it in
with you?” and then we are bringing in everything from ball bearings to
software to some goddamn weird new winepress someone thinks can make
a fortune here. Coming in legally can be a death sentence. Taxes and all
are bad enough, but honestly, I don’t have time for endless paperwork and
whatnot.

I have to protect my businesses from attacks, so I have to arm my guards.
I sent a request for protection to the military about this once, and given my
businesses’ “importance to national development” they sent, honestly, I’m
telling you, they sent several convoys of weapons. Old weapons, new
weapons, broken weapons . . . all just slung into these trucks. Took us end-
less days to sort through that mess. They even sent armor-piercing tank
killers—like we were going to wage a full-scale war. They sent enough
weapons for me to outfit my own militia. I told them to come and take back
about 90 percent of it. I’m still waiting to hear from them. ‘Course, I’m not
going to let a bunch of weapons sit around inviting attack: they were good
barter for some business supplies I needed.

The stories just go on. It’s a constant juggle. Hey, drop in for dinner; I just
got a load of Russian caviar.

Networks, like the markets and the politics that gird them, are con-
stellations of economic, political, demographic, historical, and cultural
processes. As such, they are dynamic, not static, phenomena. As the con-
stellations of factors that define networks change over time and circum-
stance, so too do the defining characteristics of the networks. Perhaps
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the very extra-state nature of the exchange systems I am speaking about
attests to their success. The more formal nature of state-based systems
is vulnerable to bureaucratic gridlock, while non-formal systems can more
easily and flexibly meet demands. I’m not making an ethical statement
here that in any way supports non-state and non-legal activities. To say
these networks are often successful isn’t to support their claims to
authority. The simple ethnographic fact is that they are successful, right
or wrong.
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STORE IN NORTHERN NAMIBIA, NEAR THE ANGOLAN BORDER, 2001,
JUST BEFORE THE END OF THE ANGOLAN WAR.



CHAPTER 8

A FIRST EXPLORATORY DEFINITION OF THE SHADOWS

An example, one that links a hungry war-orphan street child to the vast
international networks operating in the shadows, will help set the stage
for the definitions to follow. I met this boy in Angola, in a town that had
been completely bombed out during the 1993–94 battles. The fighting
took place in the center of town; a dividing line down the main street
marked the division between the MPLA government forces and Jonas Sav-
imbi’s UNITA forces.1 The loss of civilian life was extensive, numbering
in the tens of thousands. War orphans are one of war’s more brutal lega-
cies. One day, I struck up a conversation with the boy; he was about ten
years old. He was selling foreign-brand cigarettes, and I asked him about
this.

“One of the businessmen sells them to me and I sell them on the streets
for a little profit,” he said.

“How do you start out if you have no money to buy?” I asked.
“He gives them to you to start with, and you must come back to share

the profits,” he said.
“And what if you can’t make a profit, or if some larger street kid takes

your cigarettes?” I inquired.
“Then your life can be short, like in the war.”

As we walked down the street, he showed me the shop of the man who
“sponsored” him. In a bombed-out building, gleaming new television sets,
VCRs, and other luxury items peeked out from darkened backrooms. In
a town bereft of basic foods and electricity, much less a table to put a tel-
evision set on, cosmopolitan dreams from the world’s urban centers called
out to passersby without shirts or shoes. But someone had to have the
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means to buy these luxury items, and to use them. People who did not
deal in kwanza, the local currency.

I stopped, sat on the crumbled curb, and asked the boy:

“You mean,” I asked, “that if you didn’t sell cigarettes for this shyster, you
would not be able to eat?”

“What’s a shyster?” the child replied.

A question that cuts to the heart of the matter in war-torn societies. Sim-
ple divisions of children’s rights so clear in peacetime comfort lose that
crystal clarity in the midst of shattered worlds.

This child selling foreign cigarettes on bomb-cratered roads far from
the world’s economic centers links into extra-state global economies that
reap trillions annually.

The man who fronts cigarettes to street children—from Angola to Los
Angeles—is a prime example of a lynchpin in the intersection of shadow
transactions, business development, and political power. Like the busi-
nesspeople in Mozambique, the man is linked to international networks
capable of bringing valuable goods across international borders; he is
linked with networks that produce the resources that convert to the hard
currency to buy these goods; and he is linked with formal state systems
in running his industries.

With financial and business success this man also has political power.
He can back politicians, he can formulate policy through major state insti-
tutions, or he can run for office. He can also work in INGOs, become a
UN representative, sit on multilateral trade boards, or attend forums on
international law. He will not be likely to give up his extra-state alliances
when he enters a formal state role. Why would he want to? As the young
cigarette vendor reminded me, that’s where he acquired money and power
in the first place. As Manuel Castells notes, there is a “thin line between
criminal traffic and government-inspired trade.”2

. . .

Shadows, as I define them, refer to the complex sets of cross-state economic
and political linkages that move outside formally recognized state-based
channels. I use the term shadows (rather than “criminal” or “illegal”)
because the transactions defining these networks aren’t confined solely to
criminal, illicit, or illegal activities, but cross various divides between legal,
quasi-legal, and downright illegal activities. This isn’t a study of individ-
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ual people operating in the shadows, but of the vast networks of people
who move goods and services worldwide—networks that broker power
comparable to, and in many cases greater than, the power of some of the
world’s states. I have come to this area of research through the study of
warzones, where non-state actors and transactions are perhaps most vis-
ible. But, as we will see, extra-state networks extend across war and peace,
and across all the world’s countries.

This study of the shadows isn’t merely a study of extra-state transac-
tions. The finances and power wielded by these shadow networks chal-
lenge academics to rethink theories on states, sovereignty, and the loci of
power.

The following are core features of the shadows as I define them:

–– Extra-state political economies are more than sprawling, value-neutral
international market networks.3 They fashion economic possibilities,
they broker political power, and, importantly, they constitute cultures,
for these networks of power and exchange are governed by rules of
exchange, codes of conduct, hierarchies of deference and power—in
short, they are governed by social principles, not merely the law of
the jungle.

–– The networks are by definition international. They blur the distinc-
tions between discrete nation-states and recognized political and
national borders.4 They are societal systems that cut across national,
linguistic, and ethnic collectivities.5

–– These networks are more formalized, integrated, and bound by rules
of conduct than is implied in studies of gray and black markets focus-
ing on high-risk items like armaments and narcotics, or on basic infor-
mal markets like foodstuffs.

–– The term informal is not the same as non-formal, the word I use to
characterize the shadows. In many definitions—including the classic
one by the International Labor Organization—the term informal
refers expressly to small-scale, low-income, low-tech, and subsistence
level economic activities.6 The traditional use of the word informal has
confounded an understanding of the relationships among (small-scale)
survival economics, (large-scale) corruption, and (international) extra-
state empires. Writing on Mozambique, Mark Chingono observes:

The International Labour Organization (ILO), the agency that has formal-
ized the term “informal economy,” characterized the informal economy as “a
sector of the poor” in which “the motive for entry into the sector is essentially
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survival rather than profit making. . . .” On the contrary, not all of those who
participated in the grass-roots economy were poor nor was their motive
for entry merely to survive. Corrupt bureaucrats and professionals used
their office, influence or contacts to acquire via the grass-roots war economy,
through for instance, smuggling, fraudulent export, barter, speculation,
bribery, and embezzlement, and invest in building houses, hotels/restaurants,
or in transport. Similarly corrupt commercial elites, religious leaders, inter-
national agency personnel, as well as international racketeers and their mid-
dlemen, smugglers, money-dealers, pirates, and slavers and abductors, not to
mention soldiers in the warring armies and foreign troops, were among those
who yielded substantial benefits, and in many cases, became obscenely rich,
by participating in the grass-roots war economy.7

–– Extra-state phenomena are not marginal to the world’s economies and
politics, but central to them. Scant in-depth work exists estimating
the amount of money generated per year through extra-state activi-
ties, but initial inquiries place it in the trillions. The following exam-
ples show how these figures add up; they run from the tragically
exploitative to the remarkably mundane:

As much as 20 percent of the world’s financial deposits are located
in unregulated banks and offshore locations.8 The United Nations
estimates the annual value of illicit drug traffic at $500 billion. The
illicit arms industry is estimated to be of comparable size.9 Human
trafficking, considered to be the third-largest illicit activity after arms
and drugs, brings in hundreds of billions of unregulated dollars a
year. Of comparable size is the empire of gain from the unregulated
sex trade and pornography industries. In a study on money laun-
dering, Pasuk Phongpaichit of Chulalongkorn University in Bang-
kok estimated that people-smuggling earns $3.2 billion a year in
Thailand alone—and that solely from Thai women smuggled into
Japan, Germany, and Taiwan for prostitution. People-smuggling
for illegal immigration and labor also adds up to huge sums. Prof-
its to Chinese triads smuggling illegal immigrants into the USA
alone are placed at $2.5 billion a year, and this represents merely a
fraction of people-smuggling worldwide.10

While there is a tendency to focus on the dramatically criminal in
looking at extra-state activities, it is estimated that in the USA alone,
just three categories of corporate crime—consumer fraud, corpo-
rate tax fraud, and corporate financial crime—cost between $247
and $715 billion annually.11 The black economy in a single country—
India—in the early 1980s was placed at more than $60 billion, and
has grown since then.12 India is not unusual: in Peru, 48 percent of
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the economically active population works in the “informal sector.”
That figure rises to 58 percent in Kenya, and perhaps even higher in
Russia.13

South Africa’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission hearings
showed the world that taxes often cover little of a government’s
expenses, especially in financially demanding wartimes. The apart-
heid South African government was involved in such extra-state
activities as gem, gold, ivory, and arms smuggling—and even bank
robbery. In the world’s smaller states, a single non-formal industry
can add up to significant sums. Estimates of Sierra Leone’s extra-
state diamond earnings on the world market in the late 1990s have
been placed as high as $500 million a year.14 At the global level, some
20 to 40 percent of all diamonds are smuggled, reaping a billion
dollars a year.15

Cargo in other shadow activities may be more mundane, but its
scope can be dramatic. One million tons of oil was smuggled into
China in the first six months of 1997; on a single standard cargo of
30,000 tons, smugglers make $1.8 million. The infamous Lai
Changxing of Fujian Province smuggled $6.38 billion worth of oil
and related goods from 1996 to 1999.16 Freon smuggling is a clas-
sic example of the mundane and often overlooked that reaps huge
profits. In Miami alone, illegal freon smuggling has exceeded drug
trafficking in volume and may rival it in revenues.17

Finally, illegal proceeds need to be laundered in order to produce
usable money. Michel Camdessus, former managing director of the
International Monetary Fund, estimates that money laundering
accounts for between 2 and 5 percent of the world gross domestic
product.18 According to Charles Goredema, money laundering
specialist at the Institute for Security Studies in Cape Town, South
Africa, such commonly used figures significantly underrepresent the
true size and scope of money laundering because they are based on
the most dramatically illegal activities, such as arms, drug, and
human trafficking. Such figures do not include the widespread, but
less “sexy” and thus less investigated laundering coming from such
unrecorded proceeds as food, clothing, art, minerals, information
technology, and the like.

It is anyone’s guess how much money is actually generated each year
through the sum total of all extra-state activities, though, taken as a whole,
it represents one of the larger monetary and power brokers in the con-
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temporary world. Nor does anyone know how many people are involved
in these exchanges in total, though the number will run in the millions.
The power the leaders in these extra-state empires wield can rival that of
state leaders, and these networks can shape the course of international
affairs as much as the formal state apparatuses of some countries do. The
revenues generated can far surpass the GNP of smaller nations. Impor-
tantly, we do not know how these vast sums affect global (stock) mar-
kets, economic (non)health, and political power configurations. What
we can surmise is that these extensive transnational transactions comprise
a significant section of the world’s economy, and thus of the world’s
power structures. We are discussing a series of power grids that shape
the fundamental econo-political dynamics of the world today. If all these
industries were to collapse overnight, the world’s economies would be
in chaos.

INTERSECTIONS AND IL/LEGALITIES

The Roque Market was born in a conversation between
two businesspeople expelled from the city. Two miserable
marginalized people who after many setbacks met one
another outside the city, not far from the ocean, at a
clandestine locale to sell and earn what they could so
that they could help maintain their families. So began
everything. . . . From the fresh foods of the sea to the
fruits of the land, all could be found, including the small
trinkets people buy that always get lost in the house. These
people joined with others who came from afar, fleeing the
rigor of the city and of the society imbued with laws and
norms that they could not or did not know how to carry
out and of prejudices they could not accept.

The nature and diversity of products that could be found,
and above all the practical prices attracted the people of the
surrounding neighborhoods, not only to buy, but also to sell
that which they did not consider essential to their basic needs.
Afterward, given the rapid growth whereby it became a true
market, and because of the fact that people met outside of
the jurisdiction of the police, products imported clandestinely
from neighboring countries that complemented what was
being sold in Luanda began to flow in, arousing the attention
of the Luandans. In this way, tempted by the confidentiality of
the commerce (guaranteed by the absence of forces or order),
businesspeople came to traffic goods they acquired honestly
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or fraudulently in their workplaces. The Roque continued to
flourish in the hypnotized eyes of the authorities, who, also,
began to come, little by little, to get supplies, purposely
ignoring what was taking place. “If you want something,
go to the Roque, where everything is bought and sold!” All
of the urbanites came to the Roque. And so was born an oasis
of liberty, a free zone, social, spiritual and commercial, a true
escape valve from the pressure that life and its rules exert over
many. . . . 

Some individuals, more active in the import business
and who had links with the superstructures, discovered other
continents, such as Europe, offered better opportunities and
better prices and “opened the routes” to Asia, to the Americans
and to other, more stable, African countries. And so the Roque
became a place all could come, carried by diverse circumstances
and driven by misery or by ambition.19

Everything from radios and children’s textbooks to spare parts and energy
sources are necessary to sustain a society at war or at peace. The legality
of these commodities is often fluid, negotiable. More than the dramatic
examples of illegal drugs, these basic goods may define the deep inter-
weavings of formal/state and non-formal/non-state economies and power.
Often a single commodity moves across the lines of legality, illicitness,
and informal marketing a number of times in its commodity-life.

The intersections of formal and non-formal trade routes I am consid-
ering here are myriad, and perhaps these associations can be used by traf-
fickers to “tame” the dangerously illegal—as when drugs and contraband
arms move alongside the fluid il/legality of mundane commodities. Guns
ride as often with bags of grain through international ports as they do
with state-authorized arms shipments through military channels. Software
for war-related computer technologies is bootlegged along with smug-
gled VCRs. The dangerously criminal, the illicit, and the informally mun-
dane cannot, in actual practice, be easily disaggregated, as Manuel Castells
reminds us:

In addition is everything that receives added value precisely from its prohibition
in a given institutional environment: smuggling of everything from everywhere
to everywhere, including radioactive material, human organs, and illegal immi-
grants; prostitution; gambling; loan-sharking; kidnapping; racketeering and extor-
tion; counterfeiting of goods, bank notes, financial documents, credit cards, and
identity cards; killers for hire, traffic of sensitive information, technology, or art
objects; international sales of stolen goods; or even dumping garbage illegally from
one country to another (for example, US garbage smuggled into China in 1996).20
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These intersections of power, il/legality, (questionable) legitimacy, and
non/formal are characteristic of shadow networks. Key to this analysis is
the fact that smuggled medical supplies are as much a part of the dynam-
ics defining shadow states as illegal narcotics and arms. Understanding
how these informal, illicit, illegal, and legal networks form and reform in
conjunction with one another and across the boundaries of the world’s
states is crucial to illuminating not only the processes of war, but also those
of postwar reconstruction, a topic I will explore in later chapters.

THE IRONIES OF DEVELOPMENT AND EXTRA-STATE GLOBAL NETS

Forgive the trickster and the
tribe will be happy, but kill the
trickster, the tribe will be ruined.

Yoruba proverb

The market is a place where fortunes are won and lost. In the
Yoruba pantheon of deities, one finds Eshu, trickster and god
of the marketplace. The Yoruba say: “Eshu can turn shit into
treasure.” But he just as often turns treasure into shit. Like a
deconstructionist, he reworks relationships between gods and
men while occasioning the necessity of such reordering. He
destabilizes speech and spatial arrangements just so that he can
speak with reassuring tones and theories, only to subvert the
terms once again. He makes the normal monstrous (or, more
precisely, makes the act of assurance monstrous by making it
normal). He is an imp. Depicted in Yoruba sculpture, he is
all cock and mouth; the one who dares to connect disjunctive
forces, aware that failure is inevitable.

With a feather in his cap, Eshu can be found at crossroads,
where nothing is sure but everything is possible. And at the
cemetery where everything is sure and nothing is possible.
Eshu turns life and death in on themselves. The Yoruba are
both terrorized and amused by the sheer extravagance of
attempting to bring together things that don’t belong, and
consider Eshu their favorite deity. Although most at home
in the marketplace—that anarchic swirl of bodies—he prefers
to talk about what’s going on in the bush, about swamp fevers
and torrid passions seeking the cover of all the forbidden,
boring, banal, and empty territories where new generations
are procreated. He reminds people that their everyday
experience is embedded in an intricate network of visible
and invisible forces. . . .
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The African trickster shows that the “really real” is
incessantly multifaceted and ironic. Every social reality
is fraught with an extravagance which is both its forcefulness
and undoing. All attempts at closure, necessary in order to
determine what’s in or out, what’s incorporated or “free,”
must eventually burst out, become a laughing matter—a
bursting of the seams.21

Non-formal markets comprise a much larger section of the world’s true
economy than formal indices document. In Luanda in 1998, senior UN
and World Bank economists told me that Angola’s economy was about
90 percent informal. Given the fact that the country had been enmeshed
in continuing cycles of political violence and war, and that its economy
had collapsed, this may not seem a surprising figure.

But the example of Angola raises another point about extra-state trans-
actions: they are fundamental, and possibly necessary, to development in
devastated communities. This turns conventional wisdom on its head.
Such wisdom views extra-state transactions as undesirable, generally
because of the associations with illicit goods, criminal networks, and a
failure to produce state revenues. As Clement Jackson, a senior United
Nations Development Program (UNDP) economist, explained: “The
whole point of development is to move economies into formal state-based
frameworks and stop nonformal activities.”22

But it would be virtually impossible for countries like Angola to piece
together a society and economy from its war-torn legacy without relying
heavily on non–state-based development. This relationship between
non-formal economies, postwar transition, and development is in no way
restricted to the African continent. Consider the case of Cambodia:

It was not just rice that Cambodians wanted at the end of 1979. In the preceding
ten years an incalculable amount of their national and personal wealth had been
destroyed. Every Cambodian family had lost what much of the world considers
essentials. Now the nation began to restock itself—in a unique, open-air bazaar
along the Thai border at places like Mak Moun and Nong Samet. It must have
been the greatest open-air market in the world. Almost everything you can imag-
ine was available there. . . . The sums of money that changed hands were stag-
gering, almost unbelievable. On some days up to $500,000 worth of gold poured
out of Cambodia across the border.23

There is a general tendency to postulate that the non-formal markets
of Eastern Europe, the former Soviet states, Africa, and Asia are the result
of a combination of changing political regimes, social transitions, and eco-



nomic opportunism. The belief is that as these countries settle down in
the course of normal state development, their economies will become
increasingly defined by state-regulated formal economic structures.
Though illicit markets and mafias will always exist in the countries of the
world, this reasoning goes, they comprise a marginal part of the world’s
real power structures and economy. My research to date suggests we need
to rethink these assumptions.

I can stand in the most remote warzones of the world and watch a ver-
itable supermarket of goods move into and out of the country along extra-
state lines. Tracing the supply routes of these goods takes one through
both major and minor economic centers: the sanction-regulated laptop
satellite-linked computer (or Mercedes Benz, or land mine, or surgical
kit) on the battlefields of Africa was made in a major cosmopolitan cen-
ter of the world, and the gold, diamonds, ivory, and seafood that paid
for it move along the same channels back to those cosmopolitan centers.
At the bottom line, it would seem that non-formal economies play a for-
midable role in countries like Japan, Germany, and the USA as well as in
areas of more rapid economic and political change and development.24

Statistics place Italy’s extra-state economy at up to 50 percent of its gross
domestic product, and the United States extra-state economy as high as
30 percent.25 One-third of Canada’s population participates in informal
economic activities.26 The Russian Ministry of Labor in 1995 estimated
that 40 percent of the country’s economic activities was in the shadows,
another 40 percent was generated through the visible economy but hid-
den from taxes, and another 6 percent was of unknown origin.27 Even
the non-formal economies of developed countries are turning out to be
more sophisticated and developed than classical economics or popular aca-
demic conception assumes.

TILLY’S ORGANIZED CRIME/STATES

If protection rackets represent organized crime at its
smoothest, then war making and state making—quintessential
protection rackets with the advantage of legitimacy—qualify as
our largest examples of organized crime.28

State-based ideology sets a strong demarcation between legal/state and
non-legal/non-state activities. In fact, most of the state’s raison d’être rests
in honing the health of the nation in opposition to the “anarchic” non-
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state forces challenging it. But perhaps, obscured in layers of crafted polit-
ical invisibilities, the state is defined in part by its intersections with the
extra-state. In “War Making and State Making as Organized Crime,”
Charles Tilly argues that war making, extraction, and capital accumula-
tion interacted in shaping the development of the European state, and
asserts that “banditry, piracy, gangland rivalry, policing, and war making
all belong on the same continuum” in this state-making process.29 Dis-
tinctions between legitimate and illegitimate force are of little importance
in this process. States seek to monopolize the use of force over all oth-
ers—and what, Tilly asks, distinguishes the violence employed by states
from the violence produced by anyone else?30 Eventually, the personnel
of states enforced violence on a larger scale, more effectively, more effi-
ciently, with wider assent from their subject populations, and with read-
ier collaboration from neighboring authorities than did the personnel of
other organizations. But it took a long time for that series of distinctions
to become established.

Tilly is discussing the period of state-making in Europe, a time now
relegated to the historical past, but he observes: “In our own time, the
analogy between war making and state making, on the one hand, and
organized crime, on the other, is becoming tragically apt.31

Perhaps the links of war making, banditry, and extraction are neces-
sary to the continual success of the state. A number of studies have
explored such links for Africa.32 I will ultimately argue that in fact the cos-
mopolitan centers of the world depend in part on “shadow” economics
and politics, and are intricately linked with resource wildcatting in war-
zones like Angola.33

Essentially, a country’s political institutions—and the ideologies shap-
ing them—must support the cause of political control by removing dis-
tinctions between in/formal policies and il/legal actions when it is polit-
ically and militarily expedient to do so. Hence extra-state and criminal
activities become embedded in the everyday functioning of a country’s
governing institutions. This isn’t to say everyone is implicated; they are
not. Nor is it to say that the institutions are fundamentally criminal; they
are not.

But I am suggesting that in the most conventional sense the modern
state is configured around both the formalization and the informaliza-
tion of economic and political power. The question then arises: Are the
millions of people and the trillions of dollars that flow across nebulous
demarcations of legality—moving goods, people, and services around tar-
iffs and controls and laundering them back into formal economies—cen-
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tral to the grounding institutions of the state itself? Confounding this
question is a second one: Do the power formations of extra-state
economies run parallel to those of the state—do they provide alternate
routes of access to social success, economic empires, and political power?

STATES, SHADOWS, AND FUTURE POWER CONFIGURATIONS

People have historically struggled for spaces of operation,
spaces where they have some autonomy. Western power seeks
to bring order to Africa—order to the process of accumulation
and stratification; it seeks the repayment of debt and the
perpetuation of economic dependency. Its information
gathering penetrates deep into the African interior.
Resistance, if it is to have a chance, must be murky 
and chaotic; demonstrate a willingness to occupy 
the unoccupiable. There is seldom judicial recourse,
constitutionality, or legal protection of life or property. 
But there Africans can redefine the political realm to encompass
activities and territories in which those with power might
prove reluctant players.34

There is a tendency among analysts and policy makers, as well as in pop-
ular culture, to view states and international alliances such as the United
Nations, powerful INGOs, and multinational corporations as the only
real power brokers determining political trends and economic realities.
The non-state organizations are considered only as they function through
recognized state and interstate authorities. Non-state players, from barter
exchanges among poor citizens to large international mafias, are usually
seen as operating at the “sub-state” level. No matter how powerful, they
are ultimately posited as marginal to the hegemony of the state.

Anthropologists have long worked with multiple nodes of power defin-
ing any given site.35 The state represents one such model: a form of power
that coalesced after the Middle Ages along territorially bounded, legally
codified lines. Concurrent systems, such as the shadow powers I discuss
here, operate coexistentially across time and space. No single system of
power reigns supreme, no ultimate hegemony prevails in the world.

Joel Siegel, an attorney in Berkeley, California, told me that the phrase
“shadow networks” reminded him of the merchants in the Middle Ages
who developed international commerce systems intended to stand apart
from kingly rule. These merchants developed trade agreement and dis-
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pute settlement methods on the basis of arbitration, not bloodshed. They
instituted functional courts in marketplaces. These actions were radical
at the time—indeed they were extra-legal to kingly law. This, of course,
is the basis of customary law and the foundation of contemporary com-
mercial law.

The merchants of the Middle Ages were instrumental in reshaping
global politics. They operated internationally, and to a large extent out-
side the direct rule of “king-doms.” The commercial laws they developed
were direct challenges to royal authority. As they gained wealth and
power, these merchants and markets set the way for the introduction of
the modern state and international law as it replaced traditional kingdoms.

In this light, the “shadows” of today may foreshadow new power for-
mulations barely emergent on the horizons of political and economic pos-
sibility. It may be convenient to think that internationalization is situated
most powerfully in the world’s cosmopolitan centers. But perhaps
Mozambique and Angola, Africa and Asia, are the sites where new con-
figurations of power shaping the world are most visible, as Ngugi wa
Thiong’o implies in his book Moving the Centre.36 For it is here that flex-
ibility, the breakdown of entrenched institutionalization, the politics of
survival, and the realities of development meet in the most direct of ways.
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CHAPTER 9

THE CULTURES OF THE SHADOWS
THE MEAT, POTATOES, DIAMONDS, AND GUNS OF DAILY LIFE

This is ultimately a tale of meat and diamonds, no potatoes. But it is an
anthropologist’s story, and as such takes flavor only in its full context, so
bear with me. It is a story in four parts that starts with a camera, moves
through a betrayal, visits a birthday party, and coalesces with meat and gems.

It was 1989, my second visit to Mozambique and my first to the coastal
province of Zambézia. The war was reaching a peak. The minister of health
had asked me to do research with the curandeiros—the indigenous doctors.
He said: “This form of medicine and these healers are illegal, and if I ask a
Mozambican to do this work, it might harm them politically, but you, as
a foreigner unaffected by our internal politics, I can ask.” At that time, I
was pretty much a novice to the complexities of the country. I had asked a
man who worked for a well-known INGO to accompany me on interviews
in Zambézia because while I could work in the national language, I thought
it would be good to have help with the indigenous languages. During one
of my first interviews with a group of curandeiros, I asked if I could take a
picture of them. A man stepped up to me and said sure. As I tried to take
the picture, the man began to make all kinds of faces at the camera, and the
automatic focus of the lens opened and closed continually, unable to take
the picture. I laughed, he laughed, and he said, “Come, take the picture.”
Again, the faces and the opening and closing, until finally the machine broke
completely, the shutter freezing closed over the lens. As I walked back to
town, I laughingly said to my companions, “Well, he didn’t have to break
my camera to prove what a powerful curandeiro he was.”

The next day I hitched a ride with a humanitarian cargo plane inland
to a town that was situated on the crossroads of the front lines. All med-
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ical facilities and resources had been bombed and looted into closure, and
only curandeiros operated to patch broken bodies and souls. The man
from the INGO accompanied me, but kept disappearing once we arrived.
At one point, on my way back from talking with an ancient healer, I saw
him collect a bag from another man, and, when he turned and saw me,
quickly hide it. We didn’t speak of the bag, though as I found out later,
he did with someone else, changing the story in an important way.

Back in Quelimane, the provincial capital, on the recommendation
of the Ministry of Health, I joined with some of the men who worked
at the local branch of the Mozambican umbrella organization that coor-
dinated all emergency relief funds and work. Everyone called it “Disas-
ters,” for short. We set out on a work assignment, but one of the men
was having a birthday the next day and someone had told him of a pig
available for the festive meal. We had to detour to bargain for the funds
to get the pig, then detour to barter for gas to get to the next town, and
then detour again to find the owner of the pig and strike a deal. As we
set off to do the work—with the live pig—we came across some ship-
ments of what might be called, in times of peace and stability, black-mar-
ket rice and supplies. Now it was just called “necessity”—dinner.
Another set of detours. Some six hours later we heard of some attacks
at the coast, and went off to collect the stories. When we got there, a
man arrived carrying a guitar, and another found an old discarded tin,
and soon a band had formed. We hadn’t even come close to beginning
the work we had set out to do. I gave up my attachment to my time sched-
ule and joined in the dancing, which of course lasted well into the night.
We never did get the work done.

The following day I was walking down the street by myself, the man
from the INGO having suddenly disappeared, leaving a note he had gone
back to the nation’s capital. One of the men from the day before came up
to me, suffering from a terrible hangover, and said:

You danced with us, so I’m going to tell you that the man from the INGO told
the political boss here that you were carrying rocks. You’ve got some trouble.

Carrying rocks? When had I “carried rocks” and what kind of trouble
could that entail? And then it dawned on me that the slang, as in English,
translates as “smuggling gems.” Lacking a better plan, I simply went to
the political leader and said:

I understand I’m in trouble, what should I do?
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He asked me if I was running gems, and I responded sincerely that I was
not, but that he didn’t know me from a hill of beans, and I could under-
stand his concern. He smiled and said,

No, I don’t think you are doing anything illegal here. You never carry a cam-
era [I had thrown the broken camera into the bottom of my travel bag and
left it there], you take no improper pictures, you never carry a [camera] bag.
I’ve decided to let you stay and continue with your work here.

To this day I have wondered about that old curandeiro and my camera
breaking. But as I began to learn more about war and survival, the inci-
dent took on deeper overtones. The city I had traveled to with the INGO
man—who obviously was running gems—was on the crossroads of the
front lines because it hosted gem mines. These gems reside in the midst
of bombed-out buildings and refugee mud huts in Mozambique, but they
radiate out to powerful economic and political circles of the world. Pigs,
too, circulate. Survival requires meat and rice, gas, and bargaining
currencies.

Economic viability may depend on this. Informal transfers happen
beneath the radar of formal economic accounting. A woman trading toma-
toes for antibiotics is often deemed too small scale to seriously affect
national economic indices. But, as Alexander Aboagye, a senior UNDP
economist in Luanda from 1998 to 2000, told me:

Everyone is thinking in terms of “one person, one tomato.” But everyone here
survives by trading like this, and that’s 11 million “tomatoes.” Think in terms
of all the commodities and services that circulate daily—moving around the
country and across borders at any given time. Eleven million “tomatoes” com-
prises a formidable economy; but the irony is, no one realizes the sum total
of this vast market, its definition of the basic economy of the country.

The pigs and tomatoes, the diamonds and military stores, are market trans-
actions—rational if not always moral. But life amidst the shadows does
not take its character solely from the logic of market systems. Lest anyone
think these networks of power and profit are merely value-neutral trans-
actions, it is important to hold in mind that for the actor in the shadows,
betrayal, camaraderie, and the unquantifiable values of the human spirit
impart a significance to their actions that plumb the depths of culture and
identity. This chapter turns now to explore the larger ontological world—
the dreams and realities variously captured or broken, and the communi-
ties that form around these fragile pursuits—of the shadows.
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FOLLOWING DIAMONDS

There are endless stories of diamonds here, the man in Kuito, Angola, said
to me in 2001. Take Marra: she lives by the River Kwanza, as do bits of dia-
monds. Her brother is doing some mining—working here and there in mines
on either [military] side depending on circumstance and survival—to make
ends meet. One day he manages to find a good gem, and he keeps it. At
this point there is a government push against UNITA. In the attack, Marra’s
brother is killed. Marra takes the gem, puts it in her teeth, and flees with her
children—and nothing else. It is a humanitarian disaster: but the desloca-
dos [dislocated; internally displaced: IDPs] know food and humanitarian aid
is available in Kuito, and those who still have the strength push on. Marra
walks endless kilometers and countless days with no blankets or food or
money. She and her children are malnourished, and eat plants along the way
to keep alive. She is shit poor. But she keeps the gem, she doesn’t know
what it is worth, but she knows it is worth something; some blankets and
some food are what she critically needs.

There are guys in Kuito who have a bit of money: maybe they run the
bar or a shop in town, and have a lorry. They know when the IDPs come to
town, and they know that some are likely to have gems and other valuables.
They give Marra maybe $20 for the stone. Then they have to sell the stone.
It’s still not worth an awful lot yet: they get maybe a couple of hundred bucks.
The stone has to be laundered to be worth anything, and that’s done down
the line. The stone goes up the chain, to Luanda, Mozambique’s capital, and
on to Europe.

So how does this stone get to European gem dealers? Well, what comes
into Kuito? Food. Mostly from Portugal. Portugal’s connections are stronger
in this area because of the enduring nature of the old trade routes from colo-
nial times; it’s habit. So stones follow this old trade route: Kuito–Luanda–
Portugal–Europe.1

That’s just one story, Marra’s story. One person, one gem, one route. Mul-
tiply that.2

Bringing a diamond out of a mine in Angola (or gold out of the Ama-
zon; hardwoods out of Southeast Asia; or drugs out of Afghanistan and
Colombia) involves an extensive network of people. Start with the miner
who extracts the gems, then add the toolmaker who makes the miner’s
tools and the cook who feeds him or her, and the teachers that tutor the
miner’s children. The view that miners in Africa are marginalized, poor,
and uneducated is challenged by one of the few in-site studies of miners:
Paul Richards found that in Sierra Leone during the war in the mid-1990s,
a significant number of miners had some secondary, and sometimes even
university, education, and thirsted for international news and goods.3
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Equally important are the relationships of intimidation or taxation the
soldiers have with the miner, the miner’s family, and the mining com-
munity. Militaries use resources to raise the foreign currency to buy arms
and supplies, but they also set in motion an extensive barter system that
taps into global commodity flows. Global Witness (the London-based
NGO dedicated to honing corporate and political responsibility in the
face of resource profiteering and corruption) writes:

In cash terms diamonds are cheaper in Angola at approximately US $100 upwards
per carat, although UNITA seem keen to encourage barter for medicine, clothes,
electrical equipment and other supplies. Again rates given for barter vary widely
from a couple of pairs of trousers for a small diamond or a Sharp cassette player
for a larger stone from an individual seller, to the agreement of orders in advance
with UNITA officials for quantities to be brought in by four-wheel-drive vehi-
cle, whilst placing a counter-order for diamonds at the same time. In Mwinilunga
and Zambezi there is an established barter of diamonds for cattle.4

Because these gems do not leave the country as commodities, taxed and
controlled by the state, a further network of people must be in place to
take them out of the country and across controlled borders with maximum
profit and minimum penalty. Vehicles are needed to transport the goods;
and drivers or pilots, mechanics, loaders, and a host of other people, goods,
and services are necessary to get these gems from the mine across count-
less legal borders to Antwerp, Belgium, for example. Global Witness
reminds us that the final stage—laundering unofficial diamonds into
world markets (the first two stages involve gaining authorization for access
to the diamond regions and then acquiring the diamonds)—expands the
number of people critical to extra-legal exchanges well beyond commod-
ity production and transportation: “The third stage is somewhat easier than
the second, and less fraught with risk, namely that of acquiring the neces-
sary paperwork to turn the unofficial diamonds into a legal commodity
and thus exportable under the terms of the UNSC embargo.”5 Today, there
are specialist consultants who make a living by advising people how to
transport and launder extra-state and illegal goods. There are also world-
wide “businesses” making illegal, but fully reliable, insurance available to
protect against the seizure or loss of contraband goods.6

Other businesses exist to forge such documents as customs receipts,
lading bills, shipping levies. Some “talented and reliable” forgers have
international reputations, transnational businesses, and Web sites. Fur-
ther networks of associates must be in place to buy the gems, convert them
to hard currency, and trade them for other valuable items. The same kind



of networks exist to purchase armaments and supplies, and to transport
them across borders, into countries, and into the hands of the (extra-state)
buyers.

Who thrives in such economies? From urban centers to remote rural
communities, there are people who do well in such conditions, who profit
from the political instability or social chaos that reduces normative and
legal restraints. Mafias and international cartels function smoothly in these
circumstances, as do multinational industries and consortiums willing to
undertake wildcatting enterprises. In many ways, these non-formal mar-
ket(eer)s parallel, and even make use of, colonial-style market systems:
simple extractions of labor and resources channeled along equally simple
routes to cosmopolitan centers around the world.

These are the conditions of a frontier: the perilous transport of daily
necessities to the millions who need them; the wildcatting of vast fortunes;
and the systems of protection, usury, and domination that see these var-
ious ventures to fruition. From kindly women trading tomatoes for med-
icines, through syndicates trading in gems, drugs, and high-tech com-
puters, to violent gunrunners selling postwar weapons to urban criminals,
the non/formal sector steps into the limelight in these transitional times.

THE SMUGGLER’S SOCIAL WORLD: THE CULTURES OF SHADOW NETWORKS

For António André the day was a true success: eight thousand
dollars of sales. For several months now he had been doing
good business in diamonds with an individual coming from
the Lundas and he would receive a commission of around
ninety thousand dollars. Never had he seen such money and
he didn’t know how to manage it. First he bought a car for
fifteen thousand dollars. After that he spoke with a fellow
countryman from Humanbo, Quarta, whose extensive
experience of Luanda, according to what he said, gave
the impression he negotiated big business deals and would
help him. He spoke of Portugal, of South Africa, and also
of Hong Kong, explaining that many people become rich
by buying merchandise directly from these countries. He
said he had friends in South Africa and in Portugal, but it
was preferable to begin in South Africa.

António went there with five thousand dollars for an initial
investment, and stayed at a luxurious hotel in the suburbs
of Johannesburg, because he was told upon arrival that he
should not stay in the city center because of the high level
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of crime and the many armed assaults. He searched through
many warehouses in the company of one of Quarta’s friends
who also saw in this a good opportunity to make some money,
and also because he had plenty of time given that he was
unemployed. They spoke only of fabulous profits and António
fell under the influence of this chatter.

Returning to Luanda, without informing his wife, he
didn’t hesitate to hand over fifty thousand dollars for his
orders. When the goods didn’t arrive, two days later, the
friend called by telephone to say that he had been assaulted
near the airport, and that he had been robbed of all the money
and that he needed a thousand dollars to pay for his stay and to
buy a new ticket.

“I was swindled!” António thought, filled with panic. He
didn’t know what to do. He explained what had happened to
his wife, who didn’t faint only because she was strong. But he
sent the thousand dollars to Quarta, because in truth he didn’t
know if the man was telling lies or speaking the truth. When
his friend returned to Luanda, he gave him a copy of the police
report from Johannesburg that certified the assault. There
was nothing left for António to do but to recommence his
life intensively: he sold the car and with what remained of
his trafficking in diamonds, close to five thousand dollars,
he returned to the Roque Market, which in reality he had
never really left. As regards Quarta, he opened a clothing
store in association with a Portuguese. After some time, when
the business began to prosper, he got it all when his foreign
partner was expelled from the country because he was an illegal
resident. Quarta became a rich man.7

Profiteers, smugglers, and black-market merchants are not isolated actors
loosely linked into a web of profit. The very term smuggler conjures up
notions of young adult males with dark demeanors, dark clothes, and a
potential for dark violence. They are alone, or with others of their ilk. But
in truth, the farmers who plant drug-related crops and the miners who
harvest gems have families and children they must provide for, from pay-
ing mortgages to celebrating birthdays. Truckers who transport illicit
goods need tires and tune-ups for their trucks and dental work for them-
selves and their families the same as if they were ferrying Post Toasties
cereal. Pilots trained at accredited flight schools fly smuggled goods, often
wearing professional pilot’s emblems and uniforms. The banker who laun-
ders money and buys a smuggled diamond-studded Rolex watch, and the
college student who deals drugs to pay his or her tuition, may not fit the
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image of the dangerous drug lord, but they are as essential to the whole
enterprise as the growers and the transporters.

All of these people are deeply enmeshed in the tendrils of daily civil
life: they have families; they belong to civic organizations; they hold com-
munity offices; and they set up pension funds for their old age. (The mer-
cenary organization Executive Outcome provides pensions for its sol-
diers.) From interpersonal relations to illicit transactions, “smugglers”
interact in social worlds that cross legal and illegal divides in ways that
follow codes of conduct and rules of behavior as developed as those fol-
lowed by people interacting within the legally recognized institutions of
a society.8 And they don’t tend to see themselves as smugglers.

–– Leo, the businessman I quoted in the previous chapter, doesn’t con-
sider himself a smuggler—though he is well aware of the international
laws and regulations monitoring the flow of goods and people. “I am
helping my country,” he says honestly.

We all try to work amidst endless strangleholds. Ruined infrastructure,
land mines, corruption, excessive taxes, contradictory regulations, slow
and inefficient bureaucracy, loaded and slanted international trade poli-
cies, patronage—you name it, we struggle with it. If you wanted to make
sure a country has problems developing, you’d invent this. Without devel-
opment, this country dies; the people starve. We make things work, we’re
bringing goods, industry, employment, into the country. We are setting
up trade systems, kicking up production, getting essentials into the coun-
try. We’re providing work and jobs. Honestly, the systems we work with
are a lot more organized than the governments we work with.

–– The pilots like Joe who flew the humanitarian runs into front-line towns
under fire, and who also found themselves asked to fly contraband and
war supplies for both sides in the war, don’t consider themselves smug-
glers, though there is no doubt in their minds that they ferry goods
across all kinds of legal and international borders. In Joe’s words:

We’re paid to fly a plane. We’re given our flight plans. That’s our job. From
start to finish, we don’t make the decisions—not what humanitarian cargo
to carry, not where to ferry it, not how many runs to make a day. Hell,
we’re overloaded by a ton or two practically every humanitarian flight,
and we can’t even do anything about that, and that’s our lives. We work,
we fly, but we don’t call the shots. You don’t like something, you don’t
fly, you don’t work. It’s as easy as that. Look, I have my stripes—I’m a
pilot; no one can take that from me. We fly in here where no one else
in their right mind comes, and we keep people alive. That’s what we take
home at the end of a long day.
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–– The man from the INGO who accompanied me to Zambézia and who
“unofficially” ran gems doesn’t consider himself a smuggler either. He
knows the laws and the penalties for breaking them, but the war and
its deprivations, and the monies to be made, are a far greater force in
his life. When I returned to the nation’s capital I tracked him down
and asked him why he ran gems and why he had fabricated the story
that I was smuggling gems. He told me:

I was thrown into prison for being on the “wrong side” of the war. They
called it a reeducation camp, but I was tortured and ill-treated. When I
got out, I fled to a neighboring country for safety, never being sure if I
would be found with my throat slit one day because of politics. But I
missed my home—missed it like a physical pain. My family was there, my
wife and children. My life and my lands and my memories were all in my
home country. I loved it, and I feared it. So I watched and listened and
asked questions, and when it seemed safe, I came back home. But I have
lived a life of fear and anger. You have said at times that police are sim-
ilar in many countries, but you don’t know. You just don’t understand. You
don’t know what these people have become, what the pressures have
made them do, what they can do to a person, what a person becomes
like subjected to this. And while they break us down, the rich ones become
richer. And why? Why should they, and not I? I lost everything. First by
joining the “wrong side,” then in the reeducation camp, then living in
another country, then being back here living always looking over my shoul-
der. When was I supposed to make a good job for myself? Build a house
and provide for my family? Become a leader, gain a good position? When
was I supposed to get my share? I watch my friends on the “right side”
send their children to good schools, travel in nice cars, laugh and relax
over a beer with friends without worries pressing their heads constantly.
And I watch my children go to a school that doesn’t have enough chairs,
not to even mention teachers; I walk to work, and I live with constant
headaches. How can you understand this? The world is a harsh place,
and I will do what I have to do to survive and to provide for my family.

–– The military official who “raises money” through unregulated trade and
cross-border exchange, and who profits on controlling resource-rich
areas does not think of himself as breaking any laws—far from it:

What I do, I do for the good of this country. We’ve been fighting a war.
To do that, we need resources, supplies, infrastructure. The government
can’t do this by itself, what government can fight a war all on its own?
Everyone has allies. How do you think we get the stuff we need? How
does anybody? It’s what is essential to fighting this war, to keep the gov-
ernment stable. And my own gain? My control over access to prime “busi-
ness” locations? That is how we keep control, how we keep the right



people in work and keep trouble out. You can’t let just anyone have
access to setting up business and industry. The wrong people can take
their gain and use it to back those who fight us. Those of us who know
the military, who have been here all along, we know what’s going on,
who to trust and who not to. We oversee these things in the interest of
keeping the country stable.

–– At cosmopolitan centers—the sites where weapons are manufactured,
resources crafted into global markets, and money banked—little sense
of responsibility attaches to the checkered history of goods and monies.

Weapon manufacturer: We make and sell weapons, there is no way
we can control where they end up or how they
are used.

Gem merchant: Sure, we see the “blood stones” come in, and
people say they can tell the home mine of a
stone, if it is from a site mined to purchase
weapons. But the truth is, maybe you can tell
and maybe you can’t. And if it’s a good deal,
maybe you don’t care.

Bank manager: Of course laundering is a prime concern of
ours. But you expect us to follow the trail to
the source of the deposits, as if this were pos-
sible?

At the front lines, where the resources are extracted and the weapons
fired, smuggling is what the powerful and the elite do; the rest is survival.
It is here a woman trades an assault rifle for a chicken to feed her family.
It is here a man works in the mines (or logging timber, processing drugs,
poaching game, or working in the sex industry) under dangerous and
harsh conditions, either because he is forced to by military and business
officials who need the proceeds, or because he hopes to make enough to
improve his own lot in life. Without the poor and the powerless doing
this work, neither the official nor the illicit system can be maintained.

My options? Get shot, starve, or do this work. . . . What would you choose?

TRUST AMIDST SHADOWS

One of the more interesting questions regarding international shadow
econo-political networks is how such massive amounts of goods and
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money, which follow such complex exchange routes and political associ-
ations, flow as smoothly as they do. In plain words: Jonas Savimbi’s gems
got to Antwerp and from there onto rings on our global fingers without
any more murder and mayhem than state-based transactions generally
entail. The billions that flow through the informal banks of Asia function
quite a bit like state-supported banks in that their customers generally
don’t lose their money. In a nutshell, the system works. But how it works
is another matter. Many people I have spoken to about this respond that
the system works because if it does not, people are simply killed. That
may or may not be true: the fact is, it is an assumption; people have not
collected representative data. We simply don’t know how these vast bil-
lion- to trillion-dollar systems function on a day-to-day basis.9

One of the answers to the question of how these vast international
extra-state networks operate as coherently as they do is that people in these
systems generally trust that the transaction will occur as predicted, and
that they will remain safe.10 “Corruption,” writes Diego Gambetta,
“requires trust.”11 Gambetta observes:

What is at issue is not the importance of exploring in greater depth the causality
of those forms of cooperation which are independent of trust, but the fact that
economizing on trust is not as generalizable a strategy as might at first appear,
and that, if it is risky to bank on trust, it is just as risky to fail to understand how
it works, what forces other than successful cooperation bring it about, and how
it relates to the conditions of cooperation. Considering the extremely limited lit-
erature on this crucial subject it seems that economizing on trust and economiz-
ing on understanding it have been unjustifiably conflated.12

Ernest Gellner provides an interesting take on the place of trust amid
chaos:

The Hobbesian problem arises from the assumption that anarchy, absence of
enforcement, leads to distrust and social disintegration. . . . But there is a certain
amount of interesting empirical evidence which points the other way. The para-
dox is: it is precisely anarchy which engenders trust or, if you want to use another
name, which engenders social cohesion.13

It’s a powerful irony that even Hobbes recognized: networks of self-inter-
est are grounded in cultural codes of trust. Right or wrong, Gellner asks
us to understand how pattern and value become imbued in what is typ-
ically understood as anarchy.

By way of example, let’s return to the humanitarian flights comman-
deered to make private business runs with (German) vehicles stolen in
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Johannesburg, (French and Japanese) industrial equipment, (Bulgarian)
weapons, (American) computers, (Chinese) electronic equipment, and
(English) cigarettes. For a businessperson to pick up cargo at point X and
fly it to point Y, an extended chain of associations involving a significant
degree of trust must be in place. Entrepreneurs must trust that the mid-
dlepeople in the chain of shipments don’t give their names to authorities
or steal their cargo; they must trust that the border guards and customs
officials don’t arrest their minions or steal their cargo. These are interna-
tional alliances, so people can’t rely exclusively on family, ethnic, and
national loyalties; they must forge associations across distinct language
and identity groupings. As Janet MacGaffey and Rémy Bazenguissa-
Ganga write in their study of the Congo-Paris second economy: “As the
traders go boldly to strange countries, they need hospitality and help in
buying their goods. They say: ‘It is difficult when you don’t know any-
one: we need to help each other; we are helped and in our turn we help
others.’ For this help, they rely on personal connections, sometimes based
on family ties, but more often on ties of ethnicity, nationality, religion
and friendship from locality or workplace.”14

Levels of trust in illicit activities extend exponentially from production
through procurement to delivery: watchdog organizations must be kept out
of the information loop; the officials that oversee transport, inspection, and
border control must be bribed, kept in the dark, or otherwise compensated;
workers must be trusted to do their work without breaking loyalties or
absconding with the cargo. At the national level, to open an industry in a
warzone, to have the only all-terrain vehicle in a town, and to have the means
to set the currency exchange rates in a region all invite regulatory inspec-
tion—and violations of the law can result in confiscation, imprisonment,
or a death sentence. Businesspeople must trust that their alliances with reg-
ulatory and security officials are strong enough to avoid any of these dis-
advantageous outcomes. They must also trust that at any point in this chain
of transfers someone won’t simply shoot them and take their goods.

At each step of the way illicit, gray, and legal institutions intersect: mid-
dlepeople transfer legal purchases across unmarked borders; pilots paid
in Eurodollars fly uncharted runs with unrecorded merchandise; entre-
preneurs evade taxes by bringing unlicensed goods into legal industries;
government officials set regulatory law and simultaneously grease the flow
of illicit goods into development industries. Without trust—and with-
out denying the role violence plays in illicit economies—such vast enter-
prises are impossible, and networks could not function. The building of
trust is a finely honed business survival strategy.

Writing on the war in Mozambique, political scientist Mark Chin-
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gono captures the paradoxes that inhere in the complex intersections of
il/legality and the state:

Although operating within these constraints, the grass-roots war economy was
more predictable and rational in many respects than the official one. Illegal and
unrecorded trade was not haphazard but institutionalized, operating according to
a system of rules known to all participants. Examples included the standardized
equivalences observed for barter transactions, the set rate for paying border guides,
the arrangements set up for the terms of clientage, and the reciprocal obligations
of other personal ties. The organization of a grass-roots war economy depended
to a great extent on these reciprocal obligations of personal ties. The trust and con-
fidence inspired by personal relations or common cultural background provided
the reliability and predictability that were so conspicuously lacking in the official
economy. To some extent, therefore, the grass-roots war economy generated alter-
native economic opportunities for people as well as an alternative society, with par-
allel religio-economic institutions alongside official ones.15

Whether in wartime or peacetime, extra-state networks are not hap-
hazard collections of people in ad hoc groups circling like moths around
the light of profit. There is an implicit assumption in many analyses of state
and non-state actors that states are somehow supracommunities, born of
unique institutions of leadership that are not replicated outside the formal
institutions of the state. No matter how successful or large a non-state enter-
prise, it will never approximate the moral community of the state.

However true the existential answer to this might be, practical reality
demands a more nuanced assessment. From diamonds to drugs, domin-
ions exist that follow hierarchies of authority, rules of conduct, ways of
punishing transgression, and codes of behavior. Within these dominions,
communities form, ideologies develop, and worldwide alliances and
antagonisms are drawn. These interrelated transnational industries
shouldn’t be confused with states, but they do have governing councils,
laws, and security forces. They forge trade agreements, foreign policy, and
currency exchanges. And they set up the transport routes, communica-
tion linkages, and banking systems needed to effect trade.

SHADOW COMMUNITIES

“Nothing works, but everything is possible,” says the Sudanese
writer Abu Gassim Goor, and these sentiments increasingly
seem to embody contemporary African realities where societies
are simultaneously flourishing and collapsing.

In thousands of small ways, African societies “play” with a
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visibility—fronting masks when nothing is hidden; deploying
stark realities as covers for something more complex or uncertain.
Take the shantytown communities of France, Angola, Texas,
Cambodia, and Harlem—all part of a larger district, Umbadda,
in Greater Khartoum. While North and South, Muslim and non-
Muslim battle a slow war in which nearly a million people have
been killed, these neighborhoods—a mixture of mud huts and
tents in which almost every Sudanese ethnicity is represented—
largely remain outside of state control. Here, there are internal
conflicts between religious and ethnic groups reflecting national
battle lines, but they primarily serve as pretext for collaborations
among individuals of different groups for their own smuggling
and trading operations.

Religious convictions, ethnic identifications, distinct
world views are very real—allegiances are not merely cynical
convenience. Muslims take Islamic law seriously even when
they are sharing alcoholic drinks with heathen Dinka hustlers
in a car junkyard that serves as a makeshift bar. One set of
convictions do not preclude other, seemingly, contradictory
affiliations from taking place. Every smuggling operation in
these shantytowns contains individuals from different national,
religious, and ethnic backgrounds who bring to the operation
different external alliances, resources, contacts, and access to
competing interests at other levels.16

Underlying the rules of conduct, the values of alliance and exchange, and
the ideologies that give these shape is the creation of community in its
most basic anthropological sense. If transnational extra-state realities are
to be understood, neither state nor market assessments alone will pro-
vide sufficient explanation. People survive in communities. Peter Vale,
director of the Centre for Southern African Studies at University of the
Western Cape, noted in a conversation in Cape Town:

The work on the Southern African region tends to be scripted in a wrong
ontology. Our point of entry remains the state, and this just does not provide
an adequate understanding of the forces shaping political and economic rela-
tions. It is an intellectual challenge to rethink how to best answer the ques-
tions posed by power and profit. People do not want to take up the chal-
lenge because this is hard work. We need to go into the dark corners of social
theory and shine light where people don’t want the light to shine. We need
to ask uncomfortable questions about the very nature of knowledge. We need
to find honest ways to talk about identity—we need to emancipate identity
from a simple way of understanding it through the state. We need to unpack
the really difficult sets of relations holding between the state and capital. And
we need to set our understandings in dynamic historical context.
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The solution? The way to approach these problems? Look at commu-
nity. What, indeed, is the essence of community? Look at the relations that
hold between identity, ecology, and borders.

There is no doubt that some of the communities that revolve around
illicit exchange and profiteering are grounded in violence, fear, and
exploitation. But others are invested in establishing ordered communi-
ties and stable relations. In either case, as Justin Wylie, advocate in Johan-
nesburg’s office of Public Prosecutions, said to me:

Organized crime is more organized than the state.

What, normatively, defines communities that move in the shadows? In
South Africa, I talked with a number of sources, from prosecutors to street
vendors, and they made the same point about the deeply complex nature
of non-legal groups and networks: gangs—or whatever name you want
to use—have fully developed community systems, some rivaling any legal
system. Each of the following men gives a differing perspective on what
this “community” means, from dangerously exploitative to peacefully
entrepreneurial.

Zaais Van Zyl, deputy director of Public Prosecutions in Johannes-
burg, South Africa, told me the following story during an interview in
his office in 2002:

Someone was murdered in prison some years back, and I had the case. The
man who was murdered belonged to a gang, and had murdered plenty of
people himself—as a matter of fact, I had dealt with him in a previous case.
But now he was dead. When the guards came to his cell and found him
dead, there was a card outside his cell. Simple as that, murder someone and
leave your card announcing you did it. So we go to the guy’s cell whose
name was on the card and he is just sitting there calmly, and he says “I did
it; it’s me, boss.”

The murder itself entailed a complex process. First the prisoners involved
held a kangaroo court to try the man, and judged that he would be killed.
Then another prisoner cut himself, so he had a pretty bad wound, and he
went to the infirmary to get it bandaged. When he returned to the jail area,
they set up the murder: they took the bandage off the wounded man and
wrapped it around the condemned man’s neck, and with people on each
side holding one end of the bandage, they strangled the victim. Other mem-
bers of the gang sat around and sang hymns so that no one could hear.

The prisoner who confessed to the murder belongs to the gang “the 27s.”
This particular gang is called the “air force” because its members are known
for being great escapees. It was a bad case to try: the court ruled that his
statement—“I did it; it’s me, boss”—did not constitute sufficient confession.
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When they brought the man in, I could see he had been in a long time; you
could smell it, see it in his color. I tried to talk to the man, but all he would
say was, “I’ll tell in court what happened, but I won’t talk now.”

You see, prisoners have a fully developed legal system in the prisons.
Before a prisoner goes to court, they have a lawyer in prison—another pris-
oner who has studied law, who knows it in and out. Maybe he has never been
to law school, but his group has gotten him the books and whatever he needs
to thoroughly study the law and the legal system, and then it is his job to pre-
pare his fellow gang members in prison. These “lawyers” are good; some are
excellent, better than some of the formal lawyers who will be trying the cases
in court. So an entire case is tried in prison by the prisoners. They prepare
the prisoner for any possible contingency. You have to appreciate how sophis-
ticated this process is.

Consider the fact that there are gangs here in South Africa, gangs based
in the prison system, that have traditions that date back over a hundred
years—gangs that are older than the actual state [unified in 1910]. They have
traditions more established, larger, more entrenched than those of the state.
They have developed complex communities: they have sophisticated net-
works of communication, well-developed codes of honor, and secret social
practices and symbols around which they organize.

Another lawyer in South Africa, who because of the nature of the story
I will leave unnamed, told me the following story to underscore the kinds
of power prisoners can wield:

There’s a man in prison who is being tried for murder. He’s one of the top
men in a gang here. So he’s here in prison being tried, but he moves in and
out of the prison. People see him at clubs dancing with his girlfriends and
meeting with others to do work. After a good night out, he goes back to prison.
We have—well, we had—two witnesses against him, witnesses prepared to
testify in his murder trial. He walked out of prison and murdered one of them
recently. He has a great alibi: “How could I kill someone? I’ve been in prison!”

He has more power in our penal system than we have. How? Any num-
ber of reasons. The prison staff are scared of him. He’s a big man, they are
poorly paid staff; he walks out of prison and kills a witness. What might he
do to them, to their families? At the same time some of the highest levels
of corruption in this country are in the correctional system.

Peter Gastrow, who heads the Institute for Security Studies in Cape
Town and researches organized crime in Southern Africa, told me about
the more mundane aspects of the creation of community as a prime
resource in strengthening criminal organizations:

This kind of research is challenging us to broaden the very notions of what
economy is. The American-based notion of organized crime has dominated
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the research and policy world: the idea of a structured well-organized crim-
inal group that focuses on areas of illegal specialization—the mafias. But
South Africa shows a different system: here we see fluid networks that
change and align themselves to pursue ever-changing objectives. They are
highly interlinked. Sometimes in competition, but often acting cooperatively.
In this way, the activities of these criminal networks expand across a wide
range of transactions and illicit goods.

Look at a car stolen in Johannesburg. It’s stolen by a less sophisticated
person in terms of power in the criminal system, and then sold to the next
level of organization with access to international markets. They will know
that, say, someone in Mozambique is looking for a luxury 4 × 4, and they’ll
have it smuggled across the border. But that’s not the end of it: they’ll come
back with Mandrax [a drug], assault weapons, Nike shoes, U.S. dollars, what-
ever the market is at the moment. It may be even more entangled than this:
say they don’t think they can recoup the price for the car given the costs of
the trip across the border, so they might bring some diamonds along. So
they drive to a guy’s house and knock on his door and explain they want to
run some diamonds across the border with the car. The diamond connec-
tion says, “OK, sure, but bring me a new BMW.” So the driver takes the dia-
monds and at some point steals a BMW for the diamond dealer.

It does not stop here: there are informal hospitality systems as well. There
are some 50,000 stolen vehicles smuggled out from South Africa across inter-
national borders a year. There are excellent network contacts throughout the
region. For example, there is a nice house in Maputo [Mozambique] for the
car runners to stay in. They drive across the border, and drop in to stay at the
hospitality house. There is a great room, fine food, good wine, and plenty of
women. But the big thing is that they meet other guys staying at the place
from all over, and they share networks. They’ll be sitting around the house
having a drink and share stories: “Hey, I came across the border at X-stop
and paid 1,000 rand to Joe.” Another guy says, “Man, I came across and paid
500 rand, go to Sam, and use this crossing.” Someone else says “Heard they
need bakkies [small transport trucks] up north, and this is the guy to talk to.”
And someone else says, “Well if you are going to do a bakkie run, take along
some Nikes, or batteries, or drugs, there’s a good market up there.” And finally:
“Oh, you’re heading back to Johannesburg? Want to take some cigarettes
(drugs, weapons, minerals, people . . .) with you?”

This is the way work is done: like traditional wood and leather men’s clubs
and business associations. Traditional policing isn’t working because it hasn’t
caught up to the fact that entire criminal economies need to be understood
before they can be changed.17

A savvy street hawker enmeshed in cross-border trade leaned against a lamp
pole and invited me to do likewise, suggesting a good story was coming.

I came in from the rural area. We didn’t have anything. My dad got sick, you
know [AIDS], and we could just barely get by. I figured if I got off to the city
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I could make some money, and my brothers and sisters might do better back
home if I could help. Jobs here in the city are a lot of who you know. It’s not
easy getting work, it’s not easy breaking in. But as I met people one by one,
they began to explain to me how the system works: “There’s a guy here who
needs help with moving these goods; someone needs a person they can
trust to do a run,” that sort of thing. It’s like a community: you know who to
go to if you have a problem. I’d be starved to death now waiting for a break
into some kind of government or office job. Here, I’m making enough to raise
my family and help those back home.

This man articulates values similar to those Janet MacGaffey and
Bazenguissa-Ganga found among Congolese traders in France: “Traders
in the second economy have their own system of rules. One must not
kill anyone but only take material possessions, and both break-ins and
muggings are forbidden. La débrouillardise [the ‘business’], they say,
should avoid ‘violent’ money.”18

Clearly, as Van Zyl’s observations about gang violence show, com-
munity shouldn’t be idealized. Gangs challenge state control by effectively
managing violence—in a model not far removed from that of states them-
selves, who police their members and maintain their borders by control-
ling the means, definitions, and enactment of violence and legality. Yet
as in any organization of humans, only a certain amount of violence and
instability can be tolerated; breach that existential line and the commu-
nity tends to collapse.

Laurie Nathan, director of South Africa’s Center for Conflict Resolu-
tion, says his work in mediation clearly shows that people embroiled in
violent relations prefer peaceful solutions, stability, and trust—they just
don’t know how to achieve them. For many unregulated businesses,
Nathan notes, the ideal is to move into the stable, formal, and legal econ-
omy and political sphere. It is here that job and industry security allows
businesses to expand and thrive. MacGaffey and Bazenguissa-Ganga say
the same holds true for the Congolese traders working in the second econ-
omy: as soon as they have amassed the money to set themselves up in
fully legal business, they elect to do so.

In my work in the field, I found that this is only part of the story. Like
Mark Chingono, I have found that extra-legal activities thrive amid for-
mal economies—layers of entangled associations that produce both legal
and extra-legal empires at the largest and most sophisticated levels. Mas-
sive corruption at the state and inter-state levels would not exist if eco-
nomic and political enterprise manifested a teleological tendency toward
state legality. As I noted earlier, the man who ran the bombed-out shop
full of state-of-the-art goods in war-torn Angola will find he can barter
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his economic power into political power as well, and having done so, he
is unlikely to give up the very (non-formal) financial systems that allowed
him to survive and profit in a violent and unstable war economy. Mac-
Gaffey and Bazenguissa-Ganga capture this:

Through their trade and other activities, the traders protest and struggle against
exclusion. In their search for profitable opportunities, we find them contesting
boundaries of various kinds: legal, spatial, and institutional, and also the bounds
of co-operative behavior. They are individuals who refuse to abide by the con-
straints of the global power structure and its alliances between multinational cap-
italism, Western governments and African dictators. They contest the institutions
and norms of both African and European society which frustrate their aspirations
for wealth and status. They resist the hegemony and control of the large-scale enti-
ties dominating the global scene.19

Yet economic successes do tend to move people into formal economies—
from entering politics as a form of “protecting business interests” to laun-
dering money, which requires moving illicit gains into formal enterprises.
Success often comes from straddling and blurring these divides. As Mac-
Gaffey and Bazenguissa-Ganga write: “We avoid using the terms ‘illegal’
and ‘legal,’ since the boundary between legal and illegal is a political one,
established by the dominant to maintain their power and control.”20

For example, Mozambique has become a transit point for global drug
shipments; coming out of a highly destructive war, the country does not
yet have the infrastructural capacity to easily control borders and “busi-
ness.” In addition, in a decimated economy, illicit commodity flows pro-
vide access to hard currency and global networks that both formal and
non-formal actors can profit from.

A profound contradiction lies at the heart of such exchanges. The vast
wealth that is made on the drug money must be laundered—non-formal
cash is useless on global markets. These days, one popular way to laun-
der such cash is by developing the tourist industry. This industry can bring
in substantial business revenues, but in the case of Mozambique, it was
entirely destroyed during the country’s war. In developing tourist resorts
and infrastructure, illicit drug money is laundered in a way that provides
jobs, services, and infrastructure for Mozambicans. The profiteering
allows some dangerously unequal access to power and politics, which in
turn shapes formal development. This situation represents a dilemma of
considerable proportions for both development studies and security
forces. The ironies and contradictions—that the dangerously illegal and
the beneficially developmental coexist in this intersection of il/legalities—
don’t justify the extra-state, but they do define it.
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Peace is not the resting pulse of humanity, reestablished the moment a
peace accord comes into being. It is the pulse of humanity—but it does
not rest: it is wild, erratic, fragile, sweet, and too often elusive. Peace is
not merely the absence of formal war. It is a child free from the hungers
of the twenty-first century; a woman free from fear of assault from either
friend or foe; a man who no longer has to look with confusion at where
his leg was just a moment before he unwittingly stepped on a land mine.

Peace does not wait for the end of war to make its debut. It takes its
greatest definition on the front lines. As one war orphan living on the
streets told me during the years of war in Angola: I carry a little bit of peace
in my heart wherever I go, and I take it out at night and look at it. Peace starts
in the trader walking across the front lines to carry critical necessities to
a town under siege; it starts in the teacher holding classes outside the
bombed-out schoolhouse even though teachers are being targeted for
attack; it starts in the songs and paintings of artists who envision ways to
end the war; it starts in the belief for a better tomorrow amidst an unbear-
able today.

But the habits of war die hard. They can carry beyond the front lines
and into the fragile pulse of peace. If peace starts in the midst of war,
aspects of war continue past peace accords to affect the daily life of a soci-
ety until they are dismantled, habit by habit. Such work is not easy: some
have learned in the pursuits of war that power, profit, and militarized con-
trol offer irresistible rewards.
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CHAPTER 10

THE INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF THE SHADOWS
(HABITS OF WAR MAR LANDSCAPES OF PEACE)

When the truth is too dangerous to tell, people don’t stop talking.
Instead, they shape truth into stories. People who might be arrested for
talking openly of arms transfers and corruption are far less likely to come
to harm for telling parables about brothers and birds. But anyone with
sharp ears “knows” who the brothers and the birds are, and in this way
people gain the information they need to survive.

“The war is ending now, Carolyn, and with this will come many
changes,” a Mozambican woman I know told me in 1991. “There are things
we all will need to understand. Come by my house later today. My chil-
dren have a story to tell you.” Later that day we settled in the woman’s
living room. I remember being surprised that the women had a sofa in
her living room because I knew that the looting and poverty born of war
had taken all her household belongings. “I borrowed it from a neighbor,”
she said seeing my look, “stories need a place to sit,” she laughed. Her
children gathered round, ready to share in the tale. Clearly this was a story
everyone, children and adults, needed to understand:

It is said at one time we were all brothers and sisters in the forest. Perhaps
this is true, but that is another story. Change came to the forest: times of
conflict set in. Some had more than others: more food, more anger, more
desire. Many had less.

Some brothers were walking through the woods one day, and they heard
a bird sitting on the limb of a tall tree singing: “Here are riches, here are
riches, here is enough for everyone to eat.”

The brothers followed the call of the bird, and found fine treasure for the
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taking. It seemed no one’s treasure, it was everyone’s treasure. “If we took
this,” the brothers told themselves, “we could start that store we have
dreamed of.”

Overhearing this, a small bush pig said: “But that makes no sense. There
is plenty for all of us. If you take this, the rest of us will starve, and what is
the purpose to that? The treasure is of the forest, why harm what has given
you this?”

Leaning close together, the brothers whispered among themselves:
“What is this little bush pig’s nonsense? Let us come back after nightfall
and we will help ourselves to the treasure.”

If the inhabitants of the forest suffered this loss, the brothers were not
aware of it. They prospered, and then they began to fight among themselves.
One day the youngest brother was sorting through their beautiful blankets
and said, “You have taken more than you have given me; just because I am
the youngest, you think you can take advantage of me.” “You are mistaken,”
said the older brothers. “Come, let us take a walk and sort this out.”

As they walked into the forest, they came to blows, and the youngest
brother was killed. They wrapped him in a blanket, and buried him. But when
they returned home, a forest bird began to sing: “Who has killed youngest
brother? Who takes a blanket not for warmth, but to hide the dead? Look
to the forest.”

Infuriated, the brothers took shotguns and tried to shoot the bird, say-
ing, “How dare a simple forest creature defile our names?”

But the townspeople followed the bird into the forest, where they found
freshly turned earth, and began to dig. There they saw the blanket, and
beneath that, the body of the youngest brother.

The truth was out, but what is the end of this? Did the brothers’ store
crumble and decay under the weight of the crime? Or are the brothers still
thriving, still running big stores, using their fine blankets to cover the truth?
These are difficult times, difficult to understand.

Sitting back in her chair, the storyteller reached into her pocket and handed
one of her children some coins and said, “Please run to the store and buy
us some biscuits, dear.”

. . .

When a war ends, it makes less difference than we might think. No
alchemy exists whereby state and society “naturally” revert to prewar real-
ities with the declaration of peace. Even in a cease-fire, a country contin-
ues on war footing until its institutions and practices are actively rede-
fined toward different ends. My concern in this chapter is with
documenting the institutionalization of violence and corruption that can
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occur in war, and the problems of changing these institutions in the post-
war period. This is not a topic restricted to a single war or locale; David
Hesketh, who heads the International Assistance Branch of U.K. Cus-
toms, spoke with me about the persistence, or momentum, of illegality:

Soldiers will smuggle. They are cannon fodder. Put people into a warzone
and ask them to kill someone, and smuggling, well smuggling is a misde-
meanor. You put these people into an environment based on immorality:
drinking, drugs, smuggling, killing. How bad does smuggling look next to
the killing?

Now a peace accord is signed and someone says it is all over—do you
expect this all to end? You expect these smuggling routes to suddenly close
up and these people return home hungry and empty-handed?

So what do you do? Bring in customs and police? Preshipment inspec-
tion companies? Do full inspection of goods and documents? When the best
anyone in the world does is inspect maybe 10 percent of all the goods enter-
ing a country or port? This is going to stop the smuggling? The world is not
a controllable place, we can’t get a handle on it in its entirety—there are just
too many factors. Add in the fact that this is now being transferred to glob-
alized trade: companies exist today with the kinds of money and power that
used to be exclusive to governments.

And finally, supporting all this is the growing trend for the acceptance
of illegal activities in general culture. People now just accept the place
and role of illegal activities in their lives when a generation ago they would
not.1

It’s very hard to define the complex relations of a society or state that
is technically at peace (by virtue of a formal settlement) while still oper-
ating through war-forged institutions (by virtue of practicalities instituted
in conflict that have remained unchanged). Yet in these transitional
times, we can uncover answers as to why war-style human rights viola-
tions continue after a war has ended, and why civil violence and organ-
ized crime frequently skyrocket with the signing of a peace accord or a
widely supported political transition. In these conditions the complexi-
ties of power become apparent, as old and new forms of authority coa-
lesce into hybrid and unexpected forms of governance.

South Africa’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) was one
of the few political entities that publicly illuminated the routinization of
violence and corruption marking periods of political hostilities. I choose
this example not because these problems are worse in South Africa than
in other countries of the world—they are not—but because South
Africa’s political choice to reveal information on militarization and crim-
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inalization supplies substantial information that other countries haven’t
made public. For this reason alone, South Africa’s experiments with TRC
hearings are groundbreaking in a political era in which, worldwide, mil-
itary politics and economics remain largely non-transparent.

I was in South Africa for the opening of the first TRC hearings in 1996.2

From abroad, it is hard to imagine the degree to which South Africa was
caught up in the hearings. They represented a massive psychological as
well as social and political evaluation of both the past and the future. It
is also hard to imagine from a distance the tremendous impact the TRC
disclosures had on South African society. Some of the confessions went
beyond everyone’s darkest projections. I returned to South Africa for the
second year of the hearings in 1997, and the TRC confessions continued
to rock the very soul of the country as people were exposed to the fright-
ful extremes of which humanity was capable. This time is etched in my
memory as the “Brai period.” Brai is a South African word for barbecue,
and several confessions involved soldiers torturing political prisoners with
fire while brai-ing their daily meals. People who had lost loved ones in
this manner, and people who had loved ones who conducted these atroc-
ities, found their most core beliefs of what is and what can’t be challenged
in the most devastating ways.

To understand how these atrocities configure post-conflict politics, it
is necessary to investigate as well how peace processes during the time of
conflict configured the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. Apartheid’s
hold in South Africa was dealt a fatal blow in the early 1990s when a
coalition of parties, both apartheid-government and anti-apartheid,
formed the National Peace Accord to combat the rampant violence in the
country.

An independent commission agreed to by all parties was formed to
investigate the causes of the violence. It was headed by Judge Richard
Goldstone, who opted for complete public transparency in the process.
Goldstone had the names of all investigating officers published in local
papers to see if anyone had issue with any of the selections. In a country
where security forces had enacted serious human rights violations, he felt
that anyone associated with his commission who had been involved in
such abuses would undermine his chances of success. Perhaps more
groundbreaking was his decision to publish materials he confiscated dur-
ing a raid of military headquarters demonstrating that government secu-
rity forces were routinely involved in human rights abuses against citi-
zens, and that these actions had been directed by high-level authorities.
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On this evidence, the government was forced to relieve from duty a num-
ber of security personnel, including some generals.

Goldstone also made public the commission’s findings that senior
police officers, including the National Deputy Commissioner of Police,
were involved in contracting murders of African leaders and disrupting
the peace process in the country as a whole. At the time I interviewed
Judge Goldstone in 1997 post-apartheid South Africa, the minister of
defense during the apartheid government and a number of the leaders of
the South African Army were on trial for murder and other criminal activ-
ities, including fraud involving millions of rand.3

The tone set by the Goldstone Commission affected the country’s deci-
sion to conduct the Truth and Reconciliation Commission hearings at
the end of the apartheid government.4 The TRC was set up on the prin-
ciple that political and social reconciliation in the post-apartheid era
required making public the truths of the human rights abuses and crim-
inal activities of all parties during apartheid’s political violence, as well as
making restitution to victims and their families. Truth, it was said, allows
for system change, and carries its own political penalty. Thus, amnesty
was granted to those making full and public statements of illegal activi-
ties, from murder and torture to robbery and trafficking, within the rubric
of political crimes.

The relative success of the TRC will likely be debated for years to come.
Many think the amnesty process, with its full declaration of criminal activ-
ities, was needed to illuminate the corruption embedded in the society’s
formal governing institutions so that changes could be made. Others argue
that justice can’t be served without punishing perpetrators. And still oth-
ers worry that the amnesty process—where all criminals have to do is pub-
licly confess—reinforces the very culture of crime that the TRC sought
to dismantle. These arguments are important, not only to South Africa,
but to a world trying to come to grips with severe cultures of political
violence and the difficult issues of postwar reconstruction.

The Goldstone Commission and the Truth and Reconciliation Com-
mission clearly demonstrated that the level of criminal activities and
atrocities institutionalized in politico-military structures is much greater
than most people in society realize. Richard Goldstone told me in con-
versation that most South Africans were unaware of the extent and sever-
ity of the criminal activities in the security forces and were shocked at
the disclosures. In fact, the expression “shocking revelations” often
adheres to the TRC confessions. In 1997, when I was speaking with a
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man who had worked with the TRC since its inception, I noticed he
frequently used the phrase “shocking revelations.” I finally asked him
if he, a person who had lived in this country and dealt with the prob-
lems of political violence all his life, a person who had helped forge the
TRC and worked with it daily, did in fact find the revelations shock-
ing. He replied:

You know, I have worked with this from the start. I know of terrible political
violence from my growing-up years, and I thought I was prepared for it all.
But even I found some of the disclosures of these men shocking. Men with
families, men who would go home and play with their kids, torturing and
maiming and murdering people in the most horrific of ways during the day,
and their families and neighbors saying they never had a clue until the man
detailed his activities at a TRC hearing.

This discussion isn’t intended to paint South Africa as particularly
immoral; these activities take place worldwide.5 Nor is it intended to paint
members of the public as hopelessly uninformed wherever this occurs in
the world. My point is that when people are largely unaware of the extent
to which violence, human rights abuses, and criminal activities are oper-
ationalized within the political, economic, legal, and social frameworks
of their society, they will be largely unable to correct them. Knowledge
must precede action.

The TRC disclosures have shown an apartheid politico-military sys-
tem whose criminal activities extended well beyond the torture, rape,
maiming, arson, and murder that usually define individual human rights
violations.

–– Members of the security forces engaged in drug, ivory, precious gem,
and mineral running to raise money for their cause and to purchase
arms and supplies.

–– Members of the security forces were involved in bank robbery, embez-
zlement, and money laundering.

–– Members of the security forces were involved in the falsification of
records, the illegal sales of licenses, and the fabrication of evidence.

–– Members of the security forces acted to foment violence between the
different anti-apartheid parties, by, for example, murdering members
of one group dressed as, and proclaiming to be, members of another.

–– Some judges and courts issued politically and racially biased rulings.
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–– Certain key public sector businesses were linked to criminal activities
such as running supplies, transferring armaments, laundering money,
and implementing racist policies.

The list goes on.6

These criminal activities became embedded in the everyday function-
ing of the country’s governing institutions. This is not to say everyone
was implicated. Nor is it to say that the institutions were fundamentally
criminal, for they were not. It is to say that these activities did not take
place outside the scope of normal institutional life: where they occurred,
they occurred as part and parcel of “the way things are done.” Society
emerges through these processes; they become institutionalized.

It is sheer naiveté to think these vast interrelated systems of gover-
nance and industry—these entrenched bureaucracies—can be changed
overnight with an election and a change of government. The bureaucracy
that defines a country actually changes little with a change of government.
The key officials may change, but the day-to-day running of the institu-
tions—the people involved in the minutia of everyday political, security,
legal, educational, and economic activities—remain largely unchanged,
as do the habits and policies that guide them.

Two things happen when power changes hands or war comes to an
end. First, the people most marginalized in the change of power—often
those most implicated in stigmatized criminal activities—leave the for-
mal sector, and many simply continue to exploit their criminal networks
as a career move. Put simply: a government official or soldier who en-
gaged in criminal activities to raise funds for purchasing sanctioned arms
can continue in these activities unofficially after a change of power. This
may perpetuate organized crime, or it may involve more creative politi-
cal moves, like the formation of the mercenary organization Executive
Outcomes by former members of the South African Defense Force . Either
way, these people remain linked with international extra-state political
and economic networks.

Second, most people in the country continue in their jobs. That in-
cludes those involved in money scams, illegal transfers of goods, biased
legal rulings, and human rights violations. A new government may insti-
tute new policies, but most don’t have the means to assign new people
to all the legal, executive, and security jobs that carry these policies out.
Put simply: a judge who condoned human rights violations during
apartheid is unlikely to undergo a radical transformation of character after
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a change of government. This judge may be viewed by a new constituency
as a neutral official, and left in place. Or a country may have so few trained
judges that the choice is either this one or no one. Either way, old habits
infuse new systems. This holds across government offices, security
forces, educational institutions, and powerful business interests. Jour-
nalist Derek Rodney wrote that in post-apartheid South Africa,

organized-crime syndicates are increasingly using apartheid-era covert structures
to further their aims. State intelligence experts believe illegal privatized intelli-
gence agencies are posing a threat to national security. The situation has deteri-
orated so much that National Intelligence Coordinating Committee (NICOC)
coordinator Linda Mti has called for a comprehensive audit of the country’s
apartheid-era military, police and civilian covert structures.

The aim is to root out rogue structures which are believed to be increasingly
turning to criminal activities and furthering hidden political agendas. . . . 

The running costs of these front organizations were hidden in previous
[apartheid-era] state budgets, although many are believed to have become self-
sustaining. Some of these covert structures continue with their original briefs
although they are no longer manipulated and controlled directly. They have
become a driving force of a low-intensity conflict aimed at undermining [post-
apartheid] government.7

Rodney’s comment that many of these organizations have become self-
sustaining is critical to understanding the difficulties of postwar transi-
tions. As the TRC documented, apartheid-era forces participated in bank
robberies, drug- and gunrunning, ivory smuggling, resource looting, and
the like. The politics and the institutionalization of crime that shape a
country aren’t purely national phenomenon; they are deeply constituted
through regional and international associations. South Africa’s link to then
Zaire (now Democratic Republic of Congo) is one example of many
implicated in the fortunes of political instability.

Journalist June Bearzi wrote in South Africa’s the Star:

StarLine first learnt of the [Zaire–South Africa] smuggling networks in 1988 when
it was investigating the organized “carnage” kings, who were having a field day
decimating Africa’s rhino and elephant population.

South Africa was used as a pipeline to smuggle the horns and ivory to the Far
East. StarLine also uncovered the smuggling of diamonds, cobalt and copper in
concealed compartments in huge pantechnicons [moving vans] and trailers from
Zaire through Zambia and Botswana to South Africa. . . . For many years, the
operators have clandestinely sold their spoils [speaking here of diamonds only],
valued at about 173 million Rand [USA$40 million] a month, in various coun-
tries, including South Africa and Belgium.8
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Markets change moment by moment, and the fluid nature of non-legal
networks allows them to adapt readily to new and expanding economic
conditions. In 2000, four years after Bearzi’s article, the metallic ore col-
tan (which is refined into tantalum and used in everything from cell phones
and laptops to Sony PlayStations) became the commodity of the month,
earning more than gold in the Democratic Republic of Congo. Mozam-
bique and South Africa have become major drug transfer points, and illicit
diamonds and non-transparent oil kickbacks have funded both war and
peace in Angola. These, of course, are the media-sexy topics. But the meat
and potatoes of extra-state systems remain further hidden from public
scrutiny, as well as closer to everyday life. For example, Victor Dwyer
investigated the issuance of false clearance certificates to car hijackers in
South Africa that legally “prove” cars have not been stolen and render
them legal for resale.9

These aren’t small-change endeavors. South Africa’s Moldenhauer
Commission found that improperly and illegally issuing special licenses
for family, friends, and those willing to pay bribes was a multimillion-
rand business in the country’s Mpumalanga area alone.10 Derek Rodney
found that for the country in general, “at least one in every ten consign-
ment of goods which passes through South Africa’s borders violates VAT
[value added tax] export conditions, resulting in state tax revenue losses
estimated at about R 17 billion [$3.9 billion] in the five years since 1992,
when VAT was introduced.”11

These realities have escalated in the twenty-first century. Peter Gas-
trow writes: “Most of the international focus on Southern African organ-
ized crime is on drug trafficking. This category of organized crime is
regarded by regional police agencies as a significantly less serious threat
than the theft of and trafficking in motor vehicles.”12 Gastrow explains:

The reason why this form of criminal activity is regarded as such a threat isn’t
only because the theft of motor vehicles is widespread but, as mentioned before,
this crime is closely intertwined with the trafficking of drugs, firearms, dia-
monds, and other illegally obtained goods. Stolen vehicles constitute a ready
currency in exchange for a wide range of illicit goods. . . . The head of the Inter-
pol’s Subregional Bureau in Harare described their operations as follows: “All
countries in the region have supplied intelligence that has been analysed by
Interpol and by the countries themselves. There are very clear relationships and
interlinking factors between crime syndicates operating in Southern Africa. It
is not a secret to law enforcement agencies of the region that the criminals in
the region have better co-operation links than the police officers. They seem
to know who to contact at all times and budgetary constraints, foreign cur-
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rency shortages, visa problems or governmental authority to travel did not con-
trol their movements.”13

South Africa is now suffering one of the highest crime rates in the
world, partly as a result of the degree to which crime was institution-
alized in the years of apartheid and political violence. Mark Shaw
observes: “There is a clear and crucial link between South Africa’s tran-
sition and the growth in crime that has accompanied it. But it would
be dangerously simplistic to argue that crime is purely a consequence
of the transition. Indeed, strong evidence suggests that the roots of
crime lie in the apartheid system that the transition sought to leave
behind.”14

Focusing on the issue of arms, sociologist Jacklyn Cock writes that the
level of violent crime in post-apartheid South Africa is linked to the dan-
gerous proliferation of light weapons and that this explosive combina-
tion can undermine the consolidation of what some have called the most
important experiment in democracy since the end of the Second World
War. Cock argues that solving this problem will require a holistic
approach: “Discussions framed in narrow legal or technical terms are ana-
lytically deficient; the issue encompasses social relationships, values,
beliefs, practices, and identities. The demand for light weapons is socially
constructed; the supply is socially organized. Ultimately the proliferation
problem in the region requires a social solution.”15

INSTITUTIONALIZ ING V IOLENCE AND CRIME: A LOOK AT BRAZ IL FROM SOUTH AFRICA

South Africa is emerging from minority rule and the associated political
violence of apartheid-era governance. While clearly positive, this kind of
transition brings its own problems. Comparing South Africa and Brazil,
Brandon Hamber, who worked with the Center for the Study of Vio-
lence and Reconciliation in Johannesburg during the political transition
in South Africa, argues that the high incidence of criminal violence and
police brutality marking Brazil, and indeed much of Latin America, today
is linked to the patterns of militarized abuse instituted during military dic-
tatorships and political repression. “New forms of violence,” he writes,
“follow the move to democracy.”16

Brazil’s period of military rule extended from 1964 to 1985, and dur-
ing this time thousands were tortured, 262 were murdered, and 144 were



listed as missing. These figures, Hamber notes, aren’t as high as the tens
of thousands of “the disappeared” reported in countries like Argentina.
But they are significant enough to have set into motion a system of police
and military human rights abuses in Brazil that continues today. Part of
the explanation, Hamber suggests, is the blanket amnesty granted in 1979,
which ensured that no official truth about the political violence would
be uncovered, and no public reckoning would take place. For Hamber,
the power of this act is summed up in the following quote from the
Brazilian Armed Forces on the 1979 amnesty: “We no longer talk about
it, let us blot this page from history as if nothing has happened; once
amnesty has been granted we can re-establish a state of constitutional
normalcy.”17

Hamber, following Coimbra,18 argues that the philosophies and
actions of the military police today stem from the military regime of the
past. He points out that in 1992, for example, military police under state
jurisdiction killed 1,470 people in São Paulo alone.19 (By comparison,
there were 27 similar deaths in New York City that year.) Hamber notes
that torture is still practiced in the majority of police inquiries, and accu-
sations of abuse are rarely investigated.20 Perhaps the most shocking fig-
ure comes from a 1994 Americas Watch report quoted by Hamber that
documents the deaths of 5,644 children and youths between the ages of
five and seventeen between the years 1988 and 1991.

As elsewhere, the poor, marginalized, and powerless in Brazil suffer
the most human rights abuses, writes Hamber. During Brazil’s military
regime, middle-class people such as academics, journalists, and labor
organizers were targeted along with the poor, but the abuses against the
middle classes largely ended with the regime, while those against the poor
and powerless continue unabated. In a passage where he wittingly or
unwittingly likens present circumstances to “war,” Hamber writes:

The result is a particularly heavy-handed approach to crime fighting and a broad
range of human rights violations committed by the police and even the public.
Coimbra (1996) argues that exterminations, lynchings, public justice are being
encouraged (albeit covertly) and judges and perpetrators are being used to con-
summate the necessary social clearance. In Brazil, essentially built on a bedrock
of structural violence and social inequality, a war against the poor prevails so as
to maintain social order and economic elitism (cf. Pinheiro, 1994). All actions are
justified as allegedly fighting rampant crime. However the methods violate
human rights in the same way as in the past although the “cause” is significantly
different.21
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This institutionalization of militarized violence permeates many lev-
els of the structures of authority. Ousted by a change of government,
military officials can move directly into crime. But many don’t have to
move. Known military human rights violators frequently continue on
in positions of power. Hamber cites a military torturer who was made
Brazil’s ambassador to the United Kingdom. In a final irony, many mil-
itary human rights violators now head profitable and politically power-
ful private security firms, employing the same tactics as they did in their
previous public roles. Hamber concludes that these realities are not lim-
ited to Brazil, but that many other Latin American countries, including
Chile, Argentina, and Peru, show very similar problems. Countries com-
ing out of an era of militarized governance, such as South Africa, can
benefit from understanding, and correcting, this institutionalization of
violence.

I have pointed out elsewhere that people don’t simply kill or not kill,
torture or not torture.22 A vast and complicated set of beliefs and values
must be in place to determine (and justify) who may and may not be
killed, how they may be harmed, by whom, and under what conditions.
These are all supported and sanctioned by strong appeals to ethics,
morals, obligations, and duties. Hamber provides a statistic that gives
pause for reflection in this context. In discussing the book Brazil: Nunco
Mais (Brazil: Never More),23 he notes that it includes descriptions of 283
types of torture used by the military during the 1964–1979 period. Argu-
ments abound regarding the supposed utility of torture. Some hold on
to the belief that torture is simply an expedient way to gain important
information. Many recognize that torture has little to do with gaining
information—many torturers don’t even ask questions—and quite a bit
to do with creating a culture of terror and repression.24 Some argue that
conceptual pathology lies at the heart of torture-based regimes, such as
that during Argentina’s “dirty war.”25 But can logic even embrace the
idea of 283 different types of torture? This would seem to go beyond any
notion of information gathering; beyond even a twisted logic of rule by
terror and repression. Perhaps it goes beyond pathological, if such a thing
is possible.

Important in all this is understanding the political and military
philosophies, policies, and practices that make such actions possible, that
justified them in the minds of those responsible for creating 283 differ-
ent kinds of torture. How do philosophies and practices become insti-
tutionalized? What kinds of philosophies and practices do the people who



performed and allowed these acts bring with them to work in the days
after their regime gave way to a new one? What kind of political beliefs
do they take away with them at the end of the day, into the streets, back
to their communities and their homes? What exactly does peace mean
to them?
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PEACE IN THE MIDST OF WAR: PUBLIC WALL FRONTING PEACE’S
HOME — A BARREN DIRT HILL IN THE CITY CENTER.



CHAPTER 11

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A MAN CALLED PEACE

I met Peace on the streets of Angola; the streets were his home. I have
known him for several years, and each year he revealed a bit more of his
life story to me. The last time I was in Angola, Peace was in his early twen-
ties, and had already lived many lives: street child, soldier, thief, father,
visionary. Peace has the gift all anthropologists look for: he could see
beyond the obvious, through illusions, and into the heart of the inde-
scribable—and he could put his observations in words. Peace and I had
many conversations sitting on the curbs of Angolan streets. In his words,
he wanted me to “understand the depth of the suffering of the street people
of Angola.”

The night before I was to leave Angola, Peace showed up at my resi-
dence unexpectedly. He said he had a present for me, something he knew
I would love. He handed me his autobiography, handwritten in Por-
tuguese, on a sheaf of papers.1 It is the story of war, poverty, shadows,
peace, and hope.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY

I was born in Benguela Province and came, with my mother, to
Luanda in 1982. This was the same year in which I met my father
who was living with another woman, a mulata.

After a year, I went to live with my father and soon thereafter
I began to study in the first grade at Jungo School in Bairro
Operário. For unknown reasons, we moved from the neighbor-
hood of São Paulo to Barrio K where we lived with my stepmother
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and my half-brother (same father) because my father was not in
Luanda at the time.

It was difficult to get used to my stepmother but as she wasn’t
one of those who are difficult, everything went well until she sep-
arated from my father in 1987.

In 1987, after that separation, my life began to become dan-
gerous seeing as my father was frustrated. As I didn’t have any
adults to stay with I went to the 11 de Novembro Children’s Home
where I attended the 1987/88 and 1988/89 school years but from
which I fled as I couldn’t get used to the way of life there. As a
consequence of this I didn’t study for a year and I spent my after-
noons riding a bicycle until I became very skilled—so much so
that I earned the name “Peace.”

I was so well known that wherever I went even the children
called to me by name and I made lots of friends and then, for
the first time, I started to like Arminda, who would become my
first girlfriend. This was in 1991 and she was studying in the
seventh grade at the Juventude e Luta [Youth and Struggle]
School.

In 1992 I was arrested because of the bad company I kept
and it was then that I started to smoke cigarettes, although I had
already tried marijuana but I didn’t smoke it. In prison I met many
other young people who had committed a variety of crimes as
well as others who, but for a lack of rigor in the treatment of their
cases, would not have been there. At the time I was seventeen
years old. At Christmas the prison didn’t have any water or food.
Visitations were daily and relatives had to bring food and water
and bedsheets and mattresses as the beds were made of
cement.

One of the things that struck me there was the fact that there
in prison they sold everything from drinks to drugs.

Some [prisoners], because of hunger or addiction to smok-
ing, traded their clothes for food or for cigarettes. The most dis-
turbing was when a sixteen-year-old boy had anal sex for a bowl
of food.

Confronted with such situations I asked myself: “My God,
what country is this with no place to reeducate minors or to
imprison them with decent conditions?”

I stopped having to face such sad and inhuman things after
I was released.

Yes, I stopped seeing people dying of hunger.
Yes, I stopped seeing people being imprisoned without their

families even knowing it . . . and then some days later when their
relatives appeared they received the news that their son or
nephew had died three days earlier.
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It was very sad that as soon as I was released the con-
frontation between UNITA and the MPLA exploded and I entered
the military. After the recruitment process, and nine months of
basic training, I was placed in a brigade in the company that sup-
plied the command. I participated in the liberation of Caxito and
later graduated to sergeant second class.

In the month of June 1993 I asked my superior to let me go
for a few days, seeing that I had just turned eighteen years old
and needed to see my friends and family. So I left Funda [a
municipality in Bengo Province] where my unit was located and
went to Luanda to see my friends and family. Once in Luanda I
was happy because more than a year had passed since we had
all seen each other. During three days of vacation I could see
Arminda, my girlfriend, and Dinho, my best childhood friend; with
him I started to smoke marijuana in that same year, 1993. At the
end of my vacation days I returned to my unit, where I remained
until the liberation of Kwanza Norte, where I was hit by two
enemy bullets in the lower region of my body and was soon
evacuated to the military hospital.

As there were difficulties with medical assistance at the time,
by the grace of God, they operated on my left femur and I recu-
perated for a couple months and then walked with crutches for
another month.

Feeling hopeless, I didn’t return to my unit but stayed at my
father’s house. He had already married another woman, a black
woman, with whom I had problems for having dated her younger
sister. This situation created big problems and family difficulties
and as a result I left the house to live in a room, and it was from
that date that I began to have very little contact with my father
and the others at home.

In this period I already had bad habits: from cigarettes to
women. Then I went back to study in 1994 in the eighth grade
until, due to necessity, since my parents could no longer sup-
port me, I began to wash cars behind the Hotel Pacífico.

My dream was always to have a good position in society and
even today I ask myself what I have done wrong in life to not
have what others have.

In 1995, even as I was studying and innocent of what was
going to happen to me, I began to smoke even more with my
childhood friend. A year later I went to middle school at INE
[National Institute of Education], where I was even well received
by the sisters as the same building belongs to the priests of the
Catholic church.

On March 3, 1996, drunk, I got into a fight with two guys in
which one of them had a pocket knife. Defenseless, I ran off and
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hid by the Hotel Pacífico air conditioners, which are on the ter-
race of the first floor of the building next door. One of the secu-
rity guards found me there and grabbed me and accused me of
stealing one of the air conditioners.

So I was arrested on suspicion of theft and went to the Viana
Penitentiary. There, dear reader, you better believe, I thought I
was at the end of the world seeing malnourished young men
and adults, imprisoned but with their sentence time already hav-
ing expired some one or two years earlier, and not knowing how
to resolve their situation. And if there is something I won’t for-
get it is the number of deaths that occurred there, caused by
everything from malnutrition to attempting to escape. It always
pissed me off when I saw that when visitors were brought in they
only showed the prisoners that were in good physical condition
and they hid the “Biafrans,” or malnourished.

Another situation that relates to common crimes—in the case
of theft of a gas canister, a pair of pants, a cloth—in my opin-
ion, these cases should not end up in prison and they take such
a long time to resolve.

The funniest thing was when, in the hall, I would see some
prisoners screaming, “Who has a cigarette to trade for farinha
de musseque [ground dried cassava]?” So the one who needed
farinha and had a cigarette shouted, “Here in cell 27!” and then
they would trade. For me the break was always very interesting
because of the sun and I would stay there watching the others
tanning themselves like broiled fish.

Some were full of skin infections and other illnesses. When
I was in prison, three or four people would die per day from
hunger and from a variety of diseases.

Six months later I was released and I promised never to return
to that damned place, to which I testified in church. It was a tes-
timony that I based on the Bible and which affected many fel-
low sufferers who were also there in the Sunday service con-
ducted by the Pentecostal Assembly of God.

Once free, I found a variety of difficulties due to the time I
had spent between four walls. Sometimes I felt like the planet
Earth was on top of me. On the other hand, I was also happy
because I found that I had a son because before I went to prison
I got a girlfriend pregnant. In that period Arminda had already
died . . . a young woman that I had loved so much and who I
remember even today . . . I have had many girlfriends, but not
like her.

Since I couldn’t find a job I returned to washing cars behind
the Hotel Pacífico, where I met many young folks and even one
guy considered the “king”—the “king” because he would beat
up everyone and so they were all scared of him.
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With my return the situation changed, given that I always
opted for reason and he is one of those who whether or not he
is right is always tough with his colleagues. At a certain point his
reign was over when we fought because he had me put in the
Second Squadron [police station].

As a result of this fight he ended up with a dislocated arm
and totally embarrassed and he disappeared from the area only
to reappear after a few months. Be that as it was, according to
many of the other guys there, his days of exploiting people there
were over. He would always make other people wash the
client’s car, and then, after the car was clean, he would pay each
of them only 3 percent of the money he received. Sometimes
he didn’t pay at all, and those who complained were beaten
up . . . and it was because of this that everyone hated him.

Summing up, with the “king’s” fall, the weaker ones that didn’t
have clients felt relieved.

With time, the situation where we washed cars changed with
the appearance of the police, who would spend the day charg-
ing us for each car that was washed. That’s when I switched from
day to night. I would spend the night as a “protector” for some
friends and girlfriends that prostituted themselves. It wasn’t easy
for me to get used to but I finally managed and I made lots of
friends, including foreigners, given that I speak a little English and
was therefore able to translate for some guys who needed the
girls for sexual relations.

My life was worsening because I spent the night awake and
would only go to sleep at four or five in the morning to wake up
at three or four in the afternoon.

I was always a nice person and some people even said they
liked to hear me talk. Curious, I asked them why, and they said
they liked to hear me talk because of my accent. This is good
because I felt happy to know that everyone likes me.

As for my work colleagues behind the Pacífico, some were
good and others bad and I, as always, knew how to choose
friendships and the ones with whom I could best speak are J.,
Y., K., and N.—a boy who is sixteen who I liked so much and I
even later went to live with him, seeing that he slept on the street.

As for romances I have to say that I have had many and the
one that touched me most was Vanusa, a mixed-race girl.

It touched me most because it was good and I remember
that on one Tuesday I was shirtless and shoeless on the roof of
the small building that houses a generator behind the Hotel Pací-
fico. I looked to the right and saw a mulata with the body of a
model, with long braids. So I called to her and she told me to
climb down.

Climbing down, I gave her my hand and told her my name.



She asked me if I was Peace who studies at INE. I then answered
“yes.” Then she asked me if I was the Peace who sells weed? I
said “yes” because at that time I sold weed, that is, marijuana,
and I wasn’t smoking. Continuing with the conversation, I tried
to find out something about her. So she told me that she didn’t
have a boyfriend and that men are a pain. Seduced by her I said,
look, they aren’t all the same and that maybe she should try to
find a different one.

I have never been so attracted by a woman—I could have
kidnapped her!

Time went by and then we said goodbye to one another and
she promised to appear the next day.

On Wednesday she showed up around 2 P.M. I was washing
a car so I got a colleague to finish doing it for me and I went to
attend to the slim girl with whom I dreamed of traveling to those
lands where the deeper the better and that only I, only I, know.

The greatest coincidence was when I discovered that she
had the same sign as I do and then she wanted to smoke so I
took her to a place where it is safe to smoke pot [ngansa].

Feeling shy, I was without courage to say what I felt for her!
“Hey man, why do you look at me like that?” she asked. I
responded by saying, “You are very pretty.” “Thanks,” she said,
taking a hit of the weed, and it was over. “I am waiting for the
driver,” she said. Surprised, I asked who her father was and she
explained that her father was the boss of one of the sections of
a nongovernmental business, or NGO, and that he was very
mean. Then I got scared and suddenly the driver appeared and
she took off without saying whether she would come by the next
day.

One day later, on Friday, she showed up with a female cousin
of hers saying that this girl wanted to start smoking weed.

Curious, I kissed her on the cheeks and we introduced our-
selves and without avoiding the subject, I asked if it was true
and she said yes and then we left to go to my room. When we
arrived there I rolled a joint and Jessica was “baptized”—this is
the term they use when someone starts smoking drugs. On the
same day, without my knowing that she wanted to have an affair
with me, Vanusa stayed in my room after Jessica left.

“Vanusa, I have to go work,” I said, so that she would go. And
she said, “I am going to stay because I don’t have to go yet.”

I went down to the Hotel Pacífico, where I washed cars.
When I returned to my room I found Vanusa resting. At 7 P.M. I
asked her if she wasn’t going home. She answered, telling me
not to worry, giving me more courage to confront her, and so I
said, “Vanusa, given that we have known each other only a short
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time, how would you feel if I asked you out?” She then re-
sponded, “You fool! If I weren’t interested in you, would I be here
until now?”

Then I kissed her and she gave me a huge hug and took off
my shirt. As she was also shirtless I began to kiss her earlobes
and her nipples that were increasingly attracting me. With her
voice very low I felt her groan, “Oh, Peace!” It was good, so good
that we stayed together almost a week and it even seemed like
a honeymoon.

It is sad because after six days we separated and we never
saw each other again.

Today I am the father of a son and I do everything for him—
suffering but bearing it.

THE END.
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CHAPTER 12

THE TIME OF NOT–WAR–NOT–PEACE

We stood at the military checkpoint to cross into the no-man’s-lands. That
isn’t what they are formally called; in fact, I don’t know if there is a for-
mal name for these dangerous stretches of land and political irony. Our
checkpoint was at the end of the MPLA government’s zone of control.
Ahead lay an ungoverned stretch of land, some kilometers across. Beyond
it was another armed checkpoint, as you entered the zone of control of
the rebel force UNITA.

I will never get used to these, never feel comfortable, said a man I was trav-
eling with. We are in the middle of nowhere, and we are in the middle of mil-
itary control. These soldiers at this godforsaken outpost are law here. We
have a joke, only it isn’t a joke: they shoot and don’t even bother to ask ques-
tions later. These borders are highly charged; people are not allowed free
movement from government to UNITA areas, all movement is restricted and
controlled.

This was 1996; it was “peacetime” Angola.
I was traveling with an agriculture team that had permission to help

develop UNITA’s crops. For government and UNITA alike, crop devel-
opment was critical. The government and the NGOs considered over half
the Angolan population to be suffering food deprivation. The croplands
were largely under UNITA control, and political frictions or not, these
lands produced food that the entire population needed. As the team
explained their travel plans to the soldiers, I gazed out on the no-man’s-
lands. Under normal circumstances, they might be considered beautiful.
Nothing but a single roadway marked this sweep of nature—no houses,
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no industries, no strip mining or logging, no pollution, no communica-
tions lines. High savanna stretched as far as eye could see. The UNITA
territory was too far away to be visible.

But the land’s natural beauty hid a deeper existential blemish. These
checkpoints represented political domains: government control and
UNITA control, peace or not-peace. The movement of people and goods
across these domains was political, and therefore restricted. But of
course movement was essential: UNITA’s lands were the breadbasket
of the country, and the government’s infrastructure provided access to
essential hard goods. Each group needed the resources of the other.
While peace experts worldwide pointed out that separate political zones
controlling the movement of people and goods didn’t appear too “peace-
ful” and clearly inhibited development, the population carried on as best
it could. For many, that meant braving the no-man’s-lands to trade for
life’s essentials.

The no-man’s-lands were unregulated. They belonged to no one, since
the government’s and UNITA’s influence stopped at their checkpoints.
Kilometers lay in between the two and ran for hundreds of kilometers
along the lengths of political borders. But what, exactly, is a state? This
question shows how strongly the idea is entrenched in popular thought
that all land can be represented on a color-coded map with some sover-
eign group’s name attached.

Yet here was a no-bodies’-land. It defied the ontologies of states. But
it was not free of bodies. Unarmed traders stepped apprehensively across
its natural beauty; in the folds of state-less-ness, soldiers hid from enemy
soldiers in contests for control; roving bands of armed predators looked
for easy prey; and land-locked pirates found it a haven. Millions of dol-
lars worth of unregulated goods crossed these borders, exchanged hands,
shaped power. Untold lives were lost. If it was a land of shadows, it was
populated by ghosts: people without name or affiliation, for what trader,
what soldier violating border laws would dare announce this? But the
ghosts were also real. People say that a person left to die alone, without
ceremony or burial, will wander the land, angry and tormented by sor-
row. The no-man’s-lands were filled with such ghosts.

. . .

There is a political reality we do not have a name for. In Angola, I have
heard people call it a time of “not-war-not-peace.” Essentially it is a time
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when military actions occur that in and of themselves would be called
“war” or “low-intensity warfare,” but are not so labeled because they are
hidden by a peace process no one wants to admit is failing. Acts of war
are called “police actions,” “banditry,” “accidents,” or they are simply not
called anything at all—they are silenced in public discussion. As one ex-
soldier told me, “If we talk of this”—and he drew his finger across his
neck in the universal throat-slitting sign—“we don’t talk again.”

A vast international machinery, a global bureaucracy, attends most
peace processes. Diplomats from all points of the world host meeting after
meeting. The United Nations sends everyone from high-level represen-
tatives to blue-helmeted ground troops—plus the massive infrastructures
providing the goods and services to support them—in peacemaking
efforts. The United Nations spent a million dollars a day in Mozambique
and Angola preparing for the elections. Hundreds of INGOs are dedi-
cated to the cause of peace, dispatching their personnel and their citizen’s
pennies to help. Lest people think that only a handful of INGOs operate
in any given country at any given time, it is common to find upward of
two hundred in locales in Africa, and three hundred in more accessible
war-afflicted regions like the Balkans. In 1990, in the final years of the
war, Mozambique hosted over 180 national and international NGOs pro-
viding services in-country.

Such people’s lives, their careers, their reputations are staked on peace.
These people work among a war-weary populace that often can’t bear to
think of yet another deadly round of war breaking out. War becomes a
taboo word. Officially, the war dead, the refugees, the soldiers on the front
lines, do not exist. “Illusion,” as the street children in the following chap-
ter say when talking of adults and their notions of power. Of course, poli-
cies cannot address war, for it isn’t taking place. Peace is.

In 1996 the second United Nations peacekeeping effort in Angola was
under way. The first had failed miserably when the 1992 democratic elec-
tions that the UN monitored as part of the peace process gave way to
some of the most virulent fighting the country had seen since independ-
ence. Backed by several major world governments, the UN was invested
in “doing it right” this time. They were overseeing the Lusaka Accords,
and demobilization was under way.1

But it was a curious demobilization. UNITA continued to control over
half the country, and populations were forcibly subjugated. No-man’s-
lands abounded. The UNITA “soldiers” showing up at the demobiliza-
tion centers were often suspiciously young or old, suspiciously untrained,
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and carrying suspiciously old or broken weapons. People assumed that
ordinary peasants were being “demobilized” while the true soldiers con-
tinued to operate in UNITA-held zones. Everyone was suspicious, yet
no major changes or challenges were made. No one saw a way to address
the situation without derailing the “peace” process. Or maybe it was just
too big and complex a problem. “Peace,” like war, becomes institution-
alized, and institutions are notoriously difficult to challenge. Everyone
did their job; no one knew how to do otherwise.

When I tried to return to Angola in 1997, the peace process was fully
under way. UNITA had agreed to a government of unity, and the polit-
ical resolution was being hailed as a diplomatic victory and a score for
democracy. So why was I stalled for two whole months when I tried to
get my visa? Laurent Kabila had just swept into Kinshasa, proclaiming
that Zaire was now the Democratic Republic of Congo. Angolan gov-
ernment troops were dispatched to the Congo border “to control the
Zairian refugees causing havoc in Angola,” as the official word had it.
What was not mentioned was that these troops had been dispatched to
UNITA-controlled areas, areas where major diamond mines were located.
UNITA, of course, claimed the government was waging war on them.
No one mentioned that Zaire’s Mobutu Sese Seko had supported UNITA
and that Kabila maintained alliances with the MPLA government. With
Kabila’s success in Zaire/Congo, the MPLA could play a power card
against UNITA and for the diamond-rich areas. Meanwhile, I had been
waiting endless weeks for my visa, a visa that a parade of consular offi-
cers kept telling me would come “anydaynow.” Finally, a sympathetic
woman in an Angolan embassy in Africa said, “Give it up, Carolyn. It is
too delicate to give visas now, with this war problem in Angola.” “War
problem”: the “public secret,” as Michael Taussig calls those truths every-
one knows about but never speaks of publicly.2

I gave up trying in 1997. No visa—due to peace.
The next year, 1998, I was given a two-year multiple-entry visa to

go to Angola. Peacetime, officially. But the headlines of Southern
African newspapers read, “Angola Sinks Back into War.” People in
Luanda had begun stockpiling in preparation for escalated fighting, and
all INGOs throughout the country were confined to provincial capi-
tals the week I arrived: too many attacks and deaths had been taking
place. I traveled to the province of Malange, where, everyone told me,
tensions ran high. Attacks were taking place throughout the region with
regularity—attacks formally called “banditry,” a word the average
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townspeople sneered at: “Banditry, military, rogue troops, war—we
have it all.”

One of the local NGOs let me stay in a back room they had in their
office, since accommodation (as well as electricity, fuel, cooking supplies,
and just about everything else) was scarce. That evening several of the
local Angolan staff returned to share a meal with me. Over food they
relaxed into conversation different from the dialogues of the workaday
world:

“Can you feel it?” they asked me, looking out into the night sky.
“Feel what?” I asked.
“The war. It’s here, you know. We aren’t supposed to talk about it, but

everyone knows.”
“Just a couple of years back, Malange was under siege and desperate.

We had nothing, we ate grass—well, the lucky ones did; many did not live.
And we can feel the same times again, coming. Food sources are drying up,
we can’t get petrol, medicines, the things we need.

“And what happens? We are told that to try to do trade to get what we
need is helping the enemy. ‘What good reason do you have for being out
here?’ the soldiers ask—saying of course that there can be no good rea-
son. The more we can’t trade, the more desperate we become, the more we
need to trade, the more it becomes a suspicious activity. People are shot
for this.

“But, look, in truth, the petrol is flowing, the food is moving, goods circu-
late. Trade is brisk. Excellent, some would say. But it is done by the soldiers.
They shoot us for doing what they are making a fortune on. More goods
than bullets go across the front lines.”3

The same kind of violence was taking place all across Angola. When
I arrived back in Luanda from Malange, I ran into a man trying to get
his bags up the stairs to his room, just down the hall from me. The man
was friendly, but he was shaking so badly he couldn’t get his bags up
the steps. I helped him with his things, and asked what had upset him
so.

“I work for the World Lutheran Council, and I was just evacuated from Mox-
ico Province under horrible fire. We fled with gunfire and bombs going off
over our heads. I had to crawl over dead bodies. The whole place erupted.
I have lived there two years and have never seen anything like it. It was
awful, I tell you, so many dead, so many bodies. The whole place occu-
pied. We had to flee to DRCongo, and then up to Kinshasa, and I’ve just
arrived back here. I’m from Cameroon, and I tell you, I’ve seen a lot in my
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life, but I’m dreaming of going home now. I don’t want to ever go through
that again.”

“What was the fighting about in the area where you were?” I asked.
“Fighting?” He looked at me and shook his head. “Fighting? In my area?

This isn’t fighting. This is the war. The whole damn province is in war. UNITA
has occupied the whole place, the whole province and Cubango to the south,
and just keep going from there. The government’s on the offensive.”

“War,” I remarked. “No one here is using this word.”
“Right. I wonder what all those dead bodies say they died of.”

Everyone had stories of violence, of the deaths of people they knew.
And everyone knew of someone who had been grabbed off the streets in
military conscription sweeps, which had escalated dramatically in the
recent weeks. Reports of fighting were coming in from all parts of the
country, and the flow of internal refugees had turned into a river. And in
the midst of all this, the country representative of Catholic Relief Services
told me she had just received word from international headquarters that
their hazard pay had been canceled. “Canceled?” I responded in surprise.
“Yeah, we’re at peace,” she said. “They’ve declared the peace process a
success.”

This scenario helps to explain why countries undergo round after round
of political violence; why war keeps “breaking out” time and again. In a
very real sense, it is the same war, a war that never ended except on paper.
I began this chapter by writing that a vast international machinery, a global
bureaucracy, surrounds a peace process. People’s lives, their careers, their
raison d’être are staked on peace. The process of peace becomes bureau-
cratized. Globally bureaucratized. The diplomats and their governments,
the United Nations, the INGOs, and the host countries become inter-
woven players in the peace process. This network can ultimately involve
thousands of people and billions of dollars, and reputations on which a
price can’t be put. A habit emerges, and routinization—in the best
Weberian tradition—sets in. Goals become defined in terms of these
habits and bureaucracies. Values come to undergird this work. Media and
policy herald these accomplishments. International trade agreements are
forged on the declared stability. A political culture emerges, a political
economy forms. With this vast peace-brokering network in place, how
do you admit it isn’t working?4

By 1998, even the UN special representative to Angola, Alioune
Blondin Beye, of Mali, was saying “No, it simply is not normal in peace
for nongovernmental armed forces to control over half the country.” Casu-
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alties were mounting at an alarming rate. Nonetheless, the heavy habit
of the peace process, the sham demobilization process, and the fact of war,
remained entrenched. People watched the shadow of war move across
the horizon to cloud their lives, their hands empty of the tools they needed
to stop it.5

A CURIOUS INVERSION

The time of not-peace-not-war characterizing Angola isn’t uncommon
to politically troubled countries of the world.6

Sometimes, however, an island of peace forms in a country officially
at war. It is peace that isn’t recognized. Such has been the case in north-
western Somalia—the self-declared state of Somaliland—from the
1990s to this day. I was in Somalia in 1988 when President Siad Barre
launched a military attack against Hargaisa and the surrounding areas
in the north of the country. The attack was devastating to the citizenry,
though at the time it was little reported in the international press. As
the Barre regime gave way to factionalism and warlordism in the south,
the north reconstituted itself along innovative traditional lines to form
a stable self-governing nation. As Ken Menkhaus observes: “In Soma-
liland, President Mohammed Ibrahim Egal has not been able to gain
international recognition for his secessionist state, but he has overseen
the creation of a modest government structure, the rebuilding of part
of the region’s infrastructure, a revival of the school systems, the main-
tenance of a sage and lawful environment, and a revitalization of the
commercial economy.”7

The label “sovereign” might be applied to Somaliland, but, interna-
tionally, it is not, and this self-generated accomplishment receives little
praise. In fact, Somaliland is a significant study site as an example, not of
spontaneous self-destruction—which is so commonly studied—but of
spontaneous stability in the midst of political chaos. Yet a curious quiet
reigns. One seldom hears of diplomatic or political and military science
studies that explore non-state sovereignty in the (post) modern era. This
is likely due, in part, to the world’s investment in states in the most onto-
logical sense. Virtually all of the world’s formal economic, political, and
legal frameworks are predicated on the necessity of the state. If the state
fails, and stateless “masses” create a stable political society—as is the case
in northern Somalia—then the political philosophy of the state is thrown
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into a tailspin. The attitude toward Somaliland that I encountered at the
United Nations provides a window into such worldviews. As Somalia col-
lapsed and Somaliland emerged as a stable region, I spoke with several
high-ranking UN officials operating in Somalia. They spoke with right-
eous anger:

We can’t believe it, but it is true: we can’t get in. The people in this Soma-
liland have said they don’t want the UN peacekeepers up there in the north.
We can’t believe how irresponsible this is, how dangerous. Don’t they know
what the reality is? How could they subject this place they apparently care
so much for to such dangers? I mean, that’s it for them; without us, they’re
lost. How could they make such a decision?

Uncertain about the source of their anger, I pointed out that Mogadishu,
where they were operating, was a classic case of Westphalian-model anar-
chy, whereas Somaliland had achieved a stable peace. Why invite in out-
side forces to enforce a peace that already existed? In fact, I asked these
officials, might not Somaliland be a model for surviving a state collapse?
Couldn’t it provide clues to achieving peace in other areas? Nobody lis-
tened. My questions might as well have been in an indecipherable lan-
guage. The UN officials’ response remained the same:

The place is going to fall apart. What are those people thinking, how can
they actually decide not to let us in? Without our help, the place is doomed.

Somalia had failed, and only states, and state-based international institu-
tions, could “put it back together.”

As we enter the third millennium, Somaliland—functioning and rel-
atively stable—is still not recognized as a sovereign political actor by the
world’s nations or by the United Nations. The world insists on speaking
of “Somalia” as if it were a state, and the battles for Mogadishu as battles
for the control of Somalia. Somalia is a country defined by “war.” Just as
Angola was a country defined by “peace” at the turn of the century.

THE DEFIN ITION OF WAR

It would seem, then, that the definition of war is a political process. As a
term, war isn’t intended to match specific facts, but specific political goals.
The goals change, and along with these the definitions of war and peace
change apace. The dilemma is that diplomatic conventions and interna-
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tional organizations can’t openly address real facts without causing grave
insult to political sensibilities, and they can’t assuage political sensibili-
ties and address the actual facts of aggression and alliance. For many, sur-
viving amidst the facts of peace and war, the definitions are empty words
on meaningless pieces of paper.
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WAR ORPHANS’ AND STREET CHILDREN’S HOME INSIDE A STORM
DRAIN UNDERNEATH CITY STREETS IN LUANDA, ANGOLA.



CHAPTER 13

PEACE

When I was doing fieldwork in Mozambique in 1990 a group of street
children orphaned by the war lived near my residence in Quelimane. They
would meet me every day when I returned home to talk about what had
happened since I had seen them last and to see if I had any food for them.
One of my strongest memories is their descriptions of how they looked
after each other. These were predominately preteens, and they had devel-
oped sophisticated community structures. They formed family-like group-
ings, with older children looking after younger ones. New arrivals were
taken in and looked after. They somehow managed to find the needy some
bit of clothing, and they shared what little food they had. It was the same
kind of remarkable community rebuilding I had seen among ordinary
civilians who had lost everything on the front lines, albeit writ small. It
is a story of optimism I have carried with me through the years.

This story was rekindled in a new way when I met a similar group of
children in Luanda, Angola, in 1998. People in Luanda talked about chil-
dren who lived in the storm drains under the city streets. They said how
amazing it was to see kids pop up through the drains at the curb beside
the roadways, but no one seemed to know about their lives. “These kids
can be dangerous,” people said, shaking their heads in both sympathy for
and fear of the children. “They are violent.”

One night I saw a group of children near the roundabout of a major
city roadway. They were cooking something that looked like glue in a
scavenged tin can over a small open fire. I stopped, squatted on the ground
with them, and began a conversation. They had a piece of plastic that
might once have been a chair, and they offered it to me. I declined, say-
ing it was the chair of the chef. The “chef,” a small child of about eight,
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looked up at me, took my hand, and asked if I would come visit his home.
“Sure,” I said, and he pulled me down the street, dodging cars and trucks.
Then, at the side of the road, he scrambled down a storm drain. It was
like a storm drain in any country, a small opening at a roadside. For street
children, a drain is its own natural security system, since a full-size man
would not fit into it. Without taking the time to think, I squeezed down
the drain after the child. In my mind’s eye, when I had heard about chil-
dren living in the drains under the streets, I had visualized decaying, dirt-
encrusted tunnels with children huddled in dismal conditions amid stag-
nant water and rats. Everyone I knew held the same idea. But when I
entered the drain, I felt the world stop, existentially, for a moment—and
my view of the human condition, in its most profound sense, expanded.

In this drain the children had created a home and a community. It was
spotlessly clean. I remember being surprised that there was no smell. The
children had lined the walls with pictures from magazines, no small feat
for children with no money for food and clothing, much less glue. An old
inner tube from a tire served as a chair. The children had somehow acquired
scraps of fabric and rug and placed them on top of cardboard, lining the
floors in home-style comfort. Some meters down the drain they had fash-
ioned a wall, and at the end they had constructed shelves that held the few
possessions they had managed to acquire. On one shelf stood a battered
old vase that held a bouquet of paper flowers the children had made. Lit-
tle bits of art, collected here and there from what the rest of humanity
throws away, decorated the shelves and tiny tables. Holding my hand and
leading me down to the end, the children sat me down next to an old pow-
dered milk tin can connected to a strange assembly of wires and small bits
of transistor boards connected by yet more wires. Delightedly, they
turned on the radio. They had even fashioned a dial so they could tune in
different stations. I followed the trail of wires to what looked like a pile
of white Styrofoam, on which sat a small mountain of worn-out batter-
ies the kids had patiently collected from the trash. No single battery had
enough energy to power anything, but in a mass, they produced music.
With a lump in my throat, I asked the children who had made this. They
pointed to a boy of about eight, who grinned in recognition.

This is a community in the fullest sense. The children have instituted
a strong code of conduct. They share everything they have with each other
equally. Stealing isn’t allowed, and if someone does steal, the children have
a governing council where everyone sits down and finds a solution. They
assign chores, with some of them washing clothes and bedding, others
cooking, and yet others cleaning. They even instituted a security system
for protection. If one is taken by the police, all the others go out to find
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odd jobs like washing cars or shining shoes, or maybe stealing, to scrape
together the money to take to the jail and get their friend out.

I asked them if at night, when they were all comfortable in their “beds”
before they went to sleep, they told stories about their ancestors and his-
tory. “Yes, of course,” they answered. As I turned to leave the drain, they
pulled me over to show me a sleeping boy wrapped up in a blanket, and
began to gently pull the blanket from him. I whispered not to wake the
boy, but that was not their intent. They lifted up the blanket to show me
that wrapped up and sleeping with the boy were four plump, healthy and
very happy puppies. Clearly, the children had shared what little food they
could manage with the puppies’ mother. They treated these puppies with
a tenderness they themselves might never have known, and were obvi-
ously proud of their family-like community.

These children have come to Luanda from all over Angola, running
from the war, from harsh conditions, or from impossible family situa-
tions. They are orphaned, abused, or the children of extreme poverty. They
live in a world largely hostile to them: from Luanda to Manila to New
York, most of the “civilized” world walks past them without seeing them.
“Some people kick at us as they walk by,” one child told me. Yet in extreme
deprivation, they have created a community that is not only functioning,
in the most adult sense, but also peaceful. They have fashioned family and
support networks as best they can. In a world of violence, they have sought
to create stability and accord.

As one youth told me,

I carry a little bit of peace in my heart wherever I go, and I take it out at night
and look at it.1

. . .

Where is the font of peace? Do we find it with the diplomats who drive
unknowingly down the roads on top of these children’s “home”? Or some-
where else?

If war starts long before the firing of the first bullet, peace is set into
motion long before peace accords are engineered. In fact, peace starts at
the epicenters of violence. This isn’t a metaphorical comment, or a philo-
sophical statement on the human condition. It’s an observation born of
fieldwork, an observation about the politics of power and change, and
about how social transformations are effected.

Diplomacy and military science would have it that peace is brokered
at the formal level, among those responsible for running countries and
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wars. This view perpetuates notions about the primacy of the state. In
this popular lore-cum-wisdom, the masses are not sufficiently sophisti-
cated to either run wars or realize peace. The “masses”—undifferentiated
and unpredictable—are prone to unrestrained eruptions of violence
(riots and vigilante lynchings) and to stunned inertia in the face of threat
(troops protecting cowering civilians). They don’t generate notions of
higher law, justice, scientific breakthrough, diplomacy, or the advances
of civilization—they are the beneficiaries. According to this popular lore,
beating in all our breasts is the heart of a beast, a savage of Neanderthal
proportions, that the thin veneer of civilization can keep in check only to
a certain degree. It is the job of the visionaries and the gifted (of whom
only a few in any given generation rise to the top of society as leaders) to
fashion society in such a way as to keep the beast as tamed as possible.
Without the guidance of these leaders and visionaries, civilization would
give way to a lord-of-the-flies degeneracy.

If people can be convinced of this scenario, they can be convinced that
the state, and those who rule in its stead, are essential to the survival of
the human race. Any excesses and atrocities perpetuated in the name of
the state may be forgiven with the observation that sometimes you have
to burn the village to protect the nation. No matter how bad it is, this
reasoning goes, without the state, existence would be unspeakably worse.

It isn’t a simple matter to subject these notions to scientific inquiry:
few would be inclined to dismantle the apparatus of the state to scientif-
ically observe if what actually beats at the center of the unrestrained masses
is a heart of darkness.

Yet observation of the human condition unrestrained by formal gov-
erning institutions is possible. In the massive destruction resulting from
the lethal combination of modern technology and prolonged wars, the
formal institutions of authority can essentially be bombed into rubble.
Many wars of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries have been defined
by sheer devastation, in which civilization is stripped of governing insti-
tutions, basic social services, croplands, trade and goods, and normalcy
as people know it.

And how do average civilians act in these conditions? From my van-
tage point, those with weapons wreak the destruction of societies, and
those without basically rebuild them—a reverse of the enlightened elite
versus teeming masses scenario. It is only on the front lines, with those
who have lost the most in a war they were never armed to fight, that the
font of peacemaking and societal rebuilding is most visible. And it starts
in the midst of war’s worst—with average people. As a deslocado (an inter-
nally displaced person) told me one day during the war in Mozambique:
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There are people from all over here in these deslocado areas, many lan-
guages all being spoken at once. Some of these languages are those spo-
ken by the men who attacked my home, killed my loved ones. But these
people are deslocados too. We must not recreate the war here in our lives,
no matter how bad they are.

This war isn’t about ethnicity. We lose if we accept this. If we are to sur-
vive we have to fight this. We have to fight the idea the war-makers devise
that hate and vengeance and ethnicity and division matter. That this war is
real. That it has some kind of meaning we all get wrapped up in. The only
way to survive is for us to reject these ideas, ignore the divisions, refuse to
accept fighting as the solution. We defeat violence by not fighting. We sit
here in the dirt and hunger with our brothers and sisters who speak any lan-
guage; we share what little we have.

What do people do when they have lost everything that defines home,
hearth, and community? Few turn to armed vengeance, I have found. In
my experience, most try to find safe farmlands, open trade paths with other
needy communities, set up health care centers treating both physical and
psychic wounds, and open schools for children. These schools often lack
buildings, texts, and materials; they operate on the volition of teacher and
student, and on writing in the smoothed earth. People find homes for
children orphaned and dislocated by war, and they find places in their com-
munities for refugees. They set up dispute resolution councils to deal with
legal and social conflicts (often based on traditional authority structures,
community groups, and councils of elders) and try to stop the avaricious
from taking over the lands and industries of the poor and non-powerful.
And they do this on their own—as individuals—without support from
governing institutions, which in severe war conditions are largely under
attack and functioning only in larger urban centers.

Some people engage in these acts for profit and power, and some com-
mit serious abuses while doing so. But the key point is that most do not.
People stop war by creating peace, not by fighting war better or harder
or meaner. On the front lines, a philosopher who had never received any
formal education told me:

If you are exposed to violence, you become violent. It is a learned response.
And this is a fact of life, not a fact solely of war. The war may come to a for-
mal end, but all those people who have learned violence—learned to solve their
problems, and conflicts, and confusions with violence—will continue to use it.
They will be more violent with their families, with their friends, in their work.
They will see violence as the appropriate response to any political contest.

So is the war really over? Is the violence of war gone suddenly with dec-
larations of peace? No, violence lives in the belly of the person and ruins
society, unless peace is taught to the violent. And peace must be taught
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just like violence is, by subjecting people to it, by showing them peaceful
ways to respond to life and living, to daily needs and necessities, to politi-
cal and personal challenges.

So in the midst of finding food sources and health care centers and schools,
people on the front lines tend to the larger issue of the human condition
as well. They recognize that infrastructure means little if violence rules a
society, and that infrastructure means nothing if there is no hope for a
future. And hope for the future involves believing that the violence people
have been subjected to will not remain the norm, that the world can be
better than it is. This isn’t an easy feat when your loved ones have been
tortured or murdered, when everything you own has been destroyed, and
no end to these cycles of violence is in sight.

Conventional wisdom posits that war must first be ended, and then
the developments of peace can be attended to, as people are able to turn
their energies to creating a future. But my data does not support this con-
clusion. It would seem peace begins—indeed must begin—in the thick
of battle, among those least armed and often most violated.

This perception of peace isn’t merely academic. As with the children
in the storm drains of Luanda, such insights circulate in public places and
conventions. I found the following writing on a piece of paper taped to
a wall in London in 2001, the day after a bomb had exploded outside the
BBC building as the tensions in Northern Ireland escalated. The anony-
mous poem is titled “True Peace”:

There once was a King who offered a prize to the artist
who would paint the best picture of peace. Many
artists tried. The King looked at all the
pictures, but there were only two he really
liked and he had to choose between them.

One picture was of a calm lake. The lake was a perfect
mirror, for peaceful towering mountains were all
around it. Overhead was a blue sky with fluffy
white clouds. All who saw this picture thought
it was a perfect picture of peace.

The other picture had mountains too. But these were
rugged and bare. Above was an angry sky from
which rain fell, and in which lightning played.
Down the side of the mountain tumbled a
foaming waterfall. This did not look peaceful
at all. But when the King looked, he saw
behind the waterfall a tiny bush growing in a
crack in the rock. In the bush a mother bird had
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built her nest. There, in the midst of the rush of angry
water, sat the mother bird on her nest.

The King chose the second picture as the
winner. “Because,” explained the King,
“peace does not mean to be in a place where
there is no noise, trouble, or hard work. Peace
means to be in the midst of all those things and still be
calm in your heart.
That is the real meaning of peace.”2

War depends on fear of oppression, a belief in force, and a willingness
to use violence. Soldiers fight wars and civilians support them because
they fear losing what they have and hope to gain something they don’t.
War also depends on placing these fears and beliefs in a framework that
specifies friend and foe, political alliance and alienation. When citizens
hold these fears and support these beliefs, and when they are willing to
use force in their name, war remains paramount.

So peace begins when people find violence the worst threat of all. With
this, the fears and beliefs in force wane and support for violent solutions
withers as a search for creative non-aggressive solutions waxes. This isn’t
merely a political process. It is forged in the center of daily life. It is car-
ried through simple conversations and philosophical debates; crafted in
art and reproduced in music; relayed in folktales and honed in literature.
Even children—or maybe especially children—pick up this dialogue.

As Angola teetered on the brink of war yet again in 1998, the street
children instituted a dialogue intended to remind everyone to share
equally what few resources they had. When one child wants to keep more
than the others, to lord over others, to control, the rest respond:

Illusion. What you are saying is illusion. Like the big shots with their big cars
and big guns. Like what got us into this mess in the first place. You want
more than the rest of us? Don’t be like that. That’s just illusion.

When I discussed this with Lidia Borba, who works in UNICEF/Angola’s
Children in Difficult Conditions Bureau, she said:

These children understand the politics of power thoroughly. Never would I
have thought children so young would understand these complex issues.
But they do, and they critique them. “Illusions.”

In a curious happenstance I have found common to fieldwork but have
never been able to explain, shortly after this conversation I picked up a
book that began with the words:



The illusion is performed out of doors, often in a dusty field. The magician works
inside a circle surrounded by spectators, assisted by a young girl, his obedient
daughter. Near the end of the show, the magician suddenly and unexpectedly takes
hold of the girl, pulls a dagger from beneath his cloak and slits her throat.

Blood spurts, spattering their smocks and sometimes the clothing of the spec-
tators nearby.

The magician stuffs the body of the girl into a bulb basket he has used through-
out the show. Once she is inside, he covers the basket with a cloth, and mutters
incantations.

Removing the cloth he shows the audience that the basket is empty, the body
of the girl gone.

Just then the spectators hear a shout from beyond the circle. They turn to see
the girl gaily running through the crowd into the magician’s waiting arms.3

When I read this, I realized yet a further level of critique invoked by these
child philosophers. For the war orphans living in drains under the road,
the illusion refers to the very real, and very dangerous, politics of power.
The purveyors of wars suddenly pull out daggers and slit throats, and then
for the grand finale—peace—they attempt to show that no one really died,
that no harm was really done, that no war-orphan street children exist.

I met another group of street children who lived in a part of Luanda
where the drains ran open across a field. One night, the police burned
them out. I arrived just after the attack and found the children devastated
by their loss. Like the storm-drain communities, they had worked hard
to create a home, putting up pictures, making furniture from scrounged
makeshift items, even growing plants in battered tin cans. The police had
rushed in at four in the morning, beating the children, even burning the
little plants they had coaxed to life, and hauling several kids off to jail.
“What do they expect you to do,” I asked, “Disappear? Sprout wings and
fly off?” One child looked at me sadly and said, “Yes. The rich don’t want
to look at us. We are not supposed to exist in their world.”

Illusion. Peace, for some, is convincing the world that no war or-
phans, no sorrow, no lingering effects of brutal violence mar the (politi-
cal) landscapes.

This “disappearing act” isn’t restricted to war orphans and street chil-
dren. I smoked cigarettes when I first began fieldwork in Mozambique in
the late 1980s, and I used to buy them from war amputees who sold them
in singles along the roadsides. I would buy a cigarette for the vendor and
one for myself, and sit on the curb to listen to his stories of war and sur-
vival. In a land besieged with war, land mines, and a lack of medical facil-
ities, amputee street vendors were a common part of the cityscapes. But
when I returned to Mozambique in 1990, no amputee street vendors were
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visible anywhere. I asked after the acquaintances I had made the year before,
and no one could tell me anything about where they had gone, or why. I
became puzzled, and then suspicious. As I traveled out from the cities into
the villages and countryside, I would ask if amputee war victims were
returning home—had an influx arrived from the cities? No, people
responded. The war was still being fought at this time, and in fact it was
as bad as it had ever been—more, not fewer, amputee victims were being
generated. For years I have asked after these war victims. No one has ever
ventured an answer. Perhaps they were too much of a reminder of war’s
true realities. Perhaps, like the war orphans and street children, they were
“encouraged” to leave the realm of the public eye. Illusions.

. . .

In chapter 6, I wrote that a profound irony underlay our understanding
of power. Common wisdom holds that power, especially power embroiled
in political and military matters, is wielded by the elite and transmitted
down a chain of command to underlings. But as that chapter demonstrated,
and as Nietzsche writes, “The doing is everything.”4 Personal actions
embedded in local history, specific circumstances, and immediate biogra-
phy determine a significant degree of power, however invisible this process
is in top-down theories of power. There are power elites, loathe to admit
they don’t control ground actions—more loathe to admit this than to
admit they are committing atrocities—who will act “as if ” they intended
actions generated at the ground level. They take authorship of action, and
thus of the font of power, after the fact in such a way as to imply they had
authored it before the fact. The classic “as if ” ploy.

The same holds for the fonts of peace. Peace doesn’t emerge unless a
foundation exists upon which to build. War doesn’t end and peace begin
in a unilinear process: peace is constructed step by step until war becomes
impossible. One might protest that this might be true of Mozambique,
but it certainly does not hold true for the end of, by way of example, World
War II, where the Allied forces and the detonation of nuclear weapons
marked a decisive military victory. Cultural texts are infused with images
of decisive victory. But most recognize today that Japan and Germany
were running out of the material and cultural resources to wage war—
supply routes were overextended, coffers were bankrupt, and civilian
morale and support for the war effort were waning at home. Most con-
clude that the war was winding to an end at that time, and that bomb or
no bomb, its conclusion was imminent.
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Peace begins in the front-line actions of rebuilding the possibility of
self (which violence has sought to undermine) and society (which mas-
sacres and destruction have sought to undermine).

Without the trade routes, schools, clinics, and family relocation pro-
grams, without the art and literature and media that set up belief systems
of resolution over conflict, without a sense of a future, peace cannot
emerge. No peace accords brokered at elite levels will work if these bases
are not there to build upon. “The doing is everything.”5

So the ironies of power reemerge here in peace as well. Elites broker
accords “as if ” they were the true font of peace, and thus of power. They
take authorship of the institutions forged at the ground level by those who
suffer the brutalities of the front lines the most—institutions forged in
personal actions embedded in a context of local history, specific circum-
stances, and immediate biography.

I don’t want to suggest that power is merely unidirectional, flowing
from the ground up rather than from the top down. The “doing” of elites
is as much of the story as the “doing” of average citizens. But elites can
seek to make their actions appear more important in the rebuilding. The
illusion of power, then, isn’t the actual process of “doing,” but of seeking
to control the definitions of authorship of the “doing.”

. . .

So where, in the final summation, does peace come from? Since it may
well emerge from places mainstream theory tells us are unlikely, let us return
to the ruminations of the children who live on the streets and in the storm
drains of Angola. The children take great exception to the common state-
ments that children born and bred in war are a “lost generation.” This
phrase is heard from Angola through Sudan, up to the Balkans, and over
to Burma. It is intended to capture a generation of children who have
grown up knowing severe political violence, and who have been deprived
of settled communities, stable families, schooling, and the creative nurtu-
rance that peace imparts. But there is an underside to these comments. The
jagged assumption is that these children are indeed “lost”: that they will
be prone to violence, instability, and aggressive poverty; that they will be
limited in their ability to envision and create a better future. That they have
looked into the eye of war and will reflect what they have seen.

Illusion, the children respond. We know how we came to live this way. We
can see who has and who doesn’t, who gives and who takes. We know we
take better care of each other here [on the streets] than any of us would
find in the places we ran from. If you can tell us of a peaceful home that will
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take us, we will go today. But the people with the nice cars and big homes
are not asking us home. In the meantime, we create a life as best we can,
and we do a pretty good job. You want to know what we need? We need to
go to school. There is a school just down the street, and we watch the reg-
ular kids come and go, and when we ask if we can go we are turned away.
We need a place to keep our things. If we get a book or some clothes, how
can we keep them on the street? Someone just comes along and takes
them. We need a chance, a job, people to believe in us.

Michael Comerford, an Irish priest and scholar working in Angola,
responded to this story by asking,

Who is lost? The children, or those who drive by them without seeing?

Perhaps what is most distressing about the phrase “the lost generation
of children” is that in the mere saying of this, the creative communities
and peaceful traditions these children make are not recognized. The lost
generation is a marker of deprivation and violence; not of creativity and
peace-building. The designation of “lost generation” invokes The Lord of
the Flies philosophies. And it conveys the impression that there is war, or
there is peace: if children grow up in war, all they know is violence and
suffering. But as Lidia Borba of UNICEF/Angola said when I was talk-
ing with her about where these children learn such peaceful strategies:

But it is natural they should know these things. Before they lost their homes,
they grew up with daily kindnesses. They were loved and cared for; they
saw people come to visit and treated with dignity and respect, they saw their
family set up ways to support each other through good times and bad. Even
walking the streets, the children see the goodness their cultures have to
offer: the acts of helping, the community strength, the deeply held beliefs
in the dignity of people.

Peace is everywhere in the midst of the war: in every act of daily caring.
These children have seen this, they have thought on this, they have grown
in this way, they have been nurtured in a culture that values these things,
and they too have grown to value them. You know, it is how the children sur-
vive the streets, how we survive the war, by keeping these traditions of
humanity alive in living day to day.

If war, as earlier chapters pointed out, starts long before the firing of
the first bullet with the creation of divisions charged with aggression, then
peace resides where non-aggression takes root in the fissures war has
blown open. Like the bird who nests by a turbulent waterfall, peace makes
its first tenuous handholds amidst the fiercest storms.



“THE FORTUNES OF WAR.” WOMAN RUNNING A STORE ON THE FRONT
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CHAPTER 14

THE PROBLEMS WITH PEACE

He made a fortune smuggling wheat during World War II. He
was a boy from a poor family, a family with no means. Without
the war, he would still be a poor boy, and his children would
be poor. Now people call him “Mister” and they seek jobs from
him. He has political power, and they vote for him. Now his
family has joined the ranks of the landed.

They became rich selling looted art during World War II.
Millions and millions of dollars exchanged hands on art looted
from Jewish people, from the private collections of war’s
victims, from bombed museums and unguarded galleries.

Before the end of the apartheid government in South Africa,
the unscrupulous used to come into Mozambique during the
war there and collect war orphans to take back to South Africa
and sell into sexual and domestic labor.

United Nations peacekeeping troops were making a fortune
selling everything from cigarettes and alcohol to heroin and
tanks in former Yugoslavia. Some estimated that upwards of
half the economy was generated through these activities in the
precarious times of war.

The gem profiteers found the political instabilities from
Sri Lanka to Angola profitable—very profitable. Who paid
attention to work permits, customs laws, border crossings,
legal protocols? A world of peacetime marketeers made a
“killing” on war.1
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In 1998, when I was first making notes for this chapter, Sierra Leone made
the papers again. I was in Angola at the time, and the stories of the two
countries shared a glittering trail of teardrop diamonds. Sierra Leone’s
People’s Party, headed by Tejan Kabbah, took up the reins of government
in Freetown after Nigerian ECOMOG troops ousted Paul Koroma’s
junta-RUF rebels in February 1998. Swedish journalist Peter Strandberg
described the process.2

As he visited the towns of Kailahun, Buedo, and Pendembu, among oth-
ers, with the RUF troops in July 1998, he listened to the BBC reporting
that Nigerian troops had taken those towns. The RUF soldiers he was with
hooted with laughter. They had a firm hold on the eastern part of the coun-
try, and the Nigerians had incurred heavy losses—losses, Nigerian POWs
told Strandberg, that were not being reported to the soldiers’ families or to
the press. The Nigerian soldiers’ morale was low, they said. “Why fight for
$150 a month?” But they continue to fight. Why? Duty, devotion, fear, obli-
gation, and a lack of options are partial explanations for military duty. Espe-
cially military duty on foreign soil. The answer might more profitably be
sought in a geological map: the Nigerians were trying to capture the dia-
mond-rich area around the town of Koidu in RUF territory. The flow from
Sierra Leone mines can add up to over half a billion dollars a year. Strand-
berg quotes Bockarie, one of the founders of the RUF guerrillas:

We have fought many different enemies, troops from Nigeria and Guinea, mer-
cenaries from Executive Outcomes [who have contracted for payment in diamonds
here as well as in Angola] and Sandline and Nepalese Gurkhas, and after eight
years they still haven’t defeated us. What they want is our diamonds. The former
Nigerian dictator Ibrahim Babangida owned mines here. Now it is [Sani] Abacha
and the British mining companies who want to steal our country.3

New African editor Baffour Ankomah wrote at the time: “Forget the mer-
cenaries, forget the Nigerians. All the indications point to a classic British/
American job in Sierra Leone.”4

Of course, it isn’t only diamonds. Strandberg quotes civilian witnesses
who describe how Nigerian troops looted banks and shops when they
entered Freetown, and shot anyone who protested. They then packed up
looted trucks and ships to ferry their booty back home. As Patrick Cha-
bal and Jean-Pascal Daloz write: “The involvement of peacekeeping
forces, in countries like Liberia and Sierra Leone, has led to claims that
some foreign contingents, such as the Nigerian, have facilitated the inter-
nationalization of illicit trade or criminal activities.”5

The irony, of course, is that actors from the Nigerians (a peacekeep-
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ing force) to international mining interests (based in peacetime locales)
are in Sierra Leone ostensibly to promote peace and stability. Diamonds
play havoc with human rights on all sides of the conflict, it would seem.

Militarization and profit can become even more complex and entan-
gled, as was evident in another gem-rich locale. Given the nature of the
quote, I leave the locale and speaker unnamed:

Oh, we all know how the government troops mine on one side of the river,
and the rebel forces on the other, and each has made a pact with the other
about not attacking them or their transport lines. You do your business, and
I’ll do mine, and the war just goes along this way. Oh sure, there are intrigues
and blowups: one side might see the chance to rout the other and gain a
foothold on better mining land; might see a chance to extend their control
over a region. But there is always the recognition that if they do this, they
will leave themselves open for further attack, which will interfere with their
ability to “get on with business.”

But one of my favorite stories involves routing one’s own side. I’ve just
seen this. Let’s say a government commander holds Location A and is prof-
iting from the minerals there. Another commander on the same side holds
Location B and is controlling the mineral profits there. Location C is held by
the rebel forces. So Commander A gets on the satellite phone and calls his
buddy commander in the rebel forces—not his own side, but the “enemy
side”—and says:

“Hey, you go and attack Location B. The commander there will naturally
call me for backup support, and we will come, but we will take our time and
come slowly. You’ll have time to get what you want. Then when we arrive,
you fall back to Location C. We’ll take over the mining then, and pay you a
profit from this.”

So Commander A extends his area of control to cover Location B as well,
including all the mining profits—extending it over a person from his own mil-
itary. And his good buddy on the other side gets a kickback for his role in this.

Of course, the tragedy in this is that each time one of the troops takes
Location B, all the citizens flee the region, and a river of internally displaced
people stream out with only the clothes on their backs. About one-third of
the population in the country is internally displaced, and aid is getting to
about a third of them. So these people’s lives are ruined, for what? For these
games of the militaries. Nothing more than games.

This reminds me of losing my academic innocence about war and aid
in wartime Mozambique. Not surprisingly, it involved precious stones.
Hundreds of battles dotted the landscapes and cityscapes of Mozambique,
hundreds of thousands of lives were being lost. To an unpracticed eye, it
isn’t obvious why battles erupt on one particular patch of dusty savanna
and not another. My question was laid to rest in part when I found a min-
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eral resource map of the region. When I laid it on top of a map marking
the battle sites, the mines and sites lined up. But the same question con-
tinued to rankle about international NGO aid: why does an emergency
plane loaded with food and goods for starving war-afflicted populations
brave one embattled site and not another one a hundred kilometers down
the road? There are many answers to this question, and most of them are
based on calculations of need, land mines, fighting, and available runways.
Many I have seen are based on what we would call true heroism. But this
doesn’t tell the entire story.

In the thick of the Mozambique war, I visited a region as decimated by
war as any I had seen: one set of troops, and then another, took and retook
this town over the space of years. I had hitched a ride with an emergency
aid cargo plane, and hearing it return, was preparing to head for the run-
way to get a ride home. A group of women I had been talking with came
up to me and asked if I wanted pedras now. In Portuguese, the national
language, pedras means stones (or, as we might say in English, “rocks”).
The first image that popped into my mind was me lugging a bunch of river
rocks back home on the plane, perhaps for a garden. Pretty naïve. The
women pressed me. “You don’t want pedras? The other people who come
through here all carry off bags of them.” I realized then that they were using
the slang word for gems—diamonds. “No thanks, I’m not interested in
stones,” I responded. “But you mean to tell me other foreign-aid people
come here and carry off gems?” It had never occurred to me that there were
NGOs profiting from the gem/war equation. “Yes,” the women I was
speaking with smiled, “bags of them.” The end of innocence.6

. . .

By 2000 Sierra Leone and Mozambique had achieved a more enduring
peace, but resource-rich, war-weary Angola continued to suffer rounds
of military battles. In October 2001, the UN Security Council released
its report stating that UNITA’s illicit diamond business was continuing
to fuel the war effort, and despite UN sanctions, was bringing in between
$1 and $1.2 million in revenues a day. The contentious relationship
between peace and profiteering is visible to most Angolans. When I
returned to Angola in the fall of 2001 after being away for several months,
I was greeted with similar versions of this comment:

You ask how is it here now? Not good. The war, you know, just goes on. The
rich get richer and the poor don’t just get poorer, they starve and die. The
money exchanging hands in this war is beyond belief; who in control is going
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to pass this up for peace? The powerful can get what they want because
we live not in peacetime conditions where we have a rule of law, but in con-
ditions where the law of force rules.

And the subtexts, voiced quietly over a beer in informal settings:

Ah, you know, that guy with the IO [International Organization], he’s running
diamonds under cover of relief work.

One of the most interesting observations on this came from a man who
as a youth had lost some of his family and was forced to live on the streets
of Luanda, Angola. He was conscripted as a soldier and fought for some
years before he was shot and released from the military. Unable to find work
or housing, he returned to live on the streets, was arrested for stealing at
the age of sixteen (already a war veteran), and served a jail sentence. He
now does odd jobs on the streets (some perhaps less than legal; the secu-
rity forces stopped me one day and asked why I was talking with a street
thief ). He is one of the more intelligent and deeply thoughtful people in
my interviews. One day, when we were talking over a cup of coffee, he said:

Peace? Forget it. There’s too much money to be made here. Money like you
can’t believe. Look, all us soldiers saw it. I was sent to the eastern provinces
and part of my “war effort” was to help with mining diamonds. We worked
hard in this war all right, getting and carrying riches for the commanders and
the political elites. You see all these things moving in and out of the place,
and you realize, it isn’t a small stream of goods and profits, it’s a real river.

He gestured toward the street:

Look out there, look at the cars driving by, the latest Mercedes and loaded
4 × 4s, driving down the road avoiding the rubbish and potholes from bro-
ken water pipes and the kids washing in them. Look at the way the people
are dressed, look at where they are going, look at the kind of power they
have. It’s only the war that makes this possible. And don’t think they don’t
know it. You think they could drive these cars and dress like this and wield
this kind of power if peace were to come to Angola?

Peace? If peace came the money would run, it would disappear over the
horizon, you would need binoculars to see any money around, it would be
so small and far away.

. . .

Through the course of this research, the term war has for me come to be
associated not only with military actions, but with questionable if not ille-



gal industry, land takeovers, and international wildcatting. This view inter-
sects with Paul Collier’s observation:

This discourse of grievance is how most people understand the causes of conflict.
A thorough analysis of the causes of a conflict then becomes a matter of tracing
back the grievances and counter-grievances in the history of protest.

An economist views conflict rather differently. Economists who have studied
rebellions tend to think of them not as the ultimate protest movements, but as
the ultimate manifestation of organized crime. . . . Rebellion is a large-scale pre-
dation of productive economic activity.7

Wildcatting, as I use the term here, is based in international business con-
cerns that can be legal, indeterminately legal, or downright illegal—but that
yield quick, and often vast, profits, commonly in the context of political
instability. As Tony Hodges writes, resource-rich countries suffer four times
as much political instability and violence than states with fewer resources.
Lack of governmental control, weak enforcement, loose laws and regula-
tions, corruption, and desperation have fueled these business coups.8

While we are busy charting the flow of diamonds and drugs the less
charted commodities of daily life like food, clothing, soap, and pharma-
ceuticals circle the globe in the shadows—and generate just as much profit.
Christian Dietrich, who has written on the diamond trade in war-trou-
bled zones of Southern Africa, said in a conversation with me in Antwerp,
Belgium:

War perpetuates closed societies. In emergency situations, militaries and
governments control air and transport routes, import and export sites. They
oversee, and often control financially, the products that enter and are con-
sumed in the areas under their jurisdiction. The militaries’ view is, “We have
to close airports for security reasons, and only our planes can get in and
out [of course, with the caveat that our planes carry the essentials of
trade]. . . . We don’t need to build hospitals because we have a war—and
wouldn’t you rather have us military around than the murderous enemy?”

These aren’t wars over resources, per se. Instead, war facilitates the loot-
ing of resources. And it isn’t just about controlling the diamond trade, for
example, it’s about controlling the whole closed economy that supports and
sustains the economy: soap, petrol, food, and so on.

This is “organized scarcity.” In war, the controlling factions don’t like it
that average people grow crops—it means people are self-sufficient. They
can’t control the delivery of essentials. Question: in the final tally, are you
really making profits from diamonds or from all the soap and petrol and food
and essentials that people need?

Dietrich noted Tony Hodges’s work on Angola, which shows that the
political and military elite—a very small and closed circle of acquaintances
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of considerable power—controls the majority of all resource and busi-
ness access in the country. Dietrich said:

Speaking of formalizing the economy, take the example of diamond-rich
countries. There are thousands of informal miners prospecting for gems.
Governments want to formalize these informal workers, bringing all gems
through registered government corporations.

Do you really want a predatory state corporation regulating the informal
diamond industry? There are dirty people behind formal regulatory agen-
cies with world-wide links . . . links with cartels, with money launderers, with
questionable intelligence agencies, and with repressive militaries around the
world. Are these the people to regulate the diamond industry? I’d rather see
a vibrant informal economy than a highly regulated formal economy with a
few profiteers.

There are any number of unscrupulous international enterprises
happy to aid and abet political conflicts in order to turn a profit or enjoy
the gains of power sharing. Wildcatting guns and drugs networks,
“security companies,” and influence peddlers are common examples.
Classical economics states that business, speaking generally, flourishes
in ordered, organized, and stable environments, and thus will naturally
gravitate toward regions of stability. While this is true of many, and per-
haps even most, businesses, there are numerous industries that find the
frontier mentality and impaired legal systems of warzones their best
medium for profit.

But more traditional and established multinationals can also be the ben-
eficiaries of political disorder. In the words of a person who asked to
remain unnamed:

We got the energy concessions in a straightforward way, so straightfor-
ward I still have to have a drink to talk about it. The war caused massive
floods of refugees fleeing the fighting, which of course took place in
resource-rich areas. The political and military bigwigs then laid claim to the
land. When the war ended and the refugees returned, they returned to find
their homes and lands and businesses taken over by the powerful of the
country.

And gee, the government records office was burned during the war’s
fighting. “You say, ‘Mr. Refugee, was this your land? Do you have any records
that prove this? No?’ ”

But that’s not the end of it. For this whole thing to work, they need us
foreigners to come in and develop the industries. So we partner with the
business leaders to get access to these resources. We come in and set up
the business and we hire these poor refugees whose land it was to begin
with for fifty cents a day. And dammit, we make a fortune.

Hey, we’re heralding in peace and development.
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Global Witness and the research staff at the Institute for Security Stud-
ies in Pretoria have written of the oil profits fueling the war in Angola.9

Angola has some of the richest offshore deep-water oil sites in the world.
The sites are largely secure from the threat of war and are home to some
of the largest oil companies, especially those with the resources to develop
deep-water sites. Oil is the Angolan government’s main revenue source,
and the money raised was instrumental in the war effort. Though never
explicitly expressed, the implication hung over business negotiations that
the government might not be as quick to sell off important blocks if the
war, and thus if the need for foreign currency, were not so drastic. Angola
has received some of the highest signature bonuses in the world for site
bids (some $900 million for three blocks in 2000). But not all the oil com-
panies bidding for sites are major international petroleum players. Some
are smaller, and they linked with larger companies, sometimes seemingly
at the government’s behest. Global Witness suggests that in some cases
these companies also trade in weapons, and the oil bids for weapons deals
are central to negotiations. The fact that some of these companies sold
their oil leases shortly after gaining them, and seem to have supplied the
government with important weapons systems, supports these contentions.

Global Witness asks that petroleum firms become more involved in
developing the integrity of the industry in relation to governments, cor-
ruption, and the perpetuation of war. I spoke with six members of Global
Witness in the fall of 2001 in London. Their goal is to induce businesses
to make transparency central to their basic practices. With a simple set of
guidelines that call for more responsible business/government deals and
anticorruption practices, Global Witness has shown that war-related
profiteering and corruption can be significantly reduced. Their campaign
against corrupt timber practices in Burma stands as one of their first
successes.

My 2001 interview with Martin Eldon, the head of Texaco in Angola,
shows the complex global realities faced by the world’s larger industrial
concerns. Eldon sat on the top floor of a wood-and-glass Luanda office
above a beehive of international activity that runs some of the more pro-
ductive petroleum sites in the world. From this bird’s-eye perspective, the
Texaco chief reminded me of everything petroleum runs in the world, its
place in twenty-first century society. Little that graces our everyday lives
doesn’t involve oil in some way. In this view, oil indeed is the grease run-
ning the world as we know it today.

We care, of course, we care. But we don’t do anything here we don’t do
anywhere. Everywhere in the world businesses offer the equivalent of sig-
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nature bonuses to get and seal the deals they want. There is nothing ille-
gal in this. The same thing happens in the U.K.: monies are paid to the gov-
ernment to secure certain business rights. And what business in the U.K.
monitors where their signature bonuses go, how they are handled, if the
queen secrets some of it for herself, or spends it on the military? Can you
imagine a company in the U.K. or USA telling the government they wanted
to monitor how these monies were recorded, invested, channeled, spent?
If any was diverted for untoward purposes? It’s just unthinkable. And yet
people seem to think that is what we should do with the government here.
Why ask in one place and not in another? It is the same thing. Business
just isn’t set up to monitor and control how governments deal with the
money they take in.

When I asked Eldon if the war in Angola and the government’s des-
perate need for foreign currency was a boon to conducting business here,
he just looked at me blankly, then handed me some coffee in a beautiful
china cup, without answering. He seemed truly perplexed: whether by
my question, that should by corporate protocol remain unvoiced, or by
his reluctance to formulate an answer, I don’t know.

But you know, Carolyn, with your interest in non-formal economies and
unregulated trade—oil is one of the most monitored and legal industries there
is. We record every transaction, every drop of oil, every step of the way. It is
virtually impossible to circumvent the extensive monitoring process we have
put in place. This isn’t a commodity that easily lends itself to smuggling, diver-
sion, or unrecorded traffic. In many ways oil is the hallmark of the sophisti-
cation of a formalized economy.

Compared to diamonds, human labor, seafood, and timber, this is true,
but I reminded him that oil smuggling in China was a multi-billion-dol-
lar-a-year activity. To an executive concerned with production, though,
these postproduction activities were another realm of “business.” Six
months after this interview, I spoke with another petroleum executive in
Angola who estimated that easily 10 percent—and perhaps much more—
of all oil moves outside of legal boundaries.

These imbroglios of business profiteering don’t apply only to war con-
texts. The postwar period finds a country with war-damaged infrastruc-
ture, industry, and trade. Many postwar countries are beset by high unem-
ployment and inflation, low productivity, a shortage of essential goods,
and few ways to quickly rectify the situation. They are vulnerable to inter-
national businesses that demand highly profitable in-country concessions
and to national elites who can benefit from granting them. Even when
these are detrimental to the country and to its population in general, pow-
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erful international interests often win out. One-sided tax breaks, lopsided
development, and a product and profit base that is channeled out of the
country are common to postwar nations. In a vulnerable country, the
world’s power elites are more able to influence political process, economic
law, and foreign relations policy—and a number do so to their advan-
tage. For some, provoking political instability isn’t only good business,
it is good politics.

Political scientist Will Reno has shown how a governing group will
undermine their country’s infrastructure and resource base so that their
opposition can’t use these to gain power—power that could oust those
currently in privileged positions.10 In these cases, resources are used as
political currency: providing political patronage, alliances, and power
bases. If leaders are willing to cannibalize their own countries, is it
unlikely that sprawling foreign and international interests are willing to
cannibalize other people’s countries?

HOW DOES TH IS AFFECT THE PEOPLE AT GROUND ZERO? 
(OR, WHY PEOPLE STILL CAN’T FIND ENOUGH TO EAT AFTER THE WAR HAS ENDED)

An African economist said to me that many African countries coming out
of war suffer the same cycles of postwar stagnation:

For most civilians, life is so miserable during wartime that peace becomes
a beacon of hope: with peace, the horrors will cease. For many, these hor-
rors include hunger, deprivation, joblessness, homelessness, a lack of social
services, and social dislocation as well as fear, violence, and assaults. Peace
promises answers to all these dilemmas. But it is an elusive answer. Worse,
after independence, many countries’ economies take a serious downturn
after about twelve to fifteen years.

Why, he wondered, don’t countries today learn from these patterns and
institute different policies rather than continuing to implement policies
sure to follow these cycles of economic problems?

I asked him: “If, at the end of the colonial or apartheid era your government
asked you to recommend an economic development plan, what would you
recommend?”

He responded: “My first inclination is to say that the countries must ask
their people to continue working in the same way for several years while
economic policy is carefully revised to meet new standards.”

“But, how could you ask your community, your friends, your own family
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to work on under chibalo (forced labor), to continue to suffer a lack of med-
ical care and education while the elite few enjoy these privileges?”

“Ah, herein lies the problem.”

Peace is rooted in the legacies of war. I have written about the neces-
sity of developing inter/national trade and supply routes for obtaining
military supplies in wartime. Networks such as these don’t disappear—
become de-militarized—with the mere signing of a peace accord. These
militarized networks are critical to understanding postwar transforma-
tion and development, and for answering painful questions such as, “Why
can’t people find security from violence or enough food to eat after a war
has ended?”

At the start of militarization, people employ preexisting exchange
routes and retool them for military needs as well as developing new ones
to meet war demands. For example, as one group becomes estranged from
another—be they the Karen people in Burma or the Croatians and
Bosnians in Yugoslavia in the period just preceding 1991—they find that
survival strategies depend on developing their own supply routes for daily
subsistence requirements from food to energy. Age-old informal trade
routes are adapted to move contemporary necessities: gasoline into Croa-
tia, medicines into Karen areas, rice into northern Sri Lanka.

Subsistence, informal, and gray-market trade routes are particularly
amenable to being rediverted to war supplies: they are simultaneously well
established and flexible, they move through the everyday markets of a
community without relying on government-controlled institutions; and
they are strongly linked with international economies.

This is equally true for governments, which often need to move mili-
tary supplies around sanctions and may employ extra-state methods of
procurement and payment. Consider the fact that in Africa, unrecorded
trade between countries in sub-Saharan Africa roughly matches that of
recorded trade. As an example, Stephen O’Connell writes:

A non-trivial share of this trade involves arbitrage between different national price
structures for goods traded with common external partners. This pattern is as old
as the underlying tax differentials: Hopkins (1973) cites the diversion of French-
area groundnuts through British Gambia to avoid Senegal’s export duty before
1855. More recently, Tanzania and Ugandan coffee has fetched a higher price if
smuggled across the Kenyan border, Ghanaian cocoa has for extended periods
been worth much more if sold to the marketing authority in Cote d’Ivoire, and
subsidized Nigerian oil, meant for the domestic market, has been sold profitably
in neighboring Togo. The point applies to manufactured goods as well (see, for
example, Deardorff and Stolper, 1990; Berg, 1985; and Azam, 1991): Togo’s rel-



atively low tariff on automobile imports generates a stream of imports destined
for the higher-tariff, higher-priced Nigerian market, and Nigeria’s ban on ciga-
rette imports generates high profits for smuggling of cigarettes from Niger.11

Or, as Chabal and Daloz write: “We would argue that in Africa the unof-
ficial has always been more significant than the official.”12

These networks of exchange and profit extend across Africa, linking with
continents both east and west. The simple act of smuggling cigarettes from
Niger to Nigeria involves a complex and sophisticated international net-
work of actors and actions. Guns and advanced computer equipment can
also be sent along the same route as cigarettes and the latest pirated DVDs.
This is the militarization of non-formal trade. The ante is upped.

Before the outbreak of formal hostilities, informal trade routes deal-
ing with subsistence supplies seldom become targets of state or military
intervention: in fact, governments and militaries often benefit from infor-
mal economies. Prewar Yugoslavia was unlikely to work to suppress gaso-
line movement in Croatia, the Burmese government to stop the flow of
medicines into Karen areas, or the Sinhalese-majority military to stamp
out rice shipments to the Tamil in the north. Indeed, informal trade may
be considered critical to the very viability of the state:

Yet government policies [in Nigeria and Benin] in the areas of tariffs, banking
laws, currency values, and import regulations confound official trade between the
two countries. Meanwhile the border is the site of rampant smuggling, where
unregistered markets provide a livelihood for many of the people living between
Lagos and Cotonou/Porto Novo. The illicit exchange is crucial to the economies
of both countries. Officials are forced to turn a blind eye or risk further under-
mining the region’s precarious infrastructures. Such illicit activities further impede
effective governance and economic development but, for the moment, they set
up an informal regional economic integration by default—one that official mul-
tilateral arrangements between states (e.g., ECOWAS or SADC) have repeatedly
failed to achieve.13

But when gasoline powers tanks and troop transports, when medicines
save soldiers, and when guns travel with rice shipments, subsistence trade
routes become militarized. The vehicles, for example, that brought gas
to prewar Croatia and the ships that landed needed rice in the Tamil north
of prewar Sri Lanka—once the vehicles of petty informal traders, non-
aligned mafias, or legitimate enterprises—became viewed as real or
potential military supply routes with the outbreak of war. They became
targets. This targeting disrupts the flow of basic necessities into civil soci-
ety and can have a devastating impact on people’s ability to survive. As
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people develop new routes for obtaining life’s necessities, these too
become militarized, both as supply routes for local forces and as targets
of attack by opposing troops seeking to cripple civil society altogether.

. . .

The middle-aged man sat down to rest and talk on the veranda of the shop.
He chewed a matchstick and periodically gestured with it when he
wanted to make a point. He was the quintessential trader-family man:
plain shirt and slacks, a ready and kindly smile, a keen business sense honed
to support his community and family, that which he valued most.

We’ve always run goods and people across these borders. We do it, our
fathers did it, our grandfathers did it, back to the time when these stupid
senseless borders didn’t divide us all.

Honestly, how would we survive otherwise? It’s not like the government
is knocking on our door with baskets of plenty. And this trade keeps us linked
into larger communities—with our people in other locations, with other
regional groups, with international goods and markets. Food, clothing, elec-
tronics, petrol, machinery, you name it.

So, you know, when the war heats up, we are tapped to carry arms as
well. And now we have to navigate all kinds of political divisions and threats.
And it gets deeper: the commanders begin to control areas of trade, and to
get permits, transport, permission, a person has to grease the palms of the
commanders. Now it’s like we are working for them in a way. And the damn
war now sits on our doorstep. . . . 

The man continued:

Yes, the war has come to our doorstep, and how are we going to get this
thing off our doorsteps? Those commanders who control “business,” who
rake profits off all the “trade” in the area, who control the traffic and trans-
port in and out of the region, who grab up the best land in the extremes of
war. Are they going to let go of this with the end of the war? I doubt it. And
all those soldiers who have been “deployed” to get and transport natural
resources—what jobs will they do at the end of the war?

Such men, whose trade networks extend back generations, face com-
petition and co-optation not only from military and political elite of their
own country, but from those of other countries. When I was in Namibia
in 1997, the news was full of stories about a decorated Namibian air force
officer who had been flying military planes filled with clothing, medicines,
food, books, industrial components, electronic goods, and other com-
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modities into Angola and flying out with diamonds. As Mark Chingono
writes of Mozambique: “It was the ‘big fish,’ the professional racketeers
in their fancy suits and posh cars, not only from Mozambique but from
other countries as far north as Zaire, Nigeria, and Sierra Leone and Ger-
many who really benefited from this business.”14

These aren’t isolated exchanges. By the turn of the twenty-first cen-
tury, this region was recognized as a transit point for Latin American and
Southeast Asian drugs, counterfeit money, financial fraud, money laun-
dering, and cosmopolitan goods. Networks of Lebanese traders, Niger-
ian gangs, Russian mafia, Asian interest groups, and western cartels meet
and transact business across these terrains, linking them with worldwide
interests in a classic globalizing strategy.

The problem then exists: how do communities reestablish normal,
viable trade routes? This is true for both the formal and the non-formal
economy. Even in peaceful times, a significant part of a society relies on
informal exchange to survive. In the aftermath of war—in whose wake
economic and regulatory infrastructure has been decimated—informal
systems are often central to subsistence and rebuilding. As the head of
World Bank in Mozambique told me several years ago:

We can’t really talk about it, but it is right there in the center of everything.
The informal economy. It isn’t what we do as development and financial spe-
cialists: talk about the informal sector, support its financial basis, even rec-
ognize its true scope. But good God, look at the indices for this country. It
has some of the lowest standard of living indices in the world. Yet if you look
at the country, look at the people, they are doing better than the indices sug-
gest, across the board. Mozambique is the success story of Africa: it has main-
tained peace, it is developing at a significant rate, the economy is expand-
ing in exciting ways, people are really beginning to make it. And we can’t
explain it, because we don’t deal in the informal sector formally. Of course,
these boons are set in informal development—something done completely
by the people themselves, something done without the help of INGOs or
GOs. Mozambique is essentially succeeding, in part, because of its vibrant
informal economy.

Unfortunately, the tentacles of militarization don’t evaporate sponta-
neously with the signing of a peace accord.15 One of the problems is that
people who have access to international contacts and goods, the vehicles
and passes to transfer them, and the means to negotiate these profits into
power are often involved in some way with politico-military institutions.
These associations are the very networks of access. The formal sectors of
politics and economy are interlaced with informal exchange.
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Wartime economic relationships follow markets into peace. Wartime
profiteers emerge as peacetime economic and political leaders. Markets
aren’t as free as democratic ideals would have them. In Mark Chingono’s
words: “While, as Thucydides, Hobbes, and Rimmer speculated, war
destroyed markets and commerce, it must be stressed that it also created
others where none existed before, and more rewards for those prepared
to take the risk.”16 The end of war often finds rich resource and land
concessions, industrial locales, patronage systems, and control of key
aspects of trade consolidated into the hands of an exclusive elite—polit-
ical, business, and military leaders who have extended domains of per-
sonal control during the war. Once such gains have been consolidated
in the frontier-like conditions of war, the owners may now find that the
stability of peace allows them better profits. But the fact remains that
the systems were honed in exploitative conditions, some of which con-
tinue during peacetime in the form of unfair hiring, work, and pay prac-
tices, and restricted legal recourse. In these conditions, access to polit-
ical, economic, and military power continues to rest in the hands of a
few.

Yet even the people dedicated to business ethics can find that postwar
conditions hinder their best attempts to formalize their enterprises. Con-
sider the conditions many postwar societies face: in addition to milita-
rized and decimated infrastructure, old currencies may have collapsed, and
with them, banking systems. On the international market, new curren-
cies may be no more valuable than the paper they are printed on. Cur-
rency exchange rates often fluctuate wildly.17 National production is likely
to be severely curtailed, resulting in a heavy reliance on import goods that
requires foreign currency. Antiquated and militarized laws, corruption,
and onerous taxes, levies, and tariffs can plague all levels of business en-
deavor. Even the most legal of companies may find they have to exchange
monies, goods, and services on the black market. As one successful busi-
nessman, a man noted for integrity in business, noted: “If I followed the
letter of the law in every case, I’d be out of business. Period.”

While national economic and political systems may remain militarized,
the military and political leaders aren’t the only profiteers. Militarization
benefits global vendors. It benefits international wildcatters. It benefits
legitimate vendors of information, services, and technology in the urban
centers of the world who sell their goods for the hard currency that oil,
drugs, and precious gems buy. An extensive network of people have grown
wealthy on these extra-state exchanges; they aren’t easily convinced to give
them up for less lucrative pursuits.
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PROFITS, OR JUST INTERNATIONAL BUREAUCRATIC HAB IT?

Sometimes profits are difficult to pinpoint. Take the example of United
Nations peacekeeping. As noted earlier, the UN was spending a million
dollars a day preparing Mozambique for peaceful and democratic elec-
tions in 1994. Who, exactly, this money benefited was a question I sel-
dom heard raised. Nor did I wonder about it until I volunteered to be an
election monitor and was attending a group briefing in Maputo some days
before the elections.

I sat with my election roommate, a Kenyan journalist. The room was
filled with hundreds of monitors, and this was just one of a number of
groups being briefed over the space of several days. As the journalist and
I casually talked about the group during breaks, we noticed that most were
European; my roommate was one of the few Africans present. As a jour-
nalist, she began to do a studied survey: most in fact had come in from
Europe. Both of us had volunteered to monitor elections, but most in
the room were being paid by the UN—an airline ticket, a per diem of
$100–$200, in-country travel, lodging, and full rations. As the briefing
went on, the election kits (from booths to ballots) were demonstrated—
technological pre-formed in-box wonders that netted millions for the
urban industrialists who landed that contract. These election booths
folded into compact boxes, and, once delivered to the polling stations,
popped out into a lightweight urban-style metal frame and reinforced
cloth single-person booth designed to ensure voting privacy and sym-
bolize democratic process. They were delivered countrywide on UN
planes from first world factories flown by European pilots and serviced
by western mechanics and then moved to the polling stations by Mer-
cedes trucks. Even the ration packs and the bottled water were from urban
industrial centers, and of a level of sophistication that seemed both exces-
sive and unnecessary for monitoring an election. Each box was an engi-
neering feat of reinforced paper, Styrofoam, and plastic. A “nutritious”
(in a very western cosmology) selection of food groups was offered: sand-
wiches, biscuits, fruit, sweets—each food group individually wrapped in
plastic and nestled into its own little compartment in the colorful box.
Again, this netted millions for some lucky contractor in an urban locale
far from Mozambique, and more millions for the allied industries that
subcontracted to these firms, to the shippers that sent the goods, and to
the transport companies that ferried them internationally. The million dol-
lars a day spent on the elections in Mozambique bought few local goods
or services. Most made a loop back to western industries and personnel—
passing through Mozambique without stopping.
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This was a lesson brought home to me time and again. When I was in
war-ravaged Kuito, Angola, in 1996, I was still capable of being surprised
by UN extravagances. The example that sums this up for me involves exclu-
sive imported beer. The Brazilian blue helmets I met there not only had
Brazilian food, but even Brazilian beer, flown in to Angola. “How else
would we get these people to stay here, in these conditions, and do this?”
a leading UN official said to me when I asked about this. Here I was, sleep-
ing on the floor of Africare’s office, eating what could be scrounged in the
local markets, and drinking warm local beer. I briefly pondered leaving
anthropology for the cushy world of UN peacekeeping.

Apart from that, my appreciation of the international financial and per-
sonnel flows that mark UN work became more sharp. The transport, sup-
plies, service technology, communications and information equipment,
and security hardware were advanced industrial. A world, literally an
industrial world, of “necessities” underlay these sophisticated systems:
soap and blankets and rations; uniforms and arms and recreation supplies.
The United Nations is good business, for some.
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PART FIVE

DANGEROUS PROFITS





The illegal has to exist for the legal to make sense. Anarchy provides the
borders that bring the state into focus.

Popular conception would have it that a simple line divides two sep-
arate spheres: state distinct from non-state; the legal controlling the dis-
ruptive Hobbesian beasts waiting to dismantle civilization as we know
it. Simple, but inaccurate. The state is infused with the non-state; with
both the legal and the illegal. Power and politics, whether in the modern
or the post-modern state, require wealth. Certainly, contenders for state
power use the power of economics in all its guises in their pursuit of sov-
ereignty. Unregulated monies can make and break nations. The shadows
allow untold wealth, literally.

Trillions of dollars move across the world along non-state and non-
legal lines. If criminals and terrorists are hard to catch, it is perhaps because
some within the state structure have made use of these same channels
under cover of the shadows. Power covers its trails. Who, then, controls
the profits attending to these trillions of dollars; and how are they being
used? Today, wealth flows across national and conceptual borders with
ease; who manages this flow will be one of the core questions defining
the twenty-first century.
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“VISIBLE” INDUSTRIES IN RUINS; BEHIND THIS, DEVELOPMENT TAKES
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CHAPTER 15

IRONIES IN THE SHADOWS
(LITERALLY) UNTOLD PROFITS AND A KEY SOURCE OF DEVELOPMENT

In 1995, after attending a conference in Croatia, fellow anthropologist
Linda Green and I traveled through Hungary to Romania. I hadn’t been
to Hungary since the 1970s, and the country, painted in shades of gray
and green, had impressed me as quiet and somber. But what I remember
most was the storytelling abilities of the people I met. One day, standing
on one of Budapest’s bridges over the Danube, an acquaintance told me
about the Russian massacre of 1956. He described how people feared walk-
ing across this bridge because it was hard to avoid seeing the bodies of
friends and strangers floating downstream. “The river ran red then,” he
said. “We called it the river of red tears.” This man, and others like him,
brought Budapest to life for me those decades ago: the Danube, not blue
but red; the bars and restaurants tucked quietly off main streets where,
over warm food, cool discussions of politics flowed with an eye to the
door; where wine ran more freely than the buses.

The Budapest I encountered twenty years later was bustling, colorful,
cosmopolitan, and at times frenetic; the city was a free-for-all. But in fact,
Budapest wasn’t free for all; it was only free for some. Vast markets, both
informal and formal, moved western goods into Eastern Europe, and east-
ern goods to the west. From sewing machines to prostitutes, industrial
equipment to drugs, Hungary stands at a powerful set of crossroads trav-
eled by businesspeople of all kinds. Vast wealth marks some of its citi-
zens and their enterprises, while many other average citizens quietly suf-
fer hunger or illnesses, toiling in jobs that sometimes continue to pay
socialist wages in capitalist markets. Watching the Budapest of the 1990s,
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I thought of the American western frontier: wide-open economies where
many options and fewer controls make millionaires of some and paupers
of others; where new infrastructures pop up before state controls catch
up in monitoring them; where “melting pot” means the blend of formal,
gray, and black markets and the international players who stir these pots
of gold, deprivation, and danger.

When I think of the central role informal markets play as they coalesce
around the demands of war and peace, Janine Wedel’s research on refrig-
erators in Poland comes to mind. In the 1980s, when Janine and I were
both graduate students at the University of California, Berkeley, she was
researching the in/formal economies of Eastern Europe. She worked in
Poland, studying the flows of everyday supplies as they were produced
formally in Soviet industries (seldom reaching the masses of civilians who
needed them), and were procured informally across political, economic,
and state borders, making their way to working-class kitchens. Wedel fol-
lowed refrigerators as they were made and then lost to bureaucratese,
skim-offs, poor workmanship and materials, transport difficulties, and the
vastness of Soviet need compared to the realities of its production. What
emerged from her analysis was how central informal markets are to daily
life. Wedel pointed out that these networks were as vast as the formal mar-
kets, perhaps even more organized and efficient, and certainly critical to
the survival of a society and its economy.1

Wedel’s refrigerators enter into a broad sweep of historical exchange
and contemporary practice that have been honed over centuries of trade
through the vicissitudes of politics and the cycles of plenty and poverty.
These systems of exchange are often constructed as carefully as formal mar-
kets; and they don’t disappear with changing governments or economic
philosophies. These informal systems operated in Eastern Europe in
World War II and during the Cold War. They operated in Sarajevo when
formal governmental institutions collapsed during the war in the early
1990s. They brought in food and supplies for desperate civilians; moved
allies in and refugees out; brought in alcohol, cigarettes, prostitutes, and
drugs, in part through UN peacekeeping networks (which even trans-
ferred tanks from Russia to Serbia and armaments from Europe and Asia
to Bosnia).2 And in the postwar years, they continue to operate.

When formal governmental frameworks are in flux or decimated by
political transition, these non-formal networks may be the only supply
networks functioning.

When the former Soviet Union broke into sovereign states, its econ-



omy broke into new patterns, too. As one formal economic reign ends,
and before another formal one emerges to replace it, there is a void of for-
mal structures. Ukraine or Tajikistan can’t retool their entire economies
overnight, moving from satellite states dependent on a Soviet govern-
ment to sovereign states responsible for their own infrastructures. In the
same way, as Sarajevo or Mozambique move out of war, they meet a
similar flux of formal intervention and infrastructure. The mafias of Rus-
sia that have been central to news stories since the collapse of the Soviet
Union; the use of Southern Africa ports for smuggling gems, drugs, and
weapons; the vast monetary empires that run through Southeast Asia
behind formal sectors are all, in this analysis, expected results of post-
war change and political transitions. They should be expected by the
negotiators of peace settlements and political transitions, rather than tak-
ing them by surprise.

There is a profound irony in the observations I have made concerning
shadow realities. The realm of the unregulated is a realm of possibility
and danger, where great fortunes and great cruelty are possible. But it is
also where the average person turns for survival in an unsure world. The
arena of the shadows is a place where power regimes are contested, where
new forms of capital, access, and authority arise—some crumbling before
they master any real influence in global affairs, others supplanting old
regimes with new.

If shadow networks were merely illicit systems bent on rapid and poten-
tially immense gain, they would not provide the challenge they do to legal
regimes. It is this very irony—the fact that extra-state systems provide
not only dangerous wildcatting of resources outside of legal controls, but
also offer a means of development to people with few alternate means of
survival—that makes shadow regimes a serious source of power in the
contemporary world.

I want to advance several hypotheses on the relationships among
shadow economies, power, and development. But first, let me put this
topic in the context of a common, everyday occurrence. The story involves
the extra-state commerce in drugs. The mere mention of the word drugs
tends to evoke dangerous, exotic images of illicit drug empires, broken
addicts, and untold fortunes. But it is not cocaine, mandrax, marijuana,
or heroin that interests me here—they’re too obvious. Instead, I want to
talk about pharmaceutical drugs. Relatively few people use illegal drugs,
but virtually everyone needs medicines, and many can’t afford them. Vast
numbers of pharmaceuticals move across the divides of il/legality, often
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many times, in global flows that address the most core concerns of life,
death, and illness.

PAISINHO’S WOUND

A new boy had joined the street children who had staked out a home
on a bit of pavement in the block where I stayed in Angola. I had known
this group of boys for several years: their claim to this stretch of street
extended back at least a half a decade. The new boy said his name was
Paisinho. He was hard to talk to; he hung at the back of the group, seem-
ingly trying to fold into himself. Manush, at twelve the oldest of the
group and therefore responsible for its well-being, explained: “Paisinho
has a wound, and we think it needs medical attention. We could use
your help; it is just getting worse and worse.” I asked Paisinho if I could
see his wound, and he reluctantly agreed. It was as if in showing it he
became even more vulnerable—strength is valued on the streets. Pais-
inho raised his pant leg to show me a wound on his calf so severely
infected I feared he might lose his leg. Thus began an odyssey into the
world of pharmaceuticals.

Paisinho and I went to a clinic, where the nurse did what she could
with the limited medicines she had available, but they didn’t make a dent
in the infection. The nurse then suggested if I could pay in U.S. dollars,
she would take me to a pharmacy that had the five or six items she deemed
necessary to treat the wound. I agreed. Given the war, the attendant prob-
lems of importing most necessities, and the high tariff policies of the coun-
try, pharmacies carried a limited, and very expensive, line of drugs. By
the time I left the pharmacy with the items needed, I had paid a king’s
ransom—an amount of money beyond the means of all but the most afflu-
ent people in the country. It was more than what I would have spent for
the same items in the USA or Europe.

Paisinho’s wound took a long time to heal, and the medicines quickly
ran out. I went to buy more. But this time the children themselves told
me it was stupid to buy at the pharmacy. Informal markets in pharma-
ceuticals are not hidden: the streets are lined with vendors who put an
extensive range of pharmaceuticals on cardboard boxes on the sidewalks
and whose tables brim with bottles and capsules. In the provinces, some
markets seem to have more pharmaceuticals than food. The drugs avail-
able run the gamut of famous and not-so-famous drug companies from
all over the world; and they offer treatments for just about any known
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illness or condition. The children knew all the street vendors in the area
and took me to their favorite. We looked at his wares and began to dis-
cuss what we needed. When I mentioned something that was not on dis-
play, he and his friends opened duffel bags filled with merchandise, and
in each case produced exactly what I asked for. The children, the street
vendors, and I had a detailed discussion of the various brands. Even chil-
dren of ten knew the positive and negative aspects of major brands and
types of medicine. The street vendors gave directions on taking the drugs,
much like pharmacists. In a matter of minutes (my transactions in the
pharmacy had taken considerably longer), I left with everything I needed.
The cost was ten times less than what I had paid in the pharmacy. The drug
that cost me $50 in the formal market was available on the streets for $2.
The children had said it was stupid of me to buy at the pharmacy; for
most of the country’s citizens, it is simply impossible.

As the children continued to get sick and need various medicines, from
antibiotics to anti-malarials, and as I casually struck up conversations with
“street pharmacists,” the breadth and scope of the trade began to emerge.
Four major distribution systems link a poor street child with a wound to
a multi-billion-dollar global market in “drugs” . . . these perhaps as prof-
itable as the trade in cocaine, marijuana, and heroin, but produced—if
not distributed—legally. Each of the four is explained in the following
quotes from people in Paisinho’s town.

1. CONTAINER DRUGS

We just go directly to the containers [off-loaded at the ports] and the ware-
houses and buy the drugs. You do your business right there. We specialize
in drugs, because that’s what we are known for, that’s what we do. But you
can get anything at the containers and warehouses. Anything from anywhere
in the world. We go with friends who specialize in everything from western
furniture to weapons. If you stop by my place here for medicines, and men-
tion you want, say, anything from light bulbs to a “hot” deal on the latest
4 × 4 Jeep, I can tell you where to go and how to get it.

These people who bring in the containers from all over the world, they
are big. They have connections all over the world, and connections all over
the government and military here. They can “get things,” and get things
done. This country develops around them. If you know them, anything is
possible.

In researching this, I have found no single model that explains these busi-
nesspeople. Some of the warehouse owners are leading figures of the soci-
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ety and are working hard to develop the country as transparently as pos-
sible. Others follow profits along blurry lines of il/legality. Some actively
broker in the shadows and specialize in non-legal goods and services. They
all help keep the system running.

Import and export taxes, levies, tariffs, fees, and fines sustain govern-
ments worldwide, cutting into the profits of businesses. Given the fact that
even in the most legally stringent ports in the world, for example, in the
USA, EU, and Hong Kong, only between 1 and 5 percent of all shipping
is monitored. A remarkable 95 to 99 percent of all containers and ships
come into any given port without a search or hands-on evaluation. If people
can buy pharmaceuticals on the streets for $2 that cost $50 in the formal
shops, it’s pretty clear that these commodities didn’t enter the markets along
purely formal channels. Magnify that by all the commodities one can get
in “street markets.” Paisinho’s drugs came in a container with a host of
supplies that keeps the country operating, for good and bad.

2. MILITARY DRUGS

The drugs? They fell off the military truck.

This simple explanation by a street vendor points to a “wealth” of infor-
mation. In the words of a development specialist:3

The place is pretty much awash with military drugs. Military stores come in, and
the commanders take control of these, and then sell them off and pocket the pro-
ceeds. It’s quite a business. And it’s not like they are restricted to selling only the
normal consignment of drugs. By creating alliances with requisitions, they can
order larger shipments, special supplies, expensive brand names.

The ramifications of this “business” are extensive. This is not just someone
pocketing a little extra. The proceeds the commander gets from this he can turn
around and invest in shops, pharmacies, enterprises—you name it. But he is invest-
ing not with his own money, but with money he has gotten entirely for free. He
does not have the same sense of responsibility with this money as people do with
capital they, and their livelihoods, depend on. And he doesn’t have the same taxes,
interest rates, and bureaucratic red tape that people do who go through legal chan-
nels. Add to that the fact that this commander’s merchandise cost him nothing.
He can sell at ten times below the market rate and still make a profit. No busi-
nessperson working along traditional legal lines could ever hope to compete with
this pricing. So the commander can end up with a veritable monopoly.

In a perfect world, no one would see such a system as a viable solution
to development. Even in war, development specialists can see that unfair
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business practices aren’t a solid foundation on which to rebuild the socio-
economic structures of a society. But while these practices are unfair and
extra-legal, they do bring medicines to a desperate population, most of
whom can’t afford to pay formal prices for the drugs they need to save
their lives. So people like Paisinho can find antibiotics for $2 on the streets
that in the pharmacy cost $50. In no way do I justify or condone these
practices in saying this. My intent is to point out the difficult realities
people face in seeking to survive.

3. COUNTERFEIT DRUGS

There are factories all over the region [Southern Africa] making counterfeit
pharmaceuticals. They run across all the countries around here, I’m guess-
ing they run all over the world. They can make just about any drug, counter-
feiting just about any brand. They are good, they look just like the real thing.
We, of course, deal in the real brands. I mean, what would happen if we sell
an auntie from the neighborhood with twelve kids counterfeit birth control
pills that aren’t as good as the real brand, and she comes huffing up to us,
pregnant? What does that do for our business? We can tell the difference
between the real and counterfeit merchandise if we look carefully at the trade-
marks and packaging materials.

We get a lot of pharmaceuticals from factories in Asia that we are sure
are counterfeit. Truth is, some of this stuff is respected in its own right: fac-
tories that provide low-cost drugs that work as well as the high-priced brand
names.

4. BANNED DRUGS

The drug you took to treat your malaria in Angola last month is banned here
in Europe, said the tropical medical specialist in London who was treating
me for yet another malaria attack. In fact, it has been sanctioned by the World
Health Organization: it can cause heart attacks. When it was banned, the
pharmaceutical companies did not stop making it. They just exported it to
Africa. It is widely sold there: and this “dumping” is a cost-cutting measure,
so you find it out-competing safer drugs.

As a WHO official told me later when I followed up this story:

This isn’t uncommon at all. Pharmaceutical companies can put a lot of time,
effort, and money into researching and developing a new drug. Then, when
they decide to run with it, they have to tool production for this particular drug.
It’s a huge investment, as far as they are concerned. To find out down the
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road that the drug is dangerous—even that it is banned—is more a finan-
cial than an ethical hardship for some. To toss this out and begin again from
scratch researching and developing a whole new drug—which, like its pred-
ecessor, may ultimately be banned—to invest all that time and effort and
money long before any gains are realized . . . well, that is more than some
are willing to do. So they continue to make and sell the drug. Hey, it treats
the disease, they tell themselves, and all drugs have side effects, don’t they?
They make a decent profit selling them in non-western countries. It’s the
same thing with drugs past their expiration dates. Where do you think those
end up?

There are few things as sure in life as health and illness, so it isn’t sur-
prising that a huge extra-state industry has developed around pharma-
ceutical drugs. What is surprising is that with all the global attention
on illegal drugs, little is said about the illicit production, trade, and
dumping of pharmaceuticals and the role these actions play in global
economies.

Pharmaceuticals are interesting in that they present a set of ethical com-
plexities that don’t adhere to illegal drugs. Illegal drugs are not generally
considered health care products—they are luxury or recreation items. But
pharmaceuticals are essential to health. Drugs that are adulterated, banned
because of serious and even fatal side effects, expired, or poorly counter-
feited can maim and kill.

Extra-state and development ethics take on their pressing and poten-
tially explosive character at this intersection of a poor street child suffer-
ing a life-threatening wound and a global multi-billion-dollar industry
with political, economic, and military elite interests worldwide. Of
course, these conundrums also arise with many other extra-state com-
modities and services, from those central to industrial development
through water and agricultural systems to developing and maintaining
critical trade networks. Everything from educational supplies to infor-
mation technology moves into cash- and development-poor regions in
ways that are simultaneously exploitative and beneficial.

. . .

Having set this stage, I turn now to advance several hypotheses in explor-
ing the relationships among shadow economies, power, and development.

1. Extra-State Trade Is Centrally Linked to Development. A complex system must be in
place for Paisinho to get street medicines: production sites that can be
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tapped for extra-state consumption; distribution networks that require
shipping, handling, and transport; trade alliances that make this complex
system of shipments viable; and revenues that fuel further investments.
Resources that do not exist in the formal sector flow in and out of coun-
tries, and these flows require infrastructure.

Development is in part jump-started along non-formal economic
lines. Here we can see that the traditional categories of “informal econ-
omy” and “high-tech gray- or black-market networks” are both theoret-
ically and practically misleading. The war orphan selling Marlboro ciga-
rettes and the old women carrying tomatoes into food-impoverished
communities along informal routes are linked into the same system as the
man who is carrying out $20 million worth of gems. In this way, for good
and bad, people gain the means to plant crops, start up industries, and
develop trade routes.

Perhaps it isn’t surprising that development should be so centrally
linked to the extra-state and the informal. Maria Faria of the World Food
Program in Angola captures this dynamic:

I have never understood how people survive here, but they have learned to
live with the war. They do all kinds of business, all kinds of trading, all kinds
of work. I think that it is people’s mentality that is the key to their survival:
they know they are on their own. They know things don’t work, that the gov-
ernment can’t provide for them, that no one is giving them what they need.
So if no one is providing the essentials, they have to find their own solu-
tions—they will go around the problem of survival one way or another, until
they find a way.

This is their survival. It is not the government’s or the foreigner’s or the
INGO’s or any formal organization’s. The people have created a system to
survive. They have made their own lines of survival, and their own lives of
survival.

And this survival is not an individual matter: people survive linked in broad
extended families and communities. They set up networks of kin relations
countrywide and internationally. A person in Lubango has a family mem-
ber—maybe a cousin’s husband’s daughter—in Malange: they will send what-
ever they have to each other, and to others in their extensive net of rela-
tions all over. And they survive.

This is development.4

My intention is not to idealize the non-formal. It is to show that as
dangerous, illegal, and exploitative as this trade can be, it is often the means
by which citizens gain the currency to buy industrial necessities, agricul-
tural supplies, and development goods. Such illicit goods purchase hard
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currency, they broker power, they allow investments into land, legal indus-
tries, and political partnerships. They spawn and support subsidiary
industries, both legal and illicit. And of course, daily necessities like cloth-
ing, textbooks, and medicines follow these same trading trajectories. If
development is to take place without relying on illicit trade in dangerous
goods, viable ways of making goods, services, and payments available in
these difficult circumstances need to be created.

Ironically, in many resource-rich and war-torn countries, the non-for-
mal may provide more in-state resources than the formal economy. I have
heard the following words almost verbatim in numerous countries:

The money flowing into the state often disappears into a black hole of cor-
ruption, personal gain, party patronage, and mismanagement. The tremen-
dous wealth elites can command is seldom put back into the economy and
the development of the nation and its population as a whole. It is channeled
out of the country, to the North; or to in-country luxury development that
benefits only the most exclusive. The state and civil society collapse around
this.

Instead, foundational in-country development appears to take place
mostly with businesspeople like the ones I have quoted in the previous
chapters: from the man who said he comes from generations of cross-
border traders who are strongly invested in their families’ and commu-
nities’ well-being to the person who brought television sets, Mercedes
Benzes, and industrial equipment to the front to develop his region. Maria
Faria continued her observations:

We are starting to see normalcy in the thick of things, people begin organ-
izing themselves as a means of surviving, and this shapes the development
of the country as a whole. But it is the middle class and the poor who are
the source of this. They don’t make fortunes in an international way and
then move these fortunes out of the country. They are invested in their rela-
tions, in their country. They truly love their land, no matter how much hope
they have lost in the war, they love their country, and are unwilling to leave.
So what they do, they do here, and they invest back here. People start help-
ing one another and the country; they start development at the middle and
low economic levels. And Angola will make it. My mother told me when I
was young: if you can survive here, you can survive anywhere.

These people, who are the most invested in their communities, are at the
same time the most invisible actors in formal state-level and international
economics and development concerns.
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2. Extra-State Networks Are International in Character and Link Local Economies with Transnational
and Cosmopolitan Production Sites. There are no formal national pharmaceutical
companies in Paisinho’s country. All drugs are imported. The government
imports a restricted selection, which may or may not meet the needs of
the population. Yet the poorest, least educated street child knows the
brand names of pharmaceutical companies worldwide—and a wide range
of their drugs are available. Conversely, on the more exploitative side, the
large multinational pharmaceutical companies depend, in a way they
would prefer to remain invisible, on the illnesses of all the Paisinhos glob-
ally. In a basic economic sense, the street vendor is a vendor for the phar-
maceutical company, and Paisinho a client. It is not a simple linear mat-
ter of core production and periphery consumption: it is a powerful
interrelated set of dependent associations.

Classical economic theory posits that economic activity follows a con-
tinuum from local through national and regional to international. If these
linear typologies ever explained the dynamics of economic activity, they
do little to explain the contemporary world. The twenty-first century finds
no contradictions in a child soldier in tattered shorts on a distant front
linking globally on a sat-linked computer communications system; in
China pirating 97 percent of all software; in Asian drug cartels transmit-
ting shipments through Africa to link with illicit resource trade heading
to Europe; in the desperate and the poor who buy “street pharmaceuti-
cals” shaping global multinational performance. It is nothing more than
a quaint idea to think that the people of any region in the contemporary
world, no matter how remote or poor, don’t know the latest cosmopol-
itan brand names, international work flows, hit videos, and political
dreams and nightmares.

Even in this international context, profitable extra-state trade remains
intricately tied to informal trade.5

Rich transnational extra-state associations require the hunger of aver-
age people—the hunger for food, jobs, recognition, daily necessities, sur-
vival. Informal networks may be said to be, in some ways, the sites of pro-
duction for the shadows globally.

3. Governments and INGOs Don’t Always Define Extra-State Practices as Negative. Quite sim-
ply, most governments would rather have non-formal economy phar-
maceuticals on the streets than have all the Paisinhos with life-threaten-
ing illnesses die from lack of access to medicines.

If people bring industrial, agricultural, health care, educational, and



transport supplies into the country along unregulated lines in ways that
stimulate the economy, higher human development index standards will
ensue. If there are no other ways to meet the challenges of development,
a government may find that these benefits outweigh the risks of the polit-
ical instability a more debilitated economy might unleash.

These realities are belied in development programs: virtually every aid,
development, and economic enhancement organization deals directly, and
generally exclusively, through the formal sector. These deal little with the
vast majority of people in countries like Angola. Most of the (develop-
ment) monies coming into the country are flowing through the formal
sector and then out of the country, either via foreign goods-and-services
purchases, or via corruption.

The last issue is critical: the corruption that is currently a prime topic
of concern in development circles has its main font in the formal sector—
the sector that intergovernmental loans and aid monies are channeled
through. At the same time, aid may well be routed into the very struc-
tures that are most likely to foment continuing conflicts.

4. Extra-State Transaction and Its Connection to Development Link with Political Power. The
street vendor of drugs is unlikely to become a high-powered busi-
nessperson; and little Paisinho has even less chance for such a career.
But the street vendor is “cannon fodder; the front line soldier,” says
Detective Richard Flynn of Scotland Yard. Such a vendor is dependent
on people with the kind of political, economic, and social connections
and sources of wealth who are able to negotiate the blurry lines of
il/legality in moving pharmaceuticals from cosmopolitan sites of pro-
duction through international shipping routes and borders to local pop-
ulations. The powerhouses behind moving street pharmaceuticals have
wide-ranging business interests, international contacts, and wealth, all
of which can be “bartered” into political stature. Successful business-
people not only have the ear of government and international organi-
zations, they most commonly are the government and international
organizations.

People adept at manipulating the junctures of il/licit markets often
invest in legal enterprises and political careers, both nationally and inter-
nationally.6 Money is useless, obviously, unless it can be used, and cur-
rency—from the cleanest to the dirtiest—has little value until it can enter
the legal economy. Gains from extra-state transactions allow investments
into land, legal industries, and political partnerships.
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5. Clear Distinctions between Legal and Illegal, State and Non-State, or Local and International, Are
Often Impossible to Make, Which Raises Ethical Questions about the Positive and Negative Qualities
of Extra-State Phenomena. To hearken back to Susan Strange’s insight: “The
fact is that while financial crime has grown enormously . . . it remains,
legally and morally, an indeterminate gray area. The dividing line is sel-
dom clear and is nowhere the same between transactions which are widely
practiced but ethically questionable and those which are downright crim-
inal.”7 One of the most interesting and morally ambiguous issues in this
gray area is money laundering. The degree to which money laundering
is il/legal is not as clear as popular debate would have it. The USA intro-
duced money laundering laws only in 1986, for example, and many coun-
tries have no such laws at all, or only toothless ones. In fact, it is diffi-
cult for banks to even know it is taking place. American banks often have
hundreds of associations with banks worldwide for the transfer of
monies, and some of those banks may not even have an office, much less
a home country: “Several U.S. banks were unaware that they were serv-
ing foreign banks that had no office in any locations, were operating in
a jurisdiction where the bank had no license to operate, had never under-
gone a bank examination by a regulator, or were using U.S. correspon-
dent accounts to facilitate crime.”8 There is no doubt that money laun-
dering can be detrimental to a country’s financial and political health.
As John McDowell and Gary Novis write: “Unchecked, money laun-
dering can erode the integrity of a nation’s financial institutions. Due to
the high integration of capital markets, money laundering can also
adversely affect currencies and interest rates. Ultimately, laundered
money flows into global financial systems, where it can undermine
national economies and currencies.”9

At the same time, money laundering brings millions or billions of
dollars into a country—money that must then move into legitimate
enterprises. As such, it becomes a major economic force. By way of
example: Mozambique, with peace and an increasingly stable develop-
ment trajectory, has increasingly become a favored site for money laun-
dering. One of the more common means is the tourism industry. For
good or bad, the money laundered into the tourism industry builds
infrastructure, provides jobs, and brings in tourist dollars—which may
provide stability to attract legitimate foreign business investors. If
money is increasingly being laundered into non-western locales, both
negative impacts and developmental forces are magnified. “In some
emerging market countries, these illicit proceeds may dwarf government
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budgets, resulting in a loss of control of economic policy by govern-
ments. Indeed, in some cases, the sheer magnitude of the accumulated
asset base of laundered proceeds can be used to corner markets—or even
small economies.”10

A country’s success is built job by job, business by business. Infra-
structure gains coherence only through each new communication link,
transport route, and educational facility. Like legal gains, laundered
money flows into the formal sector, into government coffers as taxes, into
jobs and infrastructural developments. Charles Goredema, the leading
researcher on money laundering at South Africa’s Institute for Security
Studies in Cape Town, told me that some people in western countries
did not want to see money laundering leave western countries for emerg-
ing markets like Mozambique because, however illicit, it still represented
such enormous cash flows.

6. The Junctures of Licit and Illicit Economies Shape Formal Global Markets. Paisinho is one
poor street child living in the midst of a war. The drugs he buys are invis-
ible in global economies. But “economy” is not a singular noun, and
“transaction” doesn’t consist of a single individual. The 6 billion people
in the world will all face illness at some time in their lives, and most will
seek medicines of some kind. Economies don’t care whether the Paisin-
hos of the world buy their medicines in legal pharmacies or from unreg-
istered street vendors. A pill sold is a pill sold—profit is profit. Magnify
this by the global rate of illness. Illegal drugs, by UN estimates, bring in
some half a trillion dollars a year. Medicinal drugs easily trump this fig-
ure. Magnify this discussion across all the il/licit flows of global com-
modities and services, and the impact on global financial markets becomes
more visible.

All the goods that, in the cycle of production and consumption, move
outside of formal state channels ultimately constitute profits for legiti-
mate businesses. All $500 billion worth of illicit weapons sold annually,
for example, constitute a profit for legal arms industries in the industrial
centers of the world. When the gems and oil of Angola or Burma buy
computers and armaments (or clothing, medicines, and VCRs) from cos-
mopolitan centers, the money helps define the financial realities of these
centers, regardless of whether it arrives through formal or shadow means.
“The flexible connection of these criminal networks in international net-
works,” writes Castells, “constitutes an essential feature of the new global
economy.”11



All these financial realities factor into corporate sales, bank (laundered)
revenues, cost-of-living indices, the viability of gross national product to
national economic health, and so on. As Mark Chingono observes: “The
informal economy seems here to stay, and may even become the main-
stay of the economy.”12
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AMOR MATA PESSOA: LOVE KILLS (LITERALLY, LOVE KILL PERSON) — GRAFFITI
ON A BOMBED BUILDING AT THE WAR’S FRONT IN MOZAMBIQUE, 1991.



CHAPTER 16

WHY DON’T WE STUDY THE SHADOWS?

John Kenneth Galbraith must have been smiling when he delivered the
line, “Finally, a large corporation can conduct its own foreign policy.”
An economist known for his wit, Galbraith was speaking with coauthor
Nicole Salinger for their 1978 book, Almost Everyone’s Guide to Economics.

Galbraith: The big multinational oil companies have their own policy in deal-
ing with the Middle Eastern governments. Sometimes it differs
from that of the State Department. If it is the same, it is partly
because these firms have a good deal of influence on the State
Department. The Lockheed Corporation, in conducting its foreign
policy in Japan, Holland, Italy, and elsewhere, has had more suc-
cess in destabilizing governments than has the CIA, with the dif-
ference that Lockheed operated only against friendly governments.
Japanese cabinet ministers and Dutch princes aren’t vulnerable to
the influence or financial resources of the average retail grocer.

Salinger: In France we think of the large corporation as having power from
its ability to offer or withdraw employment. If it threatens a shut-
down, the government quickly pays attention.

Galbraith: This, too, is a source of influence. It’s what saves the firm that is in
financial trouble. With us it is also very important where weapons
orders are concerned. A firm that might otherwise close down has
special leverage in getting orders from the Pentagon. And with the
Congress.

You asked me earlier about how political economy became eco-
nomics. You can see how the big corporations are now putting a
significant political element back into economics.

Salinger: Does that mean that the textbooks should have a section on cor-
porate political influence? Or corporate bribery?
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Galbraith: In the advanced courses it would be called econometric aspects of
extra-legal functions. It is partly because economics cannot digest
the political operations of the corporation in such a refined way
that these things are ignored in the textbooks. Not many econo-
mists live so far out of the world that they would deny the politi-
cal power of the modern corporation, its importance in real life.
But there is no elegant theory of corporate thimble-rigging and
political subornation which lends itself to university instruction.
So it has to be ignored.1

Perhaps as important as uncovering the dynamics of extra-state networks
is the question of why so little data or discussion of the non-formal exists.
Most people assume this data is available. But such assumptions are easy
to challenge: How many university courses and texts address extra-state
economies and their impact on global economies and politics? How can
you calculate the impact of illicit gem flows on European stock markets?
What economic indices are available to predict—based on the intersec-
tions of formal and extra-legal transactions—where economic crashes such
as that faced in Asia in the late 1990s and in the West after the September
11 attacks will occur? How can one calculate the entire economy of a coun-
try—in full—and how this shapes a country’s relations with other states?

Let me begin with an example. In 1998, I stopped by the United
Nations Development Program (UNDP) and the World Bank in Luanda
to obtain data on the 90 percent of the Angolan economy that was at that
time non-formal, and its relationship to the 10 percent of the economy
that was formal—figures I had gotten from the UN itself. No data were
available. I made appointments with the senior economists of both insti-
tutions to ask how viable policy could be implemented when the indices
they used bore little resemblance to the economic realities defining the
country. “How,” I asked, “could development programs to help the entire
country be effective if they were based on data that represented only 10
percent of the economy?” The head of the World Bank in Angola
responded: “We simply don’t deal with those things, they aren’t issues
we are concerned with.” End of discussion.

Alexander Aboagye, the senior economist of the UNDP office, gave a
more robust answer. A Ghanaian trained both in classical economic the-
ory and the realities of on-the-ground programs, he appreciated the ironies
of the situation:

We have a serious interest in figuring out how people actually survive in these
seemingly impossible conditions; how the informal markets affect the eco-
nomic realities of the country; and where the true bases of development
potential are in the economy. . . . But like most formal agencies, we are bound,
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by mandate, to dealing with formal economic arenas. Such mandates are gen-
erated at the highest levels of the organization.

To compound matters, classical economic theory simply does not have
the capacity to deal with these questions.

Individual people do undertake studies of extra-legal activities, but if
these studies don’t generate new economic theory and global indices capa-
ble of representing non/formal economies as a whole—as they affect both
national and global nodes of decision-making power—institutions remain
unchanged. As an example, in 1999 I was speaking with Emmanuel Dier-
ckx de Casterlé, the UNDP resident representative in Mozambique. When
I asked him about non-formal economies and their relationship to devel-
opment, he immediately grew interested:

“Many here believe that the postwar economic successes Mozambique has
had are intrinsically tied to the informal economy and its interpenetrations
with formal development,” he said.

“Why, then,” I asked, “don’t you study this in greater depth?”
He seemed truly perplexed: “But we are interested in this, as I have been

saying.”
“Why then,” I persisted, “don’t you publish this work?”
“But we do!” he exclaimed. “Our UNDP reports discuss these issues.”

I picked up the several-hundred-page UNDP country report on Mozam-
bique that had just been published in Geneva and asked him to show me
where these topics were discussed. He opened the book and leafed
through it. Then he picked up some of the other UN reports lining the
shelves of his office and studied them. Finally, he looked at me with a
grin and said:

“This is really interesting, there really isn’t much in our reports, and little in
our conferences either.”

In point of fact, the massive UNDP country report on Mozambique
for that year mentions the non-formal only in passing, in just a handful of
paragraphs. Though central to economic viability in the day-to-day devel-
opment work on the ground, the non-formal and the extra-state don’t seem
to translate into formal organizational structures or knowledge. How does
one research the relationship of formal and non-formal in shaping the devel-
opment trajectories of Mozambique, or any other country? There is no
answer to date: it is not possible to get solid empirical answers from for-
mal UN, IMF, or World Bank country or international reports.

I find it fascinating that major international bodies that are formally
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assigned the guardianship of transnational economic accounting focus on
the formal economy in country reports—including countries like Mozam-
bique, where, by these organizations’ own words, over half the economy
takes place along non-formal lines—and then say this reckoning repre-
sents “the economy.”

. . .

Why does a vast sweep of international economic work ignore a vast sweep
of international economic reality? My anthropological curiosity piqued,
I decided to do an ethnographic study of the populations that produce
the cultural norms of what is deemed “economic”—with economists and
development professionals constituting my “field site.”

Even asking questions posed a problem, I found, because there is no
clear term to refer to what I call here “shadow economies.” Informal mar-
kets are taken to be small-scale domestic or cottage industry, usually
revolving around agriculture. People don’t tend to think of international
extra-state multi-million/billion-dollar mining or information technology
transactions as “informal trade.” Research is done on illegal activities—
mafias, trafficking in drugs and luxury goods like ivory, and weapons—
but generally a sharp division is drawn between formal and illegal enter-
prises, and little is provided on how these illegal economies configure
global economic and political practices.

If terminology is threadbare, empirical methodologies for researching
extra-state phenomena are even thinner. Try finding a book to give a grad-
uate student who wants to go to the field to study extra-legal activities,
a book that outlines research methodologies, details empirical analyses,
provides economic equations for calculating extra/state GNP and its inser-
tion into the global economy, or theorizes about these complex under-
takings. Try finding the resources to teach your students or discuss with
your colleagues how to formally chart non-formal activities and demon-
strate the interpenetrations between state, formal, and non-formal eco-
nomic realities. Brendan Geary, a student at the University of Notre
Dame, conducted research for me in London looking into how many eco-
nomics books and texts contained any information on extra-legal
economies, and if they did, what information was available. He looked
at the bookstores of major universities and at the largest bookshops in
urban London. He found that many major texts on economics included
virtually no discussion of extra-legal economic matters of any kind. If they
did, they provided a maximum of several pages of generalities. None con-
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tained methodologies for collecting data, conducting research, and empir-
ically analyzing data with a rigor demanded for formal economic analy-
ses. Geary’s conclusion:

Within the academic circles of one of the world’s largest cities, shadow
economies mustered no more than a passing glance. The shadows not only
exist outside of the world of (neo)classical economics, but also, and more
importantly—(neo)classical economics functions defiantly in the face of
these faceless economies.

I put this question of terminology to several economists before the end
of the war in Angola when UNITA’s Jonas Savimbi was still alive:

Let’s take the example of Savimbi, I said, the leader of the UNITA forces in
Angola. He controls upwards of half a billion in gem proceeds a year. This is
not properly illegal, for while he is not a government, he can be said to have
been fighting a war and controlling land and resources as a political contender.
It is not properly legal, either, as he is not a government, pays no state-rec-
ognized taxes, and adheres to no formal international treatises on trade as a
rebel force. Some of these revenues go to the outfitting of his troops and
political activities. These supplies come in through a vast array of interna-
tional connections, variously legal, extra-legal, gray market, and black mar-
ket. And, as is so usual in war-affected societies, the majority of civilians are
suffering deprivations in everything from food through clothes and school-
books to medicines, and they are themselves trading across cultures and bor-
ders for these essentials. Standing between these two arenas are civilians
who make considerable profit in the interstices between the gems, weapons,
and daily goods trade, variously running or trading goods from VCRs to stolen
Mercedes and the energy to power them. What, then, do you call this?

The answer I most often received from economist to economist, coun-
try to country, was “informal economy.”

But, I reminded them, in their own publications they used the ground-
breaking International Labour Organization definition of informal sector
from the 1972 ILO study in Kenya: “ease of entry, reliance on indigenous
resources, family ownership, small scale of operation, labour intensive and
adapted technology, skills acquired outside the formal school system, and
unregulated and competitive markets.”2 I spoke with Dirk Hansohm, one
of the leading economists at the Namibian Economic Policy Research
Unit (NEPRU), about his definition of informal economies. By his defini-
tion, some 4 percent of the GNP in Namibia is generated through the
informal economy: the small agricultural and cottage industries that
impoverished people develop to survive.3 But, I said, this definition, and
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the 4 percent figure, didn’t account for the very profitable and complex
markets that were trading gems for weapons, for medicines, and for the
Mercedes crossing Angola’s and Namibia’s borders. The day before, a sen-
ior UN economist had told me that Namibia, given its political stability
and developed infrastructure, was a major crossroads for cosmopolitan
trade routes of the East and West for considerable contraband. Namibia
had also recently been recognized in media and INGOs alike as a way sta-
tion in a very lucrative international illegal drug network stretching from
Latin American and Asia through Africa to Europe. “If this is part of the
informal sector,” I asked, “how can one say the informal economy com-
prises only 4 percent of the county’s GNP?”

From academics to UNDP economists, I have found this question does
not rankle, but causes curiosity and animated speculation. Many, includ-
ing Hansohm, responded to this question with the same reply: “Classi-
cal and textbook economics does not deal with this, we have no method-
ologies for studying this, no one has mapped the empirical complexities
of these economies . . . but it is fascinating.” And, when I ask if major
conferences and development specialists deal with this vast sweep of inter-
related shadow economies and the politics that girds them, the answer is
always the same: “Seldom, but it appears to be changing for the better.”

. . .

In trying to answer why “we don’t talk about these things,” three levels
of explanations emerge: the practical, the cultural, and the political. These
combine in a discussion of the larger issue of power.

To begin with the practical answer. Clement Jackson, an economist
with the UNDP in Windhoek, Namibia, cited several primary reasons
why little economically useful data existed on economies outside of for-
mal sectors:

First, subterranean markets aren’t easily quantifiable. Our tools as econo-
mists aren’t adapted well to this kind of analysis. Researchers would have
to go directly to the field, we would have to do the footwork ourselves, count-
ing and cataloging this market as it unfolded in everyday economics. This
would be a formidable challenge.

I pointed out that, as an anthropologist, I saw field research as neither
unreasonable nor formidable, especially if it results in a more accurate eco-
nomic index. Jackson shot me a look as if to imply that anthropology was
a quaint if unrealistic discipline, little adaptable to the world of econo-
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mists. After assuring me that fieldwork is indeed a formidable barrier to
the people populating his profession, he continued:

Second, nonformal markets are defined by flux and shifting patterns of
exchange, making observations, generalizations, and quantification difficult.
Economic theory has little in the way of methodologies to meet the demands
of this flux. And third, a serious impediment is nonformal markets’ relation-
ships with criminal activities.

NEPRU economist Dirk Hansohm added another significant factor,
echoing Clement Jackson, as to why so little data was generated on non-
formal economies. Hansohm smoothed his tie and brushed off the sleeve
of his tailored suit, leaned back in his ergonomically engineered chair,
sipped some coffee from a china cup, and smiled:

You have to go out and collect this data. You have to do fieldwork. And quite
simply, most people don’t like to do fieldwork. Data in this case is a matter
of convenience. It is uncomfortable and hot or cold and dusty to go out and
do fieldwork. You get sweaty and sore. You have to deal with people and all
their foibles; God, you’d have to deal with petty traders and criminals and
the endless confusing buzz of people doing business.

It is far better to sit in one’s office and relate to documents. And these
documents deal with formal economies exclusively: they come straight from
the government’s statistics office. We are trained that way, to think that going
to the government’s statistics office is economic investigation. And by con-
venience, we allow ourselves to believe this: it is much more comfortable
than having to go out and do—ugh!—fieldwork.

A tradition of education backs this. The whole educational system
teaches young scholars that “research” is going to the library. And slowly
we come to accept that we don’t form our own opinions, but learn from oth-
ers; we don’t start at the ground level, but with secondhand data and the-
ory that others have published. It is what we in Germany call “pale theory”—
that what you think in your head as an intellectual is what counts, not what
takes place in the world.

This leads us to the second reason why it has been so easy to dismiss
non-formal sectors from formal study: the cultural or epistemological.
Economists have by tradition focused on formal markets. Tradition
defines epistemology; scientific habitus, if you will.4

It’s taboo to question why formal indices don’t consider the untold
trillions that configure global economies outside of what economists have
defined as worthy of study.

It’s taboo to suggest that development policies fail because they have been
constructed on the basis of faulty assumptions and data. Instead, the pop-
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ular cultural answer is that development policies fail because of the realities
of underdevelopment, corruption, poor infrastructure, hegemony of west-
ern elitism, sociopolitical resistance, and the difficulties of implementation—
both in the development organizations and in the host countries. The dif-
ficulties extend to asking why these realities aren’t factored in to the basic
policy and development equations to begin with, or how far that corrup-
tion extends. For example, in one country where I was collecting data,
USAID was paying for essential supplies and infrastructural development
in a war-affected region. I assume USAID was unaware of the fact that the
resources they were providing and paying for were also being used for con-
siderable gray- and black-market exchanges, and even in the transport of
stolen cars and luxury items. I am sure USAID was unaware of the fact that
the manager of the western company they contracted with was skimming
off money and using it in various other nefarious wartime economic enter-
prises. But, returning to the larger issue of cultural habits, the question
remains: How is it that formal agencies can actually remain unaware of these
realities? How is it that the “taboos against knowing” can be so strong?

The political answer raises a deeper set of concerns. A senior UN econ-
omist (whose name I have removed from this quote for “humanitarian
reasons”) I spoke with from the organization’s European headquarters
identified a further powerful factor, one that takes us into the realm of
power and profit as well as the sphere of the practical and the conceptual:

We at the UN have to follow the mandates set out for us, and as important
as studying economies outside the formal sector may be, as crucial to pol-
icy as this is, these issues fall outside the realm of our mandate. And as
such, we simply can’t study them. Period.

And why? Look where the mandates came from: the leaders forging UN
policy. All that seafood illegally harvested off the coasts of Africa, for exam-
ple, and sold around the world. Who do you think is doing that harvesting?
Who do you think is selling and eating all that seafood? The citizens of the
countries forging our mandates. Multiply these considerations when it
comes to the mined resources of Southern Africa. Then extend that equa-
tion out to other “nonformal” goods and services worldwide.

This answer sheds light on the response I most notoriously receive when
I ask economists why there is a dearth of empirical studies of extra-state
realities: such work is dangerous.

The implication is that it is dangerous because it can be linked to crim-
inal networks and they are, by definition, dangerous. If you study gem
smugglers or gunrunners—not to mention corrupt security forces—you
might end up as one of the statistics you were collecting.
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But the more telling question is, “dangerous to whom?” As I’ve sug-
gested in previous chapters, these networks of power, services, and goods
rival formal state structures in important ways; non-formal economies
aren’t merely monetary concerns, but sociopolitical powerhouses. Con-
siderable fortunes are made and lost, and these fortunes intersect with for-
mal states and economies in myriad ways. In truth, the divisions between
non/formal and extra/state are far less distinct than classical theory and
popular discourse would claim. The danger might thus be to our very
conceptions of power and economy; to our carefully crafted theories about
the nature of the relationship between state, individual, and authority.

POWER

All three answers—the practical, the cultural, and the political—join in
more overarching considerations of power. If studies of war are ultimately
studies of the human condition, then research into the shadows is, in the
final analysis, research into power. Here I would like to return to the theme
of the chapter on power: that power lies in controlling definitions of
power, and in the profound irony that power rests in part on the very
illusions that power exists.

So why don’t we study the shadows to the same degree we study the
formal institutions of the world? As a starting point, I return to Charles
Tilly’s classic analysis “War Making and State Making as Organized Crime.”5

The licit and the illicit link arms in both war making and state making, and
herein lies their power, a power fundamentally linked with control over
resource extraction, capital accumulation, and the control of violence.
Europe’s consolidation of the modern state in the 1600s, its very political
and economic successes, were in part due to recognizing that sovereignty
extended across territory and into the seas; across legitimate enterprise into
piracy; across into the excesses defining colonialism—however carefully
these relationships had to be erased in formal speech and reckoning.

Yet the state wasn’t the natural or privileged culmination of progress;
of the Reformation and Enlightenment; of the evolution from kingly rule;
or any other of a host of explanations that place the state at the pinnacle
of human toil and reason. In fact, the state was not the only regime of
social, economic, and political alliances seeking to maximize resource
extraction, capital accumulation, and control over violence. It was just,
says Tilly, the most successful.

Common wisdom holds that two things can’t exist in one place, and
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this myth is central to making the processes and profits of the shadows
invisible. This “wisdom” supports the convictions that the state is the pre-
dominate form of sociopolitical and economic relations defining the mod-
ern world. If the state reigns, it reigns supreme; if it falls, it will be replaced
by something else (anarchy, to most theorists). Any other competing set
of economic and political associations are by definition marginal.

In fact, multiple competing regimes of power and accumulation exist,
variously hindering and assisting one another. The vast network of
shadow alliances represents not merely an “outlaw” offshoot of the state,
but a competing set of regimes of accumulation, control, and action. These
regimes may at times benefit state structures and authorities; they may at
times out-compete them. Should these non-state networks become more
adept at controlling resource extraction, capital accumulation, and a jus-
tification of violence than the state, they will supplant the latter in pri-
mary authority; if they prove less adept, they will wither and be supplanted
by new and emergent forms of political and economic relations.6

Yet something is still missing: why are the constructed invisibilities
discussed in this book so complex? One more piece of the puzzle rests
with the discussion in the chapter on power. Of course, people and
regimes concerned with maintaining power construct rationalities in their
favor; of course they seek to improve their own hold on the control of
resources and violence; of course they seek to define “true” govern-
ment(ality). It is in this equation that another core factor emerges. Gov-
ernments, like militaries, exist not by the raw brute fact of power—but
because people believe in this power. Ten thousand soldiers can’t control
a million people unless those people accept the right of the militaries to
control the means of violence and the rights to power. Thus, a great deal
is invested in maintaining the illusion that governments and their mili-
taries not only have the right to power, but indeed have power. If their
millions of citizens simply refuse to recognize their right, and turn to other
means of governance, a particular government simply ceases to have
authority. It ceases to be. Regimes likewise fade, the way kingly rule was
eclipsed by the modern state.

A great deal of effort has gone into producing the idea that the state
is the fulcrum of power and authority in the modern world.7 Yet the state
too is just another invention, to echo Margaret Mead’s classic words on
warfare. Just a more successful invention at a given point in history. The
state is not without its contenders. The trillions of dollars generated in
the shadows, and the millions of people involved in this work, represent
a system that in some ways can be deemed sovereign.8 So while crafting
invisibilities around the shadows hides some of the immense profits that
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people, industries, social groups, and states make from extra-state means,
the invisibilities also hide the fact that the state is not the ultimate, the
supreme, the unchallenged governing authority in the modern world. The
sheer power carried in extra-state systems—the power to shape global
economic and political realities—demonstrates the partial nature of state
authority. And this demonstrates that the state’s power is not preeminent,
but a carefully crafted illusion that exists only because a population
chooses to grant it believability.

No single system of power reigns supreme, no ultimate hegemony pre-
vails in the world. We have known since Foucault that resistance to any
single or supreme form of authority appears the moment authority is
wielded, bringing into play multiple forms of social, economic, and polit-
ical relations. As the modern (Enlightenment) state is reconfigured by the
realities of twenty-first-century globalization, the nodes of sociopolitical
and economic power shift as well. In the same way that the international
networks of traders during the time of kingdoms helped preconfigure the
modern state, and their market tribunals presaged contemporary inter-
national law—the shadow networks of today could foreshadow emer-
gent power formulations on the horizons of political and economic pos-
sibility. I do not imply here that this is positive change: power is not by
definition a teleological process.9

It may be convenient to think that globalism emanates from and most
powerfully affects the cosmopolitan centers of the world. But perhaps, as
Ngugi wa Thiong’o implies in Moving the Centre, Mozambique and
Angola, Africa and Asia, are the sites where new configurations of power
shaping the world are most visible.10 For it is here that flexibility, the break-
down of entrenched institutionalization, the politics of survival, and the
creativity of development meet in very dynamic ways.

And herein rests one of the key aspects of the intersections of il/licit
power. Angolans, for example, are familiar with the paths regulated and
unregulated commodities take around the world. They have seen inter-
national wildcatters amass considerable fortunes from the ashes of war
and political turmoil. Fortunes are made on these illegal sales, and polit-
ical power stems from these fortunes. Industries are forged on these prof-
its, and industries merge into transnational corporations with the power
to influence world markets and international law.

Yet these relationships aren’t as highlighted—or even apparent in many
cases—in Western political and economic theories. The “politics of invis-
ibility” is no accident: it is created, and it is created for a reason. It would
appear the modern state is as dependent on shadow economies and war-
zone profits as it is on keeping these dependencies invisible to formal reck-
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oning. Jean-François Bayart captures these complexities when he writes,
“The matrices of disorder are frequently the same as those for order.”11

Contemporary scholarship has been strongly influenced by theories
that have divided power relationships into “core” and “periphery,” repro-
duced in more current analyses that divide the “Global North and the
Global South” as developed/developing or (successfully) globalized/need-
to-globalize to survive.12 These theories provide interesting fodder for
analysis, but they assume (often with an air of arrogance) that the “core”
is geographically located in cosmopolitan centers of the world. Indeed,
the theories are generally produced in the “core.”13

In terms of the topic at hand, the resource wealth of Angola, the Demo-
cratic Republic of Congo, Burma, and a host of war-afflicted countries is
not merely “useful” to cosmopolitan centers; it is critical. It is not the
periphery of the economic system: it is central to it. The combination of
formal and extra-state economies in these countries is, in fact, the “bread-
basket” of cosmopolitan industrial centers.

So from the cosmopolitan urban industrial centers of the world flow
high-tech weapons, communications systems, medical supplies, clothing,
cigarettes, and jeans into the Angolas of the world along extra-state lines.
Precious stones, valuable resources, and human labor flow back to the
cosmopolitan urban industrial centers illicitly. At the same time, formal
revenues, such as oil, fuel a country’s wars, its development, and global
industry. These war-torn locales, it would seem, aren’t backwaters on the
global map. They, and their wars, are essential to cosmopolitan business.

This is a dirty little secret. People tend to point out that, for example,
Angola’s “economy” plays a small role in global affairs. This is one of the
greatest sleights of hand that exist in current economic analysis. When
people say “economy,” they’re actually referring to “formally state-
recognized economies”—the 10 percent of Angola’s state-regulated econ-
omy. None of the world’s transnational corporations or international
organizations that monitor global economies publicly record the profits
they make through extra-state means. If we were discussing Colombia
instead of Angola, the extra-legal flowchart would certainly include the
country’s multi-billion-dollar-a-year illegal drug industry. For Congo it
would include gold, zinc, col-tan, and other precious minerals. For
Burma it would include the proposed transnational oil pipeline, timber,
and the Thai cross-border sex industry. It is precisely the “Angolas” that
are creatively kept in the analytical shadows by “core” analysts and those
who benefit from this lucrative set of relationships.

The profit trail is extensive, and equally non-transparent. Vehicles—pro-
duced in industrial centers—transport non-legal goods from production
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to consumption, fueled by petroleum products and piloted by profession-
als. Handlers transport the commodities, experts test them, accommodat-
ing financial institutions lend and launder money, and less-than-legitimate
security forces take a cut, ignoring the law while pretending to uphold it.
Each step in the myriad set of transfers that moves any commodity across
time, space, international borders, and the boundaries of the law employs
a host of people, generates considerable profits for the “top management,”
and carries these non-transparent earnings into the markets of the everyday
life of global realities. In a nutshell, pilots, mechanics, custom agents, and
the legal experts who specialize in extra-state strategic planning get rich along
with industrial front-point producers.

In any scientific investigation, it would be unthinkable to render
analyses and policies on the basis of a data set that was missing a signifi-
cant portion of its data. But that is precisely what is taking place when
classical economics disregards non-legal and non-transparent economic
activity and the political power it encompasses.

Maybe, in the final summation, the illegal and the illicit are too impor-
tant to discuss. Wars, shadows, governments, and enterprises remain inter-
twined. As multinational corporations and transnational companies over-
flow not only national borders but also sovereign laws, so too do extra-state
networks globalize and render new legal and political arrangements.

If it seems the profiteers hold the trump cards, there is a dangerous
side, one hidden by the constructions of invisibility surrounding il/licit
gain and influence. If only formal economic and political instruments are
used to assess a world of formal and extra-state power, it isn’t possible to
understand either the true nature of economic and political reality as it
affects our lives and world or the impetus to war and the potentialities
for peace. Power tends to forge its own legitimacy; states evolved before
their justifications. Sovereignty is a product of this process, not a natural
attribute of an inviolate need.

The links of war making, banditry, extraction, and state making con-
tinue. Who will be most effective at mobilizing economies and the force
to protect them in the future as yet remains an unanswered question.14

It will remain opaque to analysis as long as we lack accurate and adequate
data on global economies as a whole. It would be foolhardy to assume
extra-state activities don’t affect the most basic aspects of national and
world economy: equities viability, currency strength, market health, and
standard of living. It is perhaps as foolhardy as rendering these processes
invisible so the impact of extra-state forces on global markets can’t be
assessed—so that crises can’t be successfully avoided, development accu-
rately implemented, and the profits of political violence challenged.
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CHAPTER 17

EPILOGUE
TWO SIDES OF THE SAME COIN

“Nada é permanente neste mundo, excepto a morte!”—disse
ele, de sobrolho franzido.

Se soubesse que naquele momento a sua vida fazia a mais
curta contagem regressive por ele nunca imaginada, talvez
proferisse todos versos e verbos; os existentes e os inexistentes.
Mas pode ser que talvez não.

“Nothing in this world is permanent, except death!”—he said, with
furrowed brow.

If I knew in that moment that his life would make the shortest
telling he could ever have imagined, maybe I would have offered
all the verses and verbs, all those existing and those not existing.
But maybe not.

Zezo Baptista1

SIDE ONE

A few days ago, I heard that Charlie died. I had just returned from Kuito,
and had gone to a birthday party held at in Luanda. At the party, I ran
into the head of Halo Trust, the de-mining organization working in
Angola. We struck up a conversation, and I mentioned that I had made
my first trip to the central provinces of Angola five years before, and that
the Halo Trust group there had taken me out to show me the basics of
de-mining. Laughingly referring to the popular wisdom that de-miners
are both rigorously professional and socially wild, I mentioned I had been
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at a birthday party after the de-mining lesson, where Charlie . . .—and
before I could finish my sentence, the head of Halo Trust said, “Threw
himself face first into the birthday cake.” “Yeah!” I said, “How did you
know?” “It’s a story of infamous proportions now,” he replied. “Did you
know Charlie died last year?”

I didn’t know. As wars rumble across the global terrain, chased by prof-
iteers brokering deals and diplomats brokering peace, an unknown num-
ber of people live and die outside of the public eye in Kuito, and all the
Kuitos of the world. This was the same region where “Blades”—as the
pilot was fondly called—was shot down while making a humanitarian
flight to besieged civilians. When I was in Mozambique, Blades always
let me hitch rides on his humanitarian flights to do my research. Blades’s
story was doubly tragic: his son flew out to the site of the crash two days
later to see what he could learn about his father, and he too was shot down.
Neither survived.

Kuito is a haunting place, and one I have grown to love. A provincial
capital without city electricity or piped water, it stood at the epicenter of
the violence in Angola. In 1993, Kuito was the scene of devastating bat-
tles: the government and rebel forces literally fought house to house and
in some cases room to room in a city where the lines dividing the two
contending forces ran down the main streets of the town. When I visited
in November of 2001, the town had little changed since my first visit in
1996. People live and work amid bombed-out buildings, sell their prod-
ucts and produce in several blocks of muddy city streets, and scramble
for food, water, and energy. Soldiers, police, and internally displaced
people are omnipresent.

Kuito would by normal estimates be a city of tens of thousands. But
at the end of 2001, in severe fighting just months before the war’s end,
some 150,000 deslocados had come in from more rural areas. Many were
forcefully resettled by government forces seeking to remove, as Mao Tse-
tung first put it, any water the rebel fish might find to swim in. Others
fled increasing violence against civilians by both sides. Those who reached
Kuito were the lucky ones. People spoke of the trauma of seeing deslo-
cados arriving in smaller towns outside Kuito and dropping dead in the
streets from starvation. Others braved heavily mined areas, too often
unsuccessfully, to search for a bit of food to feed their families.

Kuito hosts a limited number of international and national non-
governmental organizations providing humanitarian assistance. During
the war, it was not an easy place to work. Most of the NGOs deal only
with humanitarian crises; there are few resources to do more. The INGO
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Concern, which opened its house and kitchen to me while I was in Kuito
in 2001, runs a program for female survivors of land-mine explosions as
well as general health and agricultural programs for the vast population
of deslocados. Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) provides medical assis-
tance: outside of MSF, in 2001, there was only one resident doctor in the
entire province, and she was away attending an extended training course.
The MSF doctor performed about twenty major surgeries a day. De-
mining teams from Halo Trust and Care work in one of the most heav-
ily land-mined regions of the world. The UN, UNICEF, and World Food
Program struggle to assist hundreds of thousands of war-afflicted in a
province where travel is restricted to a few routes and the most desper-
ate are often in isolated regions. Local NGOs seek to provide crucial social
services with scarce, and often nonexistent, resources. All of these people
work six and often seven days a week, generally for meager salaries. Most
work exceptionally hard, and care deeply. They work with local popula-
tions who exponentially magnify that equation of long work hours, piti-
fully limited resources, and poor or nonexistent salaries. All face malaria,
debilitating parasites, the ubiquitous land mines, and (until the end of
the war) the threat of finding themselves on the front lines any given morn-
ing when they wake up.

These are not the people we hear about. They tend to be as invisible
as those who smuggle diamonds or launder money throughout the war-
zones that span the globe. Yet, in the people living and working in Kuito—
in the Kuitos of the world—rests the heartbeat of human survival. As I
wrote in chapter 6, without the grunt soldier on the front lines pulling
the trigger, there is no war. And in the global flow of trillions in aid dol-
lars, for both positive and negative ends, the unpaid deslocado who helps
rebuild a community, the local nurse working for a few dollars a month
to try and stanch the flow of war as well as the blood of its wounds, and
the poorly paid INGO staff putting in seven-day weeks are the front lines
of peaceful solutions.

It is here we find a counterreality to global urban political and INGO
dialogues about “donor fatigue,” the amorality of populations that have
become aid dependent, and the hopelessness of ingrained cultures of vio-
lence. This emerged when I talked with Maria Faria of the World Food
Program in Angola:

Maria: What can you say of hope? For most of us it is fleeting, a hard
thing to believe in. Most of us in the country, if we have salaries
at all, have salaries that taken alone can’t feed our families. We
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have been promised peace and seen war shatter these promises
time and again, and we become fearful to even hope.

Carolyn: But people can’t live without believing in something. What is it that
people hold on to here, that makes it OK to get out of bed in the
morning?

Maria: Dignity. We hold on to dignity. Underneath everything, we keep
our networks of family and friends and associates alive and we
always nurture these networks, for it is how we survive. We lend
dignity to these loves and friendships and associations; we still
believe in people, and in making communities. We have faith in
people. It is believing in dignity—in our own and in that of those
around us—that keeps us going.2

In a final curious irony: in crafting the parables of power that are “just
so” and “as if ” stories, in silencing the truths of violence, and in deleting
indices of the vast profiteering that emerges from war and the suffering
it exacts—the stories of hope, human dignity, and peace are deleted from
formal accounting as well.

SIDE TWO

As I pass through Johannesburg from Angola on my way home in 2002,
the “war against terrorism” rages, fought across mountainous terrains and
dinner tables worldwide. I find it hard to recognize how difficult it is to
predict acts of aggression and to “find terrorists.” After twenty months
of traveling, following the tentacles of war and its shadows across people’s
lives and countries’ borders, I have forgotten how not to see the shadows.

Whether people are working in or against a state system, they need
weapons, food, medicines, and texts; they need vehicles, gasoline, and
spare parts; they need electronic equipment and communications systems.
Most also want cigarettes, alcohol, or drugs. They need hard currency to
buy these things, and they need the products that translate into hard cur-
rency. They need banking systems and the means to transfer funds, how-
ever informal or unregulated. They need the shipping routes to get the
objects of their desires.

These are hard facts that leave objective traces—clear footprints—
along the world’s economic, political, and social pathways. These systems
are not invisible because of any intrinsic nature of their own, but because
of an unwillingness to see them. Do we really want to understand them?
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asks Mattijs Van de Port. “Do we really want an academic text that is
disturbing?”3

This unwillingness to see into the shadows may in part be due to the
degree to which the extra-state and the extra-legal are woven into the fab-
ric of everyday life and formal institutions. Virtually all of the trillions of
dollars that move across the boundaries of legality each year ultimately
pass through formal economies—unlaundered money is merely a piece
of paper or a group of computer pixels until it gains financial recogni-
tion, and that recognition is conferred by the world economy. These inter-
sections are powerful zones of profit and power. To see them, to under-
stand the dynamics shaping war and peace, to “win wars against
terrorism,” and to develop accurate analytical tools for understanding
these intersections, is to see both along the margins of human existence
and into the heart of where societies live their lives.
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POSTSCRIPT
THE WAR OF THE MONTH CLUB—IRAQ

As I put the final touches on this book the war in Iraq heated up, turned
violent, and forced a regime change. The Democratic Republic of Congo,
with nearly two and a half million deaths on the hands of the current
provocateurs, has faded into the media background. So too have wars
from Colombia to Burma. North Korea is a blip on the radar screen of
militarized response. Perhaps it will emerge into the war that accompa-
nies the final touches I do on the page proofs of the book. If not, there
will be another.

When I sat down to write each chapter for this book, I traveled back
in my mind’s eye to revisit the people and places I wrote about. It is the
only way I know how to write about war: being there. In some ways this
kind of writing takes its toll: I cannot abstract the suffering of war nor
delete the people from the front lines; but in this I hope people reading
my work can, in some sense, visit places and meet people they otherwise
might not. It is in this meeting that war comes to take definition. But
Iraq is different. I have been asked to give interviews by the media, to
speak at public venues, and to write on the Iraqi war. I find myself resist-
ing, and I realize it is because I cannot enter the war in my mind’s eye to
speak of it. I am not there; I am in a comfortable office experiential light
years away.

But silence, as I have so often written, is not the best option either. So
I have become curious as to what I can know about Iraq, not being there.
The question is pressing: I have long said that while all wars have a unique
set of characteristics—a compendium of the intersections of history,
people, and institutions in the flux of action—they are also shaped within
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a larger milieu of war created through constant international exchanges
of people, commodities, ideologies, politics, and configurations of power.
The USA-declared war in Iraq ushers in a new era. What exactly this era
will be can only be gleaned from a complex analysis of the way these mil-
itary actions play out across the political, economic, and social terrains of
the global present, and the way it becomes inscribed into people’s—and
here I mean people of all countries—understanding of power.

The question is also interesting to me as this is the first time since the
Vietnam War I have been in the USA while the country was engaged in
an overseas war or military action. I am used to listening to public dis-
cussions of war by people who know war firsthand. I experienced the 1991
Gulf War from the vantage point of northern Mozambique. I was in the
Province of Lichinga when the war began. Mozambique’s war was at a
fever pitch at the time, and Lichinga is at the end of the world in most
people’s conceptions. It is the most remote part of Mozambique. Lichinga
did not have electricity, running water, or public transport services, much
less globally linked media, due to the war’s destruction. Yet I remember
well sitting with a group of people in the rough equivalent of a coffee
shop (no coffee, no shop) as they explained to me what was taking place
in the Gulf War. If a person has not experienced the sophistication of infor-
mation one can find in war-depleted remote locales of the world, it is hard
to imagine. But it is nonetheless true: extra-state systems carry informa-
tion as well as people and commodities. Survival for many depends on
this. The descriptions and explanations I received at the time were
remarkably accurate and erudite. When I traveled some time later to Beira,
one of the country’s main towns, and had the opportunity to watch global
news services like BBC, CNN, and South African News on satellite dish,
I became aware of how rich the news I’d encountered in Lichinga was. I
knew as much as, and in some cases more than, the world’s major news
services were reporting. CNN focused predominately on military tactics
and hardware. I had information both on this and on the more human
elements of the war: the core dynamics of the war; the way soldiers, civil-
ians, and power brokers were responding worldwide; and the likely
alliances, frictions, aggressions, and outcomes emerging from the war. I
heard stories of how soldiers acted on the front lines, and why. And I
could feel the plight of a parent trying to find food or stanch the flow of
blood from a family member’s wound. The war came alive as a reality in
people’s lives. And given the complex analyses I encountered, I had a good
sense of where the war would lead, not just that day, that year, and that
country, but across alliances, antipathies, nations, and years.
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But something different transpired for me during the spring 2003 war
in Iraq. Being in the USA and trying to understand the war was per-
plexing: I could not find the war. I don’t mean the constant barrage of
news coverage on “the war,” the political mud-slinging among people of
opposing views, or the video clips of military advancements. I mean the
way war smells, feels, tastes, looks, and acts. I found myself wondering
why there was no comprehensive coverage of the global weapons/
commodities/resources trade that links the world’s continents and coun-
tries, when novice students in my classes could map how these flows
affected everything from war outcomes to civilians’ ability to gain sur-
vival necessities. I wondered why, in all the focus on Jessica Lynch, no
one spoke about how she experienced war; how violence and rescue insin-
uated themselves into her beliefs and dreams for life. How did people in
Iraq feed their families, find care for the critically ill, think of freedom dur-
ing bombing raids? What old vendettas were settled that no one reported
on? How did power remap through city streets and conflicting loyalties?
How did it remap internationally? Not just the public words, but the deals
done behind closed doors.

Most of these events will never be analyzed; most war stories, from
soldiers to civilians, will never be told to the public. Women, having
dodged bullets, will turn to the patient rebuilding of their lives and com-
munities without ever uttering a word to CNN. War orphans craft inno-
vative communities far from the eyes of political analysts. Fathers bounce
a child on their knees, wondering what set of laws they will have to plan
around the next day. Smugglers grow rich.

The justifications that fanned the flames of war will grow cold, char-
coal to etch lines in dry textbooks. They are now history. Today new sto-
ries capture the public eye; new networks of power move through under-
ground channels. New wars are already in progress. Few discuss where
or what they will be; many do not know, having been taught that a war
doesn’t exist until a weapon is discharged, until a declaration is made that
this is not mayhem, but war.1

Somewhere in all this, the thread of the story of Al Qaeda unraveled.
This speaks to a new era of war. Al Qaeda is a network, not a nation-state.
As such, it has no geographical home to attack. It is, by definition, extra-
state. It acquires commodities, from currency to weapons, through extra-
legal channels; it fights along unconventional lines. It manages power
through non-state means. This is an anathema to states, which are set up
to operate in a logical political science universe of other states. How does
one war against shadows? Iraq, in this instance, became the solution. But
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Al Qaeda is not equivalent to Iraq, not in geography, not in political affil-
iation, not in religious conviction, not in power structure. In sheer objec-
tive fact, Saddam Hussein’s downfall little affects the dynamics of net-
works like Al Qaeda. In some ways, ironically, the attack on Iraq may help
them. It is easier for a state to attack another state. The ability of guer-
rilla, paramilitary, and terror-based movements to topple colonial rule
worldwide has long shown that states are vulnerable to aggressions from
extra-state networks. There are many results to any war. But one that I
do not see discussed much in the USA is that extra-state networks fare
better against superpowers than do nation-states.

If it is hard for me to find the war in Iraq—ontologically speaking—
from the USA, it is even more challenging to find Al Qaeda from the USA.
I can glean from the media that in fact a regime change did occur in Iraq.
In the vacuum of power rogues looted the defenseless, religious leaders
emerged to provide structure, and average people struggled with collapsed
governing systems. From my own research in warzones, I know what the
media does not address: a collapsed government cannot provide any serv-
ices, so the citizenry struggle with shortages of food, medicines, energy,
and fuel that can be lethal. Those who survive will do so by using inter-
national extra-state networks to get necessities; a few will become rich.
In this, world alliances are redefined. In the aftermath of war, people are
forging new global loyalties and alliances, thinking about flows of
weapons/commodities/resources in new ways, and preparing for new
wars. No one I’ve spoken to outside the USA felt they could be neutral.
A war involving a superpower involved the world, and everyone had to
forge a place from which to survive it. September 11, the military actions
in Afghanistan, and Iraq have solidified these movements to new, twenty-
first-century, global political formations. Much is still formally invisible.

Our understanding of non-state networks is far less developed than
our understanding of states. At present, we have few reliable resources
capable of explaining the fundamental character and impact of a group
such as Al Qaeda on the power equations defining political and economic
change. Even the most basic questions exceed our theoretical grasp: How
does a highly organized extra-state network function? How does capturing
or killing a top leader in the group affect its overall power structure? How
do new recruits fill vacuums in power? How do the networks collapse?
If an extra-state network is indeed a social, economic, and political extra-
state system, it is based in the kinds of enduring, complex market and
financial organizations I have described throughout this book. These net-
works link people and countries internationally. The data from my
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research shows that these networks do not collapse easily. Nor are they
easily eradicated. New commodities, new people, new regimes of author-
ity, and new ideologies shape extra-state realities continuously. Such sys-
tems tend to adapt, not disappear. To effectively combat those who seek
to effect regime change through targeting noncombatants, as with the
September 11 attack, it is essential to understand how extra-state networks
operate in contrast to states. As I have asked throughout this book: How
is authority managed? What shape does power take? What determines
belonging, recruitment, loyalty? How are commodities, monies, and
people moved and managed? These are not idle questions aimed at a dis-
appearing Al Qaeda. A new era of power contestations is forming in the
twenty-first century. Looking at the history of extra-state groups defeat-
ing the colonial world, people have learned that the extra-state is the most
powerful way of challenging the state and of combating a superpower.
Yet our understanding is embryonic: much of the workings of the extra-
state remain in the shadows. To leave these in the shadows is to allow
them to retain, quite literally, untold power.
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seemed to embody the jolting intersections of violence and peace-building. This
teenage boy was one of the toughest I had met. He had a hard edge; yet he had
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closet in an abandoned, broken-down home. He had only a tattered straw mat
and a very old and worn blanket; but above his head on the wall he had put pic-
tures of the most gentle scenes common to magazines: people holding hands, hold-
ing babies, smiling in idyllic locales. Directly above his head was a picture of a
ballerina, flying through the air in an embracing leap. He went over to place his
hand on this picture, looked at me sheepishly, and then, having shown his vul-
nerability, took my hand to pull me back down the hallway. He had no problem
showing me his toughness, his pain, the violence of his life; his vulnerability lay
in showing his ballerina.

2. Layers of meaning, of course, abound. As I was reading this poem on the
wall, a young woman who said she worked in a cafeteria stopped to read the poem,
and then said to me: “Peace, yea, right. It’s a tough bird and a good story, but
the King is still a man and he is making all the governing decisions for the people.”

3. J. M. Frost, “Strange and Extraordinary Feats of Indian Magic,” in The
Magician’s Tale, ed. David Hunt (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1997), 1.

4. Friedrich Nietzsche, “The Genealogy of Morals,” in The Birth of
Tragedy/The Genealogy of Morals (New York: Doubleday, 1956), 179.

5. I suggest we can read these processes to understand when war is entrenched
and when peace is imminent in the same way we can predict the outbreak of war.
In 1993 I published an article predicting that Mozambique would be able to sus-
tain a peace accord while Sri Lanka would suffer continuing rounds of political
violence. In 1996 I wrote that unlike Mozambique, Angola would continue to
undergo military aggressions (published 1997). These sets of predictions can
expand to include related forms of violence, such as institutions of criminal vio-
lence that plague cities. I wrote in 1996 in a United States Institute for Peace grant
report that South Africa would continue to experience high levels of criminal and
street violence while Mozambique would demonstrate declining rates of such vio-
lence. In each case, these predictions proved accurate. This isn’t crystal ball gaz-
ing or Las Vegas luck; it’s a simple reading of the sociopolitical processes that fuel
war and peace. In training people to see war starting with the firing of the first
bullet and the formal declarations of war, and in seeing peace launched with the
signing of peace accords, we have not taught people to read the processes that
actually start long before these acts. And this in part explains the poor predictive
capacity that marks current scholarly and policy theories. To reconceptualize war
and peace—not as set points on a unilinear continuum, but as processes con-
structed over time and culture—helps lay to rest our poor track records in under-
standing when political violence will erupt and how to deal with it when it does.
If political violence is as destructive to the fabric of societal viability as I suggest
here, these concerns are pressing.
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14. THE PROBLEMS WITH PEACE

1. These five quotes are culled from my fieldnotes: they are a small sample of
hundreds of such quotes I have gathered in the course of my field research on the
profits that are made during war.

2. Peter Strandberg , “No One Is Afraid of the Nigerians in the Dark . . . ,”
New African (London) July/August 1998, 14–15. Strandberg describes how the
RUF runs hospitals, schools, and well-organized communities; Elizabeth Ohene
describes a different set of impressions in “Barbarity beyond Belief,” BBC Focus
on Africa (July/September 1998), 29. Ohene visited a hospital packed with civil-
ian casualties of an RUF attack and sadly noted that the image of an abattoir kept
occurring to her: The hospital was awash in the blood of people whose ears, hands,
limbs, and sometimes heads had been cut off. “Cut” is perhaps not the right word;
Ohene writes of the horror of tired soldiers trying to hack off limbs with dull
machetes.

3. Strandberg, “No One Is Afraid,” 14–15.
4. Baffour Ankomah, “Sierra Leone: How the ‘Good Guys’ Won,” New

African (London), July/August 1998, 8.
5. Patrick Chabal and Jean-Pascal Daloz, Africa Works: Disorder as Political

Instrument (Oxford: James Currey, 1999), 89.
6. In the curious ironies of war, these NGOs were among the handful that

were actually out risking life and limb getting food and necessities to war-devas-
tated people. They were profiteering, but they did leave much-needed supplies
in their wake.

7. Paul Collier, Economic Causes of Civil Conflict and Their Implications for Pol-
icy (Washington, D.C.: World Bank, 15 June 2000), 3.

8. Tony Hodges, Angola: From Afro-Stalinism to Petro-Diamond Capitalism
(Oxford: James Currey, 2001).

9. Global Witness, A Crude Awakening (London: Global Witness, Decem-
ber 1999); Global Witness, All the President’s Men (London: Global Witness,
March 2002); Jakkie Cilliers and Christian Dietrich, eds., Angola’s War Economy
(Pretoria, South Africa: Institute for Security Studies, 2000).

10. William Reno, Corruption and State Politics in Sierra Leone (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1995); William Reno, Warlord Politics and African
States (Boulder, CO: Lynne Rienner, 1998).

11. Stephen O’Connell, “Macroeconomic Harmonization, Trade Reform, and
Regional Trade in Sub-Saharan Africa,” in Regional Integration and Trade Liber-
alization in Sub-Saharan Africa, vol. 1, ed. Ademola Oyejide, Ibrahim Elbadowi,
and Paul Collier (London: Macmillan Press, 1997), 136.

12. Chabal and Daloz, Africa Works, xx.
13. David Hecht and Maliqalim Simone, Invisible Governance: The Art of

African Micropolitics (Brooklyn, N.Y.: Autonomedia,1994), 21.
14. Mark Chingono, The State, Violence, and Development: The Political Econ-

omy of War in Mozambique, 1975–1992 (Aldershot, U.K.: Avebury, 1996), 106.
15. Linda Green, Fear as a Way of Life: Mayan Widows in Rural Guatemala
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(New York: Columbia University Press, 2000); Paul Richards, Fighting for the
Rainforest: War, Youth, and Resources in Sierra Leone (Portsmouth, N.H.: Heine-
mann, 1996); Carolyn Nordstrom, “Public Bad, Public Good(s), and Private Real-
ities,” in Cultures of Political Transition, ed. Paul Gready (London: Pluto Press,
2003), 212–24; Krishna Kumar, ed., Rebuilding Societies after Civil War (London:
Lynne Rienner, 1997); Nat Colletta, Markus Kostner, and Ingo Wiederhofer, The
Transition from War to Peace in Sub-Saharan Africa (Washington, D.C.: World
Bank, May 1996).

16. Chingono, The State, Violence, and Development, 110.
17. In 1996 in Angola, I exchanged the US dollar variously for 120,000,

200,000, and 270,000 kwanza in the space of a week: a roller coaster of currency
valuations.

15. IRONIES IN THE SHADOWS

1. Janine Wedel’s most recent work follows these kinds of questions across
Eastern Europe and the imbroglios of western aid: Collision and Collusion: The
Strange Case of Western Aid to Eastern Europe (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 2001).

2. See A. B. Fetherston and Carolyn Nordstrom, “Overcoming Conceptual
Habitus in Conflict Management: UN Peacekeeping and Warzone Ethnography,”
Peace and Change 20(1) (1995): 94–119.

3. I have elected not to give the speaker’s name or work affiliation in quotes
such as this, in which the speaker discusses sensitive extra-legal issues that might
affect the person’s ability to work in-country in the future.

4. Maria Faria, Programa Alimentar Mundial (World Food Program)/Angola,
personal communication, November 2001.

5. Janet MacGaffey, ed., The Real Economy of Zaire: The Contribution of Smug-
gling and Other Unofficial Activities to National Wealth (London: James Currey,
1991); Karen Tranberg Hansen, Salaula: The World of Secondhand Clothing in Zam-
bia (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000); William Reno, Corruption and
State Politics in Sierra Leone (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995).

6. Gianluca Fiorentini and Sam Peltzman, eds., The Economics of Organised
Crime (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995); Mark Findlay, The Glob-
alisation of Crime (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999); Gary Slapper
and Steve Tombs, Corporate Crime (Essex: Addison Wesley Longman, 1999);
Manuel Castells, End of Millennium, vol. 3 of The Information Age: Economy, Soci-
ety, and Culture (Malden: Blackwell Publishers, 1998); Jacklyn Cock, “The Legacy
of War: The Proliferation of Light Weapons in Southern Africa,” in War and Peace
in Southern Africa, ed. Robert Rotberg and Greg Mills (Washington, D.C.: Brook-
ings Institution Press, 1998), 89–121; William Reno, Warlord Politics and African
States (Boulder, CO: Lynne Rienner, 1998).

7. Susan Strange, The Retreat of the State: The Diffusions of Power in the World
Economy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 117.

8. Linda Gustitus, Elise Bean, and Robert Roach, “Correspondent Banking:
A Gateway for Money Laundering,” Economic Perspectives 6(2): 23–26.
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9. John McDowell and Gary Novis, “The Consequences of Money Laun-
dering and Financial Crime,” Economic Perspectives 6(2): 4.

10. Ibid., 5.
11. Castells, End of Millennium, 167.
12. Mark Chingono, The State, Violence, and Development: The Political Econ-

omy of War in Mozambique, 1975–1992 (Aldershot, U.K.: Avebury, 1996), 115.

16. WHY DON’T WE STUDY THE SHADOWS?

1. John Kenneth Galbraith and Nicole Salinger, Almost Everyone’s Guide to Eco-
nomics (New York: Penguin Books, 1978), 66–67.

2. Quoted in Dirk Hansohm, “Renewal in Africa? The Informal Sector and
Its Promotion in Namibia,” NEPRU Working Paper No. 55 (Windhoek,
Namibia: NEPRU, 1997).

3. Ibid.
4. Pierre Bourdieu, Outline of a Theory of Practice (Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press, 1977).
5. Charles Tilly, “War Making and State Making as Organized Crime,” in

Bringing the State Back In, ed. Peter B. Evans et al. (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 1985), 170. Tilly’s core point in this regard is that “banditry, piracy,
gangland rivalry, policing, and war making all belong on the same continuum”
in the state-making process.

6. Reading Henrietta Moore’s work on the anthropology of governance, The
Future of Anthropological Knowledge (London: Routledge, 1996), 10–14, raised a
new set of considerations for me, ones not directly addressed by Moore, but
implicit in her ideas. She explores the place a “neo-Foucaultian” approach would
have in contemporary anthropology, placing at its center the ways—the arts—
by which practices of government control populations. Crucially, while this is a
means to analyze the state, it is not state centered. This notion of “governmen-
tality,” says Moore, indicates “a certain mentality, a particular way of thinking
about the sort of problems which can and should be addressed by particular
authorities and through particular strategies” (12). The critical analysis of these
forms of rationality, concludes Moore, would certainly be central to a modern
anthropology. My explorations of the ways in which state and non-state actors
alike benefit from the created invisibilities of extra-state networks touch on these
issues of governmentality, and the systems of knowledge as power that under-
gird these.

7. Cynthia Enloe, Maneuvers: The International Politics of Militarizing Women’s
Lives (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2000).

8. Carolyn Nordstrom, “Shadows and Sovereigns,” Theory, Culture, & Soci-
ety 17(4) (August 2000): 36–54.

9. If we look at the broad sweep of history—at the succession of regimes ris-
ing and falling across the millennia and the world’s populations—it would be
surprising if the state were to remain in force across the upcoming eras. Whether
the power systems that come to replace the Enlightenment state are “good” or



“bad” of course depends on who is doing the defining. For those in positions of
defining the power, it will be good, for those out-defined, it will not.

10. Ngugi wa Thiong’o, Moving the Centre: The Struggle for Cultural Free-
doms (London: James Currey, 1993).

11. Jean-François Bayart, The State in Africa: The Politics of the Belly (London:
Longman, 1993), 209. The sentences preceding this quote read: “We should not
attempt in an academic and artificial balancing act, to oppose the statist ‘totalis-
ing’ work with the divergent tactics of ‘detotalising,’ even if the latter more than
any others do lead directly to the erosion or dilution of the State. In reality, the
logic of deconstruction in the statist arena is not so easily separated from the loci
of its construction.”

12. See, for example, the now-classic example of Thomas Friedman’s work,
The Lexus and the Olive Tree: Understanding Globalization (New York: Farrar,
Straus, Giroux, 1999).

13. Such theories are strongly linear and little match the current epistemological
innovations demonstrating that relationships are far more interrelated. As Mark
Chingono writes: “The unintended consequences of violence have been to com-
pletely discredit economic nationalism and to demystify national boundaries, both
of which are the bedrock of imperialism in Southern Africa, and core principles
of Western civilization.” The State, Violence, and Development: The Political Econ-
omy of War in Mozambique, 1975–1992 (Aldershot, U.K.: Avebury, 1996), 110.

14. On the basis of this analysis, if I were to predict the form of war that will
most characterize the twenty-first century, it would be that of multinational and
transnational businesses, however set in national sovereign law, that profit from
political instability in resource-rich locales where political instability inhibits cos-
mopolitan development. The promise of immense profit lies in the weak politi-
cal controls of warzones; in the critical call for weapons, supplies, and survival
necessities from warzones; in the flux of unregulated power in warzones. Wars
are infrequent in resource-poor regions. In addition, the political instability in
resource-rich countries reduces these countries’ own potential for developing their
resources and in forming their own centers of politico-economic power capable
of competing equally in the global arena.

17. EPILOGUE

1. Zezo Baptista, A Contagem Regressiva (Luanda, Angola: Ponto Um, 2000).
Translation by the author.

2. Maria Faria, Programa Alimentar Mundial (World Food Program), Angola,
personal communication, Luanda, November 2001.

3. Mattijs Van de Port, Gypsies, Wars, and Other Instances of the Wild: Civi-
lization and Its Discontents in a Serbian Town (Amsterdam: Amsterdam Univer-
sity Press, 1998), 28.
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POSTSCRIPT

1. According to the national media in the USA, it seems as if the war really
did take place within the space of time it took me to finish the last chapter of this
book. But that is the illusion of war. In truth, the war in Iraq started long before
the first body fell, and will last long after the troops have packed up and gone
home. In my work, I was introduced to the possibility of this war before the cen-
tury’s end. Throughout the 1990s, students in every class I taught on war pre-
dicted that while the government supported a multi-billion-dollar missile defense
system, the most probable attack would be terrorist on USA ground with small-
scale weaponry. Four years before the 2003 Iraqi war my classes mapped the chang-
ing extra-state warzone/commodity/resource circuits linking EurAsia and the
Americas, the Middle East and Africa, pointing out how such networks showed
unfolding configurations of power and new forms of political contest. Several years
before the war—when western oil companies paid some of the highest prices in
the industry for signature bonuses on oil blocks in Angola—people in Africa spec-
ulated that the political tensions surrounding the USA and the oil-rich countries
of the Middle East could turn violent. Angolagate, the pre–September 11 scan-
dal that linked oil rights and weapons transfers through Angola with France, the
Middle East, and the political pardons President Clinton made at the end of his
presidency, was a clear demonstration of emerging extra-legal power politics and
economics that charted new hot spots and alliances. François Misser, “The Ango-
lagate Scandal,” African Business 265 (May 2001): 8–11.
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